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OIT Annual Satisfaction Survey
Results for 2022
OIT used questions developed for The Higher Education TechQual+ Project
(https://www.techqual.org) to measure satisfaction. The TechQual+ survey instrument consists
of 13 items that are designed to measure the performance of three core commitments:
•
•
•

Connectivity and Access (not included)
Technology and Collaboration Services
Support and Training

In addition to the core items, 8 significant technology-based services in use at UTK were
included on the survey, 4 supported by OIT and 4 supported by the UT System.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Official University Email - Office365, Gmail
Online@UT (Canvas)
Student Information Systems and Online Class Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK,
Gradesfirst)
Zoom
UT System Services - ANDI
UT System Services - Cayuse SP/424
UT System Services – IRIS
UT System Services - iMedRIS

The survey asked the respondents to rate each item on three factors: minimum service level
expectation (need), desired service level expectation and perceived service performance.
One of the main goals of TechQual+ is to measure how well OIT is meeting the technology
needs of campus by calculating an Adequacy Gap score which is the difference between
minimum service level expectation and the perceived service performance. When the Adequacy
Gap is positive, perceived (or actual) service performance exceeds needs (or minimum
expectations).
There were 1847 people who responded to the 2022 OIT Annual Survey. The sample consisted
of 50.8% students, 12.0% faculty, 36.9% staff and 0.3% who did not indicate their affiliation.
The results are presented for the campus overall, as well as each campus affiliation: students,
faculty and staff.
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Adequacy Gaps – Overall
Connectivity and Access - Overall
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
Internet service that works
consistently every time
you need it

Internet service that
provides adequate
performance
(speed/latency)

Wi-Fi service that works
adequately everywhere
you need it

Performance

Cellular / mobile / LTE
service that works
adequately everywhere
you need it.

Need

Connectivity and Access - Overall
Internet service that works consistently every
time you need it

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

N

7.16

7.41

.25

1831

Internet service that provides adequate
performance (speed/latency)

7.05

7.50

.45

1829

Wi-Fi service that works adequately everywhere
you need it

7.11

7.10

.01

1823

Cellular / mobile / LTE service that works
adequately everywhere you need it.

7.16

6.88

-.18

1814
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Technology and Collaboration - Overall
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
Online services that Online services that Online services that Systems that provide Classrooms/meeting
are easy to use. enhance the teaching
allow me to
timely access to data
spaces w/
and learning
collaborate
that informs
technology that
experience.
effectively with
decision-making.
enhances
others
teaching/learning
experience
Performance

Need

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

7.00

7.46

.46

1828

6.96

7.45

.49

1764

Online services that allow me to collaborate
effectively with others

6.96

7.55

.59

1822

Systems that provide timely access to data that
informs decision-making.

7.04

7.41

.38

1784

Classrooms/meeting spaces w/ technology that
enhances teaching/learning experience

6.99

7.28

.29

1681

Technology and Collaboration - Overall
Online services that are easy to use.
Online services that enhance the teaching and
learning experience.

N
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Support and Training - Overall
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5

6
5.5
5
Timely resolution of
Technology support staff Receiving communications Access to training (selftechnology problems that I who have the knowledge
regarding technology
help information) that
am experiencing
to answer my questions.
services that I can
increases my effectiveness
understand
with technology.
Performance

Need

Support and Training - Overall

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

N

Timely resolution of technology problems that I
am experiencing

7.15

7.68

.54

1819

Technology support staff who have the
knowledge to answer my questions.

7.29

7.88

.59

1820

Receiving communications regarding
technology services that I can understand

6.94

7.61

.67

1821

Access to training (self-help information) that
increases my effectiveness with technology.

6.61

7.20

.59

1802
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Additional OIT Services - Overall
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5

6
5.5
5
Official University Email Office365, Gmail

Online@UT (Canvas)

Student Information
Systems and Online Class
Registration (Banner,
DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst)

Performance

Additional OIT Services - Overall
Official University Email - Office365, Gmail
Online@UT (Canvas)
Student Information Systems and Online Class
Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst)
Zoom

Zoom

Need

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

N

7.45

7.99

.54

1828

7.26

7.64

.38

1222

7.19

7.33

.14

1235

7.22

7.80

.58

1741
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Additional UT Systems Services - Overall
8

7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
4.5
UT System Services - ANDI

UT System Services Cayuse SP/424
Performance

Additional UT Systems Services - Overall
UT System Services - ANDI
UT System Services - Cayuse SP/424
UT System Services - IRIS
UT System Services - iMedRIS

UT System Services - IRIS

UT System Services iMedRIS

Need

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

N

7.38

6.50

-.88

40

6.95

6.63

-.32

123

7.14

6.94

-.20

733

7.07

4.98

-2.10

83
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Adequacy Gaps – Students

Connectivity and Access - Students
7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
Internet service that works
consistently every time
you need it

Internet service that
provides adequate
performance
(speed/latency)

Wi-Fi service that works
adequately everywhere
you need it

Performance

Cellular / mobile / LTE
service that works
adequately everywhere
you need it.

Need

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

Internet service that works consistently every
time you need it

6.85

7.01

0.13

933

Internet service that provides adequate
performance (speed/latency)

6.72

7.12

0.37

931

Wi-Fi service that works adequately everywhere
you need it

6.90

6.84

-0.08

929

Cellular / mobile / LTE service that works
adequately everywhere you need it.

6.92

6.54

-0.41

928

Connectivity and Access - Students

N
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Technology and Collaboration Services - Students
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5

6
5.5
5

Online services that Online services that Online services that Systems that provide Classrooms/meeting
are easy to use. enhance the teaching
allow me to
timely access to data
spaces w/
and learning
collaborate
that informs
technology that
experience.
effectively with
decision-making.
enhances
others
teaching/learning
experience
Performance

Technology and Collaboration Services Students
Online services that are easy to use.

Need

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

N

6.74

7.33

0.58

936

Online services that enhance the teaching and
learning experience.

6.73

7.31

0.58

935

Online services that allow me to collaborate
effectively with others

6.61

7.32

0.70

937

Systems that provide timely access to data that
informs decision-making.

6.78

7.31

0.52

926

Classrooms/meeting spaces w/ technology that
enhances teaching/learning experience

6.76

7.22

0.43

926
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Support and Training - Students
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5

6
5.5
5
Timely resolution of
Technology support staff Receiving communications Access to training (selftechnology problems that I who have the knowledge
regarding technology
help information) that
am experiencing
to answer my questions.
services that I can
increases my effectiveness
understand
with technology.
Performance

Need

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

N

Timely resolution of technology problems that I
am experiencing

6.84

7.44

0.57

927

Technology support staff who have the
knowledge to answer my questions.

7.01

7.70

0.67

929

Receiving communications regarding technology
services that I can understand

6.71

7.53

0.82

931

Access to training (self-help information) that
increases my effectiveness with technology.

6.26

7.01

0.73

929

Support and Training - Students
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Additional OIT Services - Students
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5

6
5.5
5
Official University Email Office365, Gmail

Online@UT (Canvas)

Student Information
Systems and Online Class
Registration (Banner,
DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst)

Performance

Zoom

Need

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

N

7.26

8.00

0.73

933

7.18

7.68

0.51

911

Student Information Systems and Online Class
Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst)

7.10

7.39

0.29

888

Zoom

6.85

7.48

0.63

872

Additional OIT Services - Students
Official University Email - Office365, Gmail
Online@UT (Canvas)
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Adequacy Gaps – Faculty
Connectivity and Access - Faculty
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
Internet service that works
consistently every time
you need it

Internet service that
provides adequate
performance
(speed/latency)

Wi-Fi service that works
adequately everywhere
you need it

Performance

Cellular / mobile / LTE
service that works
adequately everywhere
you need it.

Need

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

N

Internet service that works consistently every
time you need it

7.77

7.82

0.05

222

Internet service that provides adequate
performance (speed/latency)

7.61

7.94

0.36

222

Wi-Fi service that works adequately everywhere
you need it

7.63

7.45

-0.14

220

Cellular / mobile / LTE service that works
adequately everywhere you need it.

7.50

7.26

-0.24

216

Connectivity and Access - Faculty
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Technology and Collaboration Services - Faculty
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
Online services that Online services that Online services that Systems that provide Classrooms/meeting
are easy to use. enhance the teaching
allow me to
timely access to data
spaces w/
and learning
collaborate
that informs
technology that
experience.
effectively with
decision-making.
enhances
others
teaching/learning
experience
Performance

Need

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

7.38

7.50

0.16

216

Online services that enhance the teaching and
learning experience.

7.44

7.46

0.09

215

Online services that allow me to collaborate
effectively with others

7.34

7.56

0.19

215

Systems that provide timely access to data that
informs decision-making.

7.32

7.33

-0.10

204

Classrooms/meeting spaces w/ technology that
enhances teaching/learning experience

7.50

6.90

-0.57

214

Technology and Collaboration Services - Faculty
Online services that are easy to use.

N
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Support and Training - Faculty
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5

6
5.5
5
Timely resolution of
Technology support staff Receiving communications Access to training (selftechnology problems that I who have the knowledge
regarding technology
help information) that
am experiencing
to answer my questions.
services that I can
increases my effectiveness
understand
with technology.
Performance

Need

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

N

Timely resolution of technology problems that I
am experiencing

7.74

7.90

0.13

220

Technology support staff who have the knowledge
to answer my questions.

7.83

7.95

0.12

219

Receiving communications regarding technology
services that I can understand

7.33

7.53

0.24

217

Access to training (self-help information) that
increases my effectiveness with technology.

6.95

7.04

0.13

212

Support and Training - Faculty
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Additional OIT Services - Faculty
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5

6
5.5
5
Official University Email Office365, Gmail

Online@UT (Canvas)

Student Information
Systems and Online Class
Registration (Banner,
DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst)

Performance

Additional OIT Services - Faculty
Official University Email - Office365, Gmail
Online@UT (Canvas)
Student Information Systems and Online Class
Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst)
Zoom

Zoom

Need

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

N

7.94

7.75

-0.15

221

7.68

7.63

-0.01

180

7.54

6.96

-0.53

158

7.83

8.10

0.30

217
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Additional UT Systems Services - Faculty
8

7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
4.5
UT System Services - ANDI

UT System Services Cayuse SP/424

UT System Services - IRIS

Performance

Additional UT Systems Services - Faculty
UT System Services - ANDI
UT System Services - Cayuse SP/424
UT System Services - IRIS
UT System Services - iMedRIS

UT System Services iMedRIS

Need

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

7.25

5.75

-1.50

4

6.93

6.24

-1.59

166

7.28

6.52

-0.69

68

6.99

4.79

-2.19

67

N
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Adequacy Gaps – Staff
Connectivity and Access - Staff
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
Internet service that works
consistently every time
you need it

Internet service that
provides adequate
performance
(speed/latency)

Wi-Fi service that works
adequately everywhere
you need it

Performance

Cellular / mobile / LTE
service that works
adequately everywhere
you need it.

Need

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

N

Internet service that works consistently every
time you need it

7.38

7.83

0.46

679

Internet service that provides adequate
performance (speed/latency)

7.33

7.89

0.57

678

Wi-Fi service that works adequately everywhere
you need it

7.25

7.36

0.12

677

Cellular / mobile / LTE service that works
adequately everywhere you need it.

7.39

7.22

-0.17

672

Connectivity and Access - Staff
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Technology and Collaboration Services - Staff
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
Online services that Online services that Online services that Systems that provide Classrooms/meeting
are easy to use. enhance the teaching
allow me to
timely access to data
spaces w/
and learning
collaborate
that informs
technology that
experience.
effectively with
decision-making.
enhances
others
teaching/learning
experience
Performance

Need

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

N

7.23

7.63

0.39

678

Online services that enhance the teaching and
learning experience.

7.12

7.65

0.46

620

Online services that allow me to collaborate
effectively with others

7.33

7.86

0.53

674

Systems that provide timely access to data that
informs decision-making.

7.31

7.59

0.27

662

Classrooms/meeting spaces w/ technology that
enhances teaching/learning experience

7.20

7.55

0.29

547

Technology and Collaboration Services - Staff
Online services that are easy to use.
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Support and Training - Staff
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5

6
5.5
5
Timely resolution of
Technology support staff Receiving communications Access to training (selftechnology problems that I who have the knowledge
regarding technology
help information) that
am experiencing
to answer my questions.
services that I can
increases my effectiveness
understand
with technology.
Performance

Need

Support and Training - Staff

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

N

Timely resolution of technology problems that I am
experiencing

7.38

7.95

0.57

675

Technology support staff who have the knowledge
to answer my questions.

7.51

8.12

0.60

676

Receiving communications regarding technology
services that I can understand

7.14

7.75

0.58

674

Access to training (self-help information) that
increases my effectiveness with technology.

6.99

7.53

0.50

667
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Additional OIT Services - Staff
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5

6
5.5
5
Official University Email Office365, Gmail

Online@UT (Canvas)

Student Information
Systems and Online Class
Registration (Banner,
DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst)

Performance

Zoom

Need

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

N

7.55

8.05

0.50

674

7.22

7.40

0.23

133

Student Information Systems and Online Class
Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst)

7.31

7.39

0.07

191

Zoom

7.51

8.14

0.64

651

Additional OIT Services - Staff
Official University Email - Office365, Gmail
Online@UT (Canvas)
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Additional UT Systems Services - Staff
8.5

8
7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
UT System Services - ANDI

UT System Services Cayuse SP/424
Performance

Additional UT Systems Services - Staff
UT System Services - ANDI
UT System Services - Cayuse SP/424
UT System Services - IRIS
UT System Services - iMedRIS

UT System Services - IRIS

UT System Services iMedRIS

Need

Need

Performance

Adequacy
Gap

7.39

6.58

-0.81

36

6.98

7.13

-0.09

584

7.10

7.04

0.15

55

7.44

5.75

-1.69

16

N
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Demographics

Primary Affiliation with the University
40.0
35.0
30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
Undergraduate

Graduate

Faculty

IT Staff

Percent

What is your primary affiliation with the
university?
UG
Grad
Faculty
IT Staff
Staff
Unknown
Total

Frequency
655
284
222
73
608
5
1561

Percent
35.5
15.4
12.0
4.0
32.9
0.3
100

Staff
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Academic Unit/Area:
Frequency Percent
Herbert College of Agriculture
Architecture and Design

47

2.6

23

1.3

Arts and Sciences

300

16.3

Haslam College of Business

158

8.6

61

3.3

Education, Health, and Human Sciences

111

6.0

Tickle College of Engineering

147

8.0

Law

22

1.2

Nursing

40

2.2

Social Work

39

2.1

Veterinary Medicine

52

2.8

171

9.3

Provost

34

1.9

Student Life

91

5.0

Finance and Administration

82

4.5

Research

111

6.0

Athletics

21

1.1

Alumni/Development

14

.8

Communications and Marketing

39

2.1

IPS

27

1.5

UT Foundation

18

1.0

UTIA

90

4.9

UTSA

38

2.1

OIT

64

3.5

Libraries

28

1.5

Bredesen Center

4

.2

Baker Center

5

.3

Communication and Information

Other

Total

CA1a - How can OIT improve having an Internet service that works
consistently every time you need it.
391 Responses
It rarely happens but often when I come into work with my laptop I have trouble "getting on" the Internet.

F

Very difficult accessing campus wifi after returning from absence from campus.

F

The Internet works, but I haven't been able to use wireless like a normal scholar due to the pandemic and
this university's strange fixation on Ethernet ports (and charging us for it).

F

Increase performance in crowded/high traffic areas

F

there are still a few dead spots in our building (McClung)

F

Perhaps a bit more proactive and vocal about weird incompatibility issues (e.g., apple ios private IP)

F

not sure, but anything to get availability up all the time is great. the outages are infrequent, but in this
organization outages are impactful.

F

Easier to use our personal phones to use wireless services on campus.

F

No recommendations. In today's world, one expects perfection on the basics...even if perfection is impossible
to attain. Internet service from desktop machines is generally close to 100%. Access from mobile phones is
F
location specific.
The sign on is difficult and open UTK is the only network that allows me on

F

Wifi often is spotty in my location at the Architecture Research Annex. I often have to re-register my devices
or re-log on on a weekly basis. Often is takes 2 or 3 tries to get onto eduroam when it should just do it
automatically. Occasionally I can not access eduroap and have to use UT open.

F

expanding broadband width, particularly in classrooms

F

Ensure that classroom internet connectivity and Airport service are stable.

F

OIT cannot control the strength of my Internet system at home which suffers outages. But students and
teachers overall use the Internet so heavily right now for all communication (via video etc) that anything OIT
can do to keep everyone's systems functioning at the highest levels will give pedagogy, guest speakers,
conferences and research in general a tremendous boost. Overall too many people still be running into
problems to make the experience as effective as it might be. All of this said, it is simply remarkable how
much has been able to take place entirely online since March 2020.

F

Arrange to have staff monitoring on a 24/7 basis, so that when a glitch or attempted intrusion occurs, it can
be addressed right away. There is always someone, somewhere, at any time of day on your clock who is
trying to use OIT. We may not be in your time zone, but our work -- for planting the UT flag -- depends on
access to OIT and the access to resources that it can provide. Sadly, everything that I need from OIT has
failed to function at least once.

F

the login is a pain sometimes (knowing what to enter, then all of the registering the device steps)

F

For some reason, the Internet works better at home than it does in my office. I do a lot of Zoom meetings
regardless of where I am, so this needs to be addressed. I do not know why this occurs, so I am unsure what
F
is going well- I can say it works most of the time, the connect is not always strong, and it drops more when I
am at work than it does at home.

F - Faculty, G - Graduate Student, IT - IT Staff, S - Staff, UG -Undergraduate Student

Move away from lineline/wired ports, which are expensive. We also need to get away from cables in the
classrooms.

F

My phone cannot connect to Eduroam at all, neither to the open wifi connection but also blocks my private
service. Every time I go to campus I have to put WIFI off, so I can connect to my private server, otherwise, no F
internet in my phone on campus. Terrible.
The wired internet in Hesler Biology Building went out one day in December. Several of us called to report
this problem and we were told it was our computers and not the wired connection. It took several hours for
anyone to believe there was an actual problem and come fix it. This was during final exams/grade
submission, so being believed early in the day would have been helpful.

F

there are some places with low connectivity in parts of the library - and recently seems like more issues in
general with wifi and 2-factor not working properly although they seem to have been resolved

F

The Tennessee Fund office does not have consistent service. Messages won't send and calls are often
dropped. I know the IT team is aware of this but if there was a way to resolve this, that would be great!

F

Help improve iphone coverage in basement area of Communication Building (not sure if this is part of what
OIT does)

F

There should be connectivity on all parts of campus, including outlying areas such as parking garages or
simply for working (teaching and learning) outside a building.

F

I think OIT does all they can. It has really improved over the past few years but during "high peak times," like
the start of the term I do not think anymore can be done. We just need patience.

F

It would be nice to have Proctorio able to function also while we are in a Zoom class. The aim would be to
use it as a self-assessment tool in class and as a graded assessment tool on and off Zoom.

F

Having easier and more reliable off-campus access to services

F

Increase campus bandwidth to avoid Wifi outages. There were three last semester when I was teaching a
hybrid class.

F

Wireless connection sometimes are spotty. We have a network drive and it may be slowed down sometimes. F
Eduroam is useless. I think places outside could use more wifi.

F

at times where UT open works better than the secured internet

F

Sometimes the connection will temporarily drop. It is a rare occurrence, but annoying when it happens.

F

there are times that i need access to phone but the internet often does not recognize

F

Connections do not work equivalently in all buildings- some areas have poor connectivity.

F

I am not dissatisfied, but there have been issues where the internet has gone out that has impacted the
ability to teach and work on other items.

F

As you know, the answers to this question in August and into September would have been 1 or zero (if such
an option were available) for actual service performance. However, OIT has resolved the performance issue
and since October, service has been outstanding. Good job on recovering from that initial fail!

F

Have a backup system. And have someone available by phone 24/7 who actually can troubleshoot rather
than just being limited to resetting passwords and saying to call during regular business hours. There needs
to be a way to deal with problems at night, on weekends, and on holidays.

F

F - Faculty, G - Graduate Student, IT - IT Staff, S - Staff, UG -Undergraduate Student

I consistently have trouble accessing the internet on my work computer, personal computer, and phone.
Improving internet speeds and interfacing with wireless devices would be amazing.

F

I have had some interruptions in service this year for the first time. They have been pretty random, If there is
any way to shore that up, I would favor it.

F

Outdoor WiFi can be iffy

F

provide wifi access outside of buildings in common area where people hang out

F

OIT does a good job and maintaining internet services except for in the Alumni Building Auditorium.

F

Occasional outages and low performance of wifi in Art + Architecture building, especially during times of high
F
usage, during Design Studio course hours (MWF 1:30-5:30). More outdoor wifi coverage would be good.
Internet connectivity is incredibly spotty on the first floor of Haslam.

F

The big outages last semester should not have happened. Clearly someone needs some training.

F

There are certainly places on campus---the stadium skybox, and Thompson Boling, where I strain to get a
connection, either with wifi or an outside connection.

F

Try to make Wifi more stable in and outside buildings. It has improved lately, but can use further
improvement.

F

expand hours

F

I want complete/full access in the Haslam Business Building. Presently, I use Verizon...and I don't believe
this should be a carrier specific issue. When I (and more my staff) cannot access their wireless carrier...this is F
a HUGE safety issue. The problem...it doesn't work well. Please fix it.
there have been occasions in the past where wireless connection has been poor in classrooms

F

No idea. 100% access is needed especially when working with clinical patients and electronic records. Now
that everything is stored in the cloud, lack of internet is lack of work and info

F

Not sure what can be done but I am frequently "unstable" during Zoom meetings.

F

My minimum and desired or the same. Internet service is absolutely essential to my job and it should work
consistently. At the beginning of the last two semesters, connectivity was rough. It smoothed out over time.

F

Classroom internet can sometimes be spotty, which is difficult when we are having students use technology.
If this can be fixed, that would be great. Furthermore, in my office in Ayres, I occasionally can connect my
iPad to Zoom and sometimes cannot. It seems rather inconsistent.

F

As few buttons to click as possible

G

Internet service has only been out a few times while I have been attending UT. When it was out, OIT
appeared to be working to fix the problem. Having to pay for ethernet connections for older model desktop
computers is very strange and hindering the use of some older model computers.

G

More coverage.

G

The internet connection tends to be very spotty in the older buildings on campus, which can be frustrating.

G

make it work

G

It is difficult to connect a device to the internet due to the "registration".

G

Continue to avoid outages.

G
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I need to be able to access the Internet while using the toilet. There are no boundaries to getting ideas.

G

Being available if problems occur

G

Internet/wifi speeds differ based on the network you are connected to and where you are physically
inside/outside. It varies from space to space both inside buildings and outside. Also, wifi doesn't seem to
work at all on mobile devices.

G

At times, I need to download heavy files, but I noticed that the connection (bandwidth) fluctuates severely. I
hope OIT can ensure a consistent internet connection for download (and uploads).

G

Sometimes I will be outside and not get reliable internet, so maybe making outside connections
stronger/more prevalent

G

Sometimes while on campus the login itself is a bit confusing- like some of the questions "what room are you
G
in"
Not sure... I just know there have been a few instances where the whole school can't access wifi

G

Make it work consistently and quickly service for any unexpected downtime

G

Expanding service scope.

G

More signal at various buildings. I was teaching at Jessie harris building and eduroam stopped working so
many times there. The signal was very low, I got bad evals from some students due to that as well. This
semester I am teaching at another building and it is great

G

One thing that has been bugging a lot of personnel on Campus is that the wifi network "eduroam" hasn't
been working properly. Maybe this could be improved in the future.

G

Wifi on campus is lacking in Bailey and Claxton. Cell service across campus is terrible.

G

the Standard Wi-Fi never works.

G

Alternate verification login options.

G

I've never faced any issue with Internet. I think

G
G

I can never figure out how to log into Eduroam. It's too complicated and I've tried on multiple devices over
several years.

G

The wireless internet connection is sometimes not stable enough to take online courses (especially last
semester). If we can use wired internet instead of wireless in vulnerable situations, it would be great to stay
on campus instead of going out to find hot spots.

G

WiFi is always slow and going out randomly. Not sure what the fix would be

G

HSS regularly has poor internet connection. It is complicated to use the internet on a non university device

G

I marked 7 because within the past year there have been unreasonable outages (worthy of a very low score)
but in this semester I have had no issues (so I marked in between). When most classes were virtual, I was
G
provided with a wifi hotspot. If this option was provided again, it would resolve some issues caused by oncampus outages.
Some places inside the buildings doesn't have strong Signal

G

I have not had any real issues with internet service on campus thus far!

G

Make sure the law school has good internet connection in every classroom

G
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I am not sure what happens but sometimes the internet goes away unexpectedly at random times. But it has
happened to me that I use my laptop for video and my ipad for presenting (since I can use my apply pen to
draw, etc) and I get dropped in one device and not the other. I am not sure why one device would lose
internet when the other doesn't - both are connected to the same network.

G

Getting my non-laptop devices to connect to the WIFi was a very difficult task and usually connecting my
tablet to the WiFi is somethig I can easily do. The sign in did not work properly and I found no information on
the OIT website that helped my connect my tablet.

G

I think similar to the services provided during the beginning of covid (esp hot spot), there are some needs for
G
students off-campus to have reliable connections so continuing those services would be very helpful.
Easy to access instructions on connecting to EDUroam, I have never been able to access this consistently
and have had to use UT open

G

It is hard to control, but the times when internet services is down due to the mass amount of people logged in
G
on campus.
Panopto won't download on my apple devices and I take cinema classes!

G

Not good internet in TREC study room.

G

If internet speeds or connectivity is low, notifying students would be helpful. Having tips and infographics
about high usage/low connectivity and speed times for student reference would also be important.

G

I'm a virtual student that accesses courses off campus.

G

I had a few issues with TurningPoint Technologies for a couple classes early on in the semester but the OIT
help desk addressed these issues effectively.

G

Is eduroam an option or not? It comes up in the list but never connects on any of my devices.

G

By having one specific service spot, with high speed, for both phone and laptop or computer, which is
designed to provide different access and service based on a user. Right now there are two main service spot, G
which work differently for phone and laptop or based on user.
The only thing I have experienced and not totally sure it is internet or not is that the connection to Canvas
drops at times although other UTK connections are still in place. It tends to be on the weekends so I wonder
whether there are too many users or performance issues which may or may not be related to the internet.

G

I wish UT Apps didn't log me off of SAS so quickly if I'm not running code.

G

I still don't know how to connect to eduroam

G

Slow connectivity can definitely be frustrating- see this mostly on Zoom when it shows that it is low and the
connection becomes spotty

G

Schedule maintenance and down time for the internet early in the morning or on Sundays when it won't
impact normal work and class schedules. Also improve internet service to the UTIA campus.

G

Wifi for parking garages. Work to fix outage problems, although there has not been an outage for a few
months now

G

Improve wifi at off site university locations (i.e. ETREC farm)

G

From my experience, it seems to work well so I have no suggestions.

G

ut open sometimes didn't work last semester. Maybe it can be improved

G
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I think I only experience less than stellar service in secondary study areas, not in common classrooms.
Example - 5th floor graduate lounge in Haslam College of Business

G

I wish that OIT had a different reporting tool for reporting general issues (ie projector not working in a lecture
hall) or a map showing real-time issues on campus; I think this could help folks to figure out if there’s a new
issue that need to be reported or if an issues has already been identified.

G

Sending alerts when service is down or when there is expected higher strain would help a lot!

G

nothing works great

G

There are spotty areas of service even inside the vet school building itself. There are also definitely times
when it is much slower than desirable, to the point where zoom does not work well.

G

Wifi is pretty crucial to most schoolwork. When it doesn't work, it's very disruptive.

G

I would rank service highly this semester but there were many frustrations with wi-fi as we returned to
campus in fall 2021

G

They can't always control whether the internet goes out or not.

G

Internet connectivity on campus is intermittently out. At the beginning of every semester, it has been either
non-existent or difficult to access. More ACCESSIBLE information is needed online or in-print to explain how
to access wifi with mobile devices

G

The Internet on campus went out often last semester, which I somewhat attributed to working in Zeanah, as it
G
was under construction still. Though I still had some problems on the Hill and in other areas.
When working from home my Remote login connection gets dropped at times and then has to reconnect. It is
generally not a connectivity problem, because Pulse Secure remains strong near 100% of the time! That's
IT
great. These dropouts on the desktop are the issue of importance to me and could be network related
between desktop connections and Pulse Secure.
Wireless coverage in difficult to illuminate spots is still a little lacking. While I understand these are not priority
IT
areas, it has been an issue a few times over the past year.
Continuing investing and improving internet service. In my experience it is great....but as in all technology it
has to move along with advances in tech.

IT

The network connection separation between wireless and wired networks inhibits collaboration and
connectivity. Getting a printer available to both is a nightmare let alone new IOT devices. 2FA is generally ok
but the websites are all independent and I need to 2fa into multiple accounts dailly

IT

Outside of an electrical shutdown that was not OITs fault, I have always had excellent Internet Service.

IT

Find a way to tactfully solicit responses from creators of service requests so that support staff can process
feedback relative to ticket progression. Most SLA violations seem to be from delays imposed by the creators
not responding to additional information requests or ignored solutions.

IT

I know when students first come back to campus from a break, the internet always experiences issues and
sometimes just doesn't work. Perhaps expect these issue and plan to minimize them when they occur when
students return.

IT

Improve connectivity at satellite Extension locations

S

If wifi could be improved in the student services building, that would be great

S

More outdoor wifi

S
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Some notable, lengthy access issues have occurred over the last year

S

I've found that with some software that we use, is not compatible with the internet. Example: I always have to
use Firefox for entering contracts in ESM, because I cannot attach documents in the other websites. Same
S
with Concur travel, attaching receipts.
There have been very few times when we haven't had internet service, so things are good.

S

I work off campus

S

Wifi drops a lot in parts of the Communication building.

S

New building has connection stability issues

S

Wifi in the Comms Building (especially Eduroam) is still pretty glitchy.

S

Some services still have clichés, such as Concur.

S

Internet does not work well underground or basements or elevators.

S

I work in many areas right now, some areas are impeccable. Others drop in and out so badly something has
to happen. OIT told me the signal is being bogged down by hotspots, ok - We need help finding them so I
can shut them down then go from there. The smaller tech-heavy student-facing departments that have high
concentrations of bodies using the internet withing a small area need more help in creating consistent
service (see Art and Architecture, business, engineering)

S

Have back-up power available to cover power interruptions. When I call for assistance OIT had been most
helpful.

S

Our operating rooms constantly lose internet service, or have connectivity issues. This is really important for
us to have.

S

The WiFi is unreliable. As soon as I get to campus, I turn it off and use my cell data because the campus
internet does not work for me.

S

I am not sure. We share a county building and services, so I don't know how much applies to UT vs. the
county. Eduroam is difficult to stay connected to. I get kicked out in the middle of a zoom, webinar, or just
working in online programs.

S

Routinely checking areas of buildings to ensure that connectivity is actually available and not relying on
schematics of buildings and access points to assume that connections are available

S

Being off-campus, we are at the mercy of local internet providers. I am unsure if OIT can assist us with better
S
internet.
It seems to go down at the craziest times and when it does we are all down.

S

I am having issues using the eduroam system. I often have to use UT Open instead to gain wifi access.

S

Improve internet access in some buildings, particularly classrooms below street level

S

Have it readily available in every classroom.

S

I work off site in NC so OIT has no control over my internet speed as far as I know. Virtual appointments and
Paperwork is primarily completed at my home office where internet is not very reliable. However, new fiber
S
optic internet services have currently become available so having a stipend to help offset the cost would be a
great advantage.
Works well most of the time, occasional outage.

S
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Maybe have WIFI extenders placed several locations where buildings have in basements/ heavily concreted
lower levels ( there are a lot of "dead zones" on campus)

S

I only seem to have connectivity issues in the student union, but that could be my provider as well. But
overall, it's good.

S

In Advising, if we do not have internet we cannot do many parts of our job. The UG catalog is online, the
Banner system is online, the forms we need to complete for petitions are online. Basically, we are not
working if internet is down.

S

Wireless signal boost in lobby and hallways on campus, Hard wired networking tends to lag every evening .

S

Internet should be operational in every area of every building. That is not the case in the sun basement level
of the HPER building.

S

Get rid of DUO. It is extremely inconvenient for staff who do not have a designated work space

S

Resolve issue over via telephone

S

I wish the person who is taking call for customer service or taking notes of the actual problem/s is more
attentive to the details and show desire to understand the situation better before submitting the ticket request
for better understanding of the actual service needed from department standpoint of view...to avoid
S
misinterpretation and to speed up the process of sending the right person with accurate technology
assistance with/for so on and so forth...
we need better signal strength

S

MS Teams is a band-width hog. I need to turn off MS Teams to have a quality zoom.

S

wifi is spotty throughout campus; need to strengthen wifi signal campus wide, especially in non-classroom
areas

S

wireless service is not strong all over campus. some places you can not get service. stronger wireless
connection towers need to be put on campus.

S

My computer has completely shut down two or three times due to software updates. Although OIT Help Desk
S
has been able to find the problem and get my computer running, that has been an ongoing problem.
Both UT-Open and EduRoam have been spotty at best, and NEVER are able to handle any media
streams...I will either use my personal cellular bandwidth or connect to the Ethernet.

S

Good question. Having printer issues currently that seem to be linked back to the internet service. IT works
on and has tried to resolve with not much success.

S

Outdoor wireless APs to help with connectivity when not inside buildings.

S

Better Wifi reliability

S

The connectivity and consistently of the internet on my cell phone sucks! UT open and Eduroam are horrible,
S
I cannot connect to the internet to be able to use zoom.
Finding out why our cables connecting our computers to the ports continue to fail. We use the monitor to
access PACS during surgical procedures. Lately connectivity has been poor due to that fact we cannot
access.

S

more routers in mechanical rooms.

S

Structured times so we know when their is heavy use and it as backup or can be modified accordingly.
(whether class schedules, online courses, etc.).

S
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no strong service in all buildings across campus. When attempting to contact OIT to troubleshoot network
and wifi issues, OIT not helpful in finding the solutions or fixing the problem.

S

Updating technology as needed

S

service is spotty on the 4th and 5th floor of Hodges near the core of the building

S

Provide staff which work in rural areas with "Hot Spots".

S

Add more wifi coverage

S

It seems like the UT-open is very slow and time consuming for the users.

S

more WIFI connectivity in parking lot areas in core of campus.

S

No WiFi works on cell phones here. Not the UT Open or the Eduroam.

S

When I travel to UT offices outside of Knoxville, I occasionally have problems getting on Eduroam.

S

Aside from the slight connectivity issues, more routers to improve signal would be great.

S

Work on internet speed ... often time speed of service is extremely slow.

S

The 2 factor authentication on Duo is A PAIN IN THE BUTT!

S

We have had a lot of WiFi issues since the beginning of the fall semester. Access is often spotty. Anything
that improves the speed and reliability - particularly during peak periods - would be most helpful.

S

At times in the Fall semester the internet went down. I have not had that issue in the spring but it made it
very difficult on the days the internet was down to have zoom meetings, work in our charting system, etc.

S

Just be available to help troubleshoot when necessary.

S

On demand training and emails providing training opportunities via Kate or Zoom

S

Install better internet connection at off-site campus departments

S

The guidance for registering devices to use the internet is a bit hard to find and can be a bit confusing.

S

Better and more consistent WIFI

S

We need faster Internet speed. It is very slow.

S

By making it easier to access such service in areas where service is seriously lacking.

S

Continue doing what they do as it seems to always work for me.

S

The service outside of buildings is not very good, from my experience.

S

I'm truly not sure. I know serving a campus this size is a challenge. However the WIFI is frequently an issue
with students and my own workload.

S

Provide better internet services. At times you can get cut off the internet without warning. And it runs a bit
slow at times

S

dead zones on campus

S

I never have issues with connectivity while I'm working. However, if I'm on campus for other reasons and
outside, the internet service is not good.

S

LAN service is occasionally slow but usually available. Ring Central is a desired service; however, wireless
service in the Conference Center basement is unpredictable making Ring Center not an option.

S
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My work computer has great internet service! My phone, however, isn't wired, and connectivity for it could be
S
improved.
Sometimes it is slow, but it always works so I don't mind

S

Having WiFi at more of our remote locations.

S

UT OPEN WiFi I’m our buildings has a problem connecting to my phone. I always get “the Microsoft 365
can’t be verified.

S

I work gamedays, in Neyland and around campus on gamedays. There are often issues with service in and
around Neyland on gamedays due to the amount of users on campus. Not sure how this could be improved.

S

My situation may be singular - I work in a basement office and am completely surrounded by cinder block. I
sometimes run into connection issues with the wifi.

S

I have never had any connectivity issues.

S

Have more than one option.

S

More Hotspot in a and a

S

Knowing more about power outages & how it affects the building.

S

FASTER INTERNET

S

It would be nice to have more vendors in our area that offers internet services. When you are in a rural area,
you are stuck with what you have got.

S

Ensuring more consistency in internet speed, specifically in the admissions program Slate.

S

I sometimes get security warnings on my Apple devices concerning an SSL cert that appears to be related to
S
the wifi on campus. Other people seem to have experienced similar issues.
Eurodrom seems fickle, and inconsistant. Not always great connectivity, and repeated logging-in. It would be
nice to have ease of access.

S

Ocassional drops in connectivity

S

The JIAM building has occasional LAN outages that are apparently not understood by OIT. It can take
several days for service to resume, which affects my ability to do my job. The wireless is also occasionally
out, which affects our researchers' ability to do their jobs, as most of them use Eduroam, not LAN. OIT can
improve by responding immediately to internet outage reports from our building, and if you do not understand
S
why the outages are occurring, have someone more knowledgeable look at it or come to our building and
witness what's happening. If the issues continue, OIT should determine what needs to be done to correct the
problem--perhaps there's an issue with the physical wiring that you need to address. I don't know. But it
needs to function every moment of every work day.
Wifi can be a bit wonky on campus sometimes

S

Not sure. We have electronic charting. When we cannot access the internet there is no access to health
history or previous treatment. Sometimes this is due to the internet connection and sometimes due to the
interface with Medicat. This can be unsafe practice.

S

Plant Biotech Building has slow to spotty internet connections. It is sometimes hard for guests to connect
with wi-fi.

S

I would want internet that is consistent and strong in every part of campus.

UG
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I feel like heavily populated areas where lots of students are using the internet have more issues which
would be nice to have fixed

UG

Having better signal in places with poor reception, like the basement of strong hall.

UG

Get eduroam to work again

UG

better equipment

UG

spend up on it and stop spending so much money on the statues

UG

The internet can work everyday and not crash sometimes

UG

Make it easy to register your devices. Have wider coverage in all areas; mossman sucks with internet and
several other places suck. Fix internet issues within 24 hours of them happening, it should not last for weeks. UG
Expand bandwidth and make it faster.
In some of the older buildings like AMB or Stokely the service is very poor and sometimes you can't connect
to the internet at all. I think you should try to extend service to make sure internet access is consistent in
these buildings as well.

UG

Internet seems to slow down frequently in dorms and stop working at times.

UG

I don't have good connection to the secured server (eduroam).

UG

The service/signal is really bad on my personal cellular device. For example, if I try to call/receive a call it
almost always fails. Most of my messages I try to send fail as well.

UG

I think making it easier to register devices would make the whole process smoother

UG

There are still dead zones at places on campus, like in parking garages, some outside seating locations, and
UG
there are times in the library where internet access isn't available
Prevent system crashes on class registration dates, reliable phone internet access

UG

Maybe help out with printers on campus?

UG

I don't know how to improve it but I just want wifi that doesn't cut out during the day or disconnect.

UG

Deep within buildings it can be hard to get service.

UG

Having a system that auto-alerts OIT when internet goes out would expedite modem resets from taking hours
(in Volunteer Hall) to hopefully minutes during daytime hours. That time frame for down internet can take out
UG
classes or meetings. We need to make ut-open a secured network since cyberattacks from Russia are
becoming more prevalent.
Eduroam never connects to my computer

UG

Provide a better/more clear way to access enduroam network

UG

Sometimes the wifi goes out during my exams, if theres a way to prevent shortages during high volume
hours that'd be great.

UG

I feel that towards the periphery of the campus, the connection is weaker and leads to problems with inclassroom activities. Additionally, I feel that towards mid-terms and finals in the library, the connection to wi-fi UG
is automatically worse.
At the beginning of the semester there were a lot of issues with not having internet of certain days, and it was
UG
difficult to complete assignments. It has been much better this semester.
Prevent Wifi being down in Hodges

UG
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Better service outside buildings, such as tables outside student union

UG

I often find that only one of the UT services (eduroam or ut-open) works on my laptop, and the other works
on my phone at any given time, whereas the other service does not provide internet access. OIT could work
to have each network consistently provide internet.

UG

They do a great job as in expanding the broadband from when I was a freshman, but some areas outside
where students tend to congregate internet starts to lag.

UG

UT open works great, but eduroam never seems to work for me.

UG

Having a more stable internet connection at all times, all over campus

UG

Having the WIFI work in all areas, like the HSS lawn

UG

Maybe get a service that accommodates for the 834028398230402834 that keep being admitted in larger
and larger classes rather than expecting the same service to continue to work when it clearly is not.

UG

I think sometimes there is an Internet service issue because there are too many people on the same server
at once, so maybe establishing a different server for sections of campus?

UG
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CA1b - What is OIT doing well having an Internet service that works
consistently every time you need it.
360 Responses
Honestly, I don't know. Except that when I have this trouble and it persists I call my college IT person and he
is great at helping me.

F

I am glad to have the ethernet in my office in case WiFi goes down. Please keep that as an option and keep
that in classrooms as well.

F

Quick response with assistance.

F

Very few outages, well done!

F

most of the time it is available, but there seems to be often at some point in the semester (every?) that the
service is unavailable. OIT does a nice job of letting us know they know about the service issue. important so F
we do know that there is attention on it.
Our Internet is super consistent.

F

It was easy to upload to my personal laptop as I am not full time faculty when I was onsite.

F

Service is well-spread through the university.

F

I have noticed continuous upgrades and maintenance over time. Service outages are generally short.

F

If we have problems OIT is always willing to help.

F

Internet connection is generally seamless. I can access the internet anywhere on campus.

F

OIT is doing everything they can with resources available in my opinion. It is up to the legislature and admin
to do a better job of funding.

F

rarely lose signal out

F

Internet is usually available and stable when needed.

F

Enabling consistency in work flow

F

pretty reliable service

F

Immediate troubleshooting when needed Keeping users up to date

F

OIT helps a lot every time I have issues with Canvas, they are fast, efficient and useful.

F

eduroam is great - although I haven't traveled as much since the pandemic, I find it very convenient at a lot of
F
conferences as well as on campus
IT personnel and efforts are exceptional. Any time my coworkers or I have requested help, they come try to
resolve the issue immediately. Great customer service!

F

When the service does go down, I appreciate the speed with which OIT works to resolve the problems.

F

Normally there are no problems with this.

F

it works

F

Great tech support. I also appreciate email notices if there are significant issues so I know it is not just me
and that also calms students down, as well.

F

Canvas works well, though the grading system is still unfriendly to me.

F
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I am always pleased with the service I have.

F

Constantly upgrading the system.

F

Generally, service is fast and reliable

F

Internet on campus is pretty stable.

F

Wireless (UT Open or eduroam) works well.

F

OIT is great and quick to fix problems.

F

service when contaciing OIT is usually responsive

F

Overall, when issues arise, OIT is very responsive and works quickly to resolve issues.

F

OIT recovered from the initial fail in August and September quite well. Internet service is excellent now.

F

I rarely have any problems accessing the internet

F

It DOES work most of the time.

F

OIT is easy to communicate with via phone or web form, which I appreciate. Some connectivity tools are
hard to access when the internet isn't working at all.

F

maintains easy to use access

F

Web access is easy and automatic. Apart from random service interruptions, everything that is being done is
being done well.

F

prompt action, problem resolution usually within 20 minutes

F

It's fast and always on. I dont' remember a time when it went down.

F

Generally, never have a problem.

F

Usually I can use eduroam if ut internet is struggling.

F

Mostly good wifi coverage across campus.

F

When ever I have an issue OIT has always helped me resolve it.

F

When it works, connectivity is good.

F

I have had no difficulties this semester. Everything has worked well in the classroom every time!

F

Every time that I have problem it's handled in a professional and swift manner.

F

Staff are very prompt and patient with problems and me. They have routinely walked me through technical
issues without judgement but were gracious if it was a simple matter.

F

hard wire works fine wireless more spotty

F

It works most of the time

F

works fine. John McNair is always available to help

F

OIT help desk people

G

I can usually access the internet consistently in Henson Hall, where most of my classes are.

G

Internet is mostly stable.

G

Almost always working.

G
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Providing contact info

G

Wifi outside seems to be a little better than it was last semester.

G

With only one exception, OIT has been easily reachable when I have called them about connection issues.

G

I've been very pleased with the connectivity and the staff's support. Great effort and product.

G

once connected the internet service itself is very efficient

G

For the most part the wifi usually works

G

I think I like the opportunity to connect even on the streets of the campus

G

Wifi in Hodges is good.

G

OIT does great

G

Service calls are handled fast!

G

I have not had issues with Internet working on campus. It always works.

G

good server stability.

G

I do like the ability to forward suspicious emails to get help determining them

G

Most of the time the UT Open network works really well.

G

Develop some contracts with mobile carriers to use their hotspots on campus when the on-campus intranet
(or wireless internet) services are not stable.

G

I greatly appreciated the hotspot device when that was most beneficial.

G

There are some places with strong internet connectivity. The pairing with devices is also easy

G

Always connect super fast!

G

they answer the phone and help

G

On my laptop I always have WiFi and am delighted by the range outside buildings that I can access WiFi if
studying outside.

G

Bob is super helpful.

G

Easy wifi accessibility

G

UT Open is almost always available and relatively fast

G

The OIT team has been extremely helpful in helping me with any tech related issues. For example, printer
issues and troubles with canvas for my class.

G

UT OPEN on campus for wifi in class or ballgames not reliable on Google phone or apple Ipad.

G

The range of the UTK wifi around campus is very impressive. I can walk around most of campus and still be
connected and that is helpful.

G

Internet generally works in or near buildings

G

great availability

G

It always connects immediately every time I use it.

G

at least I have UT-Open

G

Quick response to outages

G
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I generally notice good connectivity of wireless devices in all areas of the campus I find myself. I have had
only a few times where there was lost connectivity.

G

Wifi is always accessible for where I'm at on campus for the times I need access.

G

Great support

G

I've never had significant issues within classrooms. The service is always great there

G

I think they're great. No problems

G

OIT tends to respond very quickly to problems and they have a good system for reporting problems.

G

I know you guys have worked so hard the past two years to work with Covid demands, thank you!!

G

Very responsive. Problems are corrected in a short amount of time.

G

Pretty much meets my need for internet service. Two step authorization, it helps me to prevent account hack

G

Updating us if there is an issue is always prompt.

G

They seem to be making sure that there are no outages!

G

I havent had any real problems this semester, so the problems may have been fixed.

G

The campus service has been excellent outside of the Aruba Wi-Fi issue which I recognize was not caused
by campus and was exacerbated by COVID.

IT

Mostly good wireless access

IT

When outages occur, OIT works to resolve the issue quickly.

IT

Working over two years full time, and 1 year 3 days a week from home with minimal COMPLETE service
outages, is outstanding. I cannot think of a single day where dropouts, being unable to connect, persisted for IT
more than generally fairly short durations of time.
Wired network has been solidly reliable.

IT

Outside of a significant power failure within the last year I can't recall the last time our building was without
internet service. I think OIT is doing a great job of building in redundancy and keeping the network fast and
reliable.

IT

It pretty much just works. Interruptions from both on premise and off premise are exceedingly rare

IT

I have not lost internet. Wireless strength is mostly ok.

IT

The internet is rarely down. Thank you.

IT

I think our internet is wonderful and have very little issues with it.

IT

The OIT website is well-designed, and generally easy to use. Familiarizing oneself with the website helps,
but it is fairly easy to find what one is looking for when not familiar with the OIT website. The OIT helpdesk is IT
typically very responsive and helpful which is very appreciated!
I've never really had a problem with internet connections and think the university/OIT is doing a fine job
there.

IT

Having online forms that submit directly to applicable area is a great time saver

IT

Adding the "Solution Proposed" ticket status was a great way to manage the SLA and avoid violations due to
IT
creator unresponsiveness. This may very well be the only tactful way to circumvent users' lack of response.
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Wireless connectivity is very good across campus. I am able to use my laptop at meetings and access
everything I need to use or present.

IT

When internet does work, it works wonderfully!

IT

It's nice we get options in our online services.

S

Our internet service has been very consistent.

S

Infrequent outages are handled rapidly and the infrastructure in our office complex is dated, so the
dependability is surprising.

S

notification of network outages, communication about unexpected outages

S

WIFI when moving thru the buildings above ground is consistant.

S

Customer Service is Excellent

S

I feel like it's working as designed. The only time I've experienced an issue was during the system-wide
outage.

S

Have never had a problem with ethernet connection

S

I am have access to internet

S

Service is so much better on campus and in all buildings than it used to be. Great job!

S

Wired internet is perfection.

S

The ability to send messages on all platforms is nice.

S

Most buildings, especially shared ones like the student union are covered effectively :)

S

i have not had any issues.. they always answer my questions promptly.

S

Help desk work good

S

When connected with a university-owned machine, connection is typically fine.

S

VPN typically works as desired.

S

When I am on campus, I have never had an issue getting online!

S

I have been very satisfied with my online services. Everyone that I have had contact with at OIT has been
very helpful and patient.

S

Work consistently to minimize the time it is down.

S

Internet works almost all the time

S

I've never had an issue with OIT's internet service. Service most places on campus and now the UT Tower.
Responsive staff.

S

OIT staff is phenomenal. Any issues I have they are always prompt to help.

S

Works much better than Xfinity at home!

S

fast connections

S

better internet service with the addition of more extenders in the parking lot by my building

S

I have never had a connectivity issue. Great work!

S

Doing well with consistent service

S
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It is great to have an easy Help Desk to call when having internet problems. OIT helpers know what's going
on and possibly when things will be working again.

S

better communication

S

I feel like our service is extremely dependable and feel confident that it will work all or most of the time. OIT is
S
consistently providing software, wifi, and stable internet for me.
I feel our connectivity is good. Minus the occasional network or hardware issue, it's as good as I can expect.

S

OIT trouble shooting is great.

S

OIT person that helped me recently was very flexible and helpful. He exceeded the expectation for the most
part. I am very glad to say, he actually did above and beyond expectation within his authority of course.

S

Internet Access Campuswide is solid in Administration and Academic Buildings.

S

On campus, internet service is very good and reliable.

S

in classroom wifi and connectivity is good

S

Apart from the problem with software downloading, I have no serious problems with the Internet service.

S

I have fewer issues when I am hard-wired, so that seems to be the strong suit.

S

I understand OIT worked hard fix the wireless network in the fall of 2021.

S

OIT addresses internet issues quickly

S

Whenever I have issues with my internet Lori Epperson is right on it and there to fix the issue!

S

I've not had an issue with internet service

S

The fact that it works when needed and RARELY doesn't work.

S

We have very few outages and are well-informed about issues.

S

I have to say being sent home during Covid, I haven't had any network issues. Things have been working
very well.

S

Other than a few outages that were quickly fixed, I have never been without internet access on campus.

S

I feel that internet service has been more reliable this semester than last semester. I'm not sure what the
difference has been, but I like it!

S

Not certain I can answer. Usually there are no issues. But when the surgeons cannot access their
radiographs, it is not a good day in the neighborhood.

S

I have no complaints with the internet.

S

We get great service from our IT people in the Athletic Department

S

Once notified, hiccups are usually resolved within maximum 2-3 hours tops.

S

Pluse secure always seems to work well when working remotely.

S

multiple networks to try to connect with-- UT open or eduroam

S

Updating technology as needed

S

I have not yet to experience any connection issues

S

I think OIT has done everything it can do to make it easy for me and others to have online services. The
website for OIT has answers, the HelpDesk provides answers.

S
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Has a very reliable internet service provider.

S

OIT has improved wifi coverage. Could improve further for a flagship campus

S

I have not had very many internet interruptions while on campus. Whatever OIT is doing is working, at least
for me.

S

My building has a great connection to the internet, we seldom have issues

S

Cellular and wireless access points throughout campus

S

I think they do well with connectivity challenges that happen in day to day life.

S

I have not had any issue receiving an internet signal.

S

When I'm on campus, I never have trouble accessing the Internet.

S

There have been very few prolonged internet outages. Rarely if any that last more than 1-10 minutes.

S

Rare that we don't have service at all.

S

It is rare that we have problems with our internet. Thank you for consistent internet service.

S

This spring semester the internet has worked for me on a daily basis

S

It is good to have the trouble ticket system and most times the response is pretty quick.

S

They are very responsive.

S

We experience very little service interruption which is highly desirable

S

expanded service, especially outside buildings

S

I feel that OIT keeps up with technology out there very well with the Informational emails and the OIT News
coming to us.

S

It seems to work fine the majority of the time

S

I think OIT has easy to use online services. My predominant use of OIT services are the VPN, I: drive, H:
drive, IRIS, Cayuse, and internet in general. Connectivity is great and using these system is relatively
painless.

S

Services seem mostly consistent and some of the guides are easy to use.

S

Internet service is reliable. It is infrequent that we do not have working internet

S

I personally have not had much trouble accessing internet on campus throughout the past several years.
There have been a small handful of short outages that I can remember.

S

Anytime OIT is contacted they are right on the problem. Helping in whatever way they can.

S

Great

S

OIT Help Desk and online requests are handled promptly and courteously.

S

OIT is great at keeping online services available to some many students with so many devices running at the
S
same time.
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To be honest, for the 11 years I have worked at UT, 98% of my work requires internet connection. I know my
expectation for being able to work on campus is high, but OIT consistently meets and exceeds my
expectations for secure, fast, reliable internet. I can only think of two times in 11 years that I have gone home
S
to work simply because I didn't have internet, and I'm confident one of those times there were tornados ore
severe storms involved. The 2nd time, I didn't have ethernet in my office, but if I had - the ethernet was
actually still working. Truly impressive!
I think having the Help Desk and the option to be able to e/mail them if needed is important. Please don't
take this support away.

S

The service inside buildings seems to almost always work well.

S

I don't have any problems. It works great.

S

There are days where it works fine.

S

When internet is down, OIT restores very quickly.

S

I have not had any issues with service. I do keep my laptop connected by wire, not wireless.

S

I have no issues with internet service during work hours.

S

does a good job

S

I have not had any issues!

S

My work computer has great internet service! My phone, however, isn't wired, and connectivity for it could be
S
improved.
I rarely have internet service. Yay!

S

OIT does a great job of any assistance. As for internet service, it is provided by the county.

S

Good connectivity and good Antivirus protection.

S

I very rarely have connectivity issues, and when there's been an outage, OIT has responded quickly.

S

This has slowly been getting better the entire time I've worked at UT

S

Seem to be right on top of things

S

Only 1 major outage last year 2021

S

I have never been without internet when I needed it

S

Providing a hot spot that I can use anywhere I have signal.

S

The wired network typically does not give any problems when I'm on campus.

S

I think that OIT achieves a good balance of access and security. They provide excellent support when
problems arise

S

The internet service is consistently available and stable at all times, with the exception of gamedays.

S

I think it works fine

S

Mostly, the service works fairly well... it only on occasion that I have run into wifi issues.

S

Well, it just works and it works really well- thank you!

S

I have never experienced a problem with internet service on campus.

S

Preventative maintenance notifications indicate proactive actions are being taken to maintain system uptime. S
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Never down for long if it is.

S

I like how you get immediate assistance if you have to call OIT in Knoxville for assistance. They help you
brainstorm on what your problem may be and how to solve it.

S

Informing the university of issues that come up and what to expect for the day if there are issues with the
internet access.

S

I have honestly not experienced an issue in years. Internet service has greatly improved over my time here,
and that is because of y'alls hard work. Thank you!!

S

The wireless connectivity seems to be really good and generally fast and reliable.

S

Overall, I generally have a solid, secure network.

S

The helpline is very responsive and respectful. Inform us of how to update servers and applications.

S

Thankfully I rarely have issues with internet services while at the office. Both the ethernet and Wi-Fi options
in our office are reliable.

S

Putting in outdoor connectivity is nice.

S

Sometimes it takes a minute for my laptop to connect with the internet, but my phone and ipad have no
problem connecting. Overall it works pretty well.

UG

I rarely have problems overall so that is good

UG

Not having to log in to the internet every time you use it, just the initial first time.

UG

The Wi-Fi for my computer is great. I've never had any issues with it.

UG

It is available out of most buildings making it easy to use my devices away from buildings like my laptop or
phone

UG

You guys are kinda killing it so - keep up the good work? Internet connectivity is key to my work and it has
been fairly reliable with only the occassional hiccup after the disaster that was the beginning of fall semester. UG
Good job guys.
Having two networks is definitely smart, so we need to keep that for when one network goes down. Having
ethernet is important, too, since I have to transfer large files regularly.

UG

being available for help

UG

Easy access to ut open network

UG

I appreciate the rapidness of response rates.

UG

Most of the time the internet services are fast and reliable

UG

Can always count on a reliable connection

UG

OIT has internet spanning across campus outside buildings, such as in the Student Union plaza or HSS
plaza, so that students can still connect while working outside.

UG

Everywhere on campus has WIFI which is a big change during my time as a student here.

UG

Student Union wifi works good

UG
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CA2a - How can OIT improve having an Internet service that provides
adequate performance (speed/latency)?
165 Responses
Increase speed during peak usage times

F

Some pages associated with MyUTK are VERY slow, over 5 min. to load the page.

F

Occasionally slow in law building; Zoom participants' words can fade in and out at times.

F

Wi-fi is slow, even on its best day.

F

I don't know the answer to this but speed counts for A LOT. Students frequently have difficulty uploading their
videos because their Internet services are simply not working fast enough. As a teacher I also experience a
lot of delays that are built into uploading any video and so on. Anything that OIT can do to provide adequate F
performance (speed/latency) would be phenomenal (though I know the powers of OIT might be limited in this
respect).
See my previous answers. [Arrange to have staff monitoring on a 24/7 basis, so that when a glitch or
attempted intrusion occurs, it can be addressed right away. There is always someone, somewhere, at any
time of day on your clock who is trying to use OIT. We may not be in your time zone, but our work -- for
planting the UT flag -- depends on access to OIT and the access to resources that it can provide. Sadly,
everything that I need from OIT has failed to function at least once.]

F

seems reasonable, not exceptional

F

When it is not dropping or not connecting well, the speed seems to be fine

F

I have a hard time staying on eduroam.

F

I said before, no internet at all with my phone on campus. Terrible. I have to connect to my private server.

F

not sure - seems like it is faster in the mornings when there are less people in the library so does that
indicate we need something boosted to support when the library is busier?

F

There are hot and cold spots in a building and on campus.

F

Again, OIT is doing all they can I think the lag is my home system. Also, my answers are regrading remote
access only.

F

students online continue to complain that they do not have working internet. Sometimes I see them struggle
to join the Zoom class, and they have to log in and log out several times to make their sound and camera
work and keep their connection stable. I am not sure how these issues could be resolved.

F

speed could be increased- We are moving/accessing large datasets and connectivity is sometimes an issue

F

Just make sure it does not lag or get disrupted.

F

Having better consistency--whatever is needed to make this happen. It often is good but sometimes not,
sometimes timing out.

F

Faster, more reliable service

F

I have not had issues with speed. But my home service is so slow, maybe my expectations are lower than
they should be!

F

The duo push wastes way too much time, and therefore taxpayer dollars, to log in for even the most simple
tasks

F
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Improve bandwidth and speed in the Art+Architecture Building

F

When it works, it works well, however there are too many times when the service is underperforming.

F

At times I do have to wait for sites to load. It's never to long.

F

I'm not sure how to answer the question, but have staggered classes later in the evening (with support) can
enable this since you won't bog down the network between 9 - 4 every day.

F

Connections can be slow at times during class when students are trying to share work in groups-it is not bad,
F
just delays activities a bit.
I have more problems on campus than at home.

F

Again...service through Verizon is dismal...even in very public areas (HBB atrium)....and non-existent on the
1st floor of HBB. A huge safety issue for staff, faculty, students. Again, please fix this problem.

F

don't know - issue again is wireless, usually in classrooms

F

Again, I think "adequate" is minimum and a top priority.

F

Internet speed is decent. Only some lag on some days.

G

Always push for the best possible.

G

Figure out why the speed between mobile wifi and computer wifi is so drastically different.

G

occasionally it is slow out in the print shop when 50 people are trying to download things from canvas.

G

Faster internet.

G

Faster download options

G

I have to stay in a certain areas of my office or the internet basically stops working- the Panhellenic building
btw

G

Of course, scaling up the bandwidth of the service is key to maintaining a higher speed.

G

Speed has always been fine for me

G

Making sure that problems are resolved quickly so that students living on campus don't fall too far behind in
their classes.

G

provide a graduate student specific wifi

G

Commuter students must have awful situations or have to checkout UTK devices because I have very
unreliable access.

G

If internet speeds or connectivity is low, notifying students would be helpful. Having tips and infographics
about high usage/low connectivity and speed times for student reference would also be important.

G

Zoom vids always have issues. Not sure of fix. Just clarifying.

G

higher speed for Wi-Fi services

G

Improve internet speed for mobile devices.

G

Improve wifi at off site locations (i.e. ETREC farms)

G

I wish internet was faster

G

The speed or the latency is ok

G
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Critical for Zoom/Distance learning. Provide quality to professors, possibly partner with providers to give
discounts to students. Glitchy Zoom meetings are awful.

G

see previous - difficulties using wireless networks in fall 2021

G

At times, I have to connect using my own data in order to pull up websites and resources on campus.

G

it could be faster, I guess

G

It is often difficult to determine where a problem exists. Problems can exist with our home ISPs, or may be in
the network connection to the RDC. Someone in networking probably knows what it is most of the time. If it is
on OIT's side, issues seem to be rectified fairly quickly already, but there is probably room for improvement. IT
Networking knows the importance of maintaining speed and performance, of course and I am sure strive for
100% up time with little latency and solid speed.
Wireless latency is the only issue, and it is intermittent at that.

IT

There seems to be a push to move away from wired conncetions by the pricing scheme. A wired conncetion
is the biggest imporvement for this service. Lower gig connection cost. get rid of 100mb ports

IT

Eduroam drops sometimes

IT

When going to a meeting in the conference room, and I unplug my laptop from the docking station.
Sometimes I have to reconnect to the internet. Just curious of why it doesn't stay connected...

S

continue to update technology as it advances

S

I work off campus

S

I'm not sure what needs to be done. There are issues when on Zoom calls, accessing some UT platforms
like Banner and Argos.

S

Again, wifi isn't quite up to speed.

S

The speed on most applications are adequate. However on newer applications there are still clichés such as
speed and response time are slow.

S

Speed is fantastic if its working

S

Wireless would be a phenomenal option, that would eliminate the amount of cords we need to move around
or tack to walls, which is "tacky", no pun intended.

S

Ensuring that gigabit ports actually perform data transfers as expected

S

Being off-campus, we are at the mercy of our local internet provider. We have a lot of issues with speed
issues. I do not know how OIT can assist us with this though.

S

Same as previous [I work off site in NC so OIT has no control over my internet speed as far as I know. Virtual
appointments and Paperwork is primarily completed at my home office where internet is not very reliable.
S
However, new fiber optic internet services have currently become available so having a stipend to help offset
the cost would be a great advantage. ]
trouble shoot "dead zones" on campus

S

I think this is mostly my home internet (comcast) but VPN dramatically reduces speed.

S

There is a hard wired lag on campus in the evenings, and wireless connectivity in hallways and lobbies is hit
or miss

S

Get rid of DUO. It is extremely inconvenient for staff who do not have a designated work space

S
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Around 4 or 5 PM - UT networks seem to slow down. Is there any way to avoid this?

S

Review programs more frequently

S

The main issue I have found is transferring files from Onedrive to my maching. We use this quite a bit and
sometimes it takes quite a wile to download a simple powerpoint. Like 3-5 minutes.

S

Good. There are times it seems slow, but I cannot always say if that is a network issue or a local issue.

S

I wish there is one time and one device only to designate as the main network set up for wi-fi access and
UTK admin and finance side of the access for Microsoft programs and external and internal access of UTK
ID and PW

S

too many times we can't even get signal in a campus owned building or classroom

S

Boost the wireless in challenging buildings like Alumni Memorial and Humanities.

S

There are times when the internet speed bogs down, but it is generally fast on campus.

S

There is always room for improvement when it comes to speed.

S

If it would work long enough, then I would know the speed.

S

When it works, it works great.

S

Only issue I noticed was last fall 2021 when everyone returned from COVID the wifi signal was not strong
enough to support the number of users on campus.

S

decent speed majority of the time. can be improved, especially towards the beginning of the semester.
always a challenge to run lots of technology when all students return to campus in August.

S

Provide information on internet providers' future plans for broad band expansion. Also have a map of major
providers' current broad band coverages. This may help OIT understand how some areas are deficient and
those staffs may need "hot spots".

S

Having a higher speed may help

S

The internet speed is usually consistent. There have only been a couple of times where it was slow enough
to slow down my work.

S

We need to have more access points beyond the main doors of buildings on campus

S

Super Slow service most of the time.

S

consistently have internet running at high speed

S

Stay on top of the technology

S

Sometimes different programs seem to have issues and it takes a bit longer than expected

S

Pretty good - though it drops off sometimes during Zoom calls. Any improvements in consistency would be
helpful.

S

Frequently during transition times (beginning of semester, end of semester) our internet slows or transiently
disconnects, causing disruption of workflow with our electronic health record.

S

Faster speed.

S

Upgrade/update system to ensure performance is better.

S

Staying on top of the various means for speed and accuracy is important.

S
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The speed of the wifi outside is extremely slow - improving it outdoors would be phenomenal.

S

Use internet that is not 2G

S

Sometimes it is slow to log in to PACS or onto the computer in general

S

Maybe a dedicated option for employees working on gamedays.

S

The same answer as before. I think my situation is more complicated because of my basement office.

S

The internet at work seems like the speed of light compared to home so it is fabulous for me!

S

Have more than one option.

S

Somehow be able to transfer large files faster. Seems to always be a long wait time.

S

FASTER INTERNET

S

More competitive vendors in our area. More fiber?

S

For WIRED connections, increase default speed.

S

see previous question: Not sure. We have electronic charting. When we cannot access the internet there is
no access to health history or previous treatment. Sometimes this is due to the internet connection and
sometimes due to the interface with Medicat. This can be unsafe practice.

S

The internet should work quickly in every part of campus.

UG

Have wider coverage in all areas; mossman sucks with internet and several other places suck. Fix internet
UG
issues within 24 hours of them happening, it should not last for weeks. Expand bandwidth and make it faster.
The maximum upload and download speed is about 1.5-3 mb/sec, but my Xfinity internet at my parent's
house can work at 30 mb/sec, so if we had faster internet, Zoom meetings would hopefully stop quitting in
the middle and cloud management software would work a lot faster. Zoom doesn't work well here due to the
slow internet, and that is why I put both the highest scores for minimum expectation and desired expectation
for internet speed.

UG

opening better wifi for students

UG

Fixing internet outages quicker

UG

OIT could work to have the class schedule portal be faster when it opens for a group, but I understand that
the significant usage increase does make this difficult.

UG

The speed can be very slow and take time to load, depending on where you are at on campus.

UG

When I can even get service, it is so slow that loading one tab can take ten minutes. Maybe get good
service.

UG

I feel like HSS has the worst internet speed on all of campus. In Haslam I have never had a problem with
internet. It might be luck but I feel as if the speed needs to be improved in that area.

UG

Same as last time. [ Increase connection in places where many students are at once. Example: Hodges has
great connection because it is expected that people have connection there, however in sorority village has
horrible connection where there are 1,000 girls using it]

UG

The speed is high in other places besides Haslam

UG

Making it even on campus because some places have faster wifi than others

UG

The internet isn’t always the fastest, especially when I first open my computer for the day.

UG
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provide videos that can help students, especially if they are visual learner

UG

Again, have it more available for other electronic devices rather than solely my computer

UG

Latency variation on ethernet in Laurel is the only issue with speed/ latency I have experienced. When the
latency is consistent, it is very low.

UG

There are times where the internet is really slow, so maybe having more routers or making sure there is
enough available for everyone.

UG

make faster connections

UG

It could be more consistent

UG

Sometimes on the edges of campus or in secluded rooms the wifi does not work, it would help to have better
UG
coverage all around.
more routers

UG

Again, I would have to say updating the servers to support the large amount of people online at day peaks.

UG

stronger and faster connection for students

UG

Having more hotspots around campus

UG

I am not sure. 5g ?

UG

Most of the time the internet works great and is fast but when it is not it is detrimental to some classes
because everything is so internet focused.

UG

update equipment

UG

The speed is fine when I'm on wifi. I feel like as long as connection can be ensured, then speed should be
fine.

UG

Depending on the time of day, internet get much slower

UG

The speed in the dorms (dogwood) could be significantly improved. I think this is perhaps because it is on
the edge of campus and away from all of the education buildings and services why it is so bad.

UG

Add more servers

UG

Just depends on how many students are on campus, ex football games the speed is a lot slower bc higher
volume.

UG

I don't have an issue other than in the TRECS and on my xbox but the internet can be slow, however I know
other people that don't have this problem.

UG

My eduroam and utopen almost never work. I just need to do homework sometimes and should be able to do
UG
so on campus.
just do better

UG

possibly get more routers?

UG

idk have more routers, i'm not an engineer

UG

help me log into eduroam

UG

Faster is always better, I guess, but it usually does a good job.

UG

Don't have service issues based on demand. Speed has never really been an issue

UG
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I think the speed is fine, not all wifi is perfect and there is a lot of people using it

UG

Make sure there are no dead zones and if possible have wifi even to the farthest spots of campus not just in
the Buildings

UG

idk how it can be improved but i would like to not have to wait several minutes for my pages to load

UG

There's no way OIT is going to improve speeds without upgraded equipment or a new plan with your service
provider.

UG

I think the speed is fine when you are in the correct range. But again in place that only get like one bar it is
hard to even get internet so it is slow.

UG

have better service in more populated buildings/places

UG

Improving the public wifi speed and range inside buildings would be nice, but I understand it's a large
network.

UG

Often too slow to run interactive modules assigned for school.

UG

Sometimes download speed can be rather slow.

UG

More routers or adapters in crowded areas

UG

When its working, I think the internet is pretty fast, aside from a few deadzones.

UG

make the wifi go faster

UG

Being prepared ahead of time to support the number of students admitted to UTK.

UG

Make it faster

UG

Sometimes slow when very busy on campus

UG

Make it faster

UG
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CA2b - What is OIT doing well with having an Internet service that
provides adequate performance (speed/latency)?
167 Responses
Wired is usually good enough, but two-factor authentication gets screwed up regularly.

F

Overall speed is good.

F

works well.

F

Generally very good

F

Speedy and consistent most places on campus.

F

It is good.

F

Speed is fine for my needs it is much faster than home. Often I can not get a large video file to upload from
home, so I go to the office—and zip it uploads quickly. Good job!

F

We have been able to get by successfully since March 2020.

F

Virtually (pun intended) everything. But doing ``well" is not good enough! Neither is some minimalized view of
what it means to be ``adequate." Aim for ``excellently" and you might get ``very well." Remember what your
F
teacher told you about what often happens when you only aim for a strong C or a weak B. That advice
applies here, too.
good enough

F

I think when it is connected, the speed seems fine.

F

No issues on my end here. Speed is to my expectations and needs!

F

it's fast

F

Same answer as before, OIT is doing all they can.

F

OIT provides great assistance and even free software for the students! I am very grateful for these services!

F

Very good

F

Nothing needs to be done. We have excellent connectivity.

F

IT maintains more than sufficient internet service speed

F

Seems to be fast, although I dont do really intensive data work.

F

Most of the time this is fine.

F

All is being done well in this area, as I see it.

F

Use biometric login options

F

Already pretty good.

G

The Internet speed and latency are very good

G

As stated before, good customer service

G

No issues. On the ground support has been great.

G

Wifi usually works well for the most part

G

Reasonable

G
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Internet speed is decent in Hodges.

G

It is already great.

G

most areas it connects well

G

I usually don't even notice the speed of the internet. Which means it's fast enough.

G

Troubleshooting has occurred promptly.

G

Resolving issues quickly when it comes to internet speed problems. I cannot imagine that is easy with the
amount of students who attend UTK.

G

When on campus the Hodges OIT desk has rescued me often.

G

I have no problems with speed.

G

never extensively tested it, but it's never given me a problem, especially the hyrda machines since they're
hard-wired in.

G

Internet is typically fast and works well. When issues are experienced, it is campus-wide and not individual.

G

Everything seems fine. Internet works promptly when needed.

G

It's alwasy adequate!

G

I think it doesn't drop often

G

Very good service

G

When it works, the internet is pretty speedy.

G

Internet speed is not always a problem as much as connectivity is

G

I personally have never had a problem with internet speed on campus,

G

OIT is doing a wonderful job with this. I never have issues with speed.

IT

Well, with covid, we were forced into a situation of either using UTK provided equipment or our own
computing equipment to effectively do our jobs at home in a lot of areas: BIS, SIS, serving the academic
community. I think overall, I would give a score of at least 87% effectiveness keeping our network up with
good speed and minimum latency.

IT

Most areas have adequate illumination, bandwidth and latency.

IT

The limiting factor seems to be my internet connection when off campus, otherwise works very well

IT

I don't usually notice issues with my programs.

IT

No comments - seems to work well and have good speed/low latency, so have no feedback.

IT

In-office is generally fast

IT

Internet connectivity that UTK is great. There are very few instances where the Internet is not available and
when it does happen it is promptly fixed.

IT

Compared to what I deal with at home, my work environment is 1000x better. My internet service for my job
is so consistently fast and reliable that on the odd occasion our UT internet/email is down, I first presume it's
some kind of digging/cut cable/rogue squirrel incident.

S

I am happy with the speed of service.

S
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Allow me to connect my other devices. I have multiple computers and sometimes it is a pain getting them
through the fire wall.

S

Great speed

S

Landline connectivity is fine and speedy

S

Again wired service is great.

S

Probably maintenance updates is the key to the performance.

S

Where it reaches its perfect

S

I have had no issues. Speedy with no issues.

S

I don't have any issue with the way it is currently run. Most service is instant.

S

I never have issues when I am on campus!

S

The expanded wifi capabilities around campus are helpful for my work and to be outside and still access
resources. It was great durring the pandemic to be able to be on campus, outside and working.

S

UT's internet service is glorious.

S

great staff, who are always willing to help

S

The reason for the score of 8 is because occasionally, the internet doesn't connect or has a glitch. It usually
doesn't last long, and we're back up running normally. In my experience, this is pretty common, so I don't
believe anything needs improvement in this area.

S

Most of the time internet service works well in my office, but sometimes it lags.

S

Great performance.

S

few issues. Generally, this is good.

S

Notification when system is not operating properly

S

Generally things are moving pretty well. Most things are reliable.

S

Very up to date on tools and speed is fast enough.

S

Do have the right internet speed to be productive in my job? Absolutely!!

S

Ethernet works well

S

I do not have any issues at my personal station or accessing it for presentations in the Union

S

Continuing to monitor and maintain

S

There are times when the internet speed bogs down, but it is generally fast on campus.

S

They must be doing well because I don't consider it to be an issue.

S

Speed on campus is more than adequate

S

Not certain I can answer this question.

S

resolves the problem fairly quickly when it is brought to their attention.

S

I haven't experienced any issues.

S

Has a very reliable internet service provider.

S

OIT is doing well with internet speed.

S
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inside of pretty much every building I have a solid wifi connection. but as soon as you walk out of the front
door you loose it.

S

I don't think you can get much faster than a backbone system

S

Download speed is pretty fast at 138 Mbps with upload at 128Mbps on my wifi speed app--so honestly you
guys are doing an amazing job. it you can hit north of 200Mbps i know a lot of undergraduate students that
are gamers would love you more.

S

i have not had an issue this spring semester- the internet seems to be working great in my office

S

Always keeping with up with the "new" equipment and trust in the systems we have.

S

I have a 1Gig AT&T service at home that is relatively fast and reliable and do not experience issues with
S
internet performance. OIT maintains the internet very well as far as I can tell. The system is down only rarely.
No major issues with speed, etc.

S

It is very rare that I have challenges with internet speed, and most of the time I believe it is when I am having
S
computer problems. The issue is more often my computer than the internet service.
They fix things quickly

S

The speed indoors is excellent.

S

Nothing right now. It works well for me.

S

Speed is usually fast and reliable, at times I have trouble with ANDI not loading not sure that is OIT's issue

S

does great job

S

Internet is always fast. Yay!

S

CIS at polk ave update to the lastest speed in 2021

S

Most of the time the login speeds are adequate

S

Super fast all the time. Thank you!

S

I have not experienced internet speed issues on campus

S

Networking speed is pretty good over all.

S

OIT did come to our office and put in fiber wire before Robert moved on to a new job. It did greatly enhance
the latency of service.

S

For the most part, our internet is fantastic. Every once in a while, I think that it will run a little slow. But, you all
are SO FAST in making sure to fix it, and you do a great job communicating it out to campus if there is an
S
issue.
wireless abounds and is awesome

S

Performance is generally really good.

S

I think the speed of the internet is usually pretty good, I've never had issues accessing websites or
uploading/downloading.

S

Great job, everyone!

S

My internet speed at the office is great. Whatever you all are doing is working great.

S

fast internet

UG
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There haven't been any issues with speed or latency in my personal experience.

UG

being available

UG

Internet works almost everywhere inside, and pretty good outside

UG

I usually never think about the speed of internet service because it is consistently fast and reliable.

UG

Very rarely do I have a problem with the speed of my internet. Majority of the time it is perfect, but if I ever do
UG
have any issues the internet goes completely out, not just slow.
it is working at least

UG

Normally, the internet is fast and efficient.

UG

Very quick very good in brown

UG

My computer always is quick when connected to the wifi.

UG

Speed is really good. Just for data's sake, I have 93 down and 20 up.

UG

They're doing a good job at having fast wifi outside which is very important as the weather starts to get
warmer.

UG

seems to be good already

UG

speed of internet is good on campus

UG

Its very fast

UG

In class, my dorm, and the library it seems to be fast and working well.

UG

Great with so many people on campus!

UG

fixing the speed when it crashes.

UG

I think it performs pretty well!

UG

Pretty high speed connection

UG

The speed is always great on my laptop when I am studying.

UG

I believe the service of internet speed is at its maximum and is performing very well. I have been able to do
all my work without noticing any latency drops. Some days it would be slower but it doesn't last long enough
for me to care.

UG

works well at time but often lacks speed especially when you need it the most

UG

they are able to quickly help students when we go to the OIT desk

UG

Almost always very fast in class when needed. Other areas like in the student union or dorms I usually notice
UG
to be slower or not load at all
I think they are doing great

UG

Speed is fine, when I'm on wifi.

UG

The internet provided, when it does work, works exceptionally well

UG

The speed is adequate in the library and works well on my way to my classes which I apperciate.

UG

Communicating when there are issues with campus internet services.

UG

Much better than most networks in the country

UG
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The on-campus internet is great!

UG

In almost every building on campus I have fast internet until you pack 300 people into the same room. But
other than consoles and 300 person lecture halls the internet is very fast.

UG

I don't usually think my internet is slow, so I would say speed is adequate personally.

UG

Internet speeds are always fast enough to help me get done what I need to get done.

UG

Speed has never really been an issue

UG

This was surprisingly good, I have had little to no issues with upload/download speeds.

UG

most times it works fast

UG

I think the internet speed sits at an acceptable level.

UG

The eduroam network is almost very consistently working as quickly as I need it to for school purposes.

UG

It works well in almost all parts of campus.

UG

Never had issues with internet performance. Download speeds are lower than what I have at home but they
aren't bad.

UG

Even in areas where there is expected high use of the network I have never experienced a slowdown.

UG

Speeds are typically fine, as far as I've known.

UG

Fast response rate

UG

I rarely find issues with internet speed while on campus

UG

It is not that slow at all and pretty average fast but it does lag sometimes.

UG

Overall, the speed is good but in some parts of campus, it can lag a bit.

UG

The internet is good

UG

Just so so

UG

It's faster than my internet at home, so I would say how they have it set up now is working great. Haven't
really noticed any big slowdowns either.

UG

The internet seems to be working well and fast this year.

UG

If the wifi works, it loads okay

UG

It's all adequate

UG

upload speed is not great

UG
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CA3a - How can OIT improve having a Wi-Fi service that works
adequately everywhere you need it.?
278 Responses
It has been great except for the first few days of Fall '21 semester when WifI was down everywhere.

F

Go away from wired ports and not investing in wireless. BAM is the chance to fix the weird decisions that this
F
place made 20 years ago.
It is sometime hard to figure out how to log in with a new device

F

minimize intermittent disconnections or outages. It seems random, but does happen, especially on lake
loudon blvd

F

Arena area is spotty during events.

F

Wi Fi service is problematic in many places on campus. I am in HBB and there are times when this gap is
frustrating indeed

F

Much of this is for security reasons but I used to be able to get onto myutk from hotel rooms and cafes and
general public places that gave me Internet access. I no longer can and even the hotspot I purchased is not
enough to make this work. In times of storms where I lose Internet at home (something that happened more
than once in this past year) I had no idea where to go in the middle of the night to have secure enough WI-FI F
service that i could do my work which I need to be able to do 24 hours a day. Obviously security is most
important. But I remember in the past a lot more freedom about how and in what circumstances we could
access our UTK email, etc. Any further help or guidance about this would be great.
I have difficulty using wifi on my phone or on a portable device away from my desk. I think it is a security
issue, but I am not sure. Something needs to be done about it. I had to have my phone "forget" the wifi here
because it works better just using the cell network. Sometimes I need to use it on my phone.

F

there are some dead places in the library - and in the music library that are problematic

F

I don't know if that's even possible, but it would be nice to also have Wi-Fi services outdoors on campus.

F

In the TN Fund, my wifi no longer works and phone stays on LTE. I've even followed the suggested steps in
settings.

F

I am not sure howo OIT could do this. But sometimes it is hard for me to access things from home

F

Perhaps, add connections (connectivity) charging stations, and please help with the slowdowns with Canvas
and other software at the start of the semester, midterms, and end of the semester.

F

Again, my answer is on my end as my home wi-fi is a challenge and that is not about UT's campus wi-fi.

F

Some buildings in utk campus seem to provide better wifi than others. According to students, some areas of
campus are not very well WI FI served.

F

Increase coverage

F

More outside wifi. Eduroam does it ever work?

F

Wi-Fi can be spotty on some areas

F

improve Eduroam it is erratic

F

Eduroam occasionally doesn't want to work with my devices. It could be user error but not quite sure of the
problem.

F
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Some of the older buildings (Hoskins, Walters, etc.) have poor wifi, especially in the basement. This restricts
the ability of the college to assign space in these buildings, meaning more vacant space or underutilized
space

F

Set up a way for people to report problems. When I encounter problems and try to report them at the site, I
am just told they know there is a problem and there is nothing they can do. One example of this is at TRECS,
especially on the lower floor, where WiFi often does not work at all. It also would be nice to extend the range, F
as sometimes when I leave a UTK building and don't have my mobile hot spot with me, I can't access WiFi
as soon as I walk out of the building.
Same as previous answers, faster more reliable service, easy of using wireless devices

F

consistency in speed and strength of signal

F

Wifi generally works well when I am on campus; however, there are sporadic deadspots. It would be helpful if
OIT provided signage or a webpage highlighting where these 'deadspots' tend to be so it is possible to avoid F
these locations when working on the campus.
better wifi outdoors

F

I have had few issues with access other than at Neyland Stadium and Thompson-Bowling Arena at busy
times.

F

provide wifi outside buildings.

F

Similarly, when it works, it works quite well, but there are too many disruptions or times when it under
performs to be considered "reliable"

F

The Alumni Building Auditorium has WiFi issues, at least when there are a number of people present.

F

Mostly this is fine; I sometimes need better coverage when inside buildings, especially on lower levels.
Bathrooms are an overlooked area, where wifi is sometimes non-existent

F

As I said before, first floor Haslam has regularly spotty connection issues,

F

Just a suggestion- might want to be proactive and give iphone users a heads up about upgrades and how
that can impact wifi connection settings.

F

I have some trouble getting into eduroam

F

Connections can be slow at times during class when students are trying to share work in groups-it is not bad,
F
just delays activities a bit.
Answered it earlier, it has improved lately, keep improving it.

F

Same issue....non-existent via Verizon. Please fix this problem....its a safety issue.

F

make sure it works in classrooms. often problems inside buildings on campus

F

More boosters and connections throughout buildings. Speed does not always work well with lags evident.

F

Some building don’t have good access.

F

Same as last two responses. [Again, I think "adequate" is minimum and a top priority.]

F

Cover more outdoor areas with WIFI connectivity on campus.

G

Full Wi-Fi problems.

G

EduRoam barely ever lets me log on

G
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Connectivity in some of the sitting areas outside is spotty.

G

Continue to strive towards broad reaching areas that allow for wifi even outside.

G

The wifi doesn't work everywhere in the university, so if possible, OIT can expand the areas, especially near
Cumberland Avenue.

G

Our graduate offices are in Panhellenic Building and sometimes the Wifi there is spotty and cannot support
video during Zoom meetings.

G

I think having good internet connectivity throughout the area including bus stops and parking lots would be
great.

G

Providing hot spots to students

G

Make it more consistently available outside and throughout entire buildings.

G

When on the edges go campus, and in some sporting arenas, wifi connection is not as consistent as in other
G
main parts of the campus
Enhance WiFi signal so that I can use it no matter what time .

G

eduroam wifi network doesn't work properly at all time. Hence the utopen wifi network often gets loaded with
too many users provoking internet lags.

G

Bailey and Claxton need better Wifi.

G

in reference to my previous question sometimes there are places where the internet isn't working in the
Panhellenic

G

some place have no wifi far from building

G

The wifi stations are not well installed outdoors of the buildings so the connection at the outside of the
buildings is not that stable. If the device can be attached outside of the building, it would be better to capture
the signal.

G

Ensuring that outdoor workspaces (e.g., outside of Dunford, HSS, or AMB) are strong enough signal to at
least maintain video calls.

G

By making it available everywhere at UT

G

My only concern is that the UTK wifi does not work properly in parking decks, which I would like to have just
in case of any safety concerns.

G

Making sure wifi works everywhere on campus not just specific buildings. In addition, I know people have
struggled connecting new devices to the wifi on campus.

G

building specfic wifi!

G

Have it remember us and our devices instantly so that sign-in is immediate.

G

Please don't install 5G. :(

G

The coverage should be improved.

G

map the weak areas and put more extenders

G

Wi-Fi service does not work well in some parking lots and on the outskirts of campus.

G

Parking garages

G
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As previously mentioned - secondary study areas could sometimes be improved. They still have good
service - just not always perfect

G

Improve range of wifi

G

Connectivity is sometimes a problem in certain rooms/areas on campus

G

The connections seem highly irregular around the humanities buildings

G

The authentication of new devices login is not very convenient

G

Send out notices via Canvas (as example) to announce outages or issues.

G

There are some not great wifi spots in the area from Mossman to Volunteer hall.

G

Corner cases like crawl spaces, concrete enclosed spaces, out of the way spots are the only places with
poor illumination.

IT

Continue to invest and look at new technology to improve capacity and bandwidth on Wireless.

IT

Have a network wireless network that can access wired devices without having to use a vpn. Seems
redundant for network that we had to use a netid to log into.

IT

Building levels that are underground can be hard to connect to wi-fi. Maybe more access points in those
areas.

IT

There are spots in the middle of Hodges Library where I work where wifi is lower, particularly the middle of
the 3rd floor.

IT

Eduroam Drops sometimes

IT

Eduroam doesn't always connect properly and on PC laptops I have to have folks routinely forget the
network in order for it to reconnect properly.

IT

I'm heavily dependent on eduroam moving from site to site but connecting is hit and miss. Would really like it
S
to be so automatic I didn't even notice. And maybe it is for some and I need better training.
I'm not an IT professional, so I couldn't say exactly how to improve it. I've noticed certain campus buildings
aren't as speedy wifi-wise as others. The newest building on campus (ZEC), for instance, had spottier and
slower internet speed than expected. I had an interview there and had difficulty reaching my interviewees by
wi-fi.

S

Improve campus wifi, especially near student services/circle park

S

This relates to the previous question. (laptop unplugged from docking station) [When going to a meeting in
the conference room, and I unplug my laptop from the docking station. Sometimes I have to reconnect to the S
internet. Just curious of why it doesn't stay connected...]
I sometimes have trouble in the Student Union.

S

It does not work in some of the conference rooms. Possibly because of the cinder block?

S

New building has connectivity issues

S

Stationed below ground makes cell service in adequate.

S

Help offices that are lagging locate the issue

S

Make it easier for staff/faculty to sign into the internet, it's a constant loop everytime we change phones
within the hospital or personal phones, we have to jump through a bunch of checklist to get back onto the
Wifi service.

S
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My phone/laptop does not always connect to the edurom wi-fi.

S

Mentioned in a previous answer, but I turn WiFi off when I get to campus because it absolutely does not work
S
for me. It could be the building I work in, but others in my office (Greve Hall) have the same issue.
Routinely checking areas of buildings to ensure that connections to access points and networks are actually
available and not relying on building schematics and access point maps to assume so

S

We have wi-fi access in every building on our off-campus location. We do have issues with access points not
S
working. It limits the ability of our guests to get online for meetings.
sometimes my computer doesn't connect from building to building, make it a little easier to migrate

S

I mentioned that the Eduroam system does not let me on. I am ony able to get onto UT Open.

S

Improve connectivity in classroom building floors below street level

S

I have a Jet Pack that helps, I think.

S

Some areas of our building do not have quality wifi signals.

S

Apple devices have some issues to log in.

S

The eduroam is sometimes hard to connect with outside of my office, so perhaps a way to stay logged into
the account across devices?

S

I work in a building that does not have access to wi-fi, yet I need to work in there occasionally. I have
installed a retail extender to have access when needed

S

boost signal to hallways and lobby areas

S

New devices should be able to registered in an easier way.

S

Add UT Gardens

S

set it up to use in my home

S

I know there have been efforts to increase coverage around campus. I hope those continue.

S

is it allowable to use one device to be one domain device for wi-fi connection? instead of having to set up on
different devise which asks for Host Name and so on and so fort...

S

In Ayres Hall, wifi comes and goes. We usually have to go outside to be able to do anything on our phones.
Duo is impacted by this.

S

Improve the through-put and stability of both UT-Open and Eduroam. It has gotten to the point where I don't
use the wireless, it is so unreliable when it comes to media and communication.

S

concrete building.. I am not sure there is much to be done.

S

Not sure if it can improved since some buildings it has always been an issue in

S

Outdoor APs for extended coverage

S

There are places on campus where internet service is spotty and times when internet traffic is heavy. I need
internet connections to do my job and having a reliable connection anywhere on campus is important

S

Not sure if this relates to you but many vending machines take cards now or you can use your phone. But
when those vending machines are in an area with very little / none service, it doesn't work. EX P2 of ANDY
HOLT Tower

S
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The only way the wi-fi works consistently is inside a building. If you are going between buildings the wi-fi and
S
cellular service fight against each other and neither works.
Since it is hospital wide, our phones work well.

S

Access to wifi for faculty/staff separate from students should be more easily accessed. EDUROAM is really
not great and doesn't work in so many areas and buildings.

S

WiFi can be intermittent in strength.

S

Only issue I noticed was last fall 2021 when everyone returned from COVID the wifi signal was not strong
enough to support the number of users on campus.

S

does not work well when large number of people in one small area (TBA for example)

S

By providing rural staff members with "hot spots".

S

The UT open is very slow

S

There are a few places on campus where wi-fi service does not not work. I have found that my phone will not
work consistently on wifi in Tompson Boiling Arena, The 1st floor of the Communications Bldg, some spots in
S
the Student Union and Library. I believe that OIT just needs to continuously update and add wi-fi service to
campus.
I use internet access in the field doing data analytics for facilities. I loose wifi connection the second I exit
75% of buildings. need more access points at fraternity park, and north of Cumberland ave.

S

make it easier for staff to sign into, have the signal be strong and widespread enough

S

Need WiFi service on cell phones. UT Open and eduroam do not work.

S

I think more access points to extend the higher number of bars in some buildings.

S

Many places down volunteer don't have service ...so if you are taking a walk or run by the education or
nursing building there is no service.

S

The are areas (ground floor of buildings) where service may not be as strong. Also, slow or dead zones if
you're walking around campus.

S

I always have issues connecting to Eduroam whenever I'm on campus. I can connect easily to UT Open, but
for whatever reason, Eduroam doesn't work on my phone or my computer the majority of the time. UT Open
works well for me, but I prefer to use a more secure internet service with my work. Eduroam also typically
has better and faster connection. I'm not sure of how to improve this. I may just need to change the way I'm
trying to connect or something.

S

Sometimes I have to disconnect and reconnect to Eduroam multiple times for my laptop to recognize that
there is internet access from that service. It is unclear to me if this is a problem with my laptop (UT issued) or S
Eduroam.
I have problem getting connected with my mobile devices at times on campus

S

check area that have issues

S

Occasionally, I work in the stadium and internet there is very spotty or doesn't work at all especially during
games. Definitely need more consistent service in the stadium.

S

Give each office some hot spots to use when not in the office.

S

Does not work well in some of our work areas - inside the Herbarium.

S
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The bottom floor of Haslam can be glitchy sometimes. But more often than not it works just fine!

S

Some dead spots or very slow spots on campus

S

Maybe provide Hot Spots if needed

S

Again, outdoors is very poor. Expanding the wifi service to work well outdoors on campus would be
phenomenal.

S

I believe I touched on this before as I only use WIFI, but there are days where the WIFI does not work
adequately for me to perform my work functions. I understand the challenges to this, but that is my
experience.

S

Wi-FI can be spotty on my cell phone as I move around the hospital or campus.

S

Having access to internet at football games for faculty, staff, and students.

S

In our athletic venues, especially Neyland Stadium, strong eduroam signal for staff working during games.

S

Unable to get phone connected to Edu-Roam. This is probably a user error and could be corrected by
contacting the Help Desk.

S

Sometimes there isn't a great Wi-Fi signal in the Conference Center.

S

Wi-Fi is the only aspect of internet service that may need improved. My phone doesn't connect as well to WiS
Fi (it's an iPhone 13+), and he Wi-Fi can be a bit slow at times.
Wi-Fi signal hard to get in older buildings like Hodges or lower floors below ground level. Also slower when
lots of users gathered in the same space.

S

Some areas on campus still drops Wi-Fi. Several basement areas and first floors still have no signal.

S

Monitoring of WIFI networks

S

I am not usually connected to the Wi-Fi on my work phone. The phone did not come connected to Wi-Fi and I
S
haven't bothered since it doesn't seem necessary at this time
It is difficult for staff working in cubicles to find privacy to have personal conversations. I have coaching
sessions planned on my lunch breaks and I am constantly battling where to have them. There is zero service
S
in the garage at Andy Holt. It would be nice to have the WiFi extended there, so that staff without access to
privacy are at least able to go to their cars to have personal conversations or coaching sessions there.
Increase the area it covers to include non utk area where UT students live such ft sanders

S

Somewhere like Stokely Hall you don't get WI-FI service its like you are in a dead zone. Can't make calls or
receive calls can not get text messages neither i notice its only when i work at Stokely Hall

S

Improved access in Neyland stadium during gamedays, for employees doing social media for their
departments.

S

Same answer as before. [My situation may be singular - I work in a basement office and am completely
surrounded by cinder block. I sometimes run into connection issues with the wifi.]

S

Have more than one option for service.

S

There are areas around campus where the wifi is just not as reliable and/or moves a bit slower than other
areas.

S
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It's definitely gotten better over the past few months (remember beginning of fall semester), but stairwells still
seem to not receive good WiFi and when on the phone using RingCentral, while walking in stairwell, it cuts
S
out. Each office, at least in Greve, should probably have the WiFi extender to have great reception as there
are some offices that it's spotty in.
In some stairwells & other places of high interference, service will go in & out.

S

Sometimes Eduroam does not want to connect when you are moving from one office to another. Not sure
how to fix this problem. If we all have net ID's, we should be able to log on to Eduroam with no trouble. Our
Guest Wifi is a whole other story. Sometimes it works and sometimes it does not.

S

For some reason, I have never been able to connect my cell phone to the Wi-Fi service and rely on Cell
Service every day. This includes UT-open and Eudurom

S

We have occasional issues on the ground floor of our building. You can improve it by fixing it.

S

It would be helpful if agents had a hot spot that we could use when wi-fi is not available. Sometimes I need
internet to teach a class and it is not available.

S

Wi-Fi service at football games is severely lacking, but I'm not sure how much involvement OIT has with thatS
-maybe none.
Same. I use a desktop and a tablet in patient exam rooms.

S

The wifi should work in every part of campus so that students can get work done consistently.

UG

Seems to be many gaps throughout campus. Eduroam used to work but it will no longer connect to any of
my devices

UG

Make it easy to register your devices. Have wider coverage in all areas; mossman sucks with internet and
several other places suck. Fix internet issues within 24 hours of them happening, it should not last for weeks. UG
Expand bandwidth and make it faster.
extend wifi networks to even the edge of campus

UG

Try to extend Wifi service to older buildings and the edges of campus.

UG

As I stated before, my personal cellular device does not work well with the Wi-Fi. I rarely ever have signal
and text messages, groupme messages, etc never go through if I have the school Wi-Fi on.

UG

Doesn't work well just outside of buildings; i.e. If I were to do school work on a table outside of a building
connectivity decreases

UG

Some spots are a little iffy on campus along with cell service. Not sure you'll be able to fix them though bc of
location.

UG

doesn't work in many buildings

UG

Ensure that the dorms are in range of the Wi-Fi.

UG

There are a few spots on campus where it will take a very long time to connect to the internet.

UG

Better connection outside of buildings

UG

OIT could improve the WiFi service coverage in parking lots and garages so that students could work from
their cars as well.

UG

Expanding availability on campus and campus housing

UG
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Again, I never get good service that works everywhere. I never have service on the hill or in my dorm so
maybe let's fix that.

UG

Service is always spotty in HSS

UG

Everywhere is a pretty broad term. I am an online student so I just rely on my own.

UG

Certain spots the internet just cuts out and it is really random where it happens.

UG

Wifi is different everywhere on campus and it is not the same

UG

There are some locations where the university WiFi does not extend even though I am on campus.

UG

There isn’t enough coverage. WiFi drops often over by the ag campus

UG

The wifi is incredibly difficult to connect to when first using a device.

UG

It is much more difficult for my laptop to connect to Wi-Fi in classrooms in the lower parts of buildings.
Sometimes it will not connect at all, and several other people face similar issues. Otherwise, it works in
almost all other places.

UG

The Wi-Fi can be scattered in some places on campus. OIT can improve by having the Wi-Fi be able to
connect.

UG

the wifi doesnt always work

UG

Wifi does not work as well in the farther reaches of campus, such as the stadiums

UG

Make sure Wi-Fi is available in all areas of campus

UG

Have a stronger connection in some places that many people struggle with the Wi-Fi

UG

Some parts of campus or the lower floors of some old buildings do not get good Wi-Fi.

UG

Sometimes the WIFI does not work if I am seated at an outdoor table.

UG

Sometimes the EDURROAM does not work at all.

UG

Maybe better connection outside of buildings

UG

Having better coverage in secluded spaces and on the edge of campus

UG

Certain places on campus could be improved such as the dining halls

UG

Add Wi-Fi routers in the parking garages.

UG

Stokely occasionally has no wifi and it is extremely frustrating

UG

In some places like the bottom floor of AMB I can't connect to wifi on my phone or my laptop.

UG

more routers (clearly I don't know how OIT works though)

UG

I do not fully understand OIT technology; therefore, I do not have any strong input. I suggest strong internet
in sorority village, as that is where I live and it can be a struggle!

UG

Eduroam doesn’t work everywhere on campus, but UT open does. As Eduroam is more secure, it would be
useful if it could be accessed everywhere.

UG

Some buildings would block the connection from wifi to my phone or laptop and it would be somewhat
difficult to do things so I would have to move around.

UG

It's weirdly patchy if another Wi-Fi is around.

UG

There are a lot of dead spots around campus.

UG
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It does not consistently work in every classroom. I can't speak for other buildings but it is particularly bad in
the Nielson physics building.

UG

Putting more servers around the campus that produce that connection. Haslam classrooms have shaky
connections at times and it is hard to connect on our phones. The base floors of Stokely also do not have
good connection

UG

Bathrooms and lower levels of the AMB building are the worst. It's scary because if I had an emergency in
the ground floor of the AMB building, i would be out of luck.

UG

The Wi-fi doesn't seem to stretch to everywhere on campus (Thompson Boling for example)

UG

The buildings are fine, but wifi does not work on the outskirts of campus

UG

fill in the wifi gaps

UG

Please fix the issue with eduroam only working in half my classrooms, it makes pulling up canvas nearly
impossible in many places

UG

The only place with consistently bad Wi-Fi is Neyland. I am pretty confident in the connection in most other
places on campus.

UG

by adding more routers potentially since we have so many people on the same ones all the time it makes
things a lot slower

UG

several rooms seem to either get little to no signal in them. Or it is constantly dropping while students try to
use it. I would suggest figuring out how to improve the signal in those rooms.

UG

Again, in some places on campus it doesn't work. I'd cite specific examples if it wasn't for the fact that it's
inconsistent, ie I usually have connection around campus except for a few locations where it may or may not
slow down/ cut out.

UG

In the Halsam, Buhler, and a few of the other lecture hall buildings the internet is so bad I can't open anything
on my phone or laptop. And dogwood dorm specifically in parts of my room and building the internet doesn't UG
work at all no matter how long I wait.
the outskirts of campus have not-so great wifi

UG

It’s nice to do work outside when it’s nice out. It’s hard to get Wi-Fi in HSS amphitheater.

UG

My wifi does not work in the basement of the nursing building.

UG

Sometimes I get spotty service in Brown Hall.

UG

Build more WiFi outlets

UG

Classrooms on first floors that are essentially underground have less adequate wifi

UG

Sometimes the internet is not consistent. Besides, some places on campus have poor connections to Wifi.

UG

Make sure that the wifi works in outside tables such as the HSS outdoor lawn, and the lawn in front of brown. UG
Improve the Wi-Fi in Haslam (specifically on the 1st and 4th floors.) Maybe an additional router would help?

UG

As stated previously, making sure all buildings have good connection.

UG

It pretty much works everywhere for me except the TRECS, in the TRECS i always turn of my WiFi because
it is very slow in there.

UG

when to many people in a room laptops/phone etc dont work

UG
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I have a hard time connecting in the Buildings most of the time.

UG

Your service quality depends on where you are, but I wish the service was great everywhere.

UG

again maybe more routers

UG

Wi-Fi service in Laurel Hall is spotty, and I struggle to have FaceTime calls using ut-open Wi-Fi. Eduroam
does not work on my phone at all.

UG

Hodges Library never works. Also my wifi on my phone never works on campus

UG

OIT could install routers that reach farther outside buildings.

UG

More routers maybe? It's kind of hard to provide wifi for a parking lot so I'm really not worried about it but my
phone service is really spotty around campus so the wifi is often my only way of communicating

UG

Having enough bandwidth to meet demand of expanded population on campus

UG

Not having dead zones on campus

UG

There were multiple times last semester where I couldn’t do class from my laptop because the wifi went out..
UG
it only worked in random buildings. There should be a backup plan
Announce outages to students so they can be more aware of issues and attempt to have fewer outages.

UG

There are several rooms/buildings on campus that have terrible wi-fi signals while students are in class.

UG

Make the range further so like outside.

UG
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CA3b - What is OIT doing well with having a Wi-Fi service that works
adequately everywhere you need it?
151 Responses
They technically have it.

F

Much improved service in some parts of campus.

F

Works great most everywhere

F

Again... generally seamless and ubiquitous.

F

OIT provides courses we take that explain the tremendous importance of WI-FI security. It is obviously better
to err on the side of security than its opposite. That said, I would be happier if I had an idea of how to have
access to secure Internet when I am away from home (when my Wi-FI breaks, for example). There may be a F
way to do this that was explained in one of the classes but I am still not sure how to do it in case of an
emergency.
I had problems with campus wi-fi when I used it during a visit to campus in December.

F

Obviously, there is internet service on campus. So, we are very grateful for that!

F

Perfect as is. Consistent Wi-Fi is always available.

F

Consistently able to access UT Wi-Fi

F

Overall, I have not had many Wifi issues.

F

It usually works reasonable well within buildings (but with some exceptions--depending on time and location). F
at lease keeping wifi-alive

F

Just being asked this question on this survey makes it likely that you can identify and close any gaps in
coverage.

F

I think OIT at UTK is excellent. I really don't understand this rating.

F

The wifi works quite well and is reliable.Thanks.

F

Staying connected between buildings.

F

Because the internet is unstable in my older neighborhood, I was provided a hot spot during the pandemic so
F
that my Zoom classes would not drop unexpectedly.
Most indoor places have WIFI

G

Already works well outside in most areas. Indoors is almost always available.

G

Wifi is always very strong and consistent on the main parts of campus.

G

Yet again it usually works well...

G

Hodges and Student Union are pretty good.

G

It has worked everywhere on campus that I needed it to. They do a great job!

G

I can get really good service outside the library, HSS and Mcclung easily! :)

G

At the beginning of last fall semester it seemed like the wifi was always going down (almost like UT
intentionally didn't want students to stay on campus longer than necessary to reduce covid transmission
when it was really high). It hasn't done that as much lately, thanks!

G
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There has been no issue connecting wifi in the buildings.

G

I am always able to access internet on campus, even outside the buildings

G

For the most part I have not had many troubles with Wifi.

G

The range of the UTK wifi around campus is very impressive. I can walk around most of campus and still be
connected and that is helpful.

G

Constant Speed.

G

haven't really found many weak areas inside buildings

G

It is available for reliable use at the places on campus I need it.

G

I rarely run into significant issues.

G

Wifi is pretty reliable most times

G

works great on and off campus

G

When it works, I don't usually have a problem based on location

G

The WI-FI remember my device so I don’t have to login very time I use WI-FI

G

I loving having wi-fi coverage in the UT Gardens

G

I appreciate that wi-fi is accessible even outside of campus buildings

G

There is excellent coverage for the general campus.

IT

OIT has worked to improve wireless access across campus.

IT

Since I use Wi-Fi generally from KPB only, I don't have a broad level of experience across campus. But I
think the campus is pretty well provided for both inside and outside UTK knoxville facilities. I know wi-fi has
been expanded and upgraded over the past few years, and software upgrades are pushed out when
available from the wi-fi device manufacturers or if there is an issue. So, I would say OIT is doing a great job
in this regard.

IT

Thankfully, most of the time I am not in one of the locations with poor illumination.

IT

In our building I have never had an issue with wireless but we are not the typical location. We have mostly
wired internet equipment and users.

IT

Most areas work great!

IT

No comments - seems to work well and have good Wi-Fi coverage, so have no feedback.

IT

In-Office speed is pretty good

IT

Good most places. Have had trouble in Student Union on occasion.

S

wifi is becoming more available in non-building spaces and more reliable

S

thanks for improving wifi on Ag campus!

S

We know your trying with the Wi-Fi all over campus.

S

response time is great. They have been very helpful in validating the issues

S

No issues.

S

Being off-campus, it is EXTREMELY helpful that I can call on our OIT person and they can look at issues
from there and they can walk us through diagnosing issues.

S
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I feel that with the increase in Wi-Fi spots, this has improved.

S

I haven't encountered issues I know that every project incorporates Wi-Fi, including outdoor.

S

I have not had any issues connecting remotely from home.

S

I have never had a problem getting Wi-Fi service on campus when I need it.

S

No issues. I have always had great connectivity.

S

overall-wi-fi is accessible in my office where needed

S

Continue to increase wi-fi strength on campus. Students have lots of technology (phones, ipads, laptops) and
S
eat up a lot of band width.
Wifi is stable and I feel connected. Coverage across the campus is great!

S

the IT are very knowledgeable and prompt on assistance.

S

No problem anywhere else on campus.

S

There are a few dead spots. However, they are few and far between.

S

For the amount of people on campus, I think it is handled as well as can be.

S

Internet service on campus is fairly reliable and available in most locations but where it is not available, it is
particularly noticeable and frustrating.

S

Wi-Fi seems to work well everywhere on campus and even in the county offices.

S

When I need to use our conference room- the wifi works with my laptop quickly

S

Expanding to outside areas.

S

available in most areas.

S

I have WIFI everywhere I want or need it currently.

S

By monitoring which service providers are used by rural Extension offices.

S

ag campus parking lot access points.

S

There are a lot of dead zones in the CVM small animal hospital that may not be remedied because of lead
lined doors etc. They do the best they can I believe with the environment.

S

If there is ever an issue it is responded to in a good amount of time.

S

the new ZEC building is pretty well connected. So as far as signal--maybe in the outdoor areas?

S

It's great having Wi-Fi everywhere on campus

S

UT Open always works for me, no matter where I am on campus. :~)

S

The coverage area for Wi-Fi on campus has dramatically improved over my 14 years at UTK, and that is
greatly appreciated.

S

They have been very helpful in getting my devices to work.

S

its getting better in the new buildings and outside

S

I have had no Wi-Fi problems at the office or home.

S

Pretty good outside of some dark spots and occasional outages.

S
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As a disclaimer, I just transferred to a new College and cannot speak for the Wi-Fi here. However, for 3-4 of
the past 10 years, I have worked solely using Wi-Fi and have only had a problem one time. It was
S
exceptional. I could even work outside my office in the courtyard and connect. That said - I only use the more
secure Wi-Fi and am less familiar with the other option(s).
Works great indoors on campus.

S

It works well for me where ever I go. I never have a problem accessing the Wi-Fi.

S

OIT is great about being responsive.

S

doing a great job

S

I seem to be able to get WIFI everywhere I need to. Yay!

S

Our UT Wi-fi usually works OK.

S

OIT was able to fix UTOPEN problem at CIS Polk Ave

S

I have had little to no issues with WiFi connectivity in UTK buildings.

S

Wi-Fi typically works well, with exception of gamedays.

S

Works everywhere I have ever needed it. Thank you!

S

It works well in most offices/places.

S

Mostly, WiFi is excellent almost everywhere.

S

I like that we were informed that we could purchase traveling WiFi boxes to use when we work remote or at
other offices.

S

The network sometimes drops, but my data picks up, so there's no interruption in service.

S

Wi-Fi works great everywhere in our office. If I am out of the office, I use another agency's Wi-Fi, which
usually works great. As of yet, I have not needed to use a mobile hotspot. Whatever you are doing to keep
the Wi-Fi in our office working smoothly is successful.

S

Again, on my computer, the Wi-Fi is great and I have no complaints.

UG

arent internet and wifi the same thing?

UG

It typically works when I need it to so ya'll are the MVP's of UTK right now.

UG

As far as I have ever tried, the internet seems to work outside where I have tried, but since I do not work
outside, I will refrain on suggesting improvements.

UG

put in routers

UG

All the academic buildings and libraries I have been to have allowed me to easily access the internet with a
fast connection.

UG

Great connection inside buildings

UG

OIT does well having WiFi service available in study areas outside.

UG

Wi-Fi on both my phone and laptop are pretty good around campus. When on my phone throughout campus
my Wi-Fi is pretty steady.

UG

Wifi covers most of places on campus so I am very satisfied

UG

Wi-Fi is usually available in most area of campus

UG
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In a few buildings, I always have amazing Wifi service for my phone and computer

UG

all good

UG

connection in the building no matter where\

UG

It seems to work well in most places

UG

adding new places.

UG

Communicating well and trying their best.

UG

I have never had any trouble connecting my laptop to the wifi anywhere on campus.

UG

it works everywhere, especially for computers, but hardly for phones

UG

Most of the building have a good connection, I like being able to sit outside and have internet to do my
homework

UG

Sometimes having wifi that works.

UG

doing great

UG

When the wifi goes down it is restored quickly

UG

From my personal experiences, I think the wifi covers more than enough area for students to be able to use
wifi all over campus.

UG

Yeah where it works there's no problems.

UG

On my way to class and in between buildings on campus, the internet is pretty good; my expectations for that
UG
were low and so I was nicely surprised how well it works.
Communicating with students when there is an issue with campus WiFi.

UG

At present, most areas in China can use WiFi service normally

UG

Other than Haslam, I the Wi-Fi has always been stable and something I could count on

UG

I can reach the internet almost everywhere I go on campus.

UG

I never go anywhere on campus without being connected to WiFi.

UG

Most of main campus has good wifi on ut open

UG

Within buildings, I usually have zero problems connecting

UG

WiFi works surprisingly well on pretty much all of campus.

UG

don't have any drops of service due to not being prepared

UG

The WIFI availability on campus is entirely adequate.

UG

Most common buildings have good wifi

UG

I am able to access the wifi everywhere on campus, which is nice!

UG

In the classes where signal isn't an issue, the internet is consistent across campus.

UG

I have wifi almost everywhere.

UG

wifi usually works well

UG

Overall I think that UT does a great job trying to make sure everywhere on campus has internet access, and
for the most part I think they are doing a great job.

UG
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ut-open network

UG

I don't expect OIT to be able to absolutely cover every single square foot of campus, and thus the coverage
does meet my expectations.

UG

Nothing. I am taking this survey using cellular data on my phone because the Wifi does not work on phones.

UG

It does work well in some place but lags in others.

UG

Most places I go have wifi working perfectly

UG

It's still pretty good

UG

The wifi seems to be working across campus this year.

UG

it works in the library

UG

I always have coverage, except for in stadiums, and that's okay with me

UG
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CA4a - How can OIT improve having cellular / mobile / LTE service that
works adequately everywhere you need it.
321 Responses
Two-factor authentication is so bad due to poor service that I literally can't do parts of my job on campus. But
F
I haven't had a phone call drop.
I think it is our building (Music) blocking the signal sometimes in the basement. Not sure anything you can
do.

F

a lot of spotty service in various places around campus. Again, lake loudon blvd seems problematic.

F

internal cell boosters needed. these old buildings allow no signal

F

I do not know but performance is spotty to say the least. The frequency of dropped calls, especially here is
HBB is a real problem.

F

I have not implemented canvas mobile as of yet but would find this helpful.

F

Is this your job? My Verizon does the trick.

F

There is no cellular/mobile/LTE service in Haslem basement classrooms - dangerous in terms of an
emergency and tricky when I need to call OIT or facility services

F

There are dead spots in Haslam COB that should not be there,

F

service in SERF is weak/spotty

F

Enable better T-Mobile service in conference center?

F

Can rarely connect. and never auto connects

F

There are several places in the new Zeanah Engineering Complex that don't have reliable cell coverage please install signal repeaters or something to get cell coverage to the interior of the building

F

Dead spot at Lake Loudon and Phil Fulmer. I always drop calls.

F

We need wifi on campus that is easy to access, that is not impeded by security, that doesn't disable certain
features of mobile devices once it is connected- of course I want good security, but there should be an ability
F
to have secure connectivity without compromising security . I cannot use the university wifi on my phone so I
don't know
I'm in an old cinderblock building.

F

my cellular mobile internet services works perfectly well but just if I turn the UTK wifi off, otherwise, it gets
blocked as well.

F

oh whoops - this is actually where the issue is in the music library -= cell signal, not wifi I think.

F

I do not have issues with LTE services except for the fact that messages do not send and calls sometimes
drop in the TN Fund.

F

Not sure how they do that. I have gotten some help with settings

F

Sorry-should've put my earlier comment here-----improve cellular service in basement (floor 2 and 1) in
communication building.

F

There are many areas in the new Zeanah Engineering Complex with low or no service.

F

The cell phones do not maintain the eduram connection and may go to the open wi-fi.

F
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In some buildings like HSS and Haslam or even the Alumni building, do not seem to have great service in the
F
basements. Often the cell phones do not work there.
keep it as is.

F

Often the interior spaces of large buildings have low cell reception (stairwells of Mossman and Hodges, in
particular). To avoid dropped calls or missing notifications in these spaces, it might be nice to have repeaters, F
though I understand if this is outside the purview of OIT.
I use Tmobile and my phone does not work consistently on campus. I notice that it often drops out near the
new student union

F

some spotty areas

F

Increase cellular coverage for all main providers in the areas of buildings still without good coverage.
Especially in buildings with steady occupancy, and most especially in buildings with occupancy during
nights/weekends (for safety reasons).

F

I've found cell service in Haslam to be atrocious. I miss calls, miss texts, miss voice mails. It works fine in
Stokely Management Center. Also, cell service on Volunteer boulevard around the bend that passes in front
of Andy Holt Tower and then the Student Health Center is spotty. That may simply be Verizon's poor
infrastructure but it has always been, and continues to be a problem.

F

I assume this depends on the provider. I have ATT and sometimes have trouble with this.

F

I don't know if this is an OIT problem or a problem of my wireless carrier, but since fall 2021 I have had
miserable cell service on campus.

F

this is often a challenge for me; I don't get good service around many parts of campus and in many buildings F
Mobile service, like wireless Internat, suffers in Neyland Stadium and the Thompson-Bowling Arena.

F

LTE doesn't work well in some areas inside buildings. Hodges Library is one place especially in the central
parts of the building and lower levels.

F

Reception is Art+Architecture is poor (one bar on Verizon) and calls regularly drop. Basement of the Walters
Academic Building has no reception.

F

Cell service on the two lower levels of HBB is problematic. Texts and calls often do not go through. I don't
know whether anything can be about this though.

F

Walters Academic Building has spotty service which is problematic because participants need to be able to
call us if they are lost.

F

Mostly this is fine; I sometimes need better coverage when inside buildings, especially on lower levels.

F

For me, the service is adequate. It'd be helpful to make the process easier when I have guests with me and
they need access to these services.

F

My office in Stokely has poor LTE service, and first floor Haslam service is non-existent.

F

Improve service in parts of Haslam Business Building.

F

How do we obtain cellular service?

F

Dismal service via Verizon....a router can fix this problem. Safety issues on first floor, mezzanine, elevators,
stairwells, etc.

F

LIke wireless it can be hard to get calls through from inside classrooms. I've had problems with classroom
tech and had to leave the classroom in order to contact OIT

F
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Need better surveys of ares that are closed in. Now that land lines are rare, cells need access everywhere.

F

make Verizon work on campus - it's very frustrating to have to go outside our building to make calls

F

Issues in some buildings/ areas of campus

F

Service inside some buildings and offices is very very spotty.

G

What mobile network?

G

It'd be great if cell phones worked in the basement levels of the Student Union, especially with the rolling out
of mobile student IDs.

G

Build more towers.

G

Cellular connectivity is very poor in major areas on campus such as the student union.

G

Cell service was spotty in the building for Haslam classes.

G

I basically have no/minimal cell service everywhere I am on campus.

G

Some areas of campus seem to be "dead zones" where there is no cell service at all, mainly near the Hill and
G
on the Ag campus
I have T-Mobile Connect and it does not work inside Haslam Building. This is so gross.

G

Cell service is pretty terrible across campus.

G

My cell phone almost never has service in hardly any campus building. Need more towers.

G

I basically cant use my phone on campus at all and the wifi doesn't work for my phone

G

Much of campus had recently had very poor service

G

There are some places where cellular/mobile data drops, such as the 2nd floor women's bathroom in the
ZEB building on the nuclear engineering side.

G

My mobile phone service is not as receptive as I would like it to be

G

The first floor of BGB has horrible service, especially in 107.

G

Making sure that even in basements of buildings such as walter life sciences there is service in case of an
emergency.

G

I use Verizon so that works fine. I PAY FOR VERIZON.

G

Build some network booster at the UTSI campus.

G

There are some areas where mobile service doesn't seem to work well, the stairs area near the stadium bus
stop in particular.

G

inside the building mobile services stop working for no reason

G

I mean this is a problem for my carrier, so not much you guys can do about it as far as I know

G

certain areas of campus seem to be dead spots and service cuts out

G

After I switched recently to T-mobile (from Verizon), I found that my service wasn't good inside buildings. The
G
one building I remember in particular having trouble with is the new Strong building.
The signal goes super bad when getting into 1st or 2nd floor of the buliding

G

Phone service in the Haslam College of Business is usually very spotty throughout the whole building. This is
G
moderately frustrating at times.
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I have Verizon and in about every building it is spotty at best.

G

The cell coverage in the basement on the Law library and the clinic area is almost nonexistent.

G

Cell service is not good in BEC, it could improve

G

Does this even have anything to do with yall?

G

There isn't much they can do about the brick building that I am in most of the time. It is Nielsen Physics
Building.

G

Some buildings on campus are difficult to use cell service in, especially in the older buildings

G

The graduate student offices located in the basement of the Communication building have NO cell service. It
is incredibly difficult to work consistently in an office space where I can not use my cell phone, especially if
supervisors or colleagues regularly communicate with me via text.

G

Improve the range to the lower levels of the research buildings

G

More cellular signal repeaters across campus

IT

Expanding the DAS in office and dorm space should be important, especially since most of these new
buildings, with metal studs and brick, are in essence a faraday cage. You can't get a signal in or out. The
Verizon service on campus, even in the outside areas, has degraded significantly over the past 5 to 6
IT
months. Dropping calls has become a norm and a frustration. We had to move a significant number of staff to
Wi-Fi calling, which is not ideal, just to be able to take calls in the Tennessee Fund and Marketing
departments. This has never been an issue in the past.
I see no need for improvement myself, but I do not normally use my phone for networking. I prefer larger
devices.

IT

Lower levels, basements and other NLOS areas still have poor reception. Switching to wifi calling does not
always allow a continuous call to be maintained, as the call is dropped when a network or AP exchange
occurs.

IT

Continue to map and listen to users about areas that are lacking in service and performance and look for
solutions to the issues.

IT

Not sure what OIT can do to improve it, but you lose connection in elevators, parking garages (definitely a
safety concern), and lower level floors, especially of older buildings.

IT

Service in some buildings, especially in the lower or basement areas are hard to get good cell service.
Another weak spot is the middle of the 3rd floor in hodges library.

IT

Since the stadium work has started, Verizon reception in the Communications building has been horrible to
non existing, yet nothing seems to have been done to make it any better. AT&T works just fine tho.

IT

Some areas on campus Knoxville or a little spotty at times and I don’t know how that can be remedied

IT

I have ATT and in some parts of Hodges reception is awful. Last time I was in the Music Library they got no
cell service at all in the building.

IT

I would expect cell service to continue working where it usually has been. Dropped calls, bad service that
batches notifications makes a phone nonfunctional on campus. Wifi calling has been mostly unreliable.

IT

Does not work well in Thompson Boling Arena

S
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I'm in UT conference center right now, and I have one bar (on Verizon). If I leave the building, my cell signal
is much stronger. I'm not sure what's going on, but I know other places on campus have the same difficulties.
S
If 5G towers are much smaller and more inconspicuous, it may be worth investing in some for campus?
Again, I don't know anything about this stuff!
Too many of our buildings don't have reliable cell service

S

Haslam Business Building is notorious for poor cell service. I know this is being addressed but not at all
ideal.

S

I usually have to turn off the Wi-Fi to my mobile device in the office. It runs too slow...

S

This is my service provider's issue (Verizon) and my current location (concrete and block building), not UTK
OIT.

S

I have previously worked with OIT regarding service in my building (subbasement of HPER), they tested all
connectivity and blamed the phone company for not being willing to take on such a costly project. I know
other IT leaders in higher education who have worked with phone companies to find cost effective ways to
improve cellular service for all (primary example involves a rural university with preexisting cellular
connectivity issues due to mountains and infrastructure

S

I work off campus

S

Certain buildings such as the student center, block cellular signal. The only way to use a phone is to turn on
wifi calling. Most people do not think to try that.

S

Nothing. My carrier isn't the best in the world. In a concrete building, I have times when service isn't good.

S

I didn't know that UT supported this directly. I supposed it was mostly/only the providers.

S

Increase the capability to receive and make cell calls work in residence halls: Stokely has no service
whatsoever on the ground floor. Fred Brown has hit or miss service on the ground floor. Geier & Robinson
Halls have no ability to even utilise the Motorola radios on campus.

S

It's fine mostly.

S

Im not going to complain, this is how I survive when the wifi is down

S

Basement areas in SERF and NEB do not have cellular service. I do not have nay idea how to fix this.

S

Some of building do not have service , due to concrete etc..

S

An AT&T router was just placed above my desk. AT&T is NOT my provider and now I can not connect to my
cell phone almost never. Also through the entire Haslam building you have to go to a window to even try to
get service on your phone.

S

Our phone service drops depending what part of the building we are in, which isn't conducive to day to day
business

S

After turning off WiFi, I am still able to place calls and access data. No complaints on how this is serviced.

S

I have verizon and my service does not work now

S

VOWiFi is unreliable on UT Open and completely unavailable on Eduroam

S

Reception is better in some parts of Haslam than in others. More consistency would be great.

S

It can still be an issue trying to use during home football games at times.

S

Doesn't work in parking garages where you a most likely to urgently need it.

S
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Still doesn't work well on game days

S

When I have my mobile phone at work it says no internet connection, and it says not secure. Also we keep
having to add apps and right now we in our department are concerned about storage on our phones.

S

We have no reception downstairs in the Conference Center. We need a Cell extender.

S

several buildings on campus where there is barely any cellular signal

S

Only one signal bar appears on my iPhone in my office

S

There is no service at all on level g3 of the student union

S

Not sure if this can be fixed, but there is no service in the G1 parking garage McClung Tower.

S

I work in a basement and my cell phone randomly says "no service"

S

There is no service whatsoever on the ground floor of Hodges Library (even near the walls/edges of the
building).

S

Depending on the network a person uses, it can be tricky. Especially during gametime, but that is to be
expected.

S

having to reach to my cell phone each time I had to sign in on UTK network is kind of extra work especially
when I go to different programs in and out, on and off all day long.

S

I am in the new Zeanah building. Cell service via Verizon is terrible. I am using wi0fi calling on my phone and
S
that appears to be unreliable as well. Terrible terrible! Even Ring Central seems intermittent.
cell phones do not work in lower levels of buildings or parking garages. improve cell service in lower levels of
S
buildings and parking garages
Same response as the WIFI. Some buildings in the basements have always been an issue and not sure
there is anything that can be done on this.

S

Improvements could be made to ensuring connectivity anywhere on campus including concrete buildings.

S

OIT can help by getting Verizon service stable on campus again. That's calling and data.

S

Verizon service drops when in some buildings and areas of campus.

S

Verizon service is absolutely terrible on campus. Fortunately I was able to set-up wi-fi calling, but in the event
S
that this did not work it would have been a safety risk.
I cannot take calls on my cell phone from my desk in Hodges Library. If my phone rings, I have to jump up
and run outside to take the call.

S

I do not receive good cell service in several areas on campus since cell companies started the switch to 5G.
Not sure if boosters would help this or not.

S

As said before, coverage in the hospital is good. When it fails, which is not often, it is a disaster.

S

Highly concentrated use within the college. Does it require more bandwidth or more efficient wireless or
cellular at reasonable price?

S

Cell signal is spotty (hard to keep / get connection) when in large crowds or walking with students during
break between classes.

S

not sure how this can be accomplished when OIT not responsible for cellular data availability.

S

There is no cell signal in g level of Natalie Haslam Music Buildling

S
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It would be nice to actually have service in buildings.

S

By monitoring which cellular companies have adequate coverages in given areas to provide rural staff
members a list of service providers they should utilize.

S

Better connection in the Zeanah Engineering Complex

S

consult with phone companies to see how service antennas can be added around or inside bldgs to increase
and/or improve service. it's sad to see new buildings have terrible service for mobile phones and you have to
either go outside or find a window to stand near to take a call and/or get service. if they can't speak to phone S
companies, at least be a part of the planning process to ensure that data capabilities are considered from
start of construction
There are many areas across campus, particularly in basement areas or other heavily shielded areas which
have no mobile service. What can be done to increase coverage in these areas?

S

I have problems with my cell phone in my office but I do not know if it is T-mobile or something that OIT
controls.

S

SERF, ALUMNI MEMORIAL and HYPR are especially poor for cell service.

S

Cell just does not work well in some buildings. Unknown at this point how it will work in UT Tower.

S

McClung UP deadzone in certain areas (when getting off elevator, etc.) Not sure if this is something that can
be fixed. My cell service isn't through UT, but I know it affects everyone in the building when going into the
parking garage area.

S

Calls drop in and around the CVM all the time and when you do have signal sometimes the connection is not
S
that good.
Focus on older buildings with underground or windowless floors that aren't necessarily frequented by
students have black holes for cellular access.

S

I have connectivity issues in the stadium and sometimes in TBA.

S

I don't know if cell phones are the best option for the dead areas in the hospitals- but without reverting to two
S
way short range radios- I'm not sure much can be done.
Increase capacity at Neyland and TBA.

S

i think this is more due to where my office is in Andy Holt Tower, but I get practically no service inside it.

S

ATT needs more towers

S

I am not sure this a problem you can fix. Buildings filled with concrete and steel can disrupt the signal. We
just stand close to the windows or turn on wi-fi calling.

S

There have been times when i have been kicked out of eduroam and my phone goes into ut-open. I am not
sure whether that is an issue with my phone or UT's internet service

S

Sometimes my cell phone doesn't work in the Student Union.

S

Some areas of the Student Union bldg provide no internet service on your phone.

S

Having cellular service in service spaces (equipment rooms, tunnels, etc.) would greatly improve worker
communications for Facilities Services and contractors.

S

I don't know how it could be fixed, but I drop calls between buildings and in some hallways on campus in
older buildings.

S
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I cannot connect to Edu roam hardly ever.

S

Sometime your mobile phone wont work in certain parts of the buildings

S

Sporting events seems spotty, like recent basketball games at TBA - slow service in the stands.

S

There are places on campus near our building where service is not available--near athletics complex and
Stokely Hall

S

Some dead spots on campus

S

I don't really know enough to respond, but I do seem to occasionally have poor service or connection in
various buildings since I moved to main campus. I can connect to the Wi-Fi though if I need to do so.

S

Morgan Hall 2nd floor, my cell phone does not always work well.

S

Improve it outdoors. It's almost non-existent on my phone outside.

S

I didn't realize this is something OIT can help with. I assumed it was carrier related.

S

I have t-mobile and service is often spotty in my office. However, I do realize this is a carrier issue .

S

My phone doesn't work in my office and that prevents me from using ring central on my phone.

S

Example: Lower levels of IAMM (was JIAM) cannot access these. With no emergency phones in hallways,
calls for EHS/UTPD/FS help have to be made from an upper level or from outside the building. Has been an
issue since building was commissioned in 2017.

S

This is particularly bad during football games.

S

Improve the cellular service in our athletic venues, especially Neyland Stadium. Football now does a lot of inS
game experiences that require your phone to participate, but without a strong signal participation is limited.
do not always get coverage everywhere

S

(Repeated from previous question) Ring Central is a desired service; however, it is not an option in the
Conference Center basement since Wi-Fi is very unpredictable and there are even complete "dead zones".

S

I don't get a great cell phone signal in the Conference Center.

S

the building i work in sometimes the internet does not work. It is the building not the service.

S

Mobile service not always reliable in older buildings and floors below ground level. Also unreliable when lots
of users in the same space.

S

Verizon was Bad in my Building but it improved about two years ago and then about January of 2022 the
connectivity went down hill

S

Boost mobile areas - basement and first floors have limited service.

S

I'm not sure how you can improve on the fact that many offices (like mine) are in basements, surrounded by
concrete

S

Service is spotty in some areas, but overall good

S

I do not have much cellular service at all in the HBB building.

S

Help fix the spots where calls are dropped or service is not available

S
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See previous WiFi comment. The same issue with WiFi affects cellular on the parking levels of Andy Holt and
the garage at Andy Holt. [It is difficult for staff working in cubicles to find privacy to have personal
conversations. I have coaching sessions planned on my lunch breaks and I am constantly battling where to
S
have them. There is zero service in the garage at Andy Holt. It would be nice to have the WiFi extended
there, so that staff without access to privacy are at least able to go to their cars to have personal
conversations or coaching sessions there. ]
I use my personal cell phone so I don’t think they can help.

S

Stokely Hall has poor reception especially on the ground floor and in housing supervisor offices/areas.

S

I know working in certain buildings you don't get service like Stokely Hall it's a dead zone when using your
cell phone you have to go outside to get a signal

S

Majority of cell phones do not work in the Student Union, phase I, all the time. Sometimes they work,
sometimes they don't. Visitors rarely are able to use their phones.

S

Expanding services, as my phone doesn't always pick up service in buildings like Dunford.

S

Same answer as before. When I am outside of my office, my service works fine. [My situation may be
singular - I work in a basement office and am completely surrounded by cinder block. I sometimes run into
connection issues with the wifi.]

S

There can be some spots at the veterinary teaching hospital where signals are not as strong.

S

Have more than one option for service.

S

Less concrete

S

4G seems to work just fine. 5G has concerns for human safety.

S

Improve performance in some buildings where it is inconsistent. Some areas are below grade causing
degradation of service, but this can be rectified.

S

Not sure as I use my own personal cell phone. We need more cell phone towers but that is not an area OIT
can improve.

S

There are still some residence halls where my service is a bit lower than expected, but it has greatly
improved!!

S

I don't really consider this to be an OIT responsibility. If it is, then that's impressive.

S

We have issues on the ground floor of our building, which is a safety concern for our labs. OIT can improve it
S
by fixing it.
Cellular service that is reliable would be great. It does not work well where there are hills.

S

There are certain places in certain buildings where it doesn't work (basements, elevators), but this isn't much
S
of a problem for me.
Can't really get around the issue of tall concrete buildings impacting cellular service...

S

I am on my own cell-phone plan without any contributions from UT funding, and most places in the county
where I use my phone works well. I would imagine it would be up to the local areas to provide more cell
phone towers to improve the areas lacking.

S

Technology should work everywhere on campus.

UG

There is no cellular reception at the basement of strong hall

UG
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Stadium connection

UG

Have wider coverage in all areas; mossman sucks with cellular and several other places suck.

UG

Cell/LTE is very poor in the parking garages, so improving there would be good.

UG

There is no service in many areas of Haslam.

UG

My personal cellular device rarely ever works on campus. Phone calls, messages, etc rarely send and I
rarely receive them until after I leave campus.

UG

There are a lot of deadzones on campus for cellular data but I don't know if that is fixable due to the brick
construction of a lot of buildings.

UG

Some random spots are the worst but it's usually in a weird corner of a concrete brick building like SERF, not
UG
much to do about it.
Deep within buildings, like the Haslam music building, I cannot get service.

UG

The only time that my T-mobile service does not work is during football games, where I cannot text, call, or
use any data. This has required me to go off-campus to make important phone calls, including when I got
exposed to covid and could not call everyone I needed to cancel plans for quarantining. If there were cellular UG
modems in the dorms that allowed us to call and text, that would be good enough so that I could stand near
a dorm and make any important communications.
never works in buildings

UG

Maybe having people who know how to use the apps that the classes require would be nice instead of
hatefully saying "just turn your phone off then back on".

UG

Student union doesn’t always have great cell reception

UG

add service in TBA and Neyland

UG

I feel that especially in auditoriums, my cellular connection decreases.

UG

There is no cell service in the lower levels of some buildings

UG

better connection outside

UG

Cellular service in the Haslam College of Business has not been adequate since January 2022. Most of my
calls have been dropped this semester when I enter the college of business, and I am unable to make a call
from within the building.

UG

Connection is limited, and WIFI connection hardly works on my phone.

UG

Service is spotty

UG

I literally can be on the wifi or not in pretty much every building and have no service so again get good
service so I can actually do my work for classes without having to worry about if I will have service or not.

UG

Some indoor areas have pretty bad service. Particularly parts of HSS and the Student Union

UG

During class change, my phone has no service because there are so many people around and nothing
loads.

UG

Whenever it is crowded with people, my LTE doesn't work well.

UG

The phones never work on campus I usually have to turn off my wifi on my phone and use LtE

UG
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My phone can connect to Wi-Fi, but it picks up almost zero strength. Whenever I am connected to the Wi-Fi
on campus, my phone works as if there is no internet or service at all, so I have to leave my phone using
cellular data. With so many people using data at once on campus, that also tends to run rather slowly.

UG

connecting to the UT is very slow

UG

Haslam College of Business has alot of dead spots within the building causing texts to go unreceived and
unsent for hours if you are in class or studying. This could cause miss of an emergency of any type, whether
it be family or local emergency.

UG

Sometimes my mobile data interferes with the Wi-Fi connection.

UG

In a few rooms like in the bottom of Haslam I don't get service at all and have to connect to the internet in
order to use my phone

UG

While my phone displays LTE at all times, the actual speed and quality of data is horrible at times

UG

Have better service for LTE in the library and Haslam.

UG

several buildings have no LTE service at all. It is very very frustrating in the student union

UG

Basements of buildings on campus

UG

Have better reception in the Hyper building

UG

I wouldn't mind having stronger service in the parking garages. My service provider is Tracfone.

UG

Significantly more often than I would like I do not get cell service in stokely, and it's very frustrating when that
UG
is where I live and expect to have service
I have no idea how to solve this but I have no service in Walter

UG

I do not fully understand OIT technology; therefore, I do not have any strong input. I suggest strong internet
in sorority village, as that is where I live and it can be a struggle!

UG

My cellular service is a bit slow in the Alumni Memorial Building

UG
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CA4b - What is OIT doing well with having cellular / mobile / LTE service
that works adequately everywhere you need it.
99 Responses
I seem to have good coverage most everywhere except in the very lower/central areas of the library and in
the music library - outside coverage seems really good in most areas I walk

F

Works majority of the time

F

I am not sure, but at least we can use mobile devices in most parts of the campus.

F

good

F

Never had any issues.

F

No issues

F

Increasing coverage as you are able. Please keep expanding it to more areas and providers.

F

We probably do what we can in this regard. I do not know enough to suggest otherwise.

F

This seems to be consistently strong for my phone

F

Already have many towers.

G

Not very much

G

It is working fine

G

Literally no idea, it's gotten worse every semester I've been here.

G

It works almost everywhere.

G

I have had no issues with Verizon on campus.

G

85% the service works.

G

Coming from a rural area, the cellular service in Knoxville is much improved from my hometown.

G

this one's good. at least for AT&T/Verizon.

G

Access seems fine in the places on campus I frequent.

G

However, outside of buildings is normally, with the exception of areas around Neyland, consistent

G

works as designed

G

It works everywhere else that I have noticed

G

I never have trouble with cell service

G

I'm actually not sure how OIT is responsible in supporting this

G

I have never noticed an issue with cell service on campus, unless I'm underground, which can't be helped

G

They strive to make sure coverage (to their ability) is great.

IT

It seems to work when I call upon it's use. I know the campus as a whole uses mobile devices frequently, and
IT
there is little reported issues that I am aware of. But I do not generally use in other locations often.
From what I have experienced OIT does have conversations with Cellular providers to partner and keep
improving performance on campus and in degraded areas looking for solutions.

IT
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No comments - seems to work well and have good coverage.

IT

Cellular service is generally very very good and it also depends on the service carrier that the individual uses IT
Recently received instruction from TIS about cell phone settings to ensure best possibility for service in HBB. S
I rarely connect to Wifi from personal mobile devices, which I think is reflective of how good my data service
is on campus.

S

This has gotten better recently in Andy Holt Tower. I can even almost continue a conversation in the P1 floor
of the garage.

S

It's nice that we can use our cell/mobile device to access our building. Of course we're getting ready to move
S
to UT Tower, and will no longer have that option.
No problems currently. Good service across campus.

S

OIT doesn't have control over my cell/mobile service.

S

We didn't have good service on the mezzanine-level, but the issue was fixed with improved wifi so we can
call/text from our cell phones using wifi and now I no longer have to go out into the atrium to use my phone

S

Most assured the updates are working.

S

Its fantastic

S

mobile service works.

S

I don't use this service but would not expect any issues.

S

I do not have a UT issued cellular device.

S

I have no problems getting cell service in my office.

S

All good!

S

Most of the time, service is great!

S

always ready to help when they become available.

S

It works well outside.

S

This is the one service that is reliably stable.

S

Again, for the amount of people on campus it is handled as well as can be.

S

I only have occasional issues with cell phone service. I have students that consistently can't rely on their
phones in the veterinary hospital though.

S

I haven't experienced any issues.

S

I have never had difficulty on campus with my cell service and I use US Cellular

S

Great.

S

doesn't work in some buildings or in basement levels, but works in other places.

S

I have mobile service everywhere I need it.

S

The UT web pages are tablet and cellular friendly.

S

new buildings are great.

S

Cellular service is great in all other areas on campus.

S
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Not much you can do unless you want to add some ground level antennas like in South Korea or Japan.

S

wish it did better in newer buildings, and in the stadium

S

I just know that my cellular works

S

I have not had any issues with OIT cell phone coverage on campus.

S

I never had any challenges with service when I worked at UTIA. It worked perfectly.

S

I get calls whenever I need to

S

Works across most areas on campus

S

For the most part, cell service works pretty well 99% of the time.

S

4G works as it should & as expected.

S

The widespread availability of wireless connectivity and high speeds allows me to use wi-fi calling on my
phone for those times I may be in a basement or something on campus, which is really nice.

S

I am not sure what role OIT has in this capacity.

S

There isn't much doing well with having any cellular service since I cannot receive or send messages or
receive/make phone calls.

UG

I usually don't even think about it it works so well around here.

UG

It is the same for me as when I am in South Knoxville visiting my family, so I am not aware of any particular
interventions that OIT is doing.

UG

routers

UG

Good in all other places

UG

phones connect to wifi well

UG

OIT does well providing cellular service outside buildings, such as down PED Walkway.

UG

When on my phone throughout campus I keep a pretty steady about of bars.

UG

I can always use my LTE service anywhere else on campus

UG

5G and just fast LTE are very available.

UG

Good overall connection everywhere else

UG

again, no service in the bottom of AMB and sometimes in HSS but i understand the underground floors of
buildings

UG

They try their best.

UG

For the most part, my cellular service works well

UG

connection only really works outside

UG

I am happy that my data works sometimes on campus, but install that 5g tower on hodges or something. love
UG
that my flex dining dollars work with my apple pay
When wifi is down, I can usually get service via Cellular Data

UG

If I ever get on cellular, I can't think I've ever had problems with it.

UG

Outside works better than the inside of buildings.

UG
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Build more Internet service providers for remote areas. What if there are some very smart people in remote
areas?

UG

I for the most part have not had any issues with cellular data.

UG

Most places have LTE available on campus

UG

The few times the WIFI has gone out I was unable to rely on LTE as a backup option. I don't entirely know
why this is, it could be on my end.

UG

LTE works great

UG

I get great LTE service everywhere even in TBA and Neyland, but I know that’s not the case for everyone

UG

Usually I am fine but some parts are not good.

UG

I've rarely had poor cellular service.

UG

LTE is great mostly everywhere, at least my Verizon is.

UG

Cell service seems to work well most places on campus

UG

it works outdoors, not in Neyland tho

UG
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TC1a - How can OIT improve the ease of use of online services?
184 Responses
if you could take over the travel reimbursement system that would be great. OIT is good, Concur is horrible.

F

More user friendly for those of us over 40

F

Marketplace and Concur are absolutely horrible for those of us who use them infrequently. Advising
resources are spread out over multiple sites. I still can't update my own public-facing website.

F

Not sure if OIT is responsible, but many of the software business applications we have don't talk to each
other, and are not user friendly.

F

Almost everything directly related to OIT is well designed and super easy to use. Administrative functions like
F
Iris and Edison are awful. But this may not be within OIT's domain.
Links are never at intuitive or expected locations. Having to google search for a University link is just
embarassing.

F

I'm not sure exactly what is included in this category. Sharing Zoom recordings could be easier/more
transparent. File sharing seems to work OK on OneDrive and Google Drive.

F

IRIS and self-service are clunky as well as travel website. Canvas is adequate but often problematic example: I max out on file space

F

library site: getting to a published paper online takes way too many clicks through the library site. plus the old
"proxy bookmarklet" that allowed for journals to recognize UTK subscription was way faster/easier. please
F
return to this! annoying to have to go the site, search the paper, and then do 3 clicks to get back to the paper
at the publisher's site.
The website, particularly OIT resources are often found on archived pages. The search-ability of topics,
resources, and contacts for topic-specific troubleshooting is buried and not intuitive.

F

Get an alternative to CYNAP- not user friendly

F

This question concerns issues of both use and access. As to use: Some of the data bases are hard to
navigate, but that may be beyond what I can ask of OIT. As to access: I can access the data bases that I
want are good when the system is working. It has only twice taken the system more than 24 hours plus part
of a weekend to restore access. That may be doing ``well" by your definition, but it is not according to mine.
When I need access to a data base in order to move even one step forward in my research and that access
is not there,. OIT has failed me in helping to plant the UT flag. Plain and simple!

F

It would be very helpful to have a campus-wide pro account for overleaf

F

I don't know where to start, honestly. We have ancient software and it doesn't communicate across platforms.
I am unbelievably overworked, students expect constant access, and I'm being told at least once a month
F
that I need to do either a new training or take another survey, like this one, which doesn't address the core
problem. We are drowning in email forwards and reporting demands such that most of us can't do our jobs.
OIT offers a broad range of services - sometimes it's hard to find information about services on the website

F

Sometimes it takes me a lot of clicks on the website to find what I'm looking for. I don't know if that's me or
how the information is structured.

F

Add or Provide YouTube tutorials.

F

OIT is great. I wish the connection to OIT was more prominent on the UT website for student access but I
know our UT website is more about promotion than function now.

F
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Streamline required portals. There are too many different portals I have to log into to do the administrative
aspects of my job (e.g. IRIS, Concur, faculty evaluation system, staff evaluation system, contracts, Elements, F
TNvoice, etc. etc. etc.). I waste way too much time just trying to find the right portal for the purpose at hand.
Online services is too generic of a term for me to know what this means or to know how to answer this.

F

That staff performance review system. Burn it to the ground and salt the earth. A time-out timer? The text
formatting issues with export? The inflexibility of making it fit our department's internal reviewer process so
we don't have to create confusing workarounds to be able to use it at all? I never thought I would never say
this about anything, but just give us the paper forms back if this is the best that can be done with it as an
online system.

F

I don't know what can be done with the performance issues with Microsoft--and the limitation on reporting
problems with it. I also miss some of the features of Blackboard that are not available in Canvas.

F

I'd like Zoom to allow me to log on to multiple devices at once

F

I sometimes find it hard to access the services on-line. Sometimes the instructions seem to assume that I
know where to find the service and how to use it.

F

This is not likely an OIT issue, but many groups I am working with are using Microsoft Teams. It is just not a
user-friendly environment for collaboration. Document management on a Google Drive is much more intuitive F
and easy.
flow sheets using sequential steps with pictures and detail to assist technology challenged faculty

F

The earlier that we retire IRIS, the better. Scholarship Manager is unusable even by staff who have
completed substantial training.

F

Quit shilling for Microsoft.

F

user problem - nothing intuitive to me

F

You know myUTK? I can make it remember my login for 7 days, after which it logs me out. That is fair
enough, but it would be really nice if there was an actual link from the "you're logged out" screen back to
myUTK, so I don't have to manually change the URL to log back in.

F

The UT website is FAR TOO MUCH oriented towards recruiting new students. When one needs to find the
library, or a department's curriculum, we have to spend a lot of time clicking through screens.

F

we need easily searchable websites and improved links, also organization of webpages that makes sense to
F
the typical user.
complete profile of all on-line services--web-sites--to which I have had owner or guest access

F

Safety is an significant issue and without good online services...it impacts teaching in our building.

F

Some operations in IRIS are not intuitive.

F

Canvas has been having lots of connection issues this semester where pages seem to be timing out
repeatedly

F

Mostly, online services are good. The only terrible one is Banner, which is just really bad. This isn't a UT
issue (I've used Banner at other institutions and it's bad everywhere). Ideally, get rid of Banner and find
something better.

G

OIT website can be hard to navigate. Library request websites as well.

G

Get university subscription for overleaf, grammarly and linkdin.

G
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actually have them work

G

Just continue to push towards a simple and direct user interface that does not hide too much.

G

with the captioning

G

By providing easy access to internet services. Sometimes the webpage does not open with the university's
internet and we have to connect to cellular data for that.

G

Not having to log in every day to canvas

G

Provide more easy to understand user guides and directions to access these services.

G

More intuitive features on banner when selecting classes, changing class hours for variable credit hour
courses, time conflicts, etc.

G

What is your definition of online services? To what exactly are you referring?

G

UT has an extremely confusing web site over all - way too many different pages to try and answer one
question or get to one section.

G

better intergration of zoom and canvas for online classes

G

Perfect all kinds of fault-tolerant scheduling mechanisms.

G

always having to go through duo is a bit time consuming and a hassle

G

The canvas is not very easy to find the groups. specially for some classes. It could be standardized.

G

Develop OIT portal more UX/UI friendly than current pages.

G

Web-wise, I would note that utk.edu, lib.utk.edu, IRIS, etc. are not easy to navigate.

G

Information is really hard to find across the whole UT site. Having a bit more intuitive website would help.
Especially when looking for information on problems connecting devices or looking to check out software,

G

Institute major changes over the summer, giving plenty of time to acclimatize. ALWAYS have a search
function. I understand that the decision to use Canvas vs. Portal vs. TWEN or other media is a teacher
decision, but maybe have some tutorial materials since its annoying to have to try to learn on your own
depending on how a professor uses which media...

G

I have run into many issues with canvas this semester. I know there are modules/videos that can help
resolve issues, but most of my issues are not ones that are on there.

G

Remember US and our devices automatically.

G

Provide more accessible information for what is available for distance students.

G

Many websites and information are hard to access and navigate unless you are guided through it.
Centralized training or resource tabs can be helpful to mitigate this.

G

Sometimes the software is a bit confusing but nothing major.

G

I have found that the menus for UTK are not always organized as you think or it is hard to find what you are
looking for. Feels like opportunity to improve user experience.

G

Make the website clearer, there are so many pages that it makes navigating and finding what you want
difficult. It would be beneficial to have clear page titles that are consistent.

G

Giving access for all the online software in the field, and permission for to download torrents

G

We need less choices for online class information and exam software. Standardization is the weak point.

G
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nothing works great

G

Banner is still incredibly confusing to navigate, especially the division between My Student Portal and the
financial aid section. I wish they were all in one place. There is also an overwhelming amount of information
on the student myutk home page.

G

Maybe more informational emails or optional seminars when different programs are going to go under heavy
changes.

G

Make it easier to sign up for the linkedin service webinars

G

Microsoft Teams is not a quality product for collaboration. The rollout and operation of Ring Central has been
IT
rough at best. There doesn't seem to be enough staff to support that project.
The recent 15 minute active use policy should be expanded to 30 minutes IMO. Sometimes, you are
studying material, without pressing a key or moving a mouse, but you know you have to, or else it's
password re-entry time again before you know it. Knowing you have to do this, or re-enter your password
again, gets in the way of progress at times. We have to use duo push or a fob for entry code on everything at
least once a week, then add to that 15 min active time before password re-entry. These things combine to
consume quite a bit of time. This is not ideal for UTK user population, or OIT users. We spend a lot of time
IT
keystroking the same passwords, if you are collaborating with other team members, and working together to
resolve issues. An example is using your UTK provided laptop, as a phone while working remotely, if you are
accessing your desktop from another computer, you can't reenter the password on the laptop quickly enough
to take a call if you forget to push the mouse or press a key to keep it "active" 100% of the time. 15 minutes
goes by pretty fast.
Continue to provide documentation, how-tos, FAQs etc. I think OIT does a great job in offering lots of tools
and options. Sometimes this is a hindrance to ease of use. The documentation that really lays out the pro
and cons are very helpful. Continue to provide these as much as possible.

IT

I find it hard to find information on all of the UT Websites. I think they are cumbersome.

IT

We need a collaborative board like https://miro.com/

IT

Let dark mode work with this survey for one. I use a dark mode extension in Firefox and you can't even see
when you select an option from the question above. I'm having to blow out my eyes with this bright white
screen to answer this for you. The online Performance review system is barely adequate. You can't properly
use formatting in the text boxes. When you copy/paste it from a word document bullet points turn into ? after
you save, You can't use italics, bold, etc. Then even if you do get it somehow formatted somewhat decently
in the form when you go to save it as a PDF it screws it all up again and you have to go back and RE-EDIT
IT
every single portion to get it to look right again. Then when you go to put bullets back in, Adobe doesn't even
recognize the font you exported the file as so it messes up the text too. Then you put a time limit on top of
that when you're working in the review itself. Someone needs to go back to the OPR form and fix that system
entirely. The same comments for the OPR online form apply to the form created for Surplus. a time limit or
you lose all of your work which means you have to double the work to get everything entered as you have to
create a list outside of the form and then copy and paste that into the surplus form.
Administrative restrictions on University owned devices can interfere with 3rd party apps. For example, I
have been unable to complete a certification because an online-proctored exam continues to terminate
during initiation because of this.

IT

Lots of Extension materials are outdated but still archived and available on the UTIA websites. These need
to be removed and only the most up-to-date publications need to be left online.

S
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It's not always easy to find needed information on OIT's website

S

There's so much on the OIT site-- not always easy to find what I'm looking for

S

So many things are pushed to onestop. Can we have a second phone line for departments that need help
instead of waiting in que with many students? There could be a caveat that the 2nd number cannot be used
for personal school accounts.

S

Not keep switching. I designed a system based on Qualtrics only to be told that it was being discontinued,
then rebuilt the system using QuestionPro only to then be told that we were now going back to Qualtrics.
This is very frustrating.

S

BannerTimetable creation, AdAstra Timetable room scheduling, and Argos timetable reports don't always
remain synchronized and sometimes don't refresh for hours or possibly not until overnight. Sometimes one or S
all three are in this predicament.
Having the legacy Knowledge base pages still available can be confusing. This results because it is still often
S
easiest and fastest to find what I'm looking for via Google search rather than the file structure OIT provides
Making online services more streamlines throughout the university

S

The chat feature appears to be people who aren't on campus and in the work with us, so I find that my needs
S
often have to be reverted back to campus and then I have to wait.
Online services seems to be adequate.

S

Im not sure if this is the category Im concerned about but we need help in creating workflows in MS and
getting offices migrated from paper to cloud, especially if the campus isn't going to give departments Adobe
Sign or any other options for obtaining approvals

S

Some services such as Concur and Iris make it difficult to locate what is needed.

S

The ridiculous security measures of 2FA and link verification have completely ruined the usability of any
system they're applied to. Having to break attention to chase down a cell phone for 2FA destroys productivity S
and forces users to maintain a personal device for professional purposes.
Some systems are good - some are clunky and some are inconsistent.

S

Concur is not really intuitive and not particularly easy to use.

S

Some UT sites are difficult to navigate, need better search function for those who have no idea exactly where
S
to go.
sometimes people dont know what department to go through to seek services. Maybe a hash tag search
option would be helpful

S

better search options

S

There are so many online services that the vast library is sometimes hard to digest.

S

Nothing specific to OIT.... If it were possible to streamline what we need to access or where to link to those
S
accesses, that would be great, but probably already being addressed. We have so many moving parts at UT.
"ease of use" is in the eye of the beholder. Before taking something a programmer thinks is easy to use, be
sure to test it in development with different folks (students, staff, faculty). This will hopefully catch any issues
before going live.

S

Navigation and search are not good. I cannot find what I want.

S

Concur sucks.

S
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I would like to see the addition of adobe creative suite.

S

Provide additional assistance with our website

S

stay up to date

S

not sure, but having to log in and out all the time seems to be extra time right now...

S

Make it easier to find what I need to do what I need to do...don't bury your services deep in the OIT website.

S

Sometimes links on the OIT site lead to errors or "content not available" messages

S

SharePoint and WordPress are not always easy to work with in setting up sites and ease of flow from one
page to another. Search-ability on websites is not good but improving

S

Many services are not intuitive for the average user. Simplifying and improving these would be helpful for
many.

S

Website search function on UTK site often provides options that do not pertain to my specific search. Too
many out of date/archived items are routinely included.

S

Help keep us connected. Find out why our cables keep failing.

S

all services aren't known to faculty, staff, and students. sometimes have to dig to find the information needed. S
Ensure offerings work well with tablets and cell phones.

S

It can be confusing trying to navigate the multitude of OIT Websites.

S

Some of the issues are related to the programs themselves. The Duo Mobile system is sometimes difficult
because I have to have my phone with me.... even in the office on the UT network.

S

Stop using antequated free programs to perform CVM hospital functions. We should have the technology
available to use and teach students what types of cutting edge technology they will come across in the
private sector on graduating.

S

I wish that when I access my UT email from a home computer that it looked the same as it does when I'm at
the office.

S

sharepoint and websites are hard to manage and nobody really knows how to get things kept up to date in
an efficient manner

S

Not a fan of K@TE and how it functions. I've had issues launching training sessions. The training history
report in not as informative as the version available in iris.

S

The main UT search bar is worse than in previous versions. UT primary pages should come up first when
searching specific terms and that is not usually the case.

S

I sometimes cannot find the help articles I want when searching the OIT help site.

S

It is time consuming to have to click on the Search on the homepage everytime I need to locate information.
It would be great if it didn't redirect the user to another page. Most sites have a place where you can type in
whatever it is you are searching instead of being redirected to another page. Also the A-Z Index should be at
S
the top of homepage. Also, Word Press for updating website does not give the user many options. For
example, if I want to indent a paragraph or have a word or phrase be another color except black, that is not
possible. Also the paragraphs are pre-populated with bullet points, so there is no option to change that.
Training

S

Some of our websites are very convoluted. I think this might be and issue on the costumer side though.

S
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A lot of the online services are very hard to navigate compared to other universities I have worked at. It
would be nice if everything was straight forward.

S

IRIS timekeeping program is very clunky and doesn't always let my cursor click on the correct box for
recording working time. Wish there was a way to set up automatic time keeping so not having to submit a
weekly report. Also wish the search feature in Banner was better at finding the screens we use instead of
having to try and remember the random letters attributed to each screen.

S

Streamline all of the Extension sites, publications. At times some of them are impossible to find.

S

Having two hospital systems seems unnecessarily redundant. Having paper records on top of two separate
hospital systems is even more redundant. Sometimes the anesthesia request form does not submit even
after multiple attempts.

S

Improved appearance/UX design to improve navigation

S

Not sure if this is the right spot for this response, however I'm answering based on my ability to access online
services and because I work from home, I sometimes get and error message and when I call to inquire about S
it does take a bit of time to get it resolved.
Some of the online services are not user friendly

S

Most services are easy to use. I am also a graduate student and find CANVAS to be pretty convoluted. I
don't know if that falls under the OIT umbrella though.

S

For the love of Pete can someone do something about the online payment system at the vetschool??? You
need a PhD in computer science and a 3 page instruction sheet to make a simple payment. I can get football S
tickets in 2 clicks. It should not be that hard.
The sites are always a pain if you don't know what department you need

S

For the UTK web site: The VolTech shop has no listing anywhere in the A-Z area -&- the searches do not
provide any direct link to that page. We have to go outside to DuckDuckGo or Google in order to find that
page. Crazy.

S

some things are difficult to locate in a timely manner

S

Personally, I believe online services might be too decentralized. It is pretty easy for departments to get very
niche software solutions that are expected to solve all problems on campus. I wish that it was a bit more
centralized so that solutions could be better adapted. That's not really your fault, but I do think the university
could do more to support you if you wanted to go that route (of course, you may not want to! ha!)

S

There are so many different services, it would be nice to have a standard or a consolidation of services.

S

The OIT website is difficult to navigate. I'd suggest having a true search box that will take you to the
appropriate information. The A-Z list is mostly useless.

S

Online classes would be helpful to learn different types of software.

S

Most things work well, but the Concur online service is extremely confusing and not user friendly. Not sure
what can be done about that.

S

Make website tabs clearer so that it is easier to find pages with information being searched for.

UG

Well some of the websites for utk is very hard to get to what you need it is not lates out very nicely e specially
UG
in the one stop section
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Online services, such as Canvas, work great most of the time with the exception of a few times where I could
UG
access Canvas on my laptop, but not on my personal cellular device, again probably because of the signal.
If there were more online instructions to download particular kinds of software instead of an old PDF, that
would save me a lot of time trying installation modes out.

UG

it's ok but wifi logs me out a lot

UG

Make it so Duo won’t forget a device every so often

UG

I feel that some resources online are hard to navigate, especially regarding Freshman information, like
housing, scholarship availability, and due dates. If those could be more expressly available, that would make
everyones' lives easier.

UG

Connecting to the internet at the beginning of the semester was confusing for a lot of new students, making it
UG
easier to navigate that website would help.
The library database can be difficult to use and could have clearer instructions on how to navigate.

UG

Being readily available to explain

UG

I always end up either having to show up or call to get anything done so maybe get a service that can be
functioned online without having to do all of that.

UG

Make the information accurate and relevant, the dining hall information is often so inaccurate the vol dining
website is almost useless

UG

Honestly many of UTs websites and hassles are annoying. I hate duo mobile. I wish I could leave my mobile
device at home when I come to campus but it is required if I want to do school work. If my phone is lost or
dead I am unable to work. Very very frustrating

UG

Maybe fix the registration of devices

UG

Stop using web formats from the 90s

UG

OIT could respond a little faster. Directions for installing available software can be a little confusing.

UG

not all departmental websites are up to date with general things, and some websites are hard to maneuver

UG

You can only connect on computers, cell phones are having a hard time going online because there is no
internet connection

UG

I feel like some online services are dated and difficult to use such as the registration website and Tennessee
App

UG

everything is use this link to go to this other link where it will tell you how to get to this final link that can
actually help

UG

myUTK can be confusing for first semester students.

UG

Have professors mention them in class. I for the most part am unaware of what services are available and
where. More advertising.

UG

Add Accurate Closed Captions to the videos that are posted to the canvas .

UG

The only thing I can think about is maybe just making it more well known on how to access the online
services.

UG

They can have tutorials or better detailed instructions.

UG

theres lots of annoying cyclical links

UG
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I understand that DUO is an important system, but it feels redundant to send a verification from my phone, to
UG
my phone, just to log into turning point.
Simplify, but also have options for everything that can feasibly be online (such as submitting forms),
preferably in one place. Like OneStop but for everything else.

UG

Everything should be on one platform or atleast have the links to other platforms under one platform not
multiple

UG

Some of the OIT guides to installing different software packages are older and difficult to navigate. Updating
software installation guides would be helpful. Another issue is that UT has some web pages that are out of
date that are easy to stumble onto which can make finding useful information difficult sometimes, so
removing out of date web pages would be nice.

UG

sometimes it is difficult for me to read the content of the website as i have dyslexia.

UG

The website needs an overhaul. Many people struggle with technology, so finding what you need help with
should not be as arduous of a process as it currently is. Aim for a simplistic, straight-forward user-interface
that doesn't require you to flip through an excessive amount of tabs before you find what you were looking
for.

UG

Honestly, most of the websites are confusing. So making the websites more user-friendly would be helpful.

UG

Encourage professors to not create their own websites that don’t actually work, and to instead use canvas

UG

Make it easier for students to get the information they need. For example, on one of the student health
websites, it has three numbers listed for the pharmacy. The first doesn't even work. I feel like websites such
as myutk could also be more easily navigated if it was set up in a better way. I feel like there are a lot of
different things one has to click on in order tog et to certain things, like scheduling an appointment with an
advisor, getting an enrollment verification form, etc.

UG

I think that overall at UTK the different colleges and departments use very different website platforms which
can make things pretty difficult to navigate. I think that the myUTK website does a great job at bringing a lot
of that better, but the specific colleges are not all on the same page.

UG

Some utk websites are very hard to work and I don't understand the formatting because some links don't
work anymore

UG

The myutk page is not very easy to navigate. I think it could be simplified to make it easier to schedule an
appointment with an advisor.

UG

online printing interface is kinda hard

UG

They are good to me. Some can be a little difficult like tutoring meetings and advising appointments, but its
generally good

UG

put room numbers when on uts website

UG

teach us stuff

UG

Some websites can be difficult to navigate when compiling a ton of information across various links, but a
Google search is all you need to find what you are looking for.

UG

There are too many websites serve the same functions.

UG

Most of the problems come from the professors misusing the services more so than the services themselves. UG
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TC1b - What is OIT doing well with the ease of use of online services?
120 Responses
I have found OIT to be good and helpful with respect to support.

F

I used OIT's website once, and had to talk to a tech. The person was nice.

F

providing choices beyond MS products.

F

Searches are improved- it is easier to find what I need. There are fewer dead links. Apps at UTK works
well. New collaboration tools seem good.

F

Canvas is wonderful. Support for Canvas is better than wonderful. Response to problems is fast and
comprehensive.

F

File sharing seems to work OK on OneDrive and Google Drive. It is nice to have a large storage space.

F

Good instructions

F

Numerous options for communicating with OIT. Very helpful and quick to response. The ability to have
someone connect to my compute and address issues when I cannot utilize the directions OIT provides as
the first option

F

Access has almost always been there. Sometimes it has taken several seconds to connect. That's certainly
OK. Except when access is not available at all-- that's not OK and that's why my first (and overall) response F
to this survey suggested that you should arrange to have humans monitoring for glitches on a 23/7 basis.
having one help desk contact and being able to create a ticket online is great - this way if I don't know who
in OIT does it the help desk can direct the question to the right person.

F

So far, I've always been able to eventually find everything that I was looking for.

F

All good!

F

OIT rocks!

F

all is good

F

I like the flexibility of the different services such as google drive, microsoft teams, dropbox, etc. Each is
good for a different purpose, so I appreciate having access to all of them.

F

Consistently available to answer questions regarding online services

F

chat and one number works well.

F

Primarily use Zoom. It works well but occasionally the interface is confusing or clunky. It is better than other
F
services that I've used (MS Meeting, Blue Jeans, etc.).
No issues

F

They're doing great, software is easy to down and install, web communication tools easy to use.

F

We certainly have many available options for collaboration! The Zoom support folks are amazingly helpful
and lovely people!

F

Great service when calling in or emailing Helpdesk.

F

good content, typically easy to find

F

Instructions and screen shots have improved, but sometimes there's a step missing that has become
second nature to the developer. I have had great success, especially with CANVAS assistance.

F
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Their email address and phone number are posted in multiple places.

F

OIT has been consistently good/timely/helpful when I’ve sent questions or asked for help.

F

The websites are visually appealing.

G

OIT does a terrific job!

G

Ordinary

G

Access is pretty good.

G

What I have used, which isn't a lot, has been very easy to navigate

G

Reaction speed on claims is fast! I was really satisfied.

G

Using Canvas has been a huge help to me, coming from a school that used eLC/d2l. The interface is much
easier to navigate!

G

I haven't experienced any issues and so far have been happy with the ease of use of online services.

G

Because I take my graduate level courses 100% online, I appreciate how easy OIT makes it to access
classes and navigate the canvas site.

G

Quick responses when I am having trouble with online services.

G

OIT desk TRIES to help.

G

All of it works well and it is easy to find info when I need to troubleshoot.

G

Everything seems fine. Websites are easy to navigate and obtaining help is straightfoward.

G

I love the technology guides for classrooms!

G

very good service

G

OIT is easily accessible through online platforms or phone and usually response is quick

G

Zoom was an excellent choice for online meetings.

IT

OIT works hard to make sure we have the necessary online services.

IT

Many software systems haver been upgraded over time, and BIS and WEB services both contribute to a
robust environment of available and useful applications as well as other online services.

IT

OIT in recent years is doing a much better job at listening and provide lots of tools. As well as providing the
help either through documentation, videos or live training to use the different tools.

IT

Zoom works well. Cloud storage seems good

IT

No comments - online services seem to function well and be easy to use.

IT

Two factor is nice and works most of the time.

IT

Online courses/Linkedin learning/finding out what phishing scams have already been reported. I could not
do my job without the Adobe suite--that's a huge bonus.

S

Remote access for tech support is exceptional

S

I have no problems currently. Easy to use and good directions/explanations.

S

I don't know what is being done to ease the above Timetable creation snags.

S

the FAQ is great.

S
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Easily accessible directions in one place.

S

I think OIT help desk chat is the best! It is so nice to be able to continue working while talking with support.
They are always quick and helpful!

S

You can find a lot of answers online.

S

Most everything that I can tell!

S

Once familiar with Dynamix, it is user friendly.

S

These are great!

S

OIT seems to be striving to do better and better on improving UTK technology functions and such.

S

The vet med center website is somewhat challenging to navigate even for me with all the links and different
areas to find information about clinical services. This has improved in the past year, but I still wonder how
S
clients are able to find what they're looking for on our website.
The OIT Help Desk is a wonderful resource for any questions.

S

With so much information OIT is doing a good job of making the sites accessible.

S

chat is helpful for quick help.. but does not always solve the problem. tickets aren't always sent to the right
person to resolve, or are ignored.

S

If I have a question, the website and HelpDesk are easy to use tools to help me get it answered.

S

Consider how a web page works and looks on a tablet or cell phone.

S

Seems to be a lot of information out there.

S

CVM OIT is very respondant to requests for changes in the HCS- but we should be using programs like
Avimark, Keystone, Asteris, Vetrocket etc. that are being used in the private sector.

S

Being able to access files remotely (OneDrive) is a huge asset.

S

Love the access to software

S

The website is friendly and troubleshooting is helpful.

S

OIT is always friendly and willing to help with any issues or questions that come up. I appreciate their online
S
tutorial pages!
I believe that OIT is doing well as we could not do our job without online services

S

Haven't had any issues; no news is good news.

S

It works great

S

UTK websites are typically clean looking and load correctly.

S

I think they are working on what i mentioned above.

S

need more web site help offered

S

UTK One drive is currently in use for syncing and sharing files between devices.

S

Moves are being made to switch things to mostly computer based instead of paper based, and those should
S
be continued
I don't have any complaints with online services. I like using the OneDrive more than the shared drives.

S

They do a good job

S
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There are online services for many functions, support documents, and training

S

Other online services seem to be ok.

S

Quick response

S

I think the online instructions and services are clear and work well.

S

Overall, the online services are fairly seemless.

S

Customer Service to find what you are looking for

S

We have great programs to use such as Zoom and Docusign which helped me work remotely through
COVID.

S

The write/chat functions are easy to access and work as expected.

S

I appreciate the help option on OIT's website to guide me about various online services.

S

Usually, I do not have any issues with online services, which is convenient.

UG

I haven't had any issues using OIT services online. You guys are wizards as far as I'm concerned.

UG

Having one place for software to download is good, and having the PDFs for special installation instructions
is important, but when they are outdated, even people who install software all the time like me cannot set it UG
up correctly.
OIT does well providing resources for more information about how to use online services, helping them be
more user-friendly once the user is aware of how to use the services.

UG

Online services are mostly easy and helpful.

UG

Canvas and other sites that I use in my classroom are very easy to use

UG

easy to access

UG

Some of the websites are using decent formats, but the consistency isn't there

UG

The OIT website has lots of information and is easy to navigate

UG

I like that the OIT website is very structured and has the links for all student available services.

UG

It is actually impressive when compared to SCC's format. Structure/layout is easy to navigate with not
trouble, all categories are clearly identifiable. Professors do great posting video lectures and communicate
very well.

UG

Computers connect fast

UG

Anytime I have needed help from OIT, I can easily navigate the website to find what I need or who to
contact.

UG

Yeah websites, links, and other online services have worked fine and I've had no problems so far.

UG

There is always an ability to call and find resources to help figure out online services.

UG

At present, domestic has done quite well, there is no place to improve, I think. Well done

UG

I think the website is very accessible and easy to use.

UG

They do a good job.

UG

The online services are easy to find, easy to use and it's very easy to navigate to find what I need. Honestly
UG
they're doing exceptionally well on this front.
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Everything else is easy to use and/or figure out on my own.

UG

Everything! All online sources that I've used have been user friendly and easy to use.

UG

It is great how it is. They make everything very easy.

UG

Instructions for software installation are super clear and easy to use. Other websites are also
straightforward to navigate

UG

There is a website and information about almost everything I need on campus

UG

fine

UG

I enjoy having the video tutorials on the website to explain certain online services

UG

It works fine

UG

I don't know how y'all manage to integrate the one million software platforms everyone uses, but the whole
system works pretty well! I mean there's tons of big orgs that don't have even central authentication

UG
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TC2a - How can OIT improve the support of online services
that enhance the teaching and learning experience?
118 Responses
this is not a major aspect of what I do for teaching. Students sometime have trouble with canvas, but not
sure if that is your issue.

F

There are some software packages that would be useful that are not available via OIT, but for the most part
F
the software available is very good.
Canvas is a nice service, although it loads slowly.

F

Would like to see additional resources in canvas explained/modeled in more detail and/or offered as a more
F
intuitive experience. I’m not sure what some of the functions do
Canvas does not always work as advertized.

F

Adobe for Art Students on and off school grounds

F

Not a huge fan of Canvas, but I seem to be in the minority

F

Making links more consistently locatable and accessible and not worrying about updated pictures would be
wonderful.

F

Faculty should be able to access the internet from the podium and while using ZOOM and cynap

F

For large classes, it is a LOT to manage with online teaching. A tech TA would really help. It is hard to focus
on teaching and all the tech at the same time--much less keep track of questions and chat. Culturally, it
F
would be great if UT could establish requirements for cameras on and full participation for online classes.
Better learning suite for collaborative activities

F

There are some issues with Canvas Proctorio that are terrible.

F

We go through this process of asking for Adobe Creative Cloud licenses every semester. Classes in this
field require students to learn and complete assignments using these programs. Students need licenses so
that they can use the programs in the lab, at home, wherever their workspace might exist. Currently
students are tethered to campus when for some, this is a limitation forcing great inequity of access and
consequently inclusion.

F

A campus wide overleaf pro account would support teaching and research. Also like to see expanded
demonstrations for using canvas

F

Faculty have to do it all themselves. The job has gotten so much harder, so much worse.

F

Maybe sending a monthly "did you know" on how to do something on your computer? That most people
could benefit from.

F

Some of the technology in the classrooms is old or missing cords or troublesome to use.

F

Many of the online services are not very user friendly especially when you only use them intermittently.
There is not much support other than referring to videos as there is not enough help in this area

F

I have lots of trouble here. I have a problem with a classroom or with Canvas and I cannoto get to talk to an
F
OIT specialist. This is a real problem
Add or Provide YouTube tutorials.

F
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Do not think anything else can be done!

F

Some software like Proctorio (again can't use it in online class unless asynchronously), and Canvas grading
are not my favorites. I believe that Canvas when a student misses just one class drops down their
F
attendance grade to 25% which I think it is ridiculous. It's like it starts from 100 and then anything that is
less than that, it drops substantially.
Simplifying Zoom function in classrooms. Often, when attempting to "Zoom" in a third party, the console
fails to provide audio or video, necessitating the use of a laptop.

F

can we get transcription for zoom?

F

Hire instructional designers that can actually DO the work needed so that faculty members do not have to
spend hours upon hours making their online courses professional. Online teaching directly affects my
research productivity. It uses up all my time.

F

Have access to help with Canvas 24/7!

F

At the law school where I teach, if I need on-line services to aid in my teaching, the OIT people at the law
school exceed even the most rigorous expectations.

F

I am probably ignorant, but I like what we have and feel supported. I have not suggestions for improvement. F
Get rid of Canvas and get Blackboard back

F

I would like the university to have a TopHat license instead of our current "clicker" provider. TopHat has
enhanced the quality of my teaching, but requires that students pay a subscription. It puts some students
(i.e., low SES students) at a disadvantage.

F

Canvas, Zoom, Google Drive, Mural work for what I need in teaching.

F

I wish had more knowledge of everything that was available to me. I know there are information sessions,
but I have a full-time job and just serve as an adjunct. I want to incorporate more, I'm not sure how.

F

More online education services to be available

F

This may be more on me than OIT, I am just overwhelmed with all the in person, online, hybrid delivery, etc.
F
There are probably supports available just do not have time to search for and use.
Faculty and students regularly complain about poor and interrupted service.

F

Canvas remains clunky

F

I find Canvas a little cumbersome and the help functions suck

F

Stop changing systems eg. Tech smith to panopticon. This results in lost data, marked relearning curves
with little visible benefit. The seemlessness of the products are poor. I can log in in one room, but am
blocked in another.

F

I feel that we have lots of services that are never used, or ones that change. Proctorio causes enormous
problems in my large lectures. It have never worked for 100% of students, even after I have had them take
practice tests to verify their settings work.

F

For the most part, this seems fine, but there are inconsistencies in classroom technology. (e.g. the main
room in the top floor of Ayres doesn't have the same technology as all the other rooms)

F

There needs to be a good way for instructors to write on a surface that is viewable to the online audience.
I'm 100% remote and most of my instructors struggle to move between the computer screen and a writing
surface.

G
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The only online services I have really used for teaching and learning is the library website and Canvas, both
G
of which can be somewhat complex and challenging to navigate.
Get free programming softwares.

G

actually give instructors the support we need

G

Better staff training on how to use technology.

G

More training for faculty - sometimes profs aren't sure what the issue is and we miss out on slides or videos G
with the captioning

G

things feel clunky in regards to canvas and the online class experience, espically for classmates who lack
tech knowledge

G

please make teachers go through courses to use all these extra tools like panopto, zoom and canvas. it is
extremely frustrating to have classes cancelled or delayed because they do not know how to use these
things

G

There are so many different tabs on canvas, but most of my professors seem to use canvas only for posting
files. It can be overly complicated and hard to find something because there is more than one place to
G
upload files.
I have not had any issues with using online services

G

I think more can be done by preparing and providing mandatory online interactive workshops for all grad
students regardless of them being in a teaching position or not.

G

Tutorials on how to best utilize the various platforms.

G

Send students an email on ways to quickly resolve issues with Proctorio.

G

Trouble with ALL class instant participation or quiz/test responses on foreign language class. Did not work
for all devices and formats or locations in libraries, dorms, buildings.... Especially when using ZOOM last
semester. Not sure. Students seemed to have sound and bandwidth problems.

G

more simple and feasible website with well-designed visualization.

G

Canvas is useful if a bit clunky, but know real complaints.

G

They aren't always incorporated into teaching and learning experiences

G

Zoom has not been optimal, likely WebEx would have been a better option for online classes. Additionally,
as previously stated, the fact that some professors use TWEN, some use Canvas, and some use the Law
portal is a suboptimal.

G

great rid of zoom.

G

Allow students to customize their Canvas UI. Also, promoting things like teachers using live transcriptions
on Zoom.

G

Make training to faculty mandatory

IT

A module for new employees about online resources and OIT support available would be helpful.

S

All Schools are relying too much on Internet training. I would like the ability to talk directly with a student to
see if they "get it".

S
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Maybe you could do like EOD is doing and send out a newsletter featuring some of the various offerings
along with information how those items might prove useful. Otherwise people only go looking when they're
trying to make a change and/or a fix.

S

Honestly, that's OLAP and the Provost that need to worry about this. We need business services.

S

Training at a beginner aspect. When Canvas was launched , I was so lost in the training. I had to schedule
one-on-one meeting to get my training up and usable.

S

Can we just have one user friendly system instead of so many

S

Would love to have a premium version of kahoot to use.

S

We have too many different platforms for students to access for their classes. Not sure how we can
consolidate or streamline that, but it's a need.

S

UT has to keep up with online education. Gone are the days of only brick and mortar classrooms. Important
to talk with faculty and online universities to gain best practices for use at UT. I do not teach so I am
S
speaking from students asking more and more for online classes and degrees.
online is somewhat hit or miss right now...the Kate Training site is kind of behaving strange...I was taking
procurement training, and it is taking me hours to complete, because the video would disappear then it
would not allow me to move forward to the next session easily. I had to keep going back to the main
session..it was a wasteful time at my end...it was not simple process for some reason that day..not sure
what the deal was...

S

Send out monthly training email newsletters spotlighting something that has been an issue - show the
training option. It might help

S

Support more services, especially the ones that are not the "low-hanging" fruit.

S

Sometimes the Cynap systems don't work the way they should. Communication issues with classroom
cameras, sound issues, etc.

S

Continue to allow us to download the newest 3D and graphic programs to illustrate the surgical procedure
for the students.

S

The IRIS training videos make it difficult to search for keywords or topics when trying to find the training you
need. If these were also transcribed to text, it would allow these to be more searchable. Easier to pull up
S
word doc than to search for, find and re-watch a 10 minute video.
all campus OIT people need to be more accessible. working from home for OIT staff is not acceptable.

S

Ease of copying and transferring images.

S

I would get rid of Canvas. I think it is an awful program.

S

Honestly, I think in some ways (for the classroom), this area has really improved. However, for staff training,
I've had more complaints. I know historically there were more interactive self-directed training modules
(more IRIS related), but many of those options seem to have gone to a video (not interactive), and I've seen
S
an increase in complaints from both new staff who don't feel the videos are as helpful or from more
seasoned staff who were accustomed to pulling up the modules to refresh their memory for processes not
done more than once every year or so.
Please see previous comments

S

We get lots of complaints about K@TE from our customers. It’s not easy for them to use

S
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Same answer as before. CANVAS can be very confusing to navigate.

S

Get rid of Canvas and replace it with something better. In addition to being an employee, I am also a grad
student and Canvas is rubbish.

S

Consolidation of services or access to resources. It seems like teaching and learning modules are spread
across several different platforms, which become laborious to navigate.

S

Maybe more video tutorials of certain things like Canva, Adobe, etc. that can be used when teaching.
Usually I just look for tutorials on YouTube.

S

youtube can get iffy during presentations.

UG

Canvas is great, and the Software website specifying which pieces of software work on which operating
systems is helpful, but if would be great if there was a way for UTk to have an institutional license for
Parallels for mac users to be able to run Windows or Linux software on macs. For Chemical Engineering
research, the ChemE simulation program called Aspen in the CBE department cannot be used for solids
and precipitates (which is pretty important), and OLI (the other software for Chem E) can do solids and
precipitates, but not do half the stuff that Aspen can do that we also need, so if we had CHEMCAD or
COMSOL Multiphysics to be able to simulate all this stuff in one system, we could have been done a long
time ago. Having multiple programs does not allow us to simulate stuff together, so we are very limited in
what we can do. If we were taught to use all-encompassing software for Chem E from the earlier classes,
then we could be given harder senior design problems to build, which could really further the research of
UG
faculty or people at ORNL for free on their part. As the software representative for my senior design class, I
could have been done with the entire project a week ago and done another one before graduation, but
because of limitations in the software, I and the other students have been stymied and very frustrated. We
want to do our project, but when certain essential components of the design are not available in one system
for simulation, it is not possible. As a premed major, using Dragon Dictation has helped me become more
proficient at dictating writen works, so if we could have an insitutional subscription for Dragon Dictation that
we could download for Windows or Mac, that would help us a lot. I have used my own subscription for
Dragon at the University for university work, and it has made me so much more efficient. It has also helped
me in research endeavors here. Especially for those who will be using dictation as an industry standard,
having perhaps an institutional or finite number of licenses would be great.
I really appreciate the use of Canvas, however, I think that some staff members of UTK need a literacy
course on how to use Canvas. Genuinely, it poses a problem sometimes and interferes with my ability to
learn.

UG

OIT could find a better lockdown browser to use for Canvas. Proctorio does not seem to provide the
necessary level of cheating prevention and often has technical issues.

UG

Overall good setup

UG

The online services do not enhance any of the education experience when they crash all of the time. Maybe
UG
let's think about fixing that.
Provide more trusted websites that are benefical to each course and add the links on the UT website or in
the canvas for each department class.

UG
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I would like more classes that can be done online without a rigid schedule in
engineering/mathematics/physics. Video lectures are better than hearing it once and taking haphazard
notes in person. You can always review the video and pause to take more detailed notes. Plus I work full
time, I will have to quit my job to adjust to the school schedule. I can always manage one way or the other, UG
but things will be harder for my wife and kids. The rigidity of instruction may be needed in labs and research
classes, but calculus and physics are fairly straightforward. I am fine with having a Webcam watch/record
me doing my tests/quizzes.
We have a lot of good options, I don't think there needs to be improvement

UG

make them work

UG

Many professors use Panopto to record class for those who miss or want to go back and rewatch a lecture.
UG
Sometimes in G2 in stokely management it can be rocky.
Haven't been on ZOOM since last school year since last year so I can't say anything there. Please see
bottom box for descriptions of other websites used.

UG

teacher are always mad at us if the internet is bad which ruins my mood

UG

More available and give people more awareness of what's available to use.

UG

Multi - directional video stability needs to be improved

UG

They can give more services free of charge to help students learn.

UG

Proctorio glitches a lot, I wish that we used a different service that did not have issues.

UG

Many professors fail to properly utilize online services for their classes and the services sometimes tend to
load incorrectly in cases in which they are integrated into canvas, causing more layers of difficulty to
properly utilize the services.

UG

someimes campus websites are hard to navigate

UG

push teachers to enable all class related websites to be directly linked to campus

UG

I think that OIT having more learning spaces for teachers would be incredibly helpful because often the
problem of online services in enhancing the teaching and learning experience is that teachers don't use
them in a manner that leads students to understanding what they want and where things are.

UG

OIT should provide students with adobe products, namely Adobe Acrobat DC. It's very hard as a student
not to have access to this program as it is expensive to purchase on its own. It's tough to work on
assignments, and given the number of fees we pay for technology, I don't see much of it going towards
teaching and learning, and it seems a lot of it is for non-used capabilities.

UG

I don't know if OIT can fix this. Zoom and professors are the reasons online learning isn't always effective.

UG

Simplify it

UG

I feel like Canvas and a lot of our online resources could be better if more professors were on the same
page and had the same processes and features on their pages.

UG

I think they are good already. Maybe just a cleaner site to schedule tutoring.

UG

add videos on how to work programs

UG

Not sure if this counts, but some teachers could use better microphones during their Zoom
lectures/recordings, sometimes its hard to make out what's being said.

UG

I don't like proctorio, but you guys cant help that to much.

UG
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Staff don't always know how to use the tools that are available. Once they do learn, it seems the tools
change or a new one is introduced (like how to turn on projectors, use the microphones, etc).

UG

Too many websites for the same thing

UG
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TC2b - What is OIT doing well with the support of online services that
enhance the teaching and learning experience?
104 Responses
Good availability of instructor training

F

Google docs in Canvas seems to be working for most students. Canvas overall is very good.

F

OIT support is AMAZING, no room for improvement at all, by far the best OIT I've worked with (i worked at
University of Iowa, University of Maryland, University of Wisconsin, and ETSU)

F

I'm amazed at what OIT has managed to do for students and faculty during the Covid area. Course
development training is superior. Canvas support and improvement is terrific.

F

The assistance improved a lot due to the pandemic, it was pretty bad before March 2020. I hope it does not
go backwards again. What is doing well? It is helping Faculty to really use it. I noticed that before the
pandemic almost nobody used the document camera, or the html connection, or the class podium altogether. F
Now that technology is more accessible to all faculty. People were educated to use the technology that
before the pandemic was under estimated and unused.
Zoom is great. Canvas is good enough. OIT response and help is excellent.

F

It is great when the students are granted the individual Adobe CC licenses. This has made instruction
possible to most throughout the pandemic.

F

providing (usually reliable) access to the dara bases that matter to me for my work (both in researchand as
an educator)

F

Sponsoring numerous workshops Soliciting and, where appropriate, incorporating faculty and staff
suggestions

F

IT often sends very detailed instructions which is super helpful. Any kinds of tutorials or continued emails with
F
detailed steps is helpful.
The OIT staff that are available are very helpful

F

In the oast, when I could reach someone, this was a strength.

F

The support you offer faculty is unsurpassed and much appreciated. Jerry and Rosie and Fred and entire
team are absolutely amazing!

F

Maybe there is an easy to set the attendance track separate from the course grade? Alternatively, instead of
taking away points from 100, it could start taking points off after 5 absences or 7, so that only students who
miss a lot of classes would be affected.

F

Canvas and TurningPoint consistently work well for me.

F

Solid assistance with programs such as Canvas.

F

keeping zoom running for the past two years has been a life saver.

F

Being able to call OIT, hop on a Zoom for Canvas support/test support is wonderful. You guys are the best!

F

Zoom/Canvas room is so helpful and accessible!!!!

F

Canvas support team generally is very helpful.

F

As I noted above, I believe we have many options and great support, based on my experience.

F
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Support for Canvas, Panopto, etc has been excellent, especially during the pandemic.

F

Canvas is the only CMS students and faculty both seem to love.

F

Zoom consult about Canvas and other teaching technology is amazing. I share my screen and they help me
fix the issue immediately almost every time.

F

Drop in Zoom hours are great

F

Not sure - it seems as if we have to rely on bulletin boards for a lot of information. I'd like to see more oncampus expertise on this.

F

Many good resources available.

G

The service works well when everything is running smoothly.

G

OIT has a lot of resources that I can go to, if I need support with anything.

G

I think they are doing a terrific job! Website, OIT News, and the Zoom help room.

G

Programs are good.

G

Canvas is generally reliable and works quickly.

G

While I prefer in-person classes, I appreciate having the quality connection with Zoom and the ability to
watch recorded lectures.

G

I have found the online services I use for class to be comprehensive and helpful.

G

All online services I have used at UT have been relatively easy to navigate and access

G

They are able to help quickly in person and online.

G

I am a huge fan of Canvas but that is the only online service that I utilize in relation to teaching and learning.

G

access to linked In learning and such things is incredibly helpful.

G

I am pleased with everything I've used.

G

I really like Canvas. It's much better than Blackboard, which we used when I was an undergraduate.

G

Everything seems fine. Manuals on downloading software are helpful and straightforward.

G

Building and maintaining the classrooms.utk.edu site is great.

IT

No comments - I do not use these tools often, but they seem to function as expected when I do use these
tools.

IT

LinkedIn learning offerings

IT

We need more people like Rosie Sasso. She is amazing and it begins with attitude

S

I like that OIT has training, when needed.

S

Many options are offered for various training. If you don't understand the first demonstration, there are
usually choices to watch another instructor that you might understand better.

S

The website, for those who are looking, seems to be pretty helpful as are the staff who respond to specific
inquiries.

S

When I call OIT and worked one-on-one with your representatives, they are wonderful and talk to me where I
S
am and do not make me feel incompetent.
lots of videos and tutorials available and easy to access

S
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So far so good. Everything I have needed I have been able to locate. Thank you!

S

I feel very supported with online services for teaching. I feel we have quite an offering of tools to assist in
training and learning.

S

OIT is always willing and showing great desire to help, even though it is probably not as easy from their end.

S

Support for the "low-hanging fruit" like Zoom, etc. is adequate.

S

Sending out updates and newsletters

S

Great, when we are connected.

S

I think overall the attempt is good and the shift to new and improved ways of teaching are at the forefront of
the group.

S

K@TE is an awesome training resource. I appreciate the UT provided content as well as the LinkedIn
learning courses.

S

generally available, but not available during evening sessions, even when classes are scheduled.

S

Has very reliable internet services which enable documents to "pull-up" quickly when selected (clicked-on).

S

Availability of support materials and access to resources (including people)

S

We have access to Zoom and Microsoft Teams. I don't use CANVAS that often.

S

I was surprised at the amount of online learning. There is a class for almost anything we use.

S

KATE has worked well for me as UT Staff.

S

I feel like there are many more options for K@TE trainings with more diverse topics!

S

OIT is typically very knowledgeable.

S

Please see previous comments

S

Zoom is an important app for holding online classes

S

Canvas seems to work well

S

Kate is Great [ K@TE] . Linking with other learning modules outside the University

S

Classrooms are equipped with many tools to provide access, innovation and engagement with the students.

S

During Covid-19, there were webinars and recorded trainings that helped with various ways that technology
can be used for teaching, and these were helpful.

S

The program that my Math 141 and Phys 135 classes use for homework is very helpful.

UG

I haven't personally had any issues with services that enhance learning and teaching experience. Overall, I
have had pretty good experience with services that enhance learning and teaching experience.

UG

Hitting it out of the park.

UG

The Python IDEs that OIT supplies, like Spyder, are fantastic IDEs, and the other software that OIT has for
us is great, too.

UG

Yes Canvas is a decent source

UG

Very streamlined and centralized approach to all my classes

UG

I love using the virtual body feature for anatomy! Cengage, Canvas, the library website, and labflow are all
services that I use for class.

UG
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great for zoom calls when needed

UG

Zoom continues to work well for online classes.

UG

Nothing. They make learning online so difficult. I have had better experience on pretty much every other
platform. It is bad when a community college does so much better at this than UT.

UG

I think the online services such as Canvas are top-notch. They are all really easy to use, and it actually
allows you to focus on schoolwork instead of worrying about technology. Admittedly, Proctorio still has some
kinks, but I have not encountered any problems that I could not solve on my own, which is saying something
because I am not a particularly technologically advanced person.

UG

Linguameeting for Spanish is very benefical for me learning Spanish

UG

Everything seems to be good

UG

easy to use

UG

The OIT website makes it easy to find these resources

UG

Whenever there is a problem such as using panopto, OIT helps quickly. We have good options to learn from
at UT

UG

I think OIT does a really good job

UG

inclusive access is a big plus to learning.

UG

Canvas works fine. EF website works fine. Cengage and Owlv2 work fine.

UG

I have yet to use OIT and if I did I was unware I was.

UG

Canvas is very easy to navigate.

UG

The voice system is excellent without a flaw

UG

Also pretty good, OIT is helpful

UG

the systems that are being used, in my experience, almost always work.

UG

I think canvas is easy to use and functions well most of the time.

UG

It is good how it is. Providing tools like Panopto is awesome for rewatching.

UG

i think that the school has done a great job accommodating to online learning during COVID and the students
UG
have lots of online resources
Whenever I have had a problem OIT has always been able to resolve it quickly

UG

i feel like in zoom im not learning. my teacher just send us to breakout rooms for half the class an we have to
UG
teach ourselves very little teaching is every done in my opinion
it is easy to get help for technology you do not understand.

UG

All good

UG

I like the tutorials on the website that help explain online services

UG
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TC3a - How can OIT improve the support of online services that allow
me to collaborate effectively with others?
119 Responses
transfering big files is cumbersome. I am supposed to use Vault, or something like that...sometimes I just go
ahead and email some larger files, and most times they transmit okay.

F

offer collaborative cloud space for research endeavors to support information sharing

F

Not really sure of the available collaboration tools beyond basics. A web site link to collaborative technology
might be helpful.

F

I'm not using really using services provided by OIT.

F

How can I share panopto recordings without sending a link out after every class? I only want students with
an SDS accommodations to have access

F

subscribe to Overleaf which makes collaborative papers/proposals far easier!

F

Google drive and Microsoft oneDrive are used often. They are ok.

F

See CYNAP comment.

F

To me, this means having access to email. Please do not treat retirees who are off campus differently when it
comes to changing their email addresses. I am not asking for the suite of Microsoft office software that
faculty on campus have. But if you expect me to continue signing my papers so as to give UTK credit for that
research, please help me retain access to UTK email. And whenever that access needs to be changed
because OIT needs to change my email address, please arrange beforehand that it should be in someone's
job description to have them reach out to retirees who are off campus so that the tryireed will not be
blindsided by changes and then be left with no advice about whom to contact to resume help and restore
F
access to UTK email. Remember the end of Ford's commercial that ``Quality is Job One." Treat all of your
work as though you had signed it! When something goes wrong with my access to UTK email, I nerd to know
whom to contact in order to right the ship. Please help me help you. Plan ahead. Try to recall who your
constituency consists of. Plan ahead and try to anticipate contingencies and how to address them in real
time. That is what good teachers do and that is what good service should look llike in any line of work.
Enough said.Read my earlier answers. You should have folks working and on call 24/7. Period.
Campus pro overleaf accounts Allow groups to easily purchase paid slack workspaces - Teams is not the
best tool for everything.

F

I can't share outlook calendars or OneDrive with any collaborators outside the university. What is the point of
F
that? I am stuck and have to generate other systems to collaborate with other researchers.
can we add a few more of the new zoom apps - some of them like connecting to slack and such would be
helpful for some working groups

F

Again, sometimes there are difficulties with Zoom or Canvas. I cann to get help. I sit on the phone for 15
minutes and then they disconnect me. In the past, II got through with no problem

F

More options for collaboration.

F

Love using Zoom, not a fan of Teams but that is just me.

F

Canvas seems to work well to cooperate with other colleagues on the blueprint, but once the course is
published any change made to the blueprint does not automatically pass to the individual instructor's
courses.

F
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The new automatic email header that warns me that I don't often get email from a particular person has been
incredibly disruptive for me. The bulk of my email is from people I don't often receive messages from, and my
ability to quickly assess whether it is important or not is prevented by that line being the only thing I can see. F
I already KNOW that I don't get an email from that person frequently, what I need to know is what the email is
about and whether I can trash it or not.
Collaboration on documents with users outside the university is often harder if documents can't be shared
with external email addresses.

F

I've tried several times to get my zoom working appropriately but can't get anyone who can fix the issue.

F

It would be nice to have more network storage.

F

MS Team is good, but it is not the most user friendly interface and navigation could be improved.

F

I am not sure if it is related to the use of turning point but I wish it was more intuitive and user-friendly. Just
simple attendance check with the students can give inaccurate results, either with students receiving an error
F
on their clicker or submitting the response and it is not being reflected. Occasional glitches with the results
displayed on power point (match questions or word clouds), etc.
I'd like Zoom to allow me to log on to multiple devices at once

F

Provide an enterprise license for Trello. It is widely used across campus already and is far superior to Teams. F
It would be nice to have a University license to Slack.

F

Inter-institutional cloud-based storage for research projects. I have my own Dropbox subscription, for
instance.

F

Please stop expecting staff to use Microsoft Teams with the faculty. It is very clunky and not that intuitive

F

try new services like Slack

F

Zoom and Google suites has worked very well in all the collaborative endeavors I have been part of. I do not
like the Microsoft Teams as well-it is not as user friendly.

F

Avail the opportunity to collaborate with outside institutions via TEAMS.

F

Provide institutional Overleaf access.

F

I have no idea how to share large files through our own system.

F

If the technology doesn't work....collaboration cannot happen.

F

don't use this so far

F

It's a bit odd to have staff members using Microsoft products and faculty using Google products, but maybe
we just have to deal with the inconsistency. I know that moving everything to Microsoft would be terrible for
the faculty at this point since we have basically built infrastructure using Google products.

F

overleaf subscription will be extremely helpful

G

Increase space in Google Drive.

G

I don't know what services there are that allow me to collaborate with others.

G

stop having Gmail and outlook, make everyone go to outlook because it is the superior option - no more
zoom, have everyone on teams. If they say can't learn it, tell them to move on to somewhere with lower
expectations

G

Little bit of a challenge that I live in a different time zone. Maybe something that addresses time zones.

G
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with the captoining

G

More support/examples of how to use OIT supported tools collaboratively.

G

would be nice to have VPN to work with colleagues out of USA

G

Having an online meeting system through the university that didn't cut groups off at 45 minutes would have
been nice during the pandemic.

G

I do benefit a lot from online services like google drive or one drive, but I do also work with dropbox because
of a couple of frustrating experiences with the other ones so having 2 or 3 services to share and collaborate
at the same time, each with some people, is not the best option.

G

I would like free premium zoom services. It's hard to hold office hours over zoom when all I can do is 30
mins.

G

It would be helpful if Canvas had an option to create a chat with a group of people in a class. I realize there is
the Canvas inbox, but I have found that to be very clunky. A true chat option would allow everything for a
G
class to be done through Canvas instead of some things through Canvas, some things through email, some
things through GroupMe, etc.
As a 100% online student, it can be difficult sometimes to feel connected with my peers due to the online
aspect. One way to improve the support of online services would be adding a way for students in the same
cohort to collaborate through the UTK website. Many students utilize texting apps for this, but I believe
G
having access to something similar though OIT would be beneficial in making connections with peers as well
as when working on group projects and having an added support system.
Offering "how to effectively use zoom" for professors who are struggling with the software.

G

Have to communicate with facebook messages app or zoom.

G

Allow students to utilize 1 hr meetings with more than 3 attendees, instead of just 40 minutes.

G

Being a primarily Microsoft campus makes it difficult to collaborate effectively because a) not many people
are familiar with these products and b) are more difficult to use than the Google applications.

G

This was the biggest struggle of the music school during the 2020-2021 school year, because the options for
G
synchronous musical collaboration were not effective.
Change in zoom seems like it might become more difficult to work with larger teams (3 or 4 people) on an
assignment.

G

I'm usually using Zoom, and it's never been a problem for my professors.

G

It would be beneficial for the school to have some type of software/program that allows students to
collaboratively work on code. It's something my classmates and I have been having trouble with. Basically
google docs for coding.

G

Was it a joke that yall just had a connection error message flash across the screen? Or is it supposed to
mess with the results of the study? Because that's cool. If not - it's evidence of how much you really need to
get better wifi.

G

Utilize G-suite services more and make them an option for connecting and sharing in.

G

Provide more information about programs and services that encourage collaboration. For instance, there is
plenty of apps and software out there that I had no idea about until recently

G
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Microsoft Teams is not a quality product for collaboration. The rollout and operation of Ring Central has been
IT
rough at best. There doesn't seem to be enough staff to support that project.
https://miro.com/ need collaborative board. Figure out how to better integrate wireless and wired device on
same network.

IT

Teams is okay and lets me chat with colleagues outside of my department, but a campus wide Slack Pro
option would be helpful.

IT

I use Teams extensively and while it is effective, I feel like it is inconvenient to navigate at times. It could be
helpful to have some videos for tips and tricks for working in Teams.

IT

I think we have the tools, but I've had difficulty getting support/recommendations on how to use them. When
should I use Sharepoint vs Google docs, how does Teams interact with Sharepoint, how can I use Teams
effectively, etc.

S

Having examples of these "services" might be helpful. Right now the only things that come to mind are Zoom
and Teams. Both of which are very useful. Our agency use to use Skype quite a bit for quick chats, but that
S
doesn't seem to be the case with Teams.
Not OIT fault, but with Teams as a/the primary tool, I find it a bit limiting.

S

Since covid, a lot more people are using collaboration tools so the disconnect between Google and Microsoft
S
is more impactful and obvious. I think we need to move to just Microsoft.
Microsoft Teams does a good job but I don't like the fact that other people can look at my calendar. That's the
S
only draw back.
Setting a standard would be great. We are immobilized with choices because the business side is obviously
tied to MS/Teams and faculty want Google/apps/Zoom. Can we not get a better option than Ring Central for
telephone? All of thise is confusing to the staff because its yet another option for me to have to argue against S
for to get some iota of sanity knowing I have no choice but to use MS. Narrow it to one, train us on
workflows. I need 2 things.
Revert OneDrive link sharing back to how it was before. Having to manually adjust security permissions
every time is time-consuming and unproductive.

S

E-mail is not intended for transfer of documentation at the level we us it. Need to finalize DASH system to
enhance transfer of these official documents.

S

IMHO, gmail is better than outlook. I know we have the option but doesn't work as well (i.e. calendar
scheduling) when most are on outlook. I think staff would find a lot of use from google chat. People could
download google chat app to their phones as well if needed.

S

I think with the addition of Salesforce as the new university CRM we should also add Slack as a service now
being a Salesforce affiliate. Slack runs circles around teams.

S

Be available in person

S

Make it easier to collaborate with non-campus users, and easier to collaborate with campus users wherever
they happen to be.

S

Zoom set up in rooms is not always the same and can be confusing.

S

I wish more meetings and trainings were presented through MS Teams rather than Zoom. I like the Teams
interface more and find it easier to use.

S

Have UTK, UTM, and UTC, defaulting to Outlook.

S
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Not necessarily the function of OIT per se, but better communication to staff regarding the availability and
use of online collaboration tools. Maybe offer a 'meet collaboratively' icon option on the main page, not just a S
teaching and learning technology option.
The Zoom technology can sometimes be "glitchy" with our systems.

S

Tools like Microsoft Teams and zoom are great, but we occasionally have microphone/speaker issues which
cause delays in collaboration. Anything to simplify and improve the reliability would be great.

S

Training opportunities for Zoom training or Kate training

S

I don't have any experience with this topic. I use Zoom, email, iistservs.

S

My job mostly requires corresponding remotely. Unfortunately, calls get dropped and call quality is not always
S
great over the wifi.
VPN needs to have better connectivity. It will cut out randomly much more often than internet service on
campus. I have worked with OIT for optimum settings, but problem still exists when I work from home.

S

need better support with administration/design of SharePoint. Or, help moving our SharePoint data to a
better collaboration tool.

S

I think once we ALL move to the one drive that will help so we are all able to share and see up to date auto
saved docs with out having to update and search in internal file drive folders. It's difficult to keep updating
them to share with others as of now

S

It would be nice for the university to invest in a service that works cohesively with Zoom to improve user
experiences. This service could be used to foster a better feeling of connectedness to Zoom users. Glimpse
seems like a great option that would be worth investing in.

S

With everyone on zoom, things were slow, but that is understandable to me

S

I like Microsoft teams and it should be implemented hospital-wide. My only complaint is that turning
notifications on and off for service Teams is spotty - I still get notifications for services that I have "turned off"
and then don't get notifications for services I have "turned on"

S

Most people don't know how to use Microsoft Teams which renders Teams basically useless in many ways.
That is unfortunate because I do think that would help collaboration.

S

Not sure on this, as I can collaborate fairly well as it stands currently.

S

The only drawback that I have experienced is decentralization. Since we have so many solutions (and
everyone does it just a little differently), it is hard to really maximize a solution. For example, I use Microsoft
Teams for some teams and Slack for other teams. Being on two different chat platforms has resulted in me
losing track of conversations or files. Not a huge deal and you all do a great job with supporting all these
various systems, but I wish that we could just pick something and stick with it.

S

I don't rely exclusively on university resources for collaboration. There are plenty of tools (both within and
outside) the university for collaboration. Canva and Dropbox are two such tools the university does not offer.

S

My experience is with Microsoft Teams and OneDrive. They work fine, but I do find I have to do a LOT of
trial-and-error when trying out a new function. It's not intuitive. OIT should have links to FAQs and make them S
easily found.
There are so many ways to connect: zoom, groups, teams...not always able to connect well and no good
orientation on how to automatically get invited to a meeting from a scheduled calendar event

S
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I have not personally had any issues with the support of online services that allow me to collaborate with
others effectively.

UG

Maybe a video on how Microsoft teams works? and how to get it to stop popping up and starting itself
whenever it pleases.

UG

Again, Canvas is a great platform to use and has provided adequate communication.

UG

Zoom is the primary resource used for collaborating with others online, and although it is adequate, other
providers could be better for the university in terms of privacy and security.

UG

there are lots of platforms for collaboration

UG

One suggestion that I have is allowing us to access our classmates' emails through the Canvas page. There
have been several group projects in which the professor has had to go through extra work (especially in
online classes) to get use all connected to work on the project.

UG

Make it mandatory for each class to list each person in the class and their school emails

UG

I would prefer to use teams rather than Piazza or Groupme

UG

it's hard to find the people and receive communication

UG

if things actually sent in a timely manner maybe we could but have a conversation on campus is exhausting
with the current internet

UG

I think we are pretty good just better internet would improve collaborating with others. Also, if professors
could be better at using the current technology.

UG

It would be great to be able to completely block leaks

UG

I think a lot of students are unaware of how to operate their own zoom meetings which can be frustrating in
group work so maybe explaining that.

UG

Possibly more employees

UG

Many group writing assignments use tools available in MS Word that are not available in Google Docs, but
sharing a MS Word document through the OneDrive can often times involve lag and strange bugs that can
misrepresent the content of the document. It would be nice if a more consistent and faster service were
implemented to collaborate on MS Word documents. It can also be difficult to collaborate on coding
assignments with classes that utilize a Raspberry Pi since the Raspberry Pi has to be set up with a specific
computer for uploading code, therefore making it difficult for two people to work on it together, so maybe
giving students a better way to collaborate on coding assignments would also be helpful.

UG

find other ways to spread out the routers or service

UG

It is good how it is.

UG

Allow a different platform than Zoom. Zoom can be good for collaborating in large groups but it is not the only
platform that exists and when it's down or having difficulties, it's hard to use. There are plenty of better
UG
platforms that are more compatible with slower internet (i.e. TEAMS)
i guess fix the canvas problem were its hard for many to upload pictures

UG

I think that the canvas messages, google docs, and zoom are the really only collaborative sites. They work
fine. If there is anymore offered I haven't heard of them.

UG

mention on canvas that you have to log into zoom before going onto the app and joing classes

UG
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I think the addition of access for students and student organizations as well as faculty to Slack and the ability
for these groups to use Slack for communication and organization would be extremely beneficial to the ability UG
of people to work effectively
Overleaf. Many universities have overleaf that allows students to collaborate on research papers, we lack
this service.

UG
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TC3b - What is OIT doing well with the support of online services that
allow me to collaborate effectively with others?
116 Responses
I'm so happy to be at a Zoom campus. Now if we could just obliterate the Teams invite that comes with
Outlook e-mails, as that confuses people looking for Zooms.

F

I greatly appreciate not being limited to MS Teams.

F

Having zoom and ring central and Remote Desktop capabilities has been a life saver- thank you!

F

good options with office 365, teams, google drive, zoom accounts - thanks

F

Good!

F

Love using Zoom, not a fan of Teams but that is just me.

F

As i said above, cooperation on the canvas blueprint course shell is great.

F

As noted previously, I appreciate that we have access to the varied systems (google, dropbox, teams, etc.).
Also, I find vault particularly useful, since often I have to use it to send large files to outside collaborators.

F

Google Drive and Sharepoint are good resources for this and I use both frequently.

F

Google Drive is great for collab.

F

zoom pro for all is great.

F

Zoom access has been great the last 2 years!

F

Again, I am very satisfied with support. No recommendations here. The OIT helpline has been a godsend to
me. So have the Zoom folks. Yay for you!

F

I have no recommendations. I am able to do what I need to do adequately.

F

I appreciate the Vault and Sharepoint.

F

Delivery of Zoom is managed quite well.

F

Access to Google Workspaces and Google services is a definite plus for collaboration activities

F

Google suite is awesome, Zoom licence was a godsend in the pandemic

F

Zoom works pretty well. It would be nice to have the ability to manage simultaneous meetings, but that is a
zoom issue.

F

I have never felt that I was lacking a resource here.

F

Perfect.

G

This service works well as a whole.

G

They provide a list of collaboration tools on their website but a list of the best tools for collaborating on a
presentation for example would be great! Even better would be some examples of how others use these
tools to collaborate.

G

Programs are good.

G

I love ArcGIS

G

Zoom is pretty reliable now.

G
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Having free Google Drive space helps tremendously.

G

I enjoy having discussions in class, but I appreciate the option for group discussion on Zoom!

G

Other than the cut off time, there are plenty of tools to use to communicate with students and faculty and I
appreciate that UT has the bandwidth to support this kind of communication

G

Having a zoom account that works well.

G

Sometimes as available....but not always from off campus.

G

I'm usually using Zoom, and it's never been a problem for my professors.

G

Everything's fine. Services are straightfoward to use.

G

nothing, works great

G

I appreciate access to Microsoft and additional sharing software as well as easy to understand instructions

G

I think the UT collaboration services online are just great! They are just like being attended to physically.

G

Zoom was an excellent choice for online meetings.

IT

Zoom is highly valuable!

IT

The selection of online services makes online collaboration extremely effective and comprehensive.
Sometimes it makes it too easy.

IT

No comments - services function as expected.

IT

I do find Teams to be very useful for collaboration.

IT

Not a huge fan of Google, but having an employee account makes it so much easier to share working
documents with coworkers, etc. I don't love Teams, but my guess is that we're going to have to use it.

S

Through the pandemic, using zoom for meetings was wonderful. OIT made it very easy to log in through the
system login!

S

No issues. All is good.

S

Multiple types of collaboration methods are offered. zoom, teams, groupme, many choices of microsoft
programs. Adobe

S

I don't collaborate much

S

Lots of options and tall the options have apps for my phone so I can do my job from any location

S

The choices are certainly plentiful

S

Among the software that allows our team and students to collaborate, I also appreciate the online services
and support that I have received from OIT staff virtually, i.e. allowing OIT team members to swiftly access my S
screen and laptop and assist has been and is awesome! Big thanks to Ethan Beaver and colleagues!
I have no issues being able to connect with others using Zoom, teams, or any other current services.

S

The growth of Teams integrations is helpful

S

I have not had issues with ZOOM capabilities and teams!

S

Any time there is an issue with being able to connect with others, OIT makes sure the issue is handled
quickly.

S

Just a note that our team currently uses Teams for this

S
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have access to several tools for sharing files with collaborators

S

increased use of Microsoft products like sharepoint and onedrive

S

Slack, Zoom, email, etc. are all user friendly platforms that allow me to collaborate with others.

S

So far so good!

S

Access to Zoom is very useful

S

I have enjoyed using Microsoft Teams, Zoom Skype, and Ring Central for advising with students and
conversations with colleagues. Great resources that I plan to continue using going forward. Our Advising
office maintains a hybrid modality for students (in-person and zoom advising appointments). Students
choose.

S

I have every tool I need to collaborate.

S

currently doing excellent on this area.

S

Online offerings are very Solid. Unfortunately I don't have time to utilize all of them.

S

I thoroughly enjoy my access to SharePoint and Google

S

Measures taken to secure ZOOM have been helpful

S

So far everything. has been effective on-site.

S

Having access to MS Teams is a great way to effectively collaborate with team members.

S

Enabling UTK Outlook to include UTM e-mails.

S

Zoom is working very well to meet my needs for collaboration.

S

Zoom, Teams, etc. are good tools.

S

OIT is doing well providing the infrastructure for online collaboration for faculty.

S

The amount of available training is very good. A call to the help desk has always given me the answer to my
issues.

S

I love having access through Office 365--makes working from home a little easier.

S

We have both teams and Microsoft 365 to share day to day files. The vault gives us a way to share big files.

S

i am able to collaborate using zoom, teams, etc

S

Like the options that are currently available.

S

I love the wide range of options when it comes to collaboration. I now work 100% remotely, and having
options like Zoom, the Google Suite, Teams, and Slack has made my job and my life so much more
enjoyable and productive!

S

I use Zoom almost exclusively it has worked well - no problems.

S

I cannot even imagine you could do more. I had Zoom years before COVID and am thankful UT expanded
that tool. I utilize Zoom, DocuSign, & Outlook constantly!!!

S

Because I Zoom a lot and this is important for me to be able to collaborate with colleagues and others
outside the university, the service seems to work for me.

S

Zoom and teams work great. Ring central on the other hand is a struggle.

S

Providing Zoom to departments at no cost and assistance to using it.

S
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OIT is doing a great job on this. I just need more time to learn all of the technology.

S

I like Microsoft teams and it should be implemented hospital-wide. It's more efficient than emailing or group
texts and people should use it more.

S

I use Zoom and Teams. I have no complaints or suggestions.

S

Seems to be working very well.

S

Again, Zoom has been very beneficial as other programs which enable us to work remotely, yet collaborate
with people on campus.

S

I mean, Microsoft is doing what we're using at this stage, not OIT. I will say Paul Wilkinson has been amazing
every time I've needed to work with him on OneDrive issues. He's very knowledgeable and quick--exactly
S
what my expectation would be for our tech support.
OIT did a great job getting us where we needed to be during COVID.

S

Centralized coordination and continuity

S

Professional Zoom access and Microsoft Teams are helpful.

S

Overall, I have had a pleasant experience with the support of online services that allow me to collaborate
with others effectively.

UG

Seriously. Ya'll are Wizards.

UG

I love OneDrive, which allows one to collaborate on Office files in real-time, and this has been such a huge
productivity boost. Using this in senior design groups has been essential to be efficient in a group to get
research done, so please never let go of OneDrive! My friends much prefer it over Google Drive for the realtime collaboration aspect that does not require one to open files online in Google Docs, Sheets, or Slides,
which remove a lot of the features and interface of the Office applications.

UG

great connections for zoom calls and remind/groupme messaging

UG

Zoom meets my expectations in working with others.

UG

Zoom

UG

There aren’t many options for this, but the ones I use work well.

UG

I love the "group" tab on Canvas. It is remarkably well-done as long as professors use it when assigning
group projects.

UG

I love the easy access to zoom

UG

I think everything works fairly well

UG

notifications are fast, and messages go through quickly

UG

Emails work perfectly with communicating with instructors or other students so there is no issue at all.

UG

I like the discussion board on canvas, it is a good resource to use to communicate

UG

For this we just work together on Google apps. We have no problems so long as we have internet.

UG

We are pretty on top of the newest technology available.

UG

There needs to be more effort on information leakage

UG

Zoom is very effective, especially when we are struggling to get everyone in the same place to meet about a
project.

UG
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I can't think of anything but rarely have hiccups with this so they must be doing a good job.

UG

I have had no issues with this at all.

UG

I like that we get access to google drive and word. It makes it easier to work with others.

UG

I think canvas is an easily navigatable website.

UG

Having zoom available for group work is great.

UG

Zoom has been a huge part of this, I am thankful that I can host meetings on my own so I can collaborate
with other students no matter what state of COVID we are in.

UG

You can always ask for help, and other then image problems it pretty easy to collaborate with peers

UG

It all seems good

UG
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TC4a - How can OIT improve the support of systems that provide timely
access to data that informs decision-making?
88 Responses
the UTCVM struggles in having appropriate, efficient systems for decision making, particularly in the hospital
setting -- multiple hospital records systems impair efficiency, decision making for patients, limited
communication across platforms, are not easily indexed or allow investigative studies

F

Make it possible to request data and receive it the same day rather than being told there is a wait time that
might be several weeks.

F

QuestionPro is not well designed. Google forms has its limitations. Is there another service that could also
integrate better and produce more details breakdown of information analysis? Could there be straightforward
F
training sessions not geared only toward scientific research to meet the user need and questions when
learning and applying the system?
Increase awareness about opportunities for learning what OIT provides in this area.

F

Read my earlier answers.

F

Please improve documentation and clarity in terms of what clearance is required to gain access to different
levels of reporting and data.

F

Data requests that have multiple processing steps or require multiple interfaces are slowing me down.

F

not sure if this is really OIT since I think it might be the provost office but it's hard to find UT data and then
when you do there is a process to get an account or to run a report. It would be awesome if someone could
F
make a "working with UT data" type workshop for those of us who want to know more about UT data sources
and need to work with data internally
Everything is there for us via Canvas, it is just remembering how to access and not sure OIT can do anything
F
to help with that.
Maybe if there are changes like when we passed to Proctorio it would be easier if they could be made in the
fall and announced and trained in the late spring so we would have the summer to get used to them and
"play with them" to familiarize ourselves before implementing in our courses.

F

As before, reducing the number of different sites where I access the data. Also, the data are not always
accurate and I have to spend a lot of time organizing and correcting. One item I specifically request is that
the TNVoice platform be given a search function. Right now, if I want to get all the past teaching evaluations
for a faculty member, I have to switch semester by semester, find that person, and get the evaluation. I'd like
to be able to type in their name and get all their evaluations from a particular window. Since we're stuck with
Elements, why aren't teaching evaluations automatically loaded into that system?

F

Too many systems across campus- often do not talk well with one another. Some tasks are literally to move
datasets from one system to another- huge waste of time!

F

I'd like greater support for learning analytics applications - tools that help us to understand our students'
experiences in and progress through our course

F

The problem is not with OIT but with the platforms that I use for research that are external to OIT.

F

It would be very helpful if admissions would work with units and department heads to provide regular access
to data on UG applications, admits, confirmations, deposits, so they can better recruit prospective students
and plan instructional need for the following academic year .

F
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For the most part, I find this to be okay. We have sometimes lacked coherent and current lists of faculty for
administrative purposes. This might be sensitive info in terms of OIT practices, and maybe less that OIT can
F
actually do about it, but it seems like a 21st Century university should have a current and accurate list of all
faculty members, no matter if they are part-time/full-time, TT/NTT, newly-hired, etc... it shouldn't be that hard.
I seem to not be able to pull reports from ANDI on Mondays.

F

IRIS is clunky

F

Make data widely available. Data is hard to get to -- even things that should inform unit decision making take
F
forever to obtain.
Collect links to legacy tools and only transition old tools when comparable tools are available.

F

We have not access to UT data like elements and other platforms - in fact our platforms only allow for us to
enter data, not use it for decision making. Not your problem, but higher up to food chain.

F

Integrate more software services.

F

I spent 9 months trying to find a list of the students enrolled in a major.

F

Systems regularly have connection issues

F

Decrease emails.

G

Have easy to access grants to pay for data locked behind paywalls

G

Access to information and data is practically non existent

G

Perhaps Law School-specific - but all courses enrolled in should be easily reviewable, with a complete
transcript rather than just broken down by semesters, and graduation requirements noted. It's beyond dumb
that Students either have to do their own "graduation audits" or wait for the Law School to do one 3 months
before graduation to know that you are or are not on track to graduate. Additionally, there should be more
material available to plan out class selection - course descriptions/reviews, professor reviews, tentative
schedule for course offerings, etc.

G

Some of the information located on the UTK website is extremely difficult to locate. For instance, over the
weekend I spent a large chunk of time searching for my old program of study (for social work students
beginning in Fall 2020) but was unable to locate it. All that was available to me was the recently updated
version. As a student who was negatively impacted by such changes, this made it difficult to be well-informed G
of my expectations as a student and courses I was expected to take in a specific order. I ended up having to
go back into an old email that entailed my original program of study courses to determine what needed to be
taken this upcoming summer semester.
In my previous years we had some difficulties recovering data from QuestionPro and Qualtrics.

G

Sports or events, tickets can be difficult to consistently access

G

Many websites and information are hard to access and navigate unless you are guided through it.
Centralized training or resource tabs can be helpful to mitigate this.

G

Not sure what this question is getting at from a student perspective. I do think that having a service that
might allow to query data using BI tools would be helpful when trying to do research. Not sure what
databases we have access to or where data comes from so perhaps more communication on what may
exist...things like government data sources.

G

It is difficult to find data surrounding our student population.

G
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The library resources are great tools. They can just sometimes be difficult to navigate

G

I'm unfamiliar with OIT's role in this; however, library services are excellent

G

Pinnacle and Iris are very slow systems. I know some of this is in the process of being replaced.

IT

Regarding our department system ANDI other than being An older system we have relatively few issues with
IT
access and when we do have issues that OIT staff are great to get it fixed almost immediately
Some of this is not in your control. For example, who updates web sites? The University is supposed to have
a strategic plan where we can look to see where we are going and how to adjust our behavior to support the
S
plan. Just reading it suggests it has not been updated since FY2020. There are no dashboards that show
progress. Some nice graphics but pretty much useless.
Our information that is archived and is outdated really should be removed.

S

some of the other campuses post mid term/semester grades. Departments can help find the students that
may need tutoring before it is too late to save the full semester. They would need to be available as part of
academic history. Only the current semester needs to be available.

S

Please. Im not even sure where to start. Data central is great in theory. Getting access is a nightmare but Im
pretty sure that's non-OIT. we need a centralized approach to enrollment data with IRIS, ARGOS, etc. I
should be able to tell how much a class netted in revenue without having to spend 3 weeks pulling data from
4 offices faculty member by faculty member... and there should be someone to make sure I have the right
S
access so I wont waste my time pulling faculty that haven't been on payroll in 2 years. OIRA data is all based
on inaccurate information. Its bad. Please help them. Help departments understand where data is pulled so
we aren't unknowingly misrepresenting FTE to the state because someone hasn't cleaned up position reports
in 20 years. It affects all our funding at the campus level when it looks like we are running bloated operations.
The ridiculous security measures of 2FA and link verification have completely ruined the usability of any
system they're applied to. Having to break attention to chase down a cell phone for 2FA destroys productivity
S
and forces users to maintain a personal device for professional purposes. And be honest about outages and
interruptions on the OIT website
As we look to support students with needs and/or risk factors, we need a system that can indicate financial
need while not giving away specific info about any one student.

S

Again e-mail slows everything down. It is great for communication and even quick simple responses, but not
for complicated information sharing.

S

Moving to new ERP all ready in the works. Thanks!

S

I know UT has purchased Sale Force and plans to implement it in two to three years. It is critical that reports
coming out of Banner, Navigate, and Slate be replicated in the new system. Too often as software changes
happen we lose the ability for longitudinal data comparisons.

S

The systems such as the one that has ledgers are often not easy to understand

S

Too Many silos.

S

Even though access to data has improved over the past few years, there are still gaps in reporting and ways
for it to be easier to get (and compare) data.

S

This is where we need to find out why the cables connecting the computers to the monitors continue to fail.
We cannot decide the best way to correct a surgical problems if we cannot view lab work or radiographs.

S
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Would. love to see a data graph on access and issues so people could see trend visually. It might help them
understand issues when technology is disrupted.

S

We have too many systems. I wish our ERP incorporated more functions currently under other systems:
Banner, Taleo, Cayuse, Argos, Archibus.

S

the complete lack of data standard, definitions, and governance on this is a critical issue that does not
appear to have been addressed adequately

S

Ensure sources which are selected through OIT data services are visually friendly on tablets and cell
phones.

S

Better systems that talk to each other

S

Functionality with IRIS could be improved.

S

Oracle will hopefully improve the situation.

S

if this is referring to CPRS and WebHCS... There is so much room and need for improvement that I do not
even know where to start

S

We have a fabulous website but sometimes trying to find exactly what I need is tedious.

S

Provide staff to develop applications for data collecting for each department

S

It is difficult to navigate the UTK website to find information. It seems all I can do is search but oftentimes the
listed items don't provide what I am looking for. Some webpages don't list the staff and their emails and
S
telephone numbers. IRIS is typically frustrating. Also, I realize the system needs to do double authenication,
however, it seems I am frequently being asked for a push.
Some systems don't "talk" well to one another, and Concur does not seem particularly helpful from a report
or data standpoint.

S

This should be improved with the new ERP system.

S

Updating our ANDI CRM system as we are currently doing will help this issue. I would like to see one place
were I can see my financial retirement info, insurance info, and any university HR info needed and be able to
update contact info or make changes to any programs or benefits needed. For instance increase my 401K
S
deduction, or add remove benefit choices like STD LTD, find Doctors with in my plan etc...Typically this would
also have pay and time off info/requesting in the same spot as well.
More integration of data platforms like ANDI, IRIS, Banner, and Academic Works, to access data where it
overlaps in each

S

Having two hospital systems seems unnecessarily redundant. Having paper records on top of two separate
hospital systems is even more redundant. It takes a while to get used to these different systems and to know S
where to look to find what you need.
Replacing IRIS will be a big step forward

S

Making more system wide things like if a name change happens it goes everywhere more trans friendly
systems

S

I don't know if this is you all or not, but it can be hard to get mailing lists or email lists for approved campuswide communication sometimes through the data request process. I work in Student Life Communications,
and we sometimes need to send materials very quickly to students, and the three-week lead time doesn't
S
always work out very well. I have been able to work around the time crunch by contacting Janet Schmidt and
Jacob Rudolph, but it feels a bit clunky.
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I'm taking this as in relation to sharing data via OneDrive, so my answer is the same as for the previous
question.

S

There's just so much data out there that we still don't have access to. And it's a tough job!

S

subscribe to resources that we need access to

S

When it comes to university communication and informing students, it often feels delayed.

UG

I notice that there is a separate notification system called Navigate that some faculty post messages on that
do not come to my email. If Navigate is going to be a notification system for UTk, it really needs to be linked
to my UTk email. I missed a lot of meetings because faculty would post them to Navigate and never send an
email. This was when Navigate was just starting to be used and no one knew what it was (I asked around). If UG
all notifications could be linked to the UTk email, then that would be great. And if for each semester an email
went out for each notification system requiring students to validate that they received it, then that would
ensure that all the different notification systems used on campus were working.
Again, any information regarding housing, scholarships, and due dates are regularly convoluted. I mean, I
had an online portal over the summer, whose significance was not explained to me, that ended up having a
severe impact on my ability to book housing. And since then, I have never accessed that portal again! There
are lots of dead and redundant links as well, which prevent me from properly accessing the information I
desire.

UG

sometimes filling out surveys, connection is slow and survey must be completed again

UG

OIT could help improve the timeliness of the class timetable and registration, especially when registration
windows open. I have faced issues each semester when registering for classes immediately when the
window opens because of the large volume of students accessing the site simultaneously, but the site often
crashes and I must return a few hours later.

UG

just having reliable networks

UG

Maybe let's actually distribute the data.

UG

Update students on the wait time (almost as if we are waiting for a package to be delivered)

UG

duo mobile gets in the way sometimes

UG

Again, the internet is hard to connect with on phones and that creates some difficulty accessing data

UG

Trying to access certain important system, like the DARS or academic advising portal, is not very intuitive
and I often forget how to do so.

UG

They can send alerts to all students through email or something instead of through websites or apps.

UG

Getting information to people faster is always helpful. Unfortunately, I'm not sure how OIT would go about
making this process faster.

UG

it takes forever to get things to load sometimes.

UG

Don't use the same platform for everything - it has a terrible format sometimes

UG
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TC4b - What is OIT doing well with the support of systems that provide
timely access to data that informs decision-making?
49 Responses
Since I am retired, i have no basis for evaluation.

F

I appreciate that a few options are offered, but the support using and designing surveys is hidden from my
awareness.

F

Read my earlier answers.

F

Great resources and trainings, always.

F

I have found that for most global questions I might have, the data are available somewhere (but can be hard
to find because it's not all in one place).

F

Again, data work is not a significant part of what I do. Things seem good to me.

F

data.tennessee.edu has been really accessible...thank you!

F

It is usually for a short time

F

No issues.

G

basically I use my utk gmail

G

The covid tracker website is really nice. I appreciate knowing if the numbers are spiking or not. Helps me
make decisions.

G

Quick responses.

G

Better when can SPEAK to agent.

G

My Canvas always works & I'm happy with it.

G

very responsive to problems

G

The systems are normally up and running.

IT

The only system I use for decision-making is TDX.

IT

Academic histories and DARS are available immediately as needed.

S

Our current End of Term reports are helpful.

S

So far so good!

S

I appreciate the quick responses when additional queries are needed in Argos/Data Central is helpful

S

Purchase of the new CRM mean OIT is on the right path.

S

I feel that the newsletter update everyone really well.

S

Access to data has improved over the past few years.

S

Keeping systems up and running

S

The availability of Statista.

S

OIT data request process is easy to navigate.

S

You should be able to find any information needed about the University if you know where to look. We have a
S
comprehensive and accessible data at our fingertips.
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Any time the system has been down or I have a question or need help OIT has been responsive in a timely
fashion - I have no issues with OIT's support.

S

Most things I utilize "talk" to each other quite well, and the reports I can run and data I can gather are usually
S
fantastic or are at least workable!!
Our EM department provides us great data that we can access real time.

S

This should be improved with the new ERP system.

S

IRIS is rarely unavailable. Maintenance is scheduled at times when I would not normally use it or can
schedule around.

S

Most of the data access that I use typically works well

S

Some paper forms are being switched to online forms, and that trend should continue.

S

This is critical to me. At this time I have no complaints or suggestions.

S

The addition of the Academic Reporting Portal has been awesome!

S

Emails that provide information in a timely manner about such decisions are helpful.

S

Overall, I have had a pleasant experience with the systems that provide timely access to data that informs
decision-making.

UG

Having MyUTk with everything in one place is essential, so please never break that up. With each new
semester, professors and other faculty want their Canvas to be organized differently, their homework and
essays to be completed and written differently, and on top of never telling us how they want THEIR
UG
assignments done, we are expected to know where every separate service for UTk is since OneStop never
knows where things are or who to email (I call them NeverOneStop). I am glad that MyUTk has everything in
one place, even if it takes hunting to find stuff.
The UT timetable typically has accurate and updated information that can help me make well-informed
situations, such as classes to take.

UG

OIT is very open to answering questions when I call to ask

UG

more notifications

UG

Canvas Email Notifications are effective

UG

The Chat or phone features make it easy to talk to someone to get information or the website is easy to
navigate to find the information you might need.

UG

Computers connect well

UG

I have never had an issue with this.

UG

Hodges library computer center has good connection.

UG

doing good

UG
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TC5a - How can OIT improve the support of technology enhances the
instruction and learning experience when teaching in a university
classroom or meeting space? If referencing a specific classroom or
meeting space, please include building name and room number.
208 Responses
I only use slides, so not really a big part of what I do.

F

as an instructor in the CVM, I spend an inordinate amount of time ensuring recordings of class sections for
review by students via multiple platforms (PanOpto and Zoom) and editing following class; ideally, it would be
great if this could be managed by OIT/IT to be able to walk into a classroom to teach versus having to learn
to record (on each platform), cut/edit video recordings, update/upload to Canvas or otherwise, etc. instead of F
focusing on instruction; schedules of classroom meetings are defined the semester prior and could therefore
be coordinated more easily with this technical support (i.e. one individual coordinated videos and delegation
to each course versus all faculty learning/educating themselves)
I teach in Mossman and the technology is very good.

F

I called two weeks ago to ask for a cable ( HDA1) to connect the computer to the projector. The answer was
that they would send it as soon as possible. It is still not there.

F

More training on smart boards would be helpful

F

Higher resolution cameras would improve student experiences.

F

I like to use both a whiteboard and projected images at the same time, but in most classrooms the screen
covers the whiteboard and whiteboards on the sides of the classroom are either not accessible or are not
visible to all students. Audio is not available in all classrooms to facilitate participation by zoom.

F

Not all functions are available in every building

F

Very confusing overall. Some improvement, but there should be laminated training materials available at ever
F
station.
Doc cam in Strong 402A doesn't have a power cable.

F

The ability to dim lights near the screens is really helpful. I wish all classrooms offered that option to help
students see the board better.

F

Tech in classrooms is barely usable some days. There should be open training and descriptive instructions
for all tech platforms.

F

Delayed response, but was wonderful when arrived.

F

Lapel microphones should be given better maintenance, they are extremely useful for successful teaching.

F

We need more consistency in the Art and Architecture building.

F

Acoustics in the A+A design studios are awful. You may not think of this as technology, but designers do or at
F
least should. it dramatically impacts speech intelligibility and students' ability to focus.
The microphones have varying levels of sound amplification... some are always loud, some are more quiet
and the volume never seems to change any of this! (Mossman building!)

F

F - Faculty, G - Graduate Student, IT - IT Staff, S - Staff, UG -Undergraduate Student

OIT needs to resolve Apple connectivity issues with Cynap. Cynap is incredibly difficult - I have to push a
total of 13 different buttons to display my powerpoint both to the classroom and on Zoom and there are
always audio issues when playing videos. I have to use VGA connection because Airplay and HDMI do not
work with Cynap and Zoom when using Apple computer. Extremely frustrating. Also need a "freeze screen"
option with projectors so one can check student email, display roll, etc on computer while not displaying to
class.

F

The 1st floor of Haslam has the Lenox based system that is useless. Mac users cannot mirror display and
the general accessability is really bad.

F

The necessary tools for maximizing how technology is used with the classroom are not available. There are
great online tools and software available, but the equipment needed to use those tools effectively in
classroom spaces is missing. More specifically, there is no equipment to support hybrid teaching (which is
necessary in my field because courses include by in person and distance education students). However,
F
classroom have no cameras, monitors, microphones, or speakers that would allow me to teach in a hybrid
way in a course that involves mostly discussion and small group work. Also, I feel like any hybrid teaching
that I need to do is completely DIY. There is not support for making this happen. This is true for the teaching I
do in classroom in Claxton, BEC, and Greve.
I never once was able to get zoom or Panopto to work in my HSS classroom, as OIT will attest. They were
great in trying to support me but the infrastructure was simply not workable. There really needs to be full
classroom capacity on these forms of tech, tested and ready to go day 1 in the classroom. Again, an
infrastructure issue - not OIT.

F

Through sheer force of will and troubleshooting I make the classroom tech work. I plan ahead for it to fail and
have alternate solutions at the ready so little time is lost. The podiums running Cynap and Zoom meetings
will not allow HDMI connectivity to a MAC laptop. I have to use VGA (SD signal) which is silly given I am
teaching cinema and visual 4-D art. Students can see the difference in resolution (they are taught to discern
the difference). The sound systems in most rooms can use an upgrade. The microphone system could be a
room microphone (rather than worn as a lavalier) so that questions or other speakers in the room can be
heard live and in classroom recordings. At present, only the single mic'ed speaker can be heard on
F
recordings. We also go through an unnecessary amount of 9V batteries every week. This is very wasteful. A
microphone positioned in the classroom (could be turned on/off with the cynap system) would be economical
and better for recordings. The lavalier could be left for speakers or situations where the event/class does not
require recording (whenever that day arrives again). AAB 113 (microphone) AAB 321 (speaker system is
poor) AAB 105 (speaker system sometimes fails) AAB 345 (speaker system is needed in both computer labs
for classes held in the labs)
Provide embedded technology or more portable tech in all spaces in conference center

F

In Henson Hall the meeting room with the 6 large screens, sorry I do not know the room number. Using all of
the technology available requires help to understand how it all works. This is normal but the difficulty is when F
you are moved into the room without the "training" to utilize it effectively.
CON has had difficulty in room 201 with connectivity

F

Projectors in several rooms in the ZEC are blocked by light fixtures

F

We need more Mac labs. We are having to teach 3 design classes using creative cloud in a lecture hall with
no computers... TOGETHER.

F

Request funding from administration to improve classroom spaces

F

Just make every classroom a smart classroom already

F
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Redundant systems, messy workstations, intermittent Cynap fails.

F

Students in SERF often have a hard time connecting to TurningPoint.

F

we could use more meeting spaces with zoom capability in the library - both for library staff and for
student/faculty use in the public spaces

F

I found it a bit complicated to get connected to Panopto, when I was streaming classes. I did not try long
enough and did not ask for help (which I should have done) and just found an alternative solution. The
information on the website did not help me a lot either.

F

Mossman lecture halls are a pain in the A. Having 2 screens, with much of the view blocked by podiums is a
BAD design. Additionally, in all lecture halls, it would be much better to reinstate systems that can have
annotations marked on a powerpoint slide. This used to be the case in some classrooms like in old Walters.
But this was "improved" and this capability was eliminated.

F

In the past (online this semester), I've had trouble with technology in most of the HSS classrooms. Some of it
is confusing (2 projectors, 2 screens, multiple unmarked cables); some of it is rundown (e.g., console that
F
doesn't work some of the time).
Technology is so far behind the times here. I left places a decade agi that had better technology in the
classroom in 2010 than we have today. It is horrible and if there are problems,, forget it. You cannot reach
someone in an emergency. I have to send classes home due to it. THAT SHOULD NEVER HAPPEN

F

Recording a lecture using Panopto and cynap should be easier----too many steps to remember and it seems
F
different every time. More intuitive, is what I mean.
Greve 107, Greve 122, and Greve 128

F

I have not taught in person in almost 2 years, but I remember that basements of any buildings can be
temperamental when it comes to technology.

F

The fancy equipment that has been installed in some conference rooms is fabulous when it works, but it's not
being monitored or maintained for function by OIT. The equipment and connections don't always work, and
F
when we ask for help, we're told that it's up to the departments to fix things, but departments don't have the
expertise to do it.
By the way, the phrasing of this item is hard to understand. The conference rooms in Mossman (404, 504)
can connect to Zoom through a room-wide mic and camera, but the built in computers can only be logged
into through a generic administrative password. They should have been put on a NetID login system years
ago. The computers in the Mossman 306 computer lab are old and frequently have issues. There is also no
mic in this room that can connect to Zoom through the classroom computer.

F

Equipment isn't always up to par in classrooms but not a lot of desire to replace since getting new building.

F

Room 215, HSS, Zoom feature often malfunctions.

F

Must have a reliable first responder for each class and a back-up one in case the first one is absent Must
simplify the process or recording lectures Must have reliable computers and projectors (not ones that freeze
every hour as in A335a Vet School)

F

Occasionally there will be issues with technology. This past week, the console was dead in one of my
classes, so I had to change my lecture plans on the spot because the new one wouldn't be installed in time.

F

not OIT, but if there were dry erase markers in all classrooms that would be great low tech.

F
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I can never get the new classroom cameras to sink with zoom - so I stopped trying to use the class room
camera and simply use zoom

F

not all classrooms use the same podiums, hook/ups in HBB. I wish they were all the same so we didn't have
to bring different dongles to connect

F

Haslam has very nicely appointed classrooms. (Though some are getting a bit dated...)

F

So far I have been having consistent issues with simply playing videos in the classroom, especially with
zoom component. The issue seem to be connected to Cynap as when I have my power point slides and
zoom both on Cynap, the sound does not play. Last semester the problem appeared in HSS 113 and this
semester in HBB 113 and 125. To solve this problem I have to have Zoom on my laptop and the sound
comes from my laptop which in most cases not loud enough. I submitted claim to OIT but nobody has
contacted me in regards to trying to solve this issue. I also suspect turning point system adds another layer
of problems.

F

It all depends upon which room a faculty member is assigned to teach in. Some classrooms are much better
than pthers.

F

The university classroom recording package is confusing, difficult to use, and overall really poor. It's
confusing and difficult to set up an ad hoc recording.

F

This has improved but there still are problems at times.

F

Burchfiel Geography 101 has a non-functional computer system that turns off without warning. I am also
disappointed that after two years of online teaching there are not better tools available for hybrid instruction.

F

We need greater support for hybrid classes; this would involve multiple televisions around rooms and good
support for using them.

F

It would be helpful to have two cameras in the classrooms, one to show Powerpoint slides and the like and
the other to show the board for on-line students, since I use both the board and slides.

F

I teach in the College of Law building and the Haslam (College of Business Administration) building. Both
have all of the technology I need.

F

wireless microphone technology (College of nursing) sporadic at best Need more user friendly models (most
of the time voice wont be picked up and broadcast unless you hold the mic so that it touches your lips.
Ideally have mic clip to lapel and pick up clearly with the mic 9-12 inches from the lips

F

Having the support for classrooms at the veterinary college on main campus is absolutely ineffective. I had
an issue with a computer not working during class, and waited on hold for 20 minutes and finally hung up. It
took 5 days for someone to come and fix the problem.

F

More funding is necessary to update classroom projection and sound systems

F

It would be AMAZING, if we could simply "freeze" the screen. Everytime I want to change or check
something else, I have to "blank the screen" out and mess with whatever it is. The CYNAP system is good,
on the right track, but wireless sound doesn't carry consistently, and I've never been in a classroom that can
project two devices simultaneously, despite the videos online suggesting it's possible. Additionally, the
microphones in the rooms don't pick up well for students to interact with a virtual presenter.

F
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We need new screen and/or projection equipment in some key spaces in Art + Architecture building. The
projector in A+A 103B is old, blurry, and almost unusable for visual information we show. That is one of our
primary teaching spaces, and it needs to be improved. The A/V equipment cabinet in that room is also old
and not easy to use... it is too large and not warranted for that space. Overwrought technology setup in that
room that doesn't function as we need it to. It needs to be completely overhauled.

F

Henson Hall 322 -- Faculty do not know how to operate the camera installed in the classroom.

F

In many Haslam classrooms instructors may use either the projector or the white board. However
interchanging them is quite costly time-wise. Being able to have slides up and work math derivations on a
white board simultaneously would be ideal.

F

We are lucky in Haslam when we use classroom space maintained by the college. Tough when we get into
University space. Also, wireless can be poor in 1st floor of Haslam Building.

F

OIT should have regular (at least weekly) inspections of classroom equipment. It is entirely normal for cords
(HDMI, especially) to go bad and not be replaced, batteries for microphones to be used up, and other
problems to persist because there is no inspection until someone complains. OIT should be proactive.

F

I believe it's present in HBB, I just don't know how to take advantage of the functionality as an adjunct.

F

I got a room this semseter that need updated tech. It is BEC 428 and in needs help badly

F

There IS one specific room in BEC 428 Science Ed Lab that is completely unacceptable. The equipment in
there is seriously outdated.

F

first floor of HBB is terrible and needs to updated to match the equipment we use in the other areas of the
building. Also, investments need to be made in site licenses or access to software downloads for programs
such as Microsoft Project- an essential and basic tool used in several classes across multiple colleges
(several classes in the Haslam college and the Tickle college use MS Project and other majors such as
construction management also need access to MS project)

F

We work with future teachers who will be using Smartboard/Promethean technology in their future jobs, but
we do not have working Smartboards in our classrooms (basically work only as a projection device-not
interactive).

F

All meeting spaces in Morgan Hall on UTIA campus need a more efficient zoom connection system

F

I do not use Cynap at all, and at my prior institution lecture capture in large classrooms was done much
better (dedicated camera, could check out a mic, etc.) but they also had a dedicated teaching building for
such classes that was used by multple colleges/departments

F

B224C and other seminar rooms in the VTH are used as student classrooms. When a lightbulb/projector
goes out, no one is available to immediately come over and fix it.

F

last time I used room connections were loose, in disarray ... not obvious how to set up for projecting PC...

F

Haslam Business Building...entire 1st floor. Awful technology. Throughout HBB....many dead-spaces on all
floors and interrupts teaching in the classroom. Students cannot use their technology to interface with
lectures.

F

Talk to Dwight in Haslam Business. He knows how to set up classrooms that work for what Professors need.
We need inbuilt PCs in classrooms and hanging mics so that discussions can be telecast. We need mics that
F
actually work. The Smart boards are disliked; give us builtin PCs--they really will help and they aren't that
expensive.

F - Faculty, G - Graduate Student, IT - IT Staff, S - Staff, UG -Undergraduate Student

I think the hardware/software in older classrooms that has been added onto as necessary needs to be
rehauled from the foundations up. Technology works fairly well in newer classrooms, but in AA 109 for
instance it is NOT seamless. All of it is complicated and non-intuitive.

F

In Humanities, Room 202, computers don't have cameras so Zoom is difficult

F

The Cynap systems are not very user friendly

F

All buildings should enable access to projector systems without the need for cables. Haslam &
communications are good, but HSS requires plugging in, thus needing a dongle - one more thing to
remember.

F

Strong Hall has some problems, specifically with audio.

F

Ayres 405 could be updated.

F

In general, the functionality/usability of the classrooms and meeting spaces can be challenging.

G

Many of the projection systems in Henson Hall (for example, room 322) are glitchy and difficult to use.

G

cynap rarely works right for me, technology is faulty in several classrooms, technology means more than
computers!

G

Often students are confused as to how to use zoom, google, etc. when instructed. Also, the use of projection
G
can be difficult if the systems are finicky.
Replace older technology.

G

Not all classes are equipped with the right technology to enhance the teaching and learning experience

G

Baker center second floor classrooms, there’s a loud occasional ringing noise that’s been unfixed all week.
The lights often turn off in the middle of class.

G

Provide more clearly-understandable and thorough instructions for the tech in each classroom. As it is, it can
be very difficult to understand the current instructions, especially for specific capabilities in classrooms. Steps
G
seem to be missing from many of the instructions currently available, making it impossible to figure out why
the tech isn't working how you say it should.
PBB 113. I think it would be beneficial to provide basic troubleshooting instructions within each classroom. I
have class in this room every T/TH, and we sometimes are unable to get the projector to work after another
class period changes the technology settings.

G

once again, making sure the teachers know how to use it

G

The library does not have any room that can be used for hybrid meetings. I asked for one, and I gave up on
using the "complex" set up after the library expert technician played around for 20 minutes and could not
solve the issue. Eventually I had a student open up a personal Macbook with "loud speakers" and that was
the technology I used for hybrid. We have technology to teach online and have students at home stay shut.
BUT NO TECHNOLOGY FOR PROPER HYBRID (people online speak, people presently speak, no mic
squeaking happening = should be simple).

G

Jessie Harris building - class 308

G
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The classrooms on the 4th floor of the Bailey Education Complex, and I do mean all of them. Sometimes
there are missing HDMI connectors, and no, I do not need a special HDMI connector. My computer can
connect to the general ones that are assigned to each classroom. Sometimes the projector does not work
even when I have following the procedures correctly. Sometimes, the projectors does not display what is on
my computer even though I have been to OIT many times. They always tell me to use the Windows button +
the P button, and it has never worked. If I call OIT about it when I am in class, they usually do not show up
which makes me look incompetent in from of my students. And they usually complain about it on my
evaluations.

G

HSS room 59 the projector and other tech is facing a weird direction that makes where the people sit very
very weird It would be nice if the projector was rotated.

G

get rid of the posts in Henson 322

G

New macs only have the USB-C connectors. It would be nice if USB-C to HDMI cables were available in
classrooms/conference rooms (Plant Biotech Building).

G

Setting a grading system on CANVAS is somewhat complicated. Straight forward UI/UX will be needed.

G

it is a struggle when we are recording the session on zoom while attending in person to allow for students to
either watch the recording or join virtually. The issue comes with the audio being poor with conversations that
people have in the classroom that cannot be heard in the recording. Same if you join virtually, nobody in the
G
class can hear you so the chat needs to be checked constantly and many times it refrains people from
asking questions. Also, the university should invest in technology that allows faculty to take notes on their
computer and reflect that on the screen.
Talking about John D Tickle, it is always stressful to teach as 1)students/advisors are not really taught how to
G
use all the systems 2)projectors randomly would or would not work (very few but still)
Whiteboard and drop down screens are in interesting locations in the classroom... more forethought should
be employed when installing them.

G

BEC 242- the monitor can be a little confusing and projects on both the front and the side of the room even
though I only wanted it to be on the front. In addition, even with my mirror displays on it would not let me
project a video from youtube.

G

There is often trouble with sound, video and connecting with multiple devices in room 322

G

Safe spacing for cinema students not really happening at present. Their projects don't always work on
current technology...

G

One of my instructors often gets flustered with everything to manage while teaching on Zoom. I don't know if
there's a good answer/training but I do think that would help her.

G

Some of the tech in classrooms is difficult to use and understand without prior training. It would also be
helpful to utilize handheld (iPad in particular) in classrooms instead of laptops.

G

We need better wifi in the basement of the HPER building.

G

Do markers count as technology? Every room in MK seems to struggle with having good whiteboard
markers.

G

Claxton - Conference rooms 451 & 412 and at the Creamery/Old Visitors Center (big conference room
space)- It would be incredible if the old VGA cords could be replaced with HDMI. Often we have to try
multiple adapters to get the VGA to work with the updated USB-C for presentations

G

More training for using zoom for faculty, staff and students.

G
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Much of the technology for teaching in the College of Nursing is suboptimal. However, I realize that this will
be remedied with the new nursing building project that will start this summer.

G

Offer more services to help professors with understanding how to use software (although they're typcially
super busy already so this may not be worthwhile)

G

Several issues with managing zoom and projector issues with multiple professors over the past year+.

G

I care more about the instruction than the technology used to enhance it. Often, new tech is incorporated by
teachers in a way that actually detracts from the experience. However, when someone is adept with a piece
of technology, it can be a very enriching experience! Perhaps having classes for teachers on new tech could
be useful?

G

Classroom technology could stand to be more user-friendly and consistent with how often it works/doesn't
work

G

actually, I think my classroom (ZEC 171) is not managed by OIT?

G

More lectures on how to use technology in the classrooms for org meetings.

G

Specifically in the social work builidng (Henson Hall), tech is profoundly out of date and often cumbersome
for faculty to utilize effectively

G

I think Grammerly needs to be included in the technology fees. Graduate students need that. Other colleges
provide Grammerly to Grad students but UT does not.

G

I don't have knowledge in this area, except for our own OIT internal meeting spaces. Last time we were in
the conference room in the Business Office area, the large screen was inaccessible for login. That was a 1
time occurrence for me. I was not the person trying to gain access, so I cannot say what the issue was. I did
not put an Actual Service Score, as my knowledge base is insufficient to score this across campus.

IT

We seem to run at the bare minimum of common technology. Where is the infrastructure for Virtual spaces
for labs and dept. Do we even have a augmented / virtual reality meeting space?

IT

Make training on how to use the systems mandatory

IT

Connecting to and using technology is too often a challenge.

S

our department uses a lot of classroom space in HSS routinely (primarily the ground floor) and we often run
into issues with CYNAP not working or missing cables, etc.

S

Some of the tools don't play well with my instruction

S

For the most part, IPS has its own training classrooms, so this may not apply.

S

The HBB airmedia system doesn't always reconnect after I disconnect when I teach 2x in the same room on
the same day

S

More classes set up for true hybrid modality would be nice. But getting faculty to use them is already a
challenge.

S

I know both students, faculty and staff struggle with the amount of different apps that everyone must access
& know the inner functions of those as well.

S

Layouts should be standardized across campus and not piecemeal or outdated versions of interfaces

S

It can be confusing who owns the classroom. So finding help to answer how the tech works can be
challenging. The OIT resources are great. but at times some classes are not part of the OIT info system and
it gets difficult to know which department manages the education classroom and tech.

S
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I consistently have trouble getting sound to work in Room 105 in HSS. I also have trouble with lighting in
room 114 in HSS. The projector image is set too small -- the image doesn't take up the entire screen, so
everything looks smaller than it really is. The lighting makes it difficult to see the PowerPoint. The only way to S
fix it is to turn off the lights in the front of the classroom, which makes it feel really dark. (I teach there in the
late afternoons when there isn't much sunlight coming in.)
update old buildings? Aaaah well i tried..lol

S

In this post covid world, every classroom should have the ability to offer video conferencing to have the
hybrid format available. With great video and audio quality. And allow the professor to move an interact with
the in person students.

S

HPER - 202C

S

...perhaps a Quick Guide at the podium for some of the most basic instructions

S

In the College of Business, you must contact two different groups of people if you are having trouble with
technology. That is wasteful of time. Also, the first floor classrooms should have simple instructions for using
the equipment.

S

The rooms on the basement/first floor of Haslam are impossible to use when you need to teach in a hybrid
format. It has to be more user friendly than it is.

S

Provide instructors living in rural areas with "hot spots" to ensure successful linkage for online lectures
provided from the lecturers residence.

S

it would be nice for meeting and classroom spaces to have extra batteries for mics and more dongles for
accessibility when it comes to hooking up laptops; also, would be great to have podiums where the hard
drives of the computer are separated from each other. gets really hot at some podiums when
teaching/presenting and need to stay close to the monitor to switch screens and whatnot

S

Trying to zoom someone in to a live classroom has presented multiple challenges, especially with sound it
seems.

S

Some meeting space is outdated and does not have access to technology, but most in the college buildings
are great.

S

The vetschool's technology in most classrooms and meeting rooms is difficult to use and not standardized
and there are no written instructions on how to use the equipment. It often doesn't work and it is sooooo
frustrating.

S

I have been in too many class situations where the instructor does not know how to work the classroom
technology or there are wires, etc. missing.

S

We need a new access point put into the Dining Hall at the Clyde York 4-H Center. It has been out for a
couple of years now. We host many meetings and learning workshops in there.

S

Make it more user friendly or more consolidated between classrooms. The navigation tools in class are
relatively straight forward, but it would be nice to have access that isn't so layered between multiple
platforms. Different classrooms have different set ups.

S

We have continual issues with the AV in our building. I'm aware the Network Services loathe hearing from us.
OIT could improve by suggesting and/or providing actual solutions to our problems. If the solution is we need
to purchase something new ourselves, provide direction. OIT can also improve by training tech staff to
S
understand that we are indeed part of campus and you do indeed service our conference rooms. JIAM 145,
147, 306
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Not always user-friendly or consistent

S

The projectors in the basement of strong hall do not work and are broken.

UG

Some teachers still not fully up to working technology in some rooms

UG

The lower level of Haslam (HBB 104, specifically) does not pick up the sound. I know my professor should fix
UG
the problem but he won't so it would be nice if it was fixed. The camera is also very blurry.
In SMC 701 for Marketing 466 with Professor Raines, the links in her powerpoints do not work and it recently
became an issue. Her videos and articles linked into her powerpoints are there to really make the point when
UG
she is lecturing. When the videos and other links do not work, it is sometimes inconvenient due to some
articles and videos being important for that specific lecture. My other classes do not have this problem.
Educate instructors who struggle with technology enhances

UG

The projectors are having problems in the Strong auditoriums. And some of the labs are having troubles like
in 740, 640. But usually they're good to go.

UG

Walter's Science. - glitchy

UG

In the HSS building, many of the projecting screens don't work well and professors struggle to show material. UG
In HSS any of the 205-207. Those zoom led lecture classes are either blaringly loud or so quite you cannot
hear. There is also not enough availability in the screen to see at least in 205. I have some trouble with
seeing things far away and squinting for a 50 minute class is really stressful and upsetting. Even moving
around in the room, sometimes it helps and sometimes the screens don't work. I have left multiple days with UG
headaches and not understanding the material covered. I had problems last semester in Buehler 555 not
seeing the screens clearly and not hearing because of the microphones were not working correctly. It is really
stressful and sometimes I have no time to re-watch lectures because of technology problems.
Having batteries and microphones available to all staff members would be fantastic. Most of my professors
wear masks or safety gear, making it hard to understand them sometimes, so having microphones has
greatly improved my learning experience.

UG

My teachers in first semester couldn't set up clicker questions because the internet was out. In the nursing
building several classrooms have projectors that don't work or connect to certain computers.

UG

I often encounter technological issues, specifically with projectors in the Haslam College of Business. The
projectors in the Masters Investment Learning Center have not been fixed since they were updated in
January 2022. I also face projector issues in room 303 in the college of business. In the Stokely
Management Center, the meeting room on the 7th floor often had issues starting or turning on during the fall
2021 semester.

UG

making connection to equipment easier and accessible

UG

It is really bad when my professors can not get even batteries for a microphone when we have people that
cannot hear. SERF 307

UG

The Wifi works a little wonky in most of the engineering buildings. In Mossman especially, I found it hard to
determine if I would actually be able to pull up a textbook online or be able to use the internet.

UG

In AMB, my instructor cannot perform certain things due to the technology.

UG

Sometimes teachers have problems pulling up their powerpoints but usually OIT fixes it very quickly

UG

In Haslam, classroom 304, I occasionally can not use my technology at all because my phone has no service
UG
for me to do Duopush.
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everything seems to be pretty good. occasionally teachers have problems with the tech in classrooms. I
believe that teachers should be required to go through a zoom course. I have missed valuable class time on
multiple occasions because the teacher is uninformed about zoom's functions

UG

Make sure all of the professors know how to use the technology.

UG

There should be the ability to use and easy set-up for a microphone in room 103/105 in the College of
Nursing. It is difficult to hear in that room since it is so wide.

UG

I've noticed that some of the teachers in Ayres Hall don't know how to use the projector cameras in cases
when it would be easier to use those than write on the board. Also in AMB 32, my teacher has had issues
where they want to write on the whiteboard but then the video stops recording. Also, the projector whiteboard UG
option from the podium doesn't work very well so it is difficult for my teacher to draw in the instances where
that makes more sense to draw diagrams.
There would be some obstacles when using projectors, speakers, microphones during class and it just
seems like an inconvenience when it occurs.

UG

Dabney-Buehler Hall: The wifi slows down monitor projection, and the sound system isn't always great.

UG

I feel as though some of the instructors have trouble in utilizing the technology provided, therefore maybe
providing a technology seminar which would enhance their overall understanding.

UG

The projector has had some issues in A&A room 109 in the past but OIT is always quick to respond and
come fix it

UG

Especially in the Strong B1, the projectors rarely work in many of the classrooms, it's derailed several of my
classes when one stops working in the middle of a lecture

UG

I have an ASL class in BEC 328. Because the class is completely communicated through ASL, viewpoints
are important. One of the projectors doesn’t work about half of the time so we have to use the one in the
back and look back and forth at the board and our professor instead of them being side by side.

UG

Many of the rooms in Haslam have great technology, however some of them need some improvements. I
have a 2 hour long class in room 324 and there are only 3 outlets in the classroom and they are not in
accessible areas. With a class of over 50 people its a difficult situation if one needs to charge their device in
class.

UG

Nothing specific, they just have tech issues and connection problems on occasion. Not always, but it
happens.

UG

teachers only use the internet for powerpoints but they are always having issues especially in the min kao
building

UG

Meeting rooms in library are hit or miss with technology

UG

I meet in Strong B2 every MWF for lecture and a few of the large screens are out of use.

UG

Make sure professors have microphones, make sure professors either know how to work the
eqiupment/technology and have resources for professors who need help.

UG

More chargers in bigger rooms like BUE 555

UG

I think that sometimes professors have trouble setting up the projector and stuff even though it's not that
hard, my accounting professor has to call OIT for help every class.

UG

Haslam Room 301 I sign in with a QR code and sometimes it will not pull up on my phone due to internet
service being slow or not working.

UG
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Often times the projector in Haslam will not work, clickers will be missing, etc.

UG

Many of the rooms in Zeanah are not conducive to a good learning environment in my opinion. Many of my
professors wish the white boards had more priority alongside the projectors but in many, especially in room
123, it is one or the other. Also true for some rooms in Tickle engineering building.

UG

All of HSS is hard to get connection

UG

Sometimes the recording setup in classrooms does not work and then I do not have recordings to watch to
study for tests.

UG

Most often, everything works very well, but on occasion there are some problems with the projector in AMB
212. It is very rare, however.

UG

Below the AMB, in Buhler, and in parts of Mossman, there are dead zones that do not allow for wifi to be
used or barely used. If there is something that can be done, I do not know what, it would make it easier for
students/teachers to access the internet.

UG

Profs often have issues with technology in Strong B001; internet connectivity, screens not working, projecting
UG
to screens...
Some professors waste 20 min of class figuring out how to connect audio sometimes. Instructions should be
included

UG

Use of technology in classrooms is hit or miss, but it seems that the use of technology in classrooms seems
to come in the form of labs for most classes. The most common issue I see with this is that the lab content
has a tendency to not correspond to the lecture content leaving a large disconnect in the learning process.
Structuring labs to match lecture content better would be helpful.

UG

in my math 115 class in room 105 of the HSS, the computer did not work for weeks. my professor submitted
3 tickets.

UG

In strong 101 sometimes the document camera doesnt work but besides that everything is good.

UG

Some of my professors have had issues connecting their computers to their classroom's projector/smart
board, which causes complications that delay our class. (AMB 33)

UG

some professors do not know how to use the new technology well.

UG

I have never had an instructor use any of the smartboards in HSS classrooms. It makes the classroom seem
fancy and high-tech but is never put into action and is just to show the bells and whistles to prospective
UG
students and guests. I wish there was more curriculum integration with the available technology on campus
as it seems it was a wasted investment.
We're still kinda in a pandemic and even then being able to conduct meetings hybrid would be great. If there
was a way to make room in the SU (272, 270, Executive Dining Room, 281). 281 is particularly :///

UG

I believe helping the professors understand how the technology works could be helpful. Sometimes the
computers make it difficult for them and students have a difficult time because we are not trained to use
them.

UG

Buehler 415 really needs to be looked at.

UG

I think teaching instructors on how to use it more would be useful because my class takes forever because of
UG
it.
CON 103, 201. The audio rarely works in these classrooms.

UG
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AMB AUD is problematic for BUAD332

UG

The technology needs to be consistent. If it changes every semester, staff that is slow to learn new
technology will refuse to learn and use it (this is already happening!)

UG
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TC5b - What is OIT doing well with the support of technology enhances
the instruction and learning experience when teaching in a university
classroom or meeting space? If referencing a specific classroom or
meeting space, please include building name and room number.
95 Responses
asking us for feedback on how OIT is doing

F

Since I am retired, i have no basis for evaluation.

F

Great availability of support and fast response to technology issues

F

Cynap system works well.

F

Classroom systems consistently work and are easy to connect to.

F

Our equipment is up to date, functions well and I haven't had a bulb burn out in a projector in years. I love the
F
new emphasis on explanatory materials with technology in the classroom, such as pictures of plugs, etc.
I had to go to the bookstore and purchase my own technology. It was that or hike to the library to borrow a
piece that should have been in the classroom.

F

OIT is given the best to their knowledge support to Faculty to teach them and to assist them to use the
classroom technology.

F

Assess the low-tech aspects of teaching technology. Identify teaching space with poor acoustics. Invest in
solutions.

F

Online tools and software are available.

F

equipment for displaying/recording class lectures works well, but it's not trivial to use!

F

Doing as much as you can- thank you!

F

Having at least one room in Henson Hall with so many media options is great.

F

I REALLY appreciate the individual Creative Cloud licenses. They have been lifesavers, esp given the above
F
problem.
Providing training and help when needed

F

I sometimes travel to classes for library instruction and I find most to have a podium with a similar enough
setup that I generally have no trouble even if I've never stepped foot in that building before - thank you

F

Every time I do send a request, I get an answer with a solution right away.

F

Have a real emergency line. HSS primarily. The Baker Center, for a new building, is like light years behind

F

OIT assistance service is usually helpful when we find ourselves in need.

F

As above, the equipment is fabulous when it works, and has transformed the quality of virtual collaboration
and meetings.

F

OIT was very responsive to questions and training on Cynap during the pandemic.

F

Great and friendly service and support to fix problems, though sometimes there is a wait

F

upgrades are pretty easy to use.

F

Some of the classroom in BEC has two screens and often I only want one screen displayed but the system
F
does not give me option to choose which screen to use.
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Rachel Kline is very helpful in addressing problems at Pendergrass.
F
You all are amongst the hardest working folks at UT, and I appreciate what you do.

F

HBB202 works very well.

F

The microphones run out of battery fairly regularly in classrooms where I teach (Alumni Memorial).

F

BEC 428 need updated tech

F

Big improvement on campus overall during the past decade. Most teaching spaces are more than adequate.

F

Our classrooms provide the technology that is pretty easy to use and works pretty consistently.

F

Projectors work and hubs to connect my laptop work, that's all I need

F

As mentioned, in some buildings connecting via WiFi/Bluetooth makes my job easier.

F

Ken Wagner on the Nashville campus has been very helpful in answering any questions and resolving
issues.

G

The Henson computer lab is great!

G

Good technology in most spaces.

G

Everything pretty well!

G

I appreciate the projectors in HBB and software subscriptions (e.g., Panopto) and felt OIT did a lot to ensure
the virtual/hybrid aspect of teaching went smoothly amidst all the pandemic related challenges.

G

No issues.

G

CM547- Really good

G

I'm always surprised/relieved when projectors connect easily! Thanks for making sure they work.

G

Having the Cynap system has helped me make my course accessible to those who cannot attend in person
one day or want a good lecture recording later to review.

G

BEC 210 GTAs office- helped fix the printer!

G

Hodges video spaces, auditorium a sound system

G

Otherwise everything works well that I've used on campus.

G

the lavaliers in MinKao are really nice. Now just need to think of an easy way to connect them to our
computers so online lectures can be recorded with their mic input.

G

Placement in classrooms of Min Kao seem adeqaute.

G

Technology use is normally great in classrooms and adds to the learning experience.

G

everything work as designed

G

I have attended my classes virtually so far and the system works just great!

G

I do not feel that being in one physical meeting space in nearly 3 years was sufficient to score this area of
service so I left it blank. Zoom has been very popular for virtual meeting spaces, and has performed well for
us in OIT and across campus.

IT

some meeting spaces have IMPRESSIVE technology, some are just conference rooms

IT

Very impressed with the OIT resources available at classrooms.utk.edu

IT

OIT has been very helpful in making sure our technology is up-to-date and working properly at the Office of
Capital Projects, located at 5723 Middlebrook Pike, suites 119 and 201.

S

I will say that when we do training at the Conference Center, that the equipment there is easy to operate and
S
typically runs smoothly without any additional assistance.
But the classroom technology is really good overall

S
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The classroom technology has improved tenfold since I was enrolled. Good job.

S

Wifi and cellular service in backstage areas and lower levels of the Clarence Brown Theatre is spotty

S

I only mainly schedule meetings in the Student Union and everything always seems pretty good.

S

Maintaining and updating the equipment used in Distance Learning classrooms.

S

My limited experience is that the newer academic building have excellent A/V tools and technology.

S

Standard technology in classrooms and extensive support and training resources are offered.

S

Zoom and Microsoft TEAMS have been working great so far.

S

Technology across our college is improving, which is great. I think we are making steady progress at
updating to technologies that will enhance meeting, learning, and overall user experiences. Support is
always there to help super quick! I am always able to get the help I need from our on-site folks.

S

IPS Training center at polk ave is a great facility with all the latest video technology

S

Zoom and power-point projectors seem to work well in the classrooms

S

this doesn't apply to me or my position

S

classroom committee rooms in Hodges are generally good

S

As mentioned previously, the resources seem powerful for a wide array of in-class applications.

S

Our calls for conference room issues are usually responded to relatively quickly.

S

There are lots of options, but we don't always need the latest and greatest in order to get the point across to
students.

S

If there is an issue, someone is readily available to help.

S

always have someone available - it's been a few years since I've presented on campus but always nervous
until the program starts (even if it worked in preview)

S

The upper floors of Haslam always provide good quality recordings.

UG

Other than the technology issues in SMC 701, I do not have any other issues.

UG

Quickly assisting instructors who struggle with technology enhances

UG

Techno Wizards I guess would be the correct term.

UG

Most of my classrooms have very functional technology. If a professor is having an issue, OIT will come to
the class and fix it. Thank you!

UG

powerpoints are always working well and internet allows students to take notes effectively (all classes)

UG

Typically, projectors work well within my classrooms and allow professors to display various information.

UG

Nothing. Fix all of them honestly. There is something wrong in every class room I have ever been in at this
university other than the one's in Haslam. It honestly is very sad.

UG

I believe the library is a great place for Wifi except when there is thousands of people on it, then it goes a
little slow.

UG

Strong, classroom 344, has an amazing connection and I can use my computer and phone very efficiently
and it helps with what we are learning. Also in this classroom we used subtitles as the teacher speaks which
really helps me

UG
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love the projectors in every room. helps a million

UG

In haslam 401, we have cameras in class that video the teacher for the online students to see and I like
having the computer in front of me to see what the teacher is writing on the board

UG

I like that professors have the opportunity/ resources to record class.

UG

Most of the rooms are great!

UG

As long as what teachers need to work works, and our learning is not impeded, I have no complaints.

UG

Having the video cameras in Haslam classroom, so the professors can post the class video if he/she
chooses to do so

UG

Most of the professors don't need help and the technology in the classrooms are all very integrated and
useful for students.

UG

I like the on-call assistance in Haslam

UG

The screen in A+A rm 109 used to fill any black space with blue and that is fixed now which many people,
including myself, are greatly appreciative of.

UG

220D has always been a great resource for me when studying with big groups or practicing a presentation

UG

Offering a lot of ways for instructors to use technology in their classrooms

UG

doing good

UG
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ST1a - How can OIT improve getting timely resolution of technology
problems that I am experiencing?
118 Responses
I really so no way you can improve

F

unfortunately, timely resolution of problems is quite cumbersome as often they are occurring when class is
starting/commencing; preventative or proactive review of teaching equipment can avoid these issues prior

F

I don't think you can. OIT is incredibly, wonderfully responsive.

F

It can take days or even longer to fix serious problems or get a new computer set up.

F

stop wasting everyones time with "submit a ticket" garbage and just fix the problem!

F

We have an excellent technician who helps us a lot in solving any technology problems!

F

If I have a technology issues while I'm teaching, there is no way to get immediate support to resolve the issue. F
On occasion I will be sent to a 'specialist' who can find no other solution and they ultimately say, "that's just the
way it is". I google the problem, seek advice from support staff in my department and do as much as I can on
my end to minimize the problem. (The latest example was when I sought help with simple HTML coding,
particularly creating anchors, on a Canvas page. The support tech I spoke with offered a solution that did not F
meet my request and when I asked if we could explore to find a different solution, they resigned to this being
the only option without seeking help themselves despite the fact that they had reached their limit of knowledge
on the matter.
Give Psychology and Conference Center a dedicated tech person?

F

Once again, arrange to have people working and on call 24/7.

F

There should be multiple on site computer support people in every College/Department

F

Ongoing tickets that don't actually resolve core issues with my current laptop. Days with techs.

F

occasionally seem spread too thin

F

I do not know. I will lsay II have been here 8 years. When I got here OIT was off the charts FANTASTIC. I
called 100 times and they fixed my problem 99 times out of 100. When I did reviews EVERYONE was glowing/
F
Now it is awful. II can go days without talking to someone. Ii call. No one answers, I leave a message a day or
two later someone responds. Compared to 7 years ago it is a disaster. Have more people available?
It seems like there are limited (specific) people to address the OIT needs for a department or faculty. The
expertise and patience vary.

F

See previous question. I think some sort of rotating attention to the non-classroom technology installed in
various buildings would be appropriate. And again, being told that once it's installed, it's up to the department
to maintain isn't very helpful

F

Must have adequate and competent support for Mac!

F

Sometimes it has taken 10 minutes or more for a technician to help during class, which means it is too late
sometimes.

F

Sometimes calling the general OIT number, there are people who answer who are not knowledgable...but
once I get to the right person, they can help me solve my problem. (But at times, it takes a while to get to the
right person). Also, I am a fairly tech savvy person, and sometimes the response treats me like I don't know
what I'm talking about when I call about an issue. Often I have already done my research and tried to solve it
on my own...so I need more that basic help when I call...That can be frustrating.

F
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Improve timely resolution of technology problems.

F

My experience is spotty. I frequently get excellent, timely, informed responses. Especially when the problem
involves OIT installations. My experience with OIT's interface with its vendors--Canvas, Proctorio, Respondus
from before, however is different. The recent inability of Proctorio to play New Quizzes exams created in
Canvas is an example. I know OIT can only do what it can do when the problem is in the hands of Proctorio,
but there's absolutely no excuse for the Proctorio extension to fail to work for over a week. I didn't rate the
service performance as poor, because frequently it is outstanding, but the variation on the downside is not
within acceptable bounds.

F

OIT Help desk works very well for minor problems. However, some important services, like assistance with
smartphones (which are absolutely essential to my job) are not provided. It's sort of like 20 years ago, when
UT provided very few services for PC's which were not deemed essential for academics.

F

The problems are worse with things over which UTK apparently does not have control (e.g., Microsoft), and I
don't know if there's anything that can be done about this or whether there is a better alternative.

F

Keep hiring/training folks who are knowledgeable and accessible!

F

Hire competent staff and/or train the staff you have getting people's new computers ready.

F

Have more people to give phone support and dedicated people to our building.

F

Excellent

F

I've been on hold with OIT for the first fifteen to twenty minutes of class twice in my three semesters at UT
now. This means fifteen minutes each of instruction time lost due to untimely resolution.

F

You guys do a good job, but it was nice to have support groups per college for little issues.

F

OIT support remains very uneven. Some units are better than others (the Canvas support group, for example,
is outstanding), but often I have no idea how long it will take to resolve some issue. OIT staff often seem
happy to mark issues resolved before they actually are.

F

Well...we've been in this building nearly 12 years....if we are still having these significant phone and
technology issues...how do you think your services have been?

F

Don't know - advising on tech problems via internet doesn't work in my experience, so it requires someone
coming out to a classroom. Always a time lag.

F

It is not easy to find the correct training an access is often complicated

F

Respond faster to online form.

F

OIT has been unable to help as I've had real-time failures with Proctorio during exam periods. It is so
unreliable I have considered not using it because it actually disadvantages students and creates inequity in
the classroom.

F

literally half the time I contact y'all no one bothers to help me out

G

Training more people.

G

Waitlist times can be a little long.

G

Ensure before finals week that all systems are functioning at high capacity in the library, ensure programs are
working so software doesn’t fail at a crucial time

G

Respond faster

G

Good intro for OIT before start the Masters.

G
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im not sure how to improve it, but it took 1 month for my ticket to be resolved

G

Often times professors will refer students to OIT rather than be well-informed on simple tasks. Students then
have to jump through hoops to resolve technological problems. This has caused added stress

G

Happening again and again. One time and should take care of it.

G

Not having people bounce around between services and assistants

G

The OIT email and One Stop are always timely and very helpful, however it seems like there could be more
support in our area because sometimes multiple emails and communications are needed to get help with
some of our tech issues.

G

Sometimes 2nd and 3rd tier support requests are slow to get attention or they only get attention once a day.
For example, I respond to a ticket and I get a response the next day. I respond to that response and it is
another day before I get a response. There is a point to pick-up the phone and call me to get the details you
need to get it resolved. I try to be understanding because I am in that same position at times.

IT

Decrease the surveys kicked out by tickets. Remove old documentation or at least date and version it so
people can see if it is still valid.

IT

This is a tricky issue. I am an IT Admin II, so I exhaust all possible resources before contacting OIT and then
when I contact them I have to go through Tier 1 (or the equivalent) support and it is really frustrating because I IT
am already frustrated with the issue before I ever have to contact OIT.
I can’t really think of anything that should be down to improve other than maybe shorter time with the helpdesk
IT
telephone system
Sometimes, I feel like the responses are inexpert. Sometimes, it feels like the people answering them aren't
even reading the questions (when the online form is utilized). I've had solutions proposed that I've clearly
stated I've already tried or that won't work for another reason. Sometimes I ask follow-up questions that are
never answered. Sometimes, the help is spectacular.

S

Allow faculty and staff to bring some needs right to OIT. I've had people turned away from OIT and told to go
to their IT reps in their department.

S

Most things are fast, but sometimes requests clearly sit in the queue for a while

S

See the section on data. We need 2 things, people to show us how to create approval workflows in Microsoft
365, integrations... and data access.

S

Seems like when there are problems there are very few people that know how to resolve problems and those
that do are generally not available. Also, not conducive to business

S

Properly train help desk staff to ask questions to direct customers to the correct area for help instead of
sending them on roundabout chases through various people and departments

S

Be more receptive to helping.

S

our issues are more with in-house IT

S

Try to solve it on the phone. When you have to be put in a que and wait for someone to call that takes time

S

Checking on an attempted resolution rather than assuming an attempted resolution did actually fix an issue.
Find a way to shorten hold times when calling OIT

S

sometimes I have a problem that is referred to another person and this takes time

S

Response time are usually very good even if they can't resolve the problem

S
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Be more hands on

S

I realize I am "old school" but sometimes I just want to talk to someone- not be sent to web sites to trouble
shoot.

S

The followup on issues is very slow. Once a ticket gets sent to someone else and they come onsite to view the
S
issue it would be helpful if they read the ticket and prior fixes that were attempted beforehand.
The idea that the Help Desk is a "one-stop" operation is a misnomer. Invariably I end up having to talk to three
S
different people and it takes days, not minutes, to arrive at a resolution.
Maybe make it clear if the preferred response method is calling, submitting a ticket, or emailing. I seem to get
a significant time difference when choosing one over the other.

S

"Chat Sessions" with OIT support?

S

Please find out why our cables are being damaged.

S

Hire more HelpDesk workers. I've let the phone right over 25 times and then hung up because no one
answered.

S

It would be nice if someone with experience was available outside of normal business hours. When I have
called on the weekends, I was told that no one was available to help with anything other than problems with
log-in.

S

Resolve items in a timely manner and take ownership of the issue instead of placing the blame on someone
else and washing their hands of the matter.

S

Eliminate the issue before it becomes a problem.

S

When a problem is referred to a different area that someone in OIT would follow-up with the area the problem
was referred to. Instead of customer having to call OIT again after issue was not addressed.

S

Provide assigned IT contact for each department.

S

wait time for helpdesk is sometimes long

S

Our departments IT guy (Jim McCarter) is awesome! Very responsive and hepful

S

We have difficulty getting resolution on most of our technology issues because we utilize an EHR that no one
in OIT has knowledge of--we have to either contact the vendor directly, then go between vendor and OIT who
manage our hardware and internet connection. IT is laborious and frustrating. We need a dedicated OIT
person (ideally persons) who understand the software and have authorization to improve our hardware for
ease of use.

S

I am not sure if it is already available, but it would be nice to have a list of all staff/directors in OIT and what
reponsibilities they handle. This includes telephone services.

S

Honestly, I don't know that this could be improved. OIT does great! We are just impatient and dependent on
technology. Particularly in 2020-2022, logistics on parts and needed items can just be frustrating.

S

Not all folks who answer the helpdesk know how to answer or know the correct resource to reference (10% of
the time). Support for conference room is lagging. Formal lectures and meetings coulduse the option of OIT
"pre-checks" in the moments before the event as well as the option to stay throughout the event - for a fee, of
course.

S

Better partnership with hardware vendors to make UT top priority, instead of having to wait lengthy times for
hardware parts (Dell).

S
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In the past, I have had to wait days to get a response from OIT. I also have been sent in circles of "oh call this
person then they say oh call this person" etc.

S

I don't have any problems with OIT. They help me when I need it.

S

I don’t think OIT has ever helped me, I’ve handled it through our IT people

S

Better direct communication between Systems & Desktop Support.

S

Anymore, everyone wants to talk us through resolutions over the phone. If I were wanting to do that, I could
have googled it on my phone.

S

we have horrible response times. we are dependant on having our computers and printers up working and we
have desparate needs and are put on the back burner majority of the time

S

Helpdesk staff refer too many issues originating in the libraries back to the libraries even when it's not a library
S
issue to resolve.
OIT in class support has been helpful, but not exactly timely depending on classroom location.

S

Escalating the issue quicker when it's evident the first OIT member is unable to help.

S

I would expect tickets to be answered within the same day for issues that prevent a person from completing
their job. Perhaps you could add a designation for how urgent the situation is into the ticket form.

S

After hours help is sometimes tough to get. Any chances of creation of an after hours hotline?

S

There is some confusion about how and to whom one goes for problems...OIT? IT? Internal help?

S

Since Professor Raines is still having technological issues, OIT could improve their timeliness to fixing these
technological issues.

UG

You guys have been able to quickly and efficiently fix any of my problems I've come across outside of hooking
a printer into the network. We gave up and just use the USB cord with that printer.

UG

Timely responses

UG

OIT individuals need training on everything. Just telling me to reboot my computer is not going to fix any of my
UG
problems. Just makes people mad that they think we are so stupid to have not tried that.
Vol card issues could be resolved quicker and more efficiently

UG

Whenever I send an email or ask questions at the booth, I get the answers back pretty quickly. One thing OIT
can improve is to have better customer service.

UG

Have an OIT member in different areas on campus. Because I oftentimes do not have time to walk to the
library for help in between classes.

UG

seems mostly timely. I have heard of students having issues when an exam was at stake. I have heard of their
UG
grades suffering , luckily I have not experienced this
It is a big school, some wait time is expected

UG

Having a chat room online somewhere you guys can quickly answer basic questions

UG

usually my issues are time sensitive and i just leave or miss out rather than reaching out for help.

UG

Open on the weekends.

UG

Still haven't been able to use eduroam since Spring of 2021.

UG

Have more self-help options.

UG
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Just being quicker to get back to students on their issues i guess, but I know they have a whole campus to try
to help.

UG

Hold times on the phone can be long sometimes, but I understand that is not the easiest problem to solve.

UG

Having more people available to help more often would be the only way I can think to get more timely
resolutions to issues for people. I don't know if this is viable though.

UG

I have only had one issue ever and OIT did a good job at resolving it in a timely manner.

UG

better hours in the volshop. maybe open later so its easier for students to go after class

UG

Maybe being faster in responding to the issues.

UG

more tech people, have a tech place

UG

Waiting for responses is usually annoying, but I think it comes down to amount of people working.

UG

Staff should be aware of technology problems and be able to either fix it, provide information, or direct
students to the correct office/department to get it fixed. For example, at the beginning of the year, when I
received my $3500+ laptop that I purchased through the UT College of Architecture, it had a message that
there was no hard drive installed. I went to the Volshop where I had picked it up, and they said they could not
help and sent me to the OIT office in the library. The workers there claimed there was nothing they could do
and sent me back to the Volshop. After getting sent back and forth and the managers of both offices having a
conversation on the phone, I was sent to the Art and Architecture building where I discovered there are staff
members whose job is to help students with their computer problems. They quickly fixed my computer! Based
off this scenario, more information about the services offered would be beneficial, both for students and for
staff working in the tech Volshop and OIT.

UG

Contacting OIT can be difficult

UG
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ST1b - What is OIT doing well with getting timely resolution of
technology problems that I am experiencing?
236 Responses
of all the aspects of UTK, I think OIT is the most effective arm of the university. whomever is running OIT, I
wish you would run the entire university. If you could take over the travel system, (Concur), that would be most
F
helpful. I realize you cannot do this, but a person can dream. When I email or call OIT, their response is
always good. please keep up the good work, and do NOT change what you are doing.
contact information on teaching kiosks for who to contact; students in class that can help to triage initial
problems (yet not all are available in every class)

F

i have found the support service exceptional.

F

The support team is knowledgable, patient, tenacious.

F

I have always found the OIT personnel very helpful and efficient when calling the help desk.

F

I had one problem with OIT that was fixed promptly.

F

tickets are usually resolved quickly and efficiently.

F

Great service with knowledgeable people

F

Minor issues are fixed quickly, great response times. IT staff is always very helpful and understanding.

F

followup is good

F

I've had super-fast response to Canvas issues every time I've asked.

F

They really give solutions to problems, but it takes too much time. One difficulty is that repairs cannot be made
F
when the classrooms are being used to teach, at all times.
OIT rocks.

F

OIT is always helpful and responds quickly.

F

OIT is very fast in responding to request

F

OIT is the best I have ever seen anywhere with support!!!!!

F

The OIT help desk can help to resolve problems quickly outside of teaching.

F

Generally speaking OIT is responsive with solutions rather quickly.

F

Doing great with limited resources- thank you!

F

Offering training/classes for learning. They are helpful and staff is understanding of all levels of experience or
lack of experience. The staff are excellent at understanding and speaking in layman's terms or even when this F
layman has no idea how to even talk about the issue.
Very accommodating

F

We may have different definitions of ``timely." Please reread my earlier answers. At any moment, there could
be someone (it could be me) whose UTK-related work demands that they need immediate contact to access
OIT in order to get advice about how to regain access to UTK email and associated data bases.

F

always great servie

F

There is a Zoom drop in for Canvas and Zoom problems that is very useful and convenient

F

even if something can't be resolved, I have found the help desk to respond promptly

F

OIT is great! They work fast, are kind and have lots of patience.
F
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I'm very pleased with the timely solutions so far.

F

I think the individuals do a phenomenal job of making technology assistance a priority. IT is efficient and very
helpful in a timely manner.

F

Most of the problems I actually ask for assistance with are software or LMS questions, and the OIT helpdesk
and help team are pretty good at answering or working to find the answers.

F

Overall good response time and very helpful -

F

OIT is the BEST at helping resolved tech problems!! Thank you for your efforts!

F

Doing great. Everyone is ready to help, so professional and nice to work with.

F

good

F

Usually the staff are friendly, helpful, and prompt, and I appreciate their help tremendously!

F

Fast, efficient, service

F

Fantastic email response time

F

chat and number do well.

F

I rarely have OIT tickets, but the one I recently had was handled quickly.

F

I always get quick results when I call OIT with an issue. They seem to be on top of things much better than
some other areas of the University

F

I understand that OIT is getting a lot of requests and that's why for solution of classroom technology related
problems it takes time. But in the COVID times, it is so crucial to have systems that address hybrid/online
mode of conducting learning. It is my second semester here but this particular aspect has never been smooth F
or without frustration. For other aspects, like DVD video conversion and its availability on Canvas, the services
were flawless and very fast.
The OIT persons are excellent at my college, EHHS.

F

Help Desk is invaluable

F

Most of the help desk consultants are helpful. Arnie is especially helpful if I contact him.

F

You have great folks working in campus tech support. My unit's tech support seems a bit overwhelmed these
days, however. We may need to hire more folks overall . . . .

F

I have had good experience getting my help desk requests answered timely.

F

When someone answers the phone, the service is quite good if the fix can be handled with a phone call.

F

OIT is always courteous and helpful

F

It's really helpful for CEHHS to have our IT team available.

F

The groups that work well, such as Canvas support, work really well.

F

With respect to canvas, having a zoom waiting room to talk to someone immediately. And, someone who
takes as much time as necessary with me.

F

Great job

F

The Help Desk is absolutely first-rate: professional, timely, and extremely helpful.

F

Generally the turnaround time for resolving issues is good. Usually a few hours. A day at the most.

F
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OIT does and EXCELLENT JOB providing support to the faculty. I contact OIT on a monthly basis and I have
never had a less than great experience. Kudo's to you and I hope the OIT is well-paid and valued by the
University for the important service they provide.

F

Every time I have contacted OIT they have resolved my issues quickly.

F

This is a real strength of OIT. I can count on a timely resolution...or at least a team member working with me
towards a solution.

F

Fairly quick response usually.

F

John McNair is always prompt with a solution

F

Rosie is the best on answering canvas questions. John McNair & Anne are exceptionally helpful in CCI.

F

Very responsive to OIT requests, but they can sometimes be overly responsive (i.e., many responses before
you have had the ability to attempt to fix the problem).

G

Haven't had any problems

G

Good amount of people available.

G

My issue was resolved pretty quickly!

G

There are more than one avenues to address technical issues. I love the flexibility.

G

The IT staff is great.... always friendly and ready to support. Much appreciated.

G

OIT does a great job of resolving my technological issues!

G

I love being able to call OIT for immediate help while teaching my classes, however, the number should be
more accessible. I spent 10 minutes finding the right number on google last time.

G

No issues.

G

I had help from someone in OIT once who came immediately when I was about to start my class and Cynap
was not functioning. He resolved the issue speedily, and almost no class time was wasted.

G

All issues I have had have been resolved promptly, even with technology issues in the lab section I am a TA
for!

G

I have not had any issues that I have had to reach out to OIT about.

G

Very prompt and well educated on how to solve my problems!

G

I also get such quick responses and resolutions!

G

Students are WILLING to help... Even try over phone. Not all savvy with Google or Apple devices.

G

I had a great experience working with Scott Hyde at OIT.

G

Everyone I've ever talked to at OIT/RCS has been patient, knowledgable, and helpful.

G

The OIT email and One Stop are always timely and very helpful!

G

OIT is always super helpful when I call, email, or chat.

G

OIT help desk personnel are typically very helpful

G

I have never had a tech problem that wasn't immediately addressed and fixed by our it personnel at the law
school.

G

very good service. very timely response

G
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The OIT folks in BEC are always quick to respond or come to my office and help

G

I deal with law school IT. I'm not sure yall apply.

G

OIT Helpdesk is really great at being accessible and timely in responses

G

UTK tech support always get back to me timely and till now, all my issues have been taken care of timely and
efficiently

G

General help desk calls get handled quickly. I like that the help desk staff have a lot of tools to immediately fix
day-to-day issues.

IT

Stephen Chastain was extremely helpful in resolving a Linked In Learning access issue!!

IT

OIT staff strive to resolve issues in a timely manner.

IT

When I have issues OIT is very responsive. The service provided by OIT has been excellent in my experience. IT
Mike Fowler with Desktop Support is phenomenal at his job, and I think he is part of what OIT does right!

IT

Help desk and Desktop Support are wonderful!

IT

The Desktops, Laptops, & Mobile group has always provided excellent and speedy response.

IT

all issues I have experienced were remedied in a time span appropriate to the issue. OIT's communication
about issues using TeamDynamix and the emails that TeamDynamix sends to users is greatly appreciated
(The notifications work well for me with Outlook, not sure if same with Gmail). Receiving updates on the
resolution status of an issue in a passive way is a great way to remain up-to-date but not necessarily increase
my required interaction with the troubleshooting process. In particular, all of the interactions that I have had
with the OIT helpdesk (especially re: hardware or connectivity issues) have been handled efficiently, cordially,
professionally, and in a reasonable time frame -- excellent customer service experience!

IT

Our department has not had any issues with technicians and resolving problems. Do you have a great staff
and they go above and beyond to help resolve issues when they do arise. As stated above the staff at OIT
goes above and beyond to help resolve any technology issues for our department

IT

The HelpDesk and desktop support personnel, specifically Barb Green, are always very knowledgeable and
helpful in troubleshooting and resolving any issues I or those I support encounter.

IT

I've always had great experiences with OIT when I've had difficulties!

S

Calling in is a million times faster vs ticket

S

Never had a problem that didn't get resolved pretty quickly.

S

Any time I have experienced technology problems, OIT has been prompt with their response and very helpful.
Kudos to the team, especially during 2020-2021 when many were working from home, for their commitment to S
assisting colleagues!
Remote access tech support is exceptional

S

Robin and the crew in Andy Holt Tower get things solved for us very quickly.

S

Whenever I have an issue, OIT is always available to help me! Also, 95% of the time they can fix the problem
while we are communicating online.

S

I have always received quick and helpful responses.

S

Always timely support.

S
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You do a good job on this.

S

I think they're pretty much on the spot every time I have an inquiry. I usually get a response back almost
immediately.

S

I've been at UT a long time. Seems that Help Desk organization and training has improved the quality of
service and quick resolution of issues in the last 5(ish) years. I don't know how you managed the load during
COVID transition to online teaching, meetings, support, etc., but you did GREAT

S

keep up the amazing work.

S

Awesome, always

S

Great responsiveness through help desk

S

The lynda offering is fantastic

S

The OIT help desk has been great for me. Fast and accurate service

S

I've been so thankful for the swift attention and action when experiencing tech challenges. Thank you!

S

The Help Desk is very helpful. If they can't answer/solve my problem, they transfer the call to someone who
can help or someone comes to the office. I've never had a problem that wasn't fixed.

S

I've seldom had any issues, and when I do they have been resolved quickly. No complaints

S

Overall fine

S

Every OIT person that I have had contact with has been very patient with my questions and has resolved my
issue in a very quick time frame.

S

OIT staff are always helpful and even help with issues not related to classes or tech that is not part of their
duties/control

S

Nicolas Andre does an excellent job for us and is always immediately available.

S

Every time I have called the help desk my issues have been resolved. I have no complaints.

S

the OIT team that supports the Graduate School is always very quick and helpful. they are always willing to
answer any question you have

S

I love the online chat for help!

S

OIT is amazing!

S

Always very quick to help solve issues.

S

I've worked here a long time, and have always had a prompt and favorable result when I dial 9900. It's
remarkable.

S

Excellent

S

the support OIT provides when I have issues has been wonderful. It is always timely and prompt..

S

The submission process online for the HelpDesk is great. thank you!

S

The OIT support staff does an amazing job.

S

OIT has always been very responsive any time I have had to reach out with technology problems.

S

Excellent assistance and response time and resolution whenever I have needed assistance. Also, everyone
has always been so nice and helpful!!

S
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When working with someone in OIT to resolve issues, the staff are friendly and knowledgeable.

S

The IT folks in the Tickle College of Engineering are awesome. They are immediately responsive and are
great at fixing "user" issues in a polite and professional manner.

S

Most of the time - they are quick and the issue is resolved.

S

I have had positive experiences with OIT in dealing with problems.

S

You all have a great service team.

S

timely response

S

OIT staff are easily accessible and knowledgeable and always provides a solution to my issues.

S

response time

S

Always prompt!

S

They are quick to respond and always very helpful.

S

OIT help has been quick and efficient

S

Routine quick response times to requests for service or resolution of an issue.

S

I think they do a great job of of responding to open tickets. I have been very please with the turn around for
new staff computers getting set up.

S

Taking calls from the operating rooms about not being connected. Then telling us to shut in down and restart.
Believe me, after hearing this a thousand times, we have done this before calling for assistance.

S

no timely resolution of technology problems that I am experiencing?

S

OIT staff are always super friendly and quick to help address issues.

S

Drew Schneider and Justin Forbes do a fantastic job in the Tickle College of Engineering responding to our IT
troubleshooting needs.

S

The help received is always good and timely, once I get through.

S

The staff is very honest and if they cannot figure it out, they forward the person to the person who can assist
them. Staff is also great with getting you in touch with the software company for assistance. The ability of staff
to share your screen helps so much. Staff conducting "Tech Time" teaching administrative assistants about
upcoming software updates and packages assists greatly!

S

When I do get the assistance I need, the staff is generally knowledgeable and able to address the problem.

S

I have always received a timely solution to tech issues.

S

The Help Desk in Hodges Library is excellent in my experience.

S

I have always had positive, efficient experiences with the Help Desk.

S

Having a team assigned directly to CVM is very useful and they are a joy to work with and are very
communicative.

S

Again, the support from the training and knowledge base is an excellent resource and if the answer isn't there,
S
a call to the helpline almost always gets the job done.
I don't believe I've ever not been able to get an answer from OIT.

S

Pretty easy to access OIT.

S
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The OIT help desk team are always great and so helpful.

S

OIT is always helpful and there when I need them.

S

It doesn't matter if I call, live chat, or email. OIT has always worked to answer my questions. Sometimes I will
miss something basic; they never make me feel stupid for something I should have been able to take care of
myself. I appreciate that more than you know.

S

I feel OIT is exceptional with problem solving. Any time I have a problem I am able to get through to someone
who helps me immediately.

S

Having staff available to assist through technology either computer or by phone.

S

OIT staff is always so helpful, prompt, and personable. Great job!!

S

OIT is so quick in responding to any questions or issues that I may have. I am so grateful for that while
working remote!

S

OIT responds quickly to problems. They are professional and helpful.

S

direct access to tier 2

S

I have never had a bad experience when OIT staff helps with issues I have had; they are helpful, and patient
and they make sure I am comfortable with the outcome. Doing very well especially with Lori.

S

I think OIT supports me very well. When I have called OIT I get very good and prompt professional service. I
have no issues.

S

Quick response rate when I've asked questions.

S

OIT has been excellent in responding quickly and efficiently to any technical issues that pop up!!

S

I always get super fast responses to my technology challenges, and the customer service side is
outstanding!!! I feel like they care, are working hard, and don't make me feel as incompetent as I am sure they S
think I am at times.
Very timely in answering questions and providing help and feedback. They are timely and just continue this
support.

S

OIT is great about being responsive.

S

Never had an issue with OIT only my laptop.

S

Great support for my own equipment 90% of the time.

S

Great people to help deal with vendors.

S

The OIT helpdesk is great!

S

Anytime I have needed help from OIT, they have been extremely timely and helpful. Great job.

S

OIT is always there to help. They are always extremely helpful.

S

OIT is always available if I need assistance.

S

When I have a problem it is resolved quickly

S

Remotely accessing my desktop, laptop and iPhone to repair.

S

I don't have any problems with OIT. They help me when I need it.

S

OIT is excellent and their staff goes above and beyond my expectations to make sure problems are resolved.

S
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OIT Chat has been a breeze to work with. It's fast, efficient, and always helpful.

S

I have always had a super fast response time with OIT both internally at the CVM and with main campus OIT.
Super friendly people with main campus OIT. CVM staff can be grumpy but they are overworked as heck and
at least they do a great job.

S

You all have a quick response time

S

Courteous, professional helpdesk staff.

S

Seemless workability to get things done.

S

Love the call in number or online assistance.

S

Y'alls service and collaboration is absolutely fantastic. You are great campus partners and I really enjoy
working with you all.

S

Simple, frequently occurring issues are resolved quickly and the helpdesk staff are very professional

S

OIT has been amazing in its response times and commitment to helping me resolve issues whenever I have
S
needed assistance—which isn't often, and that's a testament to how well things work around here. Great work!
Individual training course are very valuable. As well as having technical support for the classrooms.

S

Staff are typically very friendly and offer great assistance

S

OIT has been very helpful when I have called. If they are busy they get back with me before the end of the
day.

S

Such great customer service! When I contact OIT, I don't feel belittled at all. I feel heard and helped.

S

timely responses to requests for help

S

Help Desk does a good job

S

I have submitted tickets to the OIT office for help, and they were great at emailing and phoning me to help get
my problems resolved.

S

I have only had to contact OIT once, and they responded very quickly and gave me all of the information I
needed.

UG

The few times I have needed something fixed they were able to do it immediately.

UG

Like I said before, my other classes do not have this problem, so the timeliness to resolving these issues are
moderate.

UG

I have even told my parents about how awesome OIT is.

UG

OIT is good at helping

UG

Everytime I have a technology problem (which is often, because I'm bad with it) all I have to do is visit OIT at
the library and they are able to fix it within 30 minutes. If they are unable to at the desk, they connect me with
someone who can help through zoom.

UG

OIT often responds quickly and resolves issues in a timely manner.

UG

The 24/hr help desk is a great resource

UG

Great OIT support

UG

Student Computer Support is super cool

UG
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OIT answers the phone and helps as best as they can without needing you to come into the library

UG

The OIT helpdesk has been very useful when I have had issues I needed resolved.

UG

I think the Chat and phone options are a great way to get a timely resolution for technology problems

UG

I needed OIT help today and after hours of me trying to fix it in my own, OIT fixed it in about 45 seconds. Very
helpful and helped relive my frustration while explaining exactly what was wrong.

UG

I can use ut-open fine. I would just rather a secure network.

UG

When students and staff do have a problem no matter the amount of time it takes I feel like it always gets
solved.

UG

I have had to use the Hodges OIT help desk a few times already this semester and they have been incredibly
helpful. Absolutely the best people for the job!

UG

When I was having issues trying to get matlab set up on my computer a year ago I had a zoom call with an
OIT person and they helped me set it up very easily.

UG

The people in OIT have always been extremely helpful. They seem genuinely happy to help.

UG

They have always been able to help me in a matter of minutes with any OIT problem

UG

I haven't had any issues so far.

UG

I have always been helped by the nicest people

UG

I think that it is very well timed!

UG

oit is very helpful with tech problems. i needed help setting my computer up and they were helpful and nice

UG

OIT has a lot of really helpful resources on their website which I have used multiple times.

UG

None, they are very helpful, and issues are solved within minutes.

UG

I've always had quick responses and helpful people when I've had a problem. Usually always solved within a
few hours.

UG

OIT has been very helpful to me at their library helpdesk when I have experienced issues with my laptop.

UG

OIT's team is generally pretty timely on getting technical issues resolved

UG

I usually get a response pretty soon after reaching out to oit

UG

They are pretty fast and efficient when it comes to fixing problems

UG

doing good

UG

resolved within a day

UG

All of the support staff members I've talked to are nice, and knowledgeable!

UG

OIT is helpful

UG
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ST2a - How can OIT improve the support provided by technology
support staff who have the knowledge to answer my questions?
95 Responses
clear designated roles of OIT versus in house UTCVM IT - who to contact with what problem, etc.; ownership
F
of solving the problem seems to fall on the individual reporting (and therefore limits my desire to report issues)
May not be the fault of the staff

F

ALWAYS friendly and helpful, I've never struggled to have an issue addressed.

F

I have to tech most of my own stuff. I could google things faster than most can answer.

F

They are really trying their best, but sometimes they do not know the answers to most sound problems,
specially in the HSS building.

F

I got shuffled around to quite a few different people when it came to my email being frozen (flagged as spam
when I mass emailed my students, which was also frustrating).

F

Sometimes I have to ask multiple people for help to find someone who can actually address my issue.

F

There is variability in terms of the knowledge of the staff. When called with an emergency on a weekend, for
example, the technology support staff might answer a question about Panoptpo with the question: "What is
Panopto?" While it would be impossible to have experts working all of the time, there is a big difference
between talking to an expert and talking to someone with a lot less knowledge. Maybe I would recommend
training the people who work during the off-hours so that they will be able to answer questions. I find with my
students I usually just try to find a way to answer their questions myself because I am not sure who they will
talk to if they call OIT during non-business hours.

F

Not sure, but maybe turnover in OIT has led to inconsistent knowledge about some of our tech

F

If they can not answer questions/assist, always able to get me to the correct person.

F

Some of the folks whom I have reached by phone are well-meaning part-time undergraduate workers, and
sometimes they did not have access to the information that I needed. That is not their fault, It is the fault of
whoever trained them, Train better. Plan better. Try to anticipate contingencies. Know your clientele and
constituency. Please reread my earlier answers. This is all part of the same picture!

F

The person assigned to my College is not very knowledgeable. The people assigned at the University level
vary. So, some consistency in the training or knowledge level would be helpful.

F

The main mac person is resistant to any cloud storage technology. How can that be?

F

If I can get through, the people are knowledgeable But I can't get through. In the past 99/100 times it was
PERFECT. Today it is maybe 75 (when I get to speak to someone)

F

The expertise and patience vary.

F

Keep doing what you are doing.

F

Same as before - Mac support please!

F

Not ideal to work with OIT for disciplinary specific issues. Not a lot of attention paid to "smaller" (university
scale) issues- this is detrimental to the research. We have better service from our local IT.

F

See prior answer [Sometimes calling the general OIT number, there are people who answer who are not
knowledgable...but once I get to the right person, they can help me solve my problem. (But at times, it takes a
while to get to the right person). Also, I am a fairly tech savvy person, and sometimes the response treats me F
like I don't know what I'm talking about when I call about an issue. Often I have already done my research and
tried to solve it on my own...so I needF more
that basic
help when
I call...That
be Sfrustrating.]
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It all depends on who answers the phone or email. Some are great; others give incorrect answers.

F

By and large, the staff either knows the correct answer or refers me to the correct answer. A bad case,
however, occurred last week when my OIT contact said the only way to get Proctorio to run a quiz for me was
to reprogram the entire thing in Old Quizzes. That turned out not to be true--there was a process to convert a
new quiz to an old quiz, but I didn't find that out until I'd wasted 2 hours manually recreating my New Quizzes
exam in the Old Quizzes format to accommodate both the misinformation provided and the faulty Proctorio
browser extension.

F

Go back to requesting feedback on every OIT contact. I don't always respond when I get the request, although
I try to. Maybe there could be some incentive for responding (e.g., chances to win something). How about
F
having a "user advisory committee" with representation from different user groups (e.g., faculty, staff,
undergrads, grad students, retirees, research units)?
Again, keep hiring and training knowledgeable folks.

F

Hire competent staff and train older staff effectively.

F

I always get a timely answer and solution to my request.

F

TIS in Haslam provides an exemplary case to study for improving

F

Make sure everyone is trained or has the same level of supporting scripts to identify and solve issues.

F

sometimes calls to the help desk have to be forwarded to more knowledgable people regarding specific
questions-but I do get to someone who can help.

F

I would love to have a number to call if I'm "stuck" with a problem in a commonly used application/software
(like Outlook, Word, Excel, etc.)

F

Mac technology knowledge is low quality. Lots of people who want to tinker with the technology....but, I can do
F
that too. I want answers.
I think most of the staff is very knowledgeable, but again we really need in-person help not virtual

F

Several programs like Proctorio have been rolled out recently that OIT staff were not sufficiently familiar with to
answer my questions and concerns, especially regarding how third parties use gathered student data, talking F
point memos from administrators are unhelpful and uninformative
Some staff seem to be more knowledgeable than others.

F

Again - related to Proctorio. OIT staff was unable to help last semester when I had mass problems in offering
an exam.

F

Increase time of service, it closes at 5 PM. Maybe closing at 7pm or later would be better

G

On a few times, my concerns were not addressed fully.

G

Provide more staff training, especially with new technologies. Direct folks to the knowledgeable people from
whom to get an an answer.

G

OIT focuses too much on unskilled people that cannot google their own problems. There should be an option
for "advanced users" where OIT cuts the crap and tells me whether they can change something on someone
else's end instead of trying to play around with my computer by doing what I already did on my own.

G

EXCELENT SUPPORT FOR STAFF

G
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The only issue I have encountered with a knowledge problem was likely a pride / sexist problem rather than a
lack of IT knowledge. Last month, I filled out a form indicating a problem with a room I was teaching in and
had an extremely rude OIT staff talk over me, blame me out loud for his mistake, and very intentionally waste
my time since he had to bother coming down to fix the room's problem.

G

I was looking for a solution for Amos licensing. It took me a lot of back and forth to fix it

G

Many of us use tablets NOT desktops

G

It often feels like I am being referred around to different people because no one knows who has the right
answers

G

Online remote student and can't answer not applicable - have not had to use technology support staff to date

G

Everyone I've dealt with at OIT/RSC is fantastic, please compensate them well & allow them flexibility with
schedules/work from home so you can retain them.

G

Clone Arnie and Jet. Continue to improve the tools provided to the front-line support staff.

IT

To color this comment: if I contact OIT for support there's a problem. Occasionally the Help Desk can address
the issue, but most are referred out. Either the Help Desk staff do not know how to, or RingCentral has
eliminated the ability to forward calls to operational groups. This has caused a number of issues with getting in
IT
touch with the correct person with the proper knowledge to resolve issues in a timely manner. We have a lot of
*very* talented IT staff. Intentionally or not, some seem to shy away from interaction with other staff or end
users, which leads to less-positive experiences.
I often have to move through the gatekeeper to get to the person that can actually understand/has authority to
IT
implement the change. Not a real big issue.
This is probably misleading simply coming from me personally cause I am an IT Admin II so if I experience an
issue I cannot resolve it usually takes a specific person to fix the issue and is not a general enough issue that
many people can address.

IT

Many times, common issues are routed back to regional Extension IT staff, these problems could have easily
been solved but the time has not been taken and little effort is put forth to help provide solutions. Some
examples include issues with MS Office (very common), network connectivity issues (basic problems)

IT

More HelpDesk employees manning the telephones sometimes the wait time is just a little bit too long

IT

Have folks listen better when taking support requests. And train them to refer questions about library
databases to the e-problems team ( eproblems@utk.edu ) in the library rather than just forwarding them to the
library IT folks. I feel bad having to be a middle person and sending those tickets on to someone else after OIT
IT
forwards us those tickets. I hope folks don't feel like we're giving them the runaround when dealing with library
e-resources when they call OIT, then OIT forwards the ticket to us, then we have to forward them to
eproblems@utk.edu .
There is a hole in knowledge about Java applications that OIT uses, and it leaves the employees that use
those applications to figure out installation and help other employees figure out their installation. It takes away
from our primary responsibilities not having that depth in Desktop Support to handle the complicated software
that we use within OIT that we have to install ourselves, but also help others on our team.

IT

I have had some issues where explaining problems have taken multiple emails and correspondences.

S

It's hit or miss. I'm locked out, cool. My wifi is down, awesome. My internet is bogged down, that's my problem.
S
I need help understanding workflows so we can survive a pandemic.... crickets.
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Same answer as previous question [Seems like when there are problems there are very few people that know
S
how to resolve problems and those that do are generally not available. Also, not conducive to business]
Sometimes i have to be transferred to a more experienced person which is OK.

S

No suggestions above what you are already doing.

S

More training for support team

S

stay focused

S

the support staff was kind of short and finished our phone conversation without clear understanding of the
actual technology related issue

S

I had someone on the Help Desk send me to the wrong place to get help with Zoom. I've spoken to some who
can't wait to get me off the phone. I think a more thorough training in not only OIT matters but customer
service would help. We shouldn't have to hang up and dial the desk again hoping tp get a responsive person. I
S
will say, in the Zoom situation, someone in OIT somehow caught the wrong answer the help desk gave me
and contacted me. She worked with me a long time and sent me easy to follow instructions, so that was a
good expereeince.
The first person I talk to is always a waste of time. Get me to the last person I talk to the *first* time!

S

On site IT staff can't determine solution to printer issue.

S

Find out why the cables connecting our computer to the ports are failing.

S

Go ahead and transfer to a 'specialist' before trying to fix the issue (guessing). I'd rather wait for a
knowledgeable call back than 10 minutes of 'troubleshooting' and then being transferred.

S

For 100% customer satisfaction, the person taking the call can answer the question rather than having to
transfer me to someone else.

S

Occasionally, I have received information that wasn't right. For example, setting up computers for off-campus
remote working from home. This was resolved by reaching out to Robin McNeil. On one occasion, I couldn't
remember how set my home computer as selection when working with UT applications. I had done this before
S
and forgot, but I remembered it was something that took ~30 seconds. When I described what I was trying to
do, the rep had no idea and was going through all kinds of steps. I finally remembered and shared the
information with the rep who was very appreciative of the information.
We need dedicated OIT to help at Student Health. The OIT staff is usually very friendly, but they just don't
know about the system we use.

S

It would be nice to have an OIT person on our side of campus (UTIA-UTCVM) every once in awhile to help
look at the computer and do things.

S

See previous [Not all folks who answer the helpdesk know how to answer or know the correct resource to
reference (10% of the time). Support for conference room is lagging. Formal lectures and meetings coulduse
the option of OIT "pre-checks" in the moments before the event as well as the option to stay throughout the
event - for a fee, of course.]

S

The system is set up well, so that when a question or issue arises that the frontline folks don't know the
answer to, they pass the job on to a more knowledgeable person. Excellent.

S

I know they receive a large amount of calls/emails, but not talking down to the people that contact them would
be nice.

S

The systems need to communicate to each other better ie hr payroll sp changes are system wide

S
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I like to work with a Mac Workbook. I find that very few of your technicians know how to help me when I have a
problem. I have to wait on one technician to call me back and when he is not working, I am out of luck. Have
S
more technicians who can assist with Apple computers.
Get better at referrals

S

Many of the issues I've encountered have gone unresolved so far, without insight into the problem or
actionable items to fix them. Having the expertise and tools on campus to work on tech issues and provide
S
answers would be helpful, or at least information on who to contact. And if not, providing the resources to keep
students, faculty and staff running without having to wait months to get issues resolved.
Sometimes the original support staff member doesn't know or I feel I'm getting the runaround on things I've
already done to mitigate the situation. I'd prefer a more knowledgeable member jump in quicker.

S

unsure...have well experienced people who can also refer to someone else if they don't know the answer

S

Be less Mac obsessed.

UG

They are not helpful in the library location on anything and when you ask a question it is like it pains them to
have to talk to you.

UG

They literally do not know how to fix anything. Give them training. Just because someone is computer science
UG
does not make them an expert at tech support.
Require each teacher to learn the "tips and tricks" for the technology in their course so that the teachers can
possibly fix the issue if a question arises

UG

its always let me find someone to answer that for you

UG

Just keep support services well versed and have backup plans for when someone doesn't have an answer.
Also for them to send emails to professors when they are unable to solve a problem promptly.

UG

Need to know how to answer questions better when asking how to set up a new device like an alexa

UG

Every time I have ever visited OIT for help, I have not been treated nicely. No one acts like they actually want
to help you. It makes me less likely to seek out help from OIT even if I need the help with my issue.

UG

Most of the people know what they're doing, but my friend tried to bootcamp his mac at OIT and they broke his
UG
computer and he had to pay $700 to fix it.
we have rude/impatient IT people

UG

Whether or not someone in OIT can answer my questions seems to be hit or miss. Attempting to get more
qualified OIT employees or giving the employees better training may help in resolving this issue.

UG

More knowledge on specific class requirement. Classes should submit the technology requirements to OIT.

UG

The technology help desk in Hodges library could better train the people at the help desks. I had a project
where I had to use a camera to record long videos. I asked to rent out a camera and it took about 20 minutes
for them to tell me to go ask another desk for help, and when I went to that desk to ask which camera would
be the best and would be the easiest to transfer the videos from onto a laptop, they didn't really help much and UG
we ended up getting a camera that recorded but didn't transfer our videos. I felt like the people behind the help
desks at the south commons in the library did not know what they were talking about and couldn't readily help
me.
Maybe staff that have a bit more knowledge because my problem took a bit more because the staff did not
know.

UG
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Same answer as the previous question [Staff should be aware of technology problems and be able to either fix
it, provide information, or direct students to the correct office/department to get it fixed. For example, at the
beginning of the year, when I received my $3500+ laptop that I purchased through the UT College of
Architecture, it had a message that there was no hard drive installed. I went to the Volshop where I had picked
it up, and they said they could not help and sent me to the OIT office in the library. The workers there claimed
UG
there was nothing they could do and sent me back to the Volshop. After getting sent back and forth and the
managers of both offices having a conversation on the phone, I was sent to the Art and Architecture building
where I discovered there are staff members whose job is to help students with their computer problems. They
quickly fixed my computer! Based off this scenario, more information about the services offered would be
beneficial, both for students and for staff working in the tech Volshop and OIT.]
I encountered issues where OIT staff referred me to an outside vendor who tried to push the problem back to
OIT. In the end, it took a long time, and the issue was not really resolved (the problem was with the outside
vendor).

N/A
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ST2b - What is OIT doing well with the support provided by technology
support staff who have the knowledge to answer my questions?
159 Responses
Barb Green is my direct contact, and she is excellent. others I have called for support have been very good,
with them taking external control of my computer to fix various software platform issues.

F

when contacted, personnel are well informed and can help solve problems

F

I had one interaction with staff, and it was great.

F

With few exceptions, staff is knowledgable.

F

again, followup is good

F

Staff are wonderful. I'll call out Rose Sasso for rescuing my online exam process when it failed in real time.
She had it fixed in no time flat.

F

They are as efficient as possible, kind, diligent, patient, professional. They really try their best. This survey is
way too long.

F

Staff are excellent knowledgeable and supportive when you share your IT problem.

F

The Canavas Zoom room is phenomenal!!!!!

F

rarely can someone in OIT not answer/resolve my question

F

This truly depends on the person who answers the call. There are some highly qualified individuals working
within OIT and then there are people who are completely unqualified, covering for ineptitude, or who never
had the knowledge base (have no sense of professionalism and need to retire to prevent further offensive
behavior toward others).

F

Being patient when the user lacks the language and knowledge to explain the problem. Being able to translate
F
layman's speak into the actual problem that needs attention.
Please reread my earlier answers.

F

You have an army of well-trained, sensitive, and diverse staff who do an excellent job. I have had no bad
experiences with any of them.

F

The Zoom based drop-ins are very helpful and useful.

F

Everyone who I've talked to or corresponded with has been very knowledgeable in their respective area of
work.

F

Ken Wagner is great!!

F

They are very knowledgeable and work until they find the answer.

F

As I said on the previous page, the support staff usually answer my questions or take the time to find the
answers.

F

OIT Staff Rocks!

F

Great people, wealth of knowledge, patient and gracious.

F

IT staffers are professional, courteous, and knowledgeable.

F

All of the issues I have had have been resolved completely by the technicians

F

the staff is knowledgeable, friendly, and efficient!

F

OIT support staff are very knowledgeable and have never been stumped by any questions or concerns I have
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made known to them
Let the local IT services do what they do best and keep focusing on the University as a whole.

F

Can't praise enough the support I get short-term or long-term

F

Some of very good, and as previously noted, Arnie is consistently helpful when I have problems.

F

Hiring and training great people!

F

OIT staff have been outstanding whenever I need them.

F

Good support and organization on this.

F

OIT has always resolved any issues I'm having.

F

If OIT staff do not know answer, they do a good job of following up and helping to find someone with answer.

F

Great help provided and they do not talk down to me

F

The best staffing on campus.

F

Again, we would not survive without the support of OIT. They are professional, knowledgeable and always
helpful.

F

I have only made maybe 3-4 calls in my 4+ years here, and although the answer was not always immediately
known the OIT staff quickly followed up

F

John McNair will find the answer, even when the issues are rare, unheard of issues.

F

Support staff? More like dream team.

G

OIT is large and the help desk seems to do a fine job of directing folks to the people with the technological
knowledge to answer my questions.

G

If I contact OIT and someone doesn't know the answer I am usually connected with someone who does know
the answer pretty quickly.

G

Royal is a LIFESAVER. we are so thankful he is there on exam days to help fix our issues and take away the
added stress of computer problems. he absolutely deserves a raise.

G

this one is really good

G

No issues.

G

yall respond very quickly

G

I requested about the printer setting in my office, and the agents came and fixed it so fast. Fast reaction
toward the claim was impressive.

G

I greatly appreciate the phone number for the "come now" types of issues.

G

Bob (Robert) Johnson is amazing!

G

I have not had any issues that I have had to reach out to OIT about.

G

Staff have always been able to assist with any issues that arise

G

Staff was very knowledgeable!

G

All my problems over the year have been resolved quickly!

G

Most try their best

G

I've never had to ask for help so am just assuming you're great.

G

This is very important to me and it has been good so far.

G
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Everyone I've dealt with at OIT/RSC is fantastic, please compensate them well & allow them flexibility with
schedules/work from home so you can retain them.

G

very good service It staff always knows how to correct problems

G

I have not used OIT's tech support staff.

G

The OIT staff in BEC are very knowledgeable

G

Law school IT are pretty great.

G

OIT support has been responsive and helpful to me

G

Helpdesk has usaully been able to answer or refer me to who/what I need to be in touch with

G

The help desk staff seem to get trained very quickly. I find that the staff throughout OIT is very knowledgeable
and very helpful.

IT

Help Desk is highly responsive in email inquires for assistance!!!

IT

OIT is constantly providing opportunities for their staff to learn new skills.

IT

Some operational groups are fantastic about following up. A 2-3 minute phone call from someone with specific
IT
knowledge to wrap up a complex issue gives me more confidence in OIT as a whole.
If one person cannot answer my question, there's always someone in OIT that can.

IT

Again, I must comment on Desktop support and Robin McNeil. The support is outstanding

IT

Hiring, training, and maintaining skilled and knowledgeable staff members is what OIT is doing well. Hopefully
staff compensation rises to keep pace with cost of living, and to acknowledge that industry standards for
compensation locally are rising, and raising compensation in order to be competitive with the employment
market is a vital part of maintaining the great OIT staff at UT and should be a priority. It would be a shame to
lose hiring power if UT fails to adjust to employment market conditions in an agile way.

IT

As upstated previously no IT staff goes above and beyond to help resolve issues far department I have not
had a problem getting issues resolved in a fast and timely manner

IT

I think that our help desk and desktop support are phenomenal.

IT

The HelpDesk and desktop support personnel, specifically Barb Green, are always very knowledgeable and
helpful in troubleshooting and resolving any issues I or those I support encounter.

IT

The help desk answers questions on the first call a lot of the time even from within OIT. Even if they can't
answer the question, Desktop Support has been very helpful in resolving a lot of issues.

IT

Tech support is always knowledgeable and finds solutions to any issue I've had

S

OIT's support staff are very knowledgeable with any questions I may have.

S

Robin is an amazing support staffer!

S

No problems. I always receive the help I need.. Very helpful and responsive.

S

The EHS Department has been seeking a multi-functional SaaS Safety Management System and OIT has
provided incredible expertise in this search, review and selection process. [Assigned Support: Matt Smelcer]

S

If the person on the phone doesn't know the answer, everyone that I have worked with has passed me up to a
specialist with that information.

S
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On occasion, when the initial person does not know the answer to my question, they may reach out to
someone else, but I usually have an answer within a reasonable time.

S

Response to hardware related issues

S

Thank you for the website/service that allows us to contact an OIT member. That is so immensely helpful and
appreciated.

S

I've only ever talked with knowledgeable staff.

S

From chat feature to phone calls, I have been very satisfied with the services provided.

S

Super service. If the tech can't answer they find someone who can.

S

Every time I've encountered an OIT tech, my issue has been resolved quickly and professionally. Thank you!

S

All OIT staff I have worked with were very knowledgeable.

S

Everything! The team has been consistently knowledgeable, helpful and quick to let me know to reach back
out if I had any other issues.

S

Overall, OIT staff are dedicated to resolving issues

S

OIT support I use outside of Engineering is mainly the Help Desk. Shout out to Josh Puett for always going
beyond when helping me in my frustrated and confused state. THANK YOU to all the OIT Folks that help with
questions and issues. Tough job, but very needed.

S

everyone I have communicated with has been professional and helpful.

S

Our in house support team at UTPD is wonderful

S

Response time is excellent, everyone I've encountered has been very knowledgeable, patient and explained
what went wrong and how it could be resolved.

S

the OIT person called me immediately and provided excellent service- went above and beyond his duty.

S

They are always on point. No problems. I have confidence that they will solve any problem that I pose to them. S
Once the Help Desk gets me in touch with the person who actually knows what they are doing, that goes well.
S
Just cut out the bureaucracy!
always been helpful

S

They seem to have well-rounded knowledge about things

S

The technology support staff is always knowledgeable, friendly, and not condescending. Lori Epperson is the
BEST!

S

They all seem very knowledgeable and if they don't have an answer they seem to know where to get it.

S

Everyone I've dealt with is extremely knowledgeable and able to help, or quickly escalates issue to a manager
S
or someone else who can assist.
Drew Schneider and Justin Forbes do a fantastic job in the Tickle College of Engineering responding to our IT
troubleshooting needs. I haven't needed to work with OIT directly.

S

They patiently listen to my issues and then offer a solution. I especially like when they offer to get into my
computer with Bomgard and look in real-time at what is happening.

S
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The staff is very honest and if they cannot figure it out, they forward the person to the person who can assist
them. Staff is also great with getting you in touch with the software company for assistance. The ability of staff
to share your screen helps so much. Staff conducting "Tech Time" teaching administrative assistants about
upcoming software updates and packages assists greatly!

S

Help Desk staff are excellent.

S

Help Desk staff are knowledgeable and generally know where to refer questions for fast response and
resolution.

S

Staffing the support call lines and personnel that arrive on-site that are qualified and friendly to interact with. A
S
real asset!
In the past, I have appreciated the visit to my office to resolve a problem. I was in the conference center
building at the time, so it was just a walk down the hallway. That exceeded my expectation.

S

Anytime I've needed help they have responded quickly.

S

Thank you for not being unwilling to escalate my problem if first line support can not help.

S

Fantastic staff. Justin O'Hara and all others are just superb.

S

The support staff who help me have always been able to answer my questions. I am very confident in their
ability to provide support.

S

They are quick to respond, very courteous and do try to be as helpful as possible.

S

I can't think of anymore more to do than what OIT does.

S

I usually get help in a appropriate amount of time when needed

S

My issues have been successfully resolved. OIT has helped me when I call; I think they are doing a good job.

S

Seem mostly quite knowledgeable and have helped investigate my problems if they didn't know the answer
right away.

S

I have had many great experiences with OIT support staff via email and via phone

S

The staff is extremely knowledgeable and able to answer any and all of my questions.

S

Everyone is always very helpful and quickly responsive via the online help request

S

See previous [Great support for my own equipment 90% of the time.]

S

Our onsite folks at the College of Veterinary Medicine are great! They are always here as fast as possible and
do what they can to resolve any issues.

S

They seem to always do a great job.

S

This is critical. I have no issues with OIT.

S

Lori Epperson is excellent! She is responsive, helpful, and is dedicated to finding solutions.

S

Again, OIT has always been quick to respond via chat and very helpful

S

Support staff came to our office to resolve the issue. Followed thru to make sure all problems were resolved.

S

OIT Support is working very well over all.

S

very professional and courteous

S

Outstanding!

S
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People have been readily available to help address issues and dedicated time to solving problems.

S

The availability to reach support staff is great.

S

OIT is exceptional in response time.

S

Support staff always has an answer to my problem. If for some reason they don't know the answer, they find
out and get back with me as soon as they can.

S

You're doing a great job.

S

courteous and knowledgeable

S

They are great at getting back to any questions I have. They are doing great!

S

I've only had to call OIT once but they were super helpful and fast even though it was late at night which was
so helpful to me and my assignment.

UG

I haven't had any issues with support staff answering my questions.

UG

OIT has solved all my technology issues so far!

UG

responding to emails in a timely manner

UG

OIT is typically very knowledgeable and can help me solve my problems.

UG

Always helpful and knowledgeable

UG

The staff is very educated about the tech topics. I never have any complaints about their knowledge.

UG

Most of my teachers can help me but often are not confident and send me to OIT. Thankfully OIT always
knows how to fix an issue

UG

seems good

UG

i have never really spoken to one

UG

The staff at the OIT in Hodges have always managed to quickly solve my problems and talk me through how
to help myself next time it happened.

UG

Our questions are usually answered.

UG

All of the times I have visited the OIT help desk I gave them my question and within a few minutes it was
resolved, they are incredibly efficient and knowledgeable.

UG

For the most part when it comes to software and internet issues, OIT is very helpful.

UG

Staff seems to have good knowledge on just about any issue I bring them.

UG

I haven't had any issues to discuss so far.

UG

Always fix my problems and are super nice

UG

I think the staff has always been great and knowledgeable about the technology. Even when I brought my own
UG
computer and needed help.
oit is super helpful and the workers are very nice

UG

Some staff though can get your problem fixed fast and are super nice.

UG

doing good

UG

good

UG
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ST3a - How can OIT improve communications regarding technology
services?
74 Responses
Too many e-mails. I need to know if something is broken, but I don't have time to read the rest. Sorry!

F

I’d like to see additional communications about upcoming technology opportunities

F

Not much, my issue is my lack of time to read them.

F

Occasionally a bit too technical for non-technical readers.

F

They are great with patience to help explain

F

Apart from reminding me to change my password every 6 months, OIT seems to act as though they do not
even know -- or care -- that I exist. Please reread my earlier answers. Arrange to have well-trained people
available 24/7 for phone conversations to addresses glitches.

F

I think we could all benefit from some "How to" lessons in technology. Many of us don't even know the
beginning!

F

Only send me critical things.

F

Could be improved with specific announcement and training on certain newer service/tech.

F

Long emails, newsletter with a lot of information are not helpful.

F

Again, the Proctorio browser extension fail from a couple of weeks ago. Yes, I received an email about this
extension not working. However, I interpreted this as something that was about the be fixed right away. It
should have said "UNTIL THIS IS RESOLVED, DO NOT CREATE ANY CANVAS QUIZZES YOU WANT
ADMINISTERED IN PROCTORIO USING THE NEW QUIZZES FORMAT!" That would have been helpful.

F

Have a page on the OIT website with news/announcements, sorted by category, and containing timely info
about things such as planned outages, new services, and explanations of problems. Maybe there also could
be an e-newsletter sent to everyone (or that people could subscribe to) with such info. And how about a
feature giving "user recommendations," in which a real user (not OIT staff) describe a positive service or
solution that has been discovered.

F

Keep revisiting website guidance. Maybe communicate with us about how to alter the quarantine parameters,
for example. Too many things still get caught in my quarantine queue and it takes time for them to appear
there (so they are in limbo in between receipt and availability to me).

F

I think some sort of "grading" or ranking system would be helpful. For some services and applications, there is
too much information, and so those with too little (or too much) prior knowledge can't weed through it to get
what they need. So perhaps chunking the information into parts can help, for instance a simple, short, easier
F
"what you need to know" sort of page, then more advanced steps for what is possible. Maybe people would be
more willing to utilize products and services if they felt competent at the "basic" levels.
Less baloney, more facts. Some things, such as blocking email forwarding, were announced without any real
explanation. If Gmail permits it, why don't we? No one will explain.

F

Provide context and an example of how it can be used. Preferably in a video that shows the end result of the
service.

F

Quit mixing IT-management speak into communications about IT services and tools.

F

Not resend the same information over and over, especially after saying the previous email was the last
reminder.

F

Speak down to me. REallly really down.
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not sure - I'm not totally clear what this is about - problem resolution or the newsletter type things

F

The shift from LockDown to Proctorio was not announced to faculty and caused unnecessary problems in
multiple classes in the fall

F

They cannot. Pay them whatever they ask, they are wonderful

G

I think getting mobile alert if there is any issue with OIT would be beneficial.

G

Hire a technical writer. Communicating technical information to audiences that do not know the technical
information is a skill. It takes someone who understands how to communicate instructions and technical info to G
general audiences in order to produce successful user instructions.
I have used the online chat several times. OIT could improve the links provided to students. Often times
questions are left unanswered due to receiving links that are difficult to navigate and understand. One
example is attempting to obtain a tax form on the university's website. Although provided with links and
adequate directions, the communication on the chat does not always answer specific questions.

G

Offer training for specific and unfamiliar software.

G

They need to actually take the device and work it out for 80 year old students!

G

Not always clear on what the service does or why I would need to use it.

G

Send emails about technology services to colleges that it is relevant to. We receive so many emails a day that
general all-student emails are typically deleted. Also, perhaps visiting specific classes that are using a
G
technology service to give the students one-on-one walk through.
Like mentioned earlier, expected service updates or acknowledgements of campus wide issues so that, if
students miss I don't mark them with negative consequences

G

Have I ever gotten one?

G

Instructions, such as how to connect to the wifi through a mobile device (certificates that cause connectivity
issues) are hard to find online and I usually have to bother emailing OIT about how to connect. If there was a
G
page online that lists out tech problems and troubleshooting, that would be awesome--if there isn't already that
is
Offer user friendly learning for those of us that are older and not on the cutting edge of technology.

IT

I find the ticketing system opaque. I sometimes get emails from resposnes. I have had tickets waiting for a
response that I did not know was waiting. It is not clear if people have seenm or are working on it or whether it IT
has dropped off the radar. Often I have multiple people on the respond to list.
Usually, if it's a communication that I cannot understand, it probably isn't meant for me.

IT

needs to be more communication and clarification on new technologies and how they might impact me

IT

Sometimes the announcements are too brief and jargon-filled even for IT people to understand if you don't
work in that specific area.

IT

A newsletter wouldn't be a bad idea.

S

This is mostly fine

S

TN Today ineffective.

S

Remember that there are workers that may need more detail and pictures especially when reading the
training.

S

most emailed communications are too long

S
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Maneuvering the UT system can be difficult/complex at times

S

The OIT email content is a bit of information overload. Perhaps consider cutting back on the segments? Or
perhaps specific, topic-focused emails we can opt in to?

S

I often get communications about technology that I do not use and is not relevant to me. Could staff and
faculty be separated in OIT email updates? I often see things about research, classroom, etc. That is all very
important, but what tools are there to make my job easier that is unrelated to the classroom?

S

Instead of long emails get to the point! Most people don’t understand IT emails and delete!

S

I feel like I am unaware of what's available-- especially when my colleagues and I are trying to brainstorm
solutions to processes and challenges. Perhaps a place to see what/how other departments are using tools
(dynamic forms, qualtrics, Teams, Onedrive, etc.)

S

1) Always define the acronyms. 2) Partner with Tennessee Today to get more people to subscribe to IT
Weekly. 3) When UTK hosts an onboarding/new employee orientation, have an OIT rep present the website,
subscribe to IT weekly and offer an overview of what OIT does (support, trainings offered, etc.)

S

The communications blend into all of the emails sent. Unless all are read, they're often missed.

S

Use words in layman's terms so everyone is clear on statements/directions given. It would be helpful if emails
could be sent when a new service or new technology is available.

S

Some of the instructions for how to use IRIS as well as how to access UTK technology when working remotely
was very challenging as a new employee. I watched the IRIS training but oftentimes my questions were not
answered. Also, I need approval in order to enter my time records as a new employee. OIT did not tell me this
initially when I had questions about reporting my time. Why did it take several email communications before
they mentioned this. In IRIS I am never sure if the system entered both weeks of work. It just states, data was S
saved. Saying it was saved did not mean that it was submitted. So I resubmitted my time records several
times and that created a major problem with my first two paychecks. The system seemed to default to my
information when I worked at a different UT university in the past. Payroll office failed to change my bank
account information as well. I know you are responsible for payroll but it was very frustrating.
Would like to learn more about this

S

I guess through Zoom, emails, etc.. It seems to happen so often and so fast. Sometimes hard to keep up

S

Don't talk computer jargon to me- it is not my language just as medical terminology is not yours, and please
don't be frustrated with me because I don't know what an interface or a motherboard is.

S

More newsletters

S

If a staff member has already communicated all the ways they have troubleshooted for the problem, please
don't ask us to repeat those same fixes.

S

I don't honestly recall seeing communications about technology services...

S

not sure. I don't have OIT vocabulary

S

Sometimes can be hard to follow

UG

I have sent my computer to get fixed before and did not get communication other than to turn in the rental
constantly when they had my computer ready for a month. They never told me.

UG

Better explain different aspects of OIT that they can help with

UG
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better instructions on websites

UG

There's technology based services that I can use (aside from like.. Canvas)??

UG

Stream-lining help sites, especially those pertaining to how to log on to the wifi for android.

UG

Having a website that has basic information on there with what everything means. This also gives students a
chance to learn about their computers

UG

The call line has some very long wait sometimes.

UG

Some of the UT instructions for each provider are actually more confusing than helpful

UG

I'm not exactly sure what this survey question is referring to, but if it is in reference to the use of OIT guides to
installing software/connecting to wi-fi/etc. then I would say keeping the guides up to date for all platforms
would be the best way to fix any issues with it.

UG

I think trying to explain issues with words that not tech people can understand would be great. But again they
still do a great job.

UG

maybe make students more aware of technology services that they have available to them

UG

maybe use less technical terms

UG

make instrctions more detailed

UG

Provides a way to solve problems online

UG

I dont get what all the EECS messages i get constantly are

UG
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ST3b - What is OIT doing well with communications regarding
technology services?
61 Responses
Lots of options! I can look for things on the website, attend events, or read newsletters.

F

OIT unfailingly reminds me to change my password every 6 months.

F

I get excellent communications from the Libraries' in-house technology folks.

F

They helpful, even when you know you are not making sense with what you are trying to tell them.

F

When there is a change that faculty/staff need to make, OIT sends a detailed emailed with step by step photos
F
that is incredibly helpful. Please continue to do this.
Love the OIT newsletter

F

good

F

IT staffers provide clear, concise answers to questions.

F

Distill messages

F

Most communications are clear, accurate, and complete.

F

Except for this survey, it's very good.

F

Full disclosure, I am comfortable with technology. So not sure if non technical people would feel the same.

F

doing great - it is me, I am old and not tech inclined. But help is super. You are stars

F

OIT always helps me really fast, and resolves my issues.

F

Trainings on Canvas are generally good, a better hub that advertises what trainings are available would
enhance these features

F

You have a great platform with having a page for each classroom's tech, you just need to fill it out with all of
the tech instructions available in that classroom and make those instructions more detailed. Adding some
troubleshooting to try before calling would be helpful too.

G

I don't use any technology services beyond UTK's website and library, so this is not necessarily applicable to
me.

G

Helps fix problems quickly and makes it easy to understand.

G

You have ON CAMPUS helpers

G

I've never had any issues.

G

Nice job

G

very good communications. very understandable

G

Generally there are always people that can get the change done. Thank You

IT

OIT is doing a great job with this.

IT

IT Weekly email is very helpful. I have tried to promote this to my users and I wish more folks knew about it.
Good content, timely information. Very pleased each time I receive the email. Keep it up!

IT

Communications are sent promptly

IT

I think communication from Oit is great we get emails often about a variety of different services offered and
IT
changes being made I think y’all do a great job
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I like the Joel Reeves emails--I've learned a lot of good stuff from them.
S
Newsletters are helpful and effective

S

To be honest, unless I go to the OIT specific page, I don't really get communications about various services,
just replies to specific inquiries.

S

the voluntary listserv are effective. Teams platforms even better.

S

The email notifications are clear and easy to read/digest. Thank you!

S

It seems that emails are provided any time there is an outage or other concern that I should know about.

S

I'm not sure I participate in this very much but that is on me.

S

The email is helpful despite some of the overload.

S

communications and instruction is always great! Everything has been very helpful so far!

S

Lots of good info and help.

S

Emails and KATE trainings sessions are helpful.

S

Conducting "Tech Time" to teach administrative assistants about upcoming software updates and packages.

S

OIT website is pretty easy to navigate.

S

The website is a lot better than past versions.

S

IT Weekly is good.

S

I really like the OIT Weekly newsletters Joel Reeves sends out along with the updates we get from Sandra
Lindsey. These are both super helpful resources, and I have been able to find several training opportunities I
otherwise wouldn't have known about/registered for by reading these newsletters.

S

This is critical. I have no issues with OIT.

S

The tutorials are quick to go through and easily followed

S

Ticketing system provides accurate ticket status.

S

OIT communications is working very well over all.

S

David Yates does an exemplary job providing us with newsletters and updates for technology.

S

Communication options are great.

S

Understand that some of us are from pre-Internet and have a hard time with lingo

S

Everything seems great!

S

I haven't had any issues with communications regarding technology services.

UG

You guys have always explained things to me and not been real judgy about it which was a nice change of
pace.

UG

Emails and Vol Updates show these well

UG

clearly communicating how to fix a technology problem

UG

There has only been a couple of times where I have had trouble with technology, and in those few times, I was
UG
given useful information that allowed me to fix my problems.
OIT uses good language when working with me about what is happening with technology

UG

Sends enough information to keep students updated

UG

Every time I have had a technology issues I have been given easy to follow instructions.

UG
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Usually email exchanges are clear and concise.

UG

They try to make it as simple as possible, because they do have an idea alot of people do not know technical
terms which I like.

UG
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ST4a - How can OIT improve access to training (self-help information)
that increases my effectiveness with technology?
121 Responses
I need videos and audio training more than written, so when that is present it is more helpful.

F

More quick training videos! Link to FAQ's on OIT website, and on other relevant websites.

F

I'm not taking advantage of all that is available. Not sure how that could be improved

F

I don't even know where self-help for tech support is.

F

The self-help that I find more useful is the you tube videos but there are not enough of them. The technology is
F
different in different buildings, that creates problems too.
Some of the tools for turning point are too basic, maybe more advanced FAQ

F

There is essentially no training that supports hyflex or hybrid teaching for classes that rely primarily on small
group work or discussion (rather than lecture)

F

Increase outreach regarding training opportunities. In my experience, if I do not go to the website, I would not
be aware of some of the training.

F

Easy to follow

F

Seriously, all the self-help is killing me too. It's just pushing down the workload onto faculty. Where's the actual
support? We need local help at a systems level, starting with killing the email forwarding and "take this
F
training" approach.
would be great to convert some of the in-person research workshops to online tutorials

F

I haven't looked too closely for self-help information; those things that I did look at, though, seemed very basic
F
to me; more advanced self-help information might be great as well.
Monthly "how to" or another way to teach small lessons would be cool. I wish I knew more of the basic tricks of
F
technology that could help my day to day work.
I am not the best at self-help. That is my bad. But the website is not the easiest to follow.

F

Some of the online support information from Canvas is not ideal. Not sufficiently easy to navigate an find
answers

F

A newsletter emailed monthly outlining workshops, tutorials, contact people, FYIs, etc.

F

Love the modules, certificates, and trainings available.

F

K@TE computer security training was poor. It is clearly an off-the-shelf corporate training aimed at
companies, with little relevance to a higher education university. Better to discuss the actual policies that UT
implements, instead of fictitious policies of a fictitious company.

F

Self-help trainings are too basic

F

I am not big on trainings; I use self-help more often. So, continue to make articles and tutorials available on
your webpages.

F

CANVAS guides are occasionally difficult to navigate b/c they require the user to use technical or specific
jargon. This is hard for a technology challenged faculty member

F

It is sometimes difficult to find quick answers to simple questions regarding Canvas

F

When teaching on the first floor of Haslam in Fall 2021, the information packets TIS received from OIT for
using Proctorio and screen share were out of date and not applicable. I could not find relevant resources, and F
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thus had to figure out the full system on my own.

See earlier question on scripts and screen shots [Instructions and screen shots have improved, but sometimes
there's a step missing that has become second nature to the developer. I have had great success, especially
F
with CANVAS assistance.]
I have no idea how to find the answer to fundamental IT questions, and I have been affiliated with the
University for 32 of the past 35 years.

F

It varies with the topic. I have occasionally landed on pages that appear to have outdated information before
finding the right one.

F

Sometimes i just need a quick / short tutorial dedicated to a specific issue (like creating a pivot table in Excel)
vs. a multi-issue training that's hours long.

F

Could provide better knowledge base for linux users.

F

I have not been aware of any trainings held by OIT.

F

Primarily I do not know where to access the information because the website is not intuitive and the university
search engine does not work the way I need ti to work.

F

I think a lot of the self-help stuff is not too helpful. prefer in person training

F

Noted earlier. Hard to find and seems to glitch often

F

Make more info. available about troubleshooting information for problems with classroom equipment and
Cynap.

F

too much bureaucracy

G

I'd love to see more tutorial videos show up when I use the search tool in the website.

G

Is good, but for using some media on Canvas, was not so easy.

G

I often find the 'retired' web pages when I search for help on OIT. Maybe try to get the correct page higher in
the search?

G

I have not seen much information regarding training opportunities. I think it would be helpful to receive emails
about that.

G

I have no clue where to access this information.

G

I'm not aware of the trainings

G

I am unaware of such training access

G

I have found some answers to questions easily but others have been more difficult to find.

G

Never had to use any trainings, so can't really say

G

It is difficult and frustrating to navigate OIT's website often when I am looking for help. The directions are not
always clear.

G

I do not use OIT for training on technology. If I need information on use tips, I will seek out other users.
Usually, tech guides are very basic and don't answer anything other than the most introductory questions, so
they aren't very useful for actual training.

G

I don't really know of any training, but I also haven't looked!

G

I didn't know yall had these

G

It's difficult to navigate the OIT website for information

G
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The only thing I would suggest is for some of the courses to reflect the levels a student would expect. Some
introductory level courses are a little more advanced. As such I was quite lost in trying to follow some of the
courses - leading to inability to complete the courses.

G

Knowledge Base articles should be date stamped. Some don't need to change very often, while others need to
change somewhat frequently. It's difficult when I point a user to a KB article that is out of date to the point of
IT
being detrimental to resolving the issue.
Better indexing on the OIT site would help. Sometimes it can be difficult to find the article I need.

IT

Seems a little scattered with in person, linkdin, and canvas. Just looking at something like python, it is unclear
for a novice to see where to start.

IT

not sure, but I hate the same phishing training every year

IT

Perhaps making the OIT newsletter opt-out (rather than opt-in) for all UTK staff, faculty, students, and student
employees. OIT newsletters have a lot of good information in them, but I did not receive them as a student, or
a student worker; this causes one to wonder how many people are missing out on vital or useful OIT
information simply because they are not aware there is a passive way to receive these updates (i.e., subscribe
to the OIT newsletter). Also, consider adding the required information security awareness training to
Canvas/ K@TE and have assigned to all faculty and staff twice a year (i.e., in January and in July) to catch
new employees and refresh memories; For Canvas, recommend adding the required information awareness
training to all student's Canvas account (like the way the COVID-19 back-to campus training was added) in
IT
order to have students be aware of the requirement to complete the training. I transferred to UTK as an
undergraduate, and until I worked at OIT, I was not aware of an information security awareness training
requirement (was not put out at orientation, was not assigned to me, did not receive an email, was not part of
the first semester's requirements, etc.) -- which leads one to believe that the requirement is not being
communicated effectively. As students are such a large portion of OIT's customer/user base, it seems wise to
spend a small amount of time assuring that students are aware of their basic responsibilities as users of OIT
resources -- especially because Canvas seems to be such an effective way to disseminate this training and
track completion/compliance.
linkinlearning I think is somewhat confusing...even accessing it I think could be made clearer.

IT

All I know of at the moment is WordPress training. Is there other training available?

S

Website is challenging to find tutorials

S

The knowledgebase is good — there are just sections that are written kinda clunky

S

All training videos and materials should be online ie k@te

S

I find my own in general and I empower my staff to do the same. That's why we need targeted help with
setting up systems.

S

I know there are training videos, but who actually has time to do this when we run non-stop all day long

S

Send via email or K@te

S

Promote services more broadly

S

This may be where improvement can be made. It might be that I am not aware of where such information
exists or more probably, it is just easy to call the help desk.

S

More frequent trainings

S
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IRIS help is great, I haven't go it yet but I am sure it will happen soon but will be trying to track down some
Tableau training.

S

The library is so vast that sometimes I have a hard time finding the answer to a question.

S

Ensuring that "How-To" videos and handouts are up-to-date (particularly IRIS, but this may not fall under OIT).
S
Ensuring the self-help information is easy to find.
I use google and you-tube if the help in the software is not working for me. Qualtrics for surveys can be tricky
so the Qualtrics help is useful.

S

More of this!

S

Some self-help links on the OIT website don't lead to anything

S

I would like to have some comprehensive guide for a new employee. I think there are a lot of services and
trainings that we do not know to look for or ask for. Maybe a first week "OIT buddy" that you can call with all
the little stuff that pops ups and then a one month check in for overall check up.

S

Access is fine - learning about what is available is the challenge.

S

Conduct "Tech Time" to teach staff about upcoming software updates and packages.

S

I feel that our websites are very difficult to navigate for anyone looking for information. There is a lot of
conflicting information on where to look for things and often multiple answers that are contradictory.

S

Most help I get is from the software itself and not from OIT. I didn't realize that I could contact OIT for self-help
assistance with technology issues.

S

Iris training for someone who has never used it before would have been helpful. The beginning class I took we
S
not always helpful.
I wish I had more time to look into this and will now.

S

More self-training options on various tech topics.

S

Opportunities could be better advertised.

S

There is a gap of information between what UT provides and our electronic health record. We do not have any
S
self-help that bridges that gap
The videos are inadequate. They don't always answer my questions or they assume I have prior knowledge.
As a new employee this has been very frustrating. I work in an office where I am the only staff person so I
didn't know who to ask, ie business manager. I also had issues when trying to complete the mandatory online
S
training ie FERPA, etc. I finished three modules but the system did not recognize that I completed them. After I
reported this, it finally did. Again, very frustrating. Also, not everyone learns via videos. I like to read
information which helps me retain it. Could the videos provide transcripts?
provide training to stay up-to-date with colleagues and learning possibilities

S

At times using K@TE is a little cumbersome. What to click on, where to go, etc., on a few courses taken
have been confusing.

S

Not aware of any opportunities

S

I am unsure where to even look for training.

S

Most of mine is just trying to keep up with the changes.

S

Access to free training is the best!!!

S
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have to dig the website more than I want to to find answers

S

The training for use of the hospital systems is minimal and learning to use them mostly happens on the job.
However, this seems to be a fault with the systems more than with the training provided. There is no training
provided for using the work cell phones.

S

We don't get much feedback or learning of how we can increase our knowledge of technolgy

S

It would be nice if OIT offered wordpress training outside of LinkedIn. I am a new employee and inherited a
very complicated (too complicated) webpage that needs a lot of work. It would be great to have someone on
OITs team that could train me or help me work through some of the problems on the site.

S

Maybe offer a computer class for dummies. I would not be insulted!

S

Better k@te options for all

S

Offer more classes.

S

Advertise more training for faculty and staff that could pertain to doing our jobs more efficiently.

S

Making it more accessible to incoming faculty, students and staff. Indicating where trainings and self-help can
be found, who to contact, etc.

S

Have more robust training guides and FAQs, make sure information is up-to-date.

S

Seems courses are on in-depth use of different programs which I don't need. Would love if OIT did a survey of
what a specific dept actually needs and then help provide training opportunities. Sometimes we just need
S
some specific information rather than a whole course.
More training videos about various topics that I can go to at a time that works with my schedule (you may
already have these).

S

I shouldnt have to self teach myself

UG

The how to files on some of the software could use some updating. I ran into a few snags with them.
Thankfully you guys fixed it pretty quick but it was a real drag.

UG

I feel that this question is imprudent, because no typical freshman has received 'training' on how to use
technology.

UG

If you offer classes to improve students understanding of programs please work on some advertising on the
vol app or through email, because I haven't heard about it.

UG

offering courses and classes designed to help

UG

I know that self-help information is there but sometimes it is hard to find the information. I just wish that UT will
UG
put out more resources or raise more awareness so students can know where to find the information.
I have never read or heard about self-help training, so doing that would be nice

UG

I have not done this nor seen availability for it

UG

make these services well known to students, ex. advertisements or banners in study halls

UG

It's not easy to find and we can always ways add more information to self-help information and update the
database.

UG

The websites especially for software downloads are a bit confusing.

UG

If can be difficult to know where exactly to navigate to for the specific information you are looking for on some
of the UT websites.

UG
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There is not a lot of helpful information from OIT online. The website often says to talk directly to OIT, so
there's not a lot of self-help information.

UG

Does this exist?

UG

I feel like a better job could be done with reaching out to students to inform them of opportunities for training. I
barely hear of any opportunities, and when I do, it's usually because I go out of my way to look for them.

UG

Make more videos would be super nice like in detail explaining would be good

UG

make training more available and well known to students

UG

There are still OIT help pages that are out of date (at least when I accessed them).

UG

I do not personally enjoy services where a person cannot be physically present to help me. This is not OIT's
fault. It is my personal preference.

UG

Some of the explanations, like about JMP software, can be a bit confusing

UG

add videos

UG
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ST4b - What is OIT doing well with access to training (self-help
information) that increases my effectiveness with technology?
60 Responses
OIT routinely has seminars/workshop to facilitate increasing knowledge yet often google search to find
resources (that are not always UTK specific)

F

Haven't needed.

F

Lots of options

F

Canvas online FAQ and instructions are excellent.

F

The videos are great. The charts that fix to the podium are horrible, nobody can read them, you need a
magnifying glass. The information left at the podium is cryptic, useless. You should provide a link where things F
can be sort out, not just a colorful chart, overcrowded and impossible to read.
They do well with offering many opportunities for basic training of some services and programs but there is not
F
much opportunity for progression of these skills.
There is so much to choose from that meets a broad variety of needs. It is great!

F

linked in subscription is good

F

Emails with steps and images when a change is needed for all staff.

F

Make the website dummy proof.

F

nice

F

Timely provision of trainings

F

lot of self-help information out there

F

Providing decent online guidance.

F

I use the Canvas help a lot. When I can't find the answer, the OIT folks are always very helpful.

F

LOVE linked in learning!!!!!!!!

F

Most of the time I can access information and training as needed

F

The OIT website has several resources that I use to help-most times I can find what I need quickly and resolve
F
my own questions.
Not applicable

F

The room-by-room instructions on how to use the Cynap/etc. system is extremely helpful.

G

Great training opportunities (I've only done the ones with instructors,) keep it up.

G

very good service

G

LinkedIn Learning is a good product

IT

Linked In Learning is helpful and has plenty of options.

IT

OIT has provided a variety of ways for training.

IT

The main OIT web page is well-done and the information about training that is put out in OIT newsletters is
appreciated.

IT

Linked In learning

IT

Any meaningful software training I've had in years has come through OIT or access to Lynda/LinkedIn via OIT. S
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Love the service counter at Hodges
S

A lot of courses are offered which is very helpful.

S

The FAQ is great

S

I need to take advantage of the opportunities more.

S

I am able to find training for pretty much any technology need I have easily online or by calling.

S

The training resources and information online is very helpful.

S

Two biggies. I appreciate the continued connection to Linked-In Learning, as well as the affordable campus
option for Adobe Creative Cloud. At first, I considered these significant perks for the position I was in. But I've
come to view them as essential parts of my toolbox.

S

Most of the time I am able to find the answers I am looking for.

S

So far so good! Everything so far!

S

I like the technology connections...Steve Chastain is by far OIT's most valuable asset!

S

The newsletters help inform when training is available and how to access it

S

Everyone has always been helpful.

S

The live training sessions are interactive and very helpful since they deal with real-world tasks (Excel, Zoom,
Teams).

S

Conducting "Tech Time" to teach administrative assistants about upcoming software updates and packages.

S

Information on the website is pretty easy to access and follow.

S

I feel that the UT- CVM website operates better than the UTMC website.

S

I love the tutorials that you all provide on your website. They are so helpful!

S

Not sure this is applicable I have local support that has helped with my needs.

S

Some nice training options.

S

There are a lot of training opportunities, and I think that is great! The workshops are super beneficial.

S

Just keep up what you are doing.

S

OIT weekly is a great resource for training schedules and workshops.

S

The starting training session is helpful

S

This is critical. I have no issues with OIT.

S

OIT access to training is working very well over all.

S

K@TE is a good system that I have personally used in the past for improving my work efficiency.

S

There are various topics on their site that I have found helpful for various topics.

S

Linked in learning courses are helpful

UG

I haven't had any form of training or self-help information that helps with technology. I only use my own prior or
UG
existing knowledge, but I haven't had any issues with technology in general.
The website has great training information

UG

I saw a poster for the first time this morning about it. I'm fairly interested in the training offered just by the
poster.

UG
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Most of the self help info is helpful

UG
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email_a - How can OIT improve the support of Office365, Gmail?
136 Responses
improve issues with Office365 with some functionality issues --- automatically archiving with a touch of a one
keyboard click, inability to type efficiently (not recognizing letters or auto-correcting), etc.

F

I have heard great things about campus's that use G-suite. I do not know if it is a better option, but those who
use it love it. I cannot say that I love Office 365. Any thoughts to moving to G-suite?

F

I use Office. It auto-generates Teams invites, which stinks. And sometimes things don't load right. But it's a
decent workhorse.

F

Email is great, but I hate 2FA. It doesn’t remember my devices as it should and is a huge headache. Totally
understand the need for it, but I wish it operated differently

F

I would like to be able to create multiple calendars and improve delegation features.

F

Spam filters remove some important e-mail.

F

I'd like more of the Gmail functionality that is available outside of the UT framework

F

Software is not as intuitive as other products - this may be a MS issue.

F

I really don't know. But it is a dreadful system

F

Support Apple Mail. Get rid of Exchange. It has cause me SO much pain. Look, computer geeks who make
these decisions don't like Apple, but almost my entire department uses Macs and iphones and live in the
Apple universe. We do this because the products are better designed, more dependable, more oriented to
designers, and most importantly, employ a different epistemology. Office and Microsoft simply do not integrate
F
well with Mac and don't care to--on corporate purpose. For years Mac users tell you this and you don't listen.
We are on our own. This is a complete institutional failure. You don't get it. If I have a Mail issue, the one place
that Help Desk falls down--every time--is that I am told that UT does not support Mail or Apple. I use Mail
because it integrates with all my Apple apps and across my half-dozen devices.
I wish that I could use my alias with Gmail (not just with Office365).

F

Emails can just become archived or completely go away for no apparent reason. Why does this happen? I am
a careful person and I know how to manage an email account but office 365 is strange like a dryer with left
F
socks at times. The gmail account is a "dummy" account? But why? So, if I have it correct, it is purely for
access to a google drive if you opt to use office 365. Is there support for these services?
Maybe more access to more in suite for productivity Purposes (project management, workflow stuff)?

F

Address glitches immediately, 24/7.

F

There are some challenges with communicating between office 365 and gsuite users

F

Let people auto-forward to gmail. That has really inhibited me.

F

Outlook for mac is almost unusable. I can't do reliable searches unless I'm in 365. Why doesn't the client
work? I don't have time to convert to gmail right now and all I get are tutorials. I also can't share my utk
calendars with colleagues elsewhere, my spouse for scheduling reasons, etc.

F

we've had some issues with attachment sizes from forms using outlook mail. Also, sometimes difficult to
understand why some groups make a group email and use Sharepoint and others use teams - more clarity
around why teams vs Sharepoint would be helpful

F

The Office 365 security that "quarantines" and then sends me one email is a pain. If I think something might
have gone to junk accidentally, I can just check the junk folder; I have to log into 365, go to the privacy or
F
security page or something and then look through the items that have been flagged. I would really like to just
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have the suspicious emails go to junkF so
I can quickly
check the
lot.

Outlook and Office 365 SUCK. Sorry to be so blunt. The 1990s called, they want Outlook back. Let them have
F
it. Gmail is fair.
I get confused with the various email options. I use office365, I think. I'm sure I'm not using it to its full capacity
F
but I know the basics. For example, the calendar feature I don't know how to use :)
I struggle with the "search" feature within Office 365 to actually find emails with specified subject lines. I have
an administrative role in the department and am very careful to use specific subject lines for communications
so that I can find communications from the past, but I've noticed in recent years that the system cannot find
emails even when I use a search word/phrase that is in the subject line. Or search by a particular person. I've
had conversations with many people who have experienced the same thing. It's quite bizarre and makes the
useful of the email system a bit diminished

F

There are multiple tools on Office365 that require a video on TIPs or efficient use for productivity and
organization.

F

Not sure what else can be done but so many phishing emails

F

The search function on the current outlook office 365 does not work, and I'm certain I am not alone in this. I
tried upgrading to the new outlook, but when I do that I lose all of my "groups". I need a search function that
works AND the ability to use groups.

F

Why do we have both Gmail and Outlook?

F

The interface for Office 365 is terrible!

F

For my research, I need to mass-create and delete email accounts. There isn't support for this. Managing
outlook group is also annoying.

F

How can retirees (with fewer than 10 yrs of service) still access UTK email to continue collaboration with
others.

F

What to do about Microsoft problems apparently is a black hole! Maybe there could be a specialist to whom
help desk people could refer problems rather than their just having to look up info online (which I usually do
before contacting the help desk).

F

As I noted above, advising us on how to deal with the parameters for quarantining email would be nice.

F

Work on the overzealous spam filter. I have missed important email for several days. Recognize that faculty
may frequently receive email from outside the UT system.

F

Get rid of the multiple log in steps that need to be done. Very frustrating and a huge waste of productive time

F

Can we all just use Gmail (esp. faculty)? I'm curious why we split with students on this.

F

It's ok. I don't like the way Google is taking over everything and feel they have a monopoly that needs to be
broken up.

F

I would like more training on how to utilize Office365 to combine both my personal gmail account and my work.
F
I don't feel like I'm using it to it's fullest potential.
I find Office365 distracting, unintuitive, and frequently annoying. Gmail is better, but by interfering with Gmail
services, OIT decreases its utility.

F

Noting, the problem is MS Office 365 and its unending security vulnerabilities and useless graphic image
updates!

F
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Please stop expecting staff to use MS Teams for conducting business or collaboration. Very clunky. The rest of
F
Office365 is useful enough.
it is not clear to me how multiple devices can be synchronized (home/office/mobiles)

F

Office 365 quarantines things randomly - e.g. every 10th email received through an email list I subscribe to.

F

I often have trouble finding older emails. This may just be my own incompetence.

F

Would like to not have email messages quarantined

F

I wish faculty could use Gmail instead. Outlook is clunky, and the search feature doesn't seem to work as well. F
Alumni could have more than one year with these services.

G

Unfortunately when I got admission I got blocked several times for logging in from another country. Also Duo
Mobile application is the worst possible app for Double step verification in comparison to Google Authenticator G
and Microsoft Authenticator
Unlimited storage

G

Office 365 email not offered, only gmail. Wish this was backwards

G

The Gmail spam blockers are so insane that UT organization emails get called spam regularly, and my emails
don't even make it to half the people at UT I send it to because it gets stuck in spam.

G

settle on one option, prefer gmail. not a fan of office 365 and wish did not need both

G

Ask Yahoo for the Spam Filtering code they used in the 90's, it is better than current Gmail or Office365 Spam
sorting. False positives and False negatives, machine learning does not work at all (marking "spam"/"not
G
spam" for over 10 times and Gmail does not learn).
The correspondence between outlook and gmail is really frustrating at times. I get an email to gmail but can't
see it on my outlook, or my signatures wont apply to each. There needs to be some level of integration
between the two. Also I am having difficulty understanding how One Drive works.

G

I wish y'all made more students aware of the office 365

G

Gmail suite is sometimes unstable to sending the mail.

G

The Microsoft overreacts on account security management and junk emails.

G

Link gmail account with office outlook

G

the use of gmail is weird - especially when you then try to move to outlook. Not something easy to navigate.

G

I have issues with actual emails going to spam, or emails from other students with file attached not even
making it to spam sometimes

G

Not sure. Provide free?

G

Thank you for having both, but I prefer Gmail and Google Drive.

G

It's a bit confusing which one you should sign up for as a new student.

G

Provide training opportunities and resources for Office365.

G

The login to student Gmail seems to be quite slow, in comparison to my personal Gmail. I would appreciate if
you could improve the service speed.

G

Learn how we can use SharePoint to organize student projects/collaboration

G
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Though most students can access their university email through both Office365 and Gmail, the Gmail option
has never worked for me

G

It's buggy - I couldn't forward it to my personal email like I could in undergrad. And the application doesn't
cooperate on all computers.

G

The only real issues we ever have are normally associated with the Outlook application itself, not OIT
supporting it. We don't use the Gmail product.

IT

I personally feel emails/items in my folders are archived to quickly now or put on the cloud perhaps. I cannot
reference what I cannot see. Gmail, I have my opinion about them in a University environment. Though I do
use it outside the University as a matter of convenience. I would not use it at UTK. I feel similarly about cloud
storage backup, but use it anyway, as it is needed. I did not find One Drive from Microsoft as good. But I am
more aware of what I put on Gmail servers now. I think all the public email services probably act similarly. I
primarily now use Duck Duck Go search engine, because I believe Google keeps a profile of everything we
search on, forever. This is a personal and professional practice.

IT

I understand why it was implemented, but I really would prefer that my email *not* be edited in transit.
Tampering with mail is just wrong.

IT

calendar integration in office is horrible. It would be great to have a better group mangement interface.

IT

Something seems to be off with the search capabilities. Searched today from a computer for Family Campaign
(I even tried it with and without a space after Campaign) and got zero returns. Removed Family and only
searched for Campaign - got several, including several with Family Campaign in the subject line. That's
IT
frustrating. It's even worse on an iPad, and worse than that on a phone. Not sure that you can fix that or if
that's on MS.
Spam Filtering (I know this is a continuing problem for everyone) but legitimate emails still get flagged as
spam and spam still gets through. using the Microsoft Quarantine area is also slow and very clunky to use to
review items and release them.

IT

Usually access/uptime is very good..something there seems to be latency/slowness in response when i'm
typing up emails..I expect it to be up, available, and fast..all the time of course.

IT

There seems to be some latency with Office365. I receive emails on my phone ahead of receiving them in
Office 365

IT

I keep getting errors for Office365 email on my phone despite having it set up correctly and my password
entered properly. I use Apple Mail because I want all of my mail accounts in one place.

IT

Not a fan of recent changes regarding SmartLinks and excessive spam filtering. Especially do not like OIT's
sending out spam to probe users (in part because it's much more tailored to fool UTK users than typical spam
actually is).

IT

This is a case where most of the issues are related to Microsoft and well beyond the dreams of our OIT people
S
to resolve.
Sometimes, I feel like my emails disappear. I know that I have received an email, but it's nowhere to be found. S
Please don't take away conventional Outlook. Office365 mail is awful.

S

I much rather use Outlook, than Office365. Nothing OIT could improve on...

S

I find it cumbersom and not very intuitive

S
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There are too many times where I can't access Outlook. Emails often don't show in incoming inbox but can be
S
found if searched. A lot of times emails aren't easily found in search.
No complaints

S

There is no help figuring out the workflows or best practices in Teams or help in getting people to understand
the benefits. Need help. *whispers* need workflows or a software that will do this without learning a whole new S
job
Not a complaint, but wondering why the university uses multiple systems? This can be confusing when
working with students and they all use gmail, but staff are required to use outlook.

S

Email seems to get clogged sometimes. None for an hour or two, and then they all come in at once. Not sure
what causes this or if it can be improved.

S

I would like to see an in-person training on using Office 365 on the web/moblie phone (so we can ask
questions). I find that the app/program that I have installed on my computer has more functionality than on my S
mobile device or on the website, but it could be my knowledge level.
I don't know how to improve the support, but the performance of Office 365 is very glitchy

S

Signing in is annoying since it always has to be done through myutk.

S

This is not OIT's issue, but I think the search function in Office365 is lacking.

S

Microsoft Outlook is horrible both on iPhone and web.

S

I have constant issues of Outlook (Not Responding) and taking a while to load something simple as an email
without attachments. Office 35 seems to be the same, it crashes alot and will not open more than two excel
workbooks at a time whether they contain alot of data or just minimal it's still limited to 2 workbooks. .

S

OIT has even managed to make my Gmail experience miserable...All in the interest of making someone else's
life easier when it comes to FOIA requests. Make the desktop integration of disparate Gmail instances like
S
what it is on Mobile, where I can have an "All inboxes" function that would at least approximate what I had
previously when all of campus mail was forwarded to a personal Gmail account.
Better planning and assistance for archiving of email. Many on campus need to keep email permanently as a
record of their work.

S

Just pick one platform and stick with it - Gmail or Office 365.

S

Let people know when there are upgrades before they do them as this past upgrade really messed with the
mail, folders, sorting and dumping important emails into junk folders. still not optimal.

S

Issues with Office365 searching feature using apple products

S

Have GMail accounts show in Outlook.

S

Every time there is an update, something changes causing delays in accessing my mail account.

S

I had an issue with my email. I spent too much time on the phone with Tech. It was never fixed. Instead my
email is now running on cache mode or something like that. I think I should have been escalated to a top level
S
supervisor a lot sooner than I actually was. Too many middle people and I spent too much time dealing with it
loosing a lot of work time due to the issue.
Increase email capacity. I occasionally have to file or delete email because I have maxed out the capacity.

S

Would be phenomenal to be able to filter out unimportant emails.

S
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I don't think it's necessarily an OIT issue. Office365 is just quirky at times, but I haven't had many issues that
impede my efficiency or productivity.

S

It quarantines things that should not be quarantined

S

Is there a handout to send staff?

S

I have had occasional issues with my quarantine emails. They are able to manually release, but I don't think
the root cause has been identified.

S

Lately, I have been receiving system generated emails saying I don't have authority to send this email. So I
changed the subject line and then it worked? For example, one was about Agenda Items so I had to change
the subject line. Plus, several weeks after I sent emails, I received an alert message in which I had to indicate
that the emails were safe to send. Why did the system delay sending the emails and not notifying me
immediately?

S

Not a fan on Office 365!

S

This may be a Microsoft problem, but maybe 3-4 times per month, I'll have to log into Office365 through the
browser to get Outlook to actually mark all items read in my inbox. Sometimes there will be a new message
showing in the inbox even though I've selected "mark all as read" multiple times. The only way I can get it to
go away is to mark all as read in Office365. Quite annoying.

S

Since our UTNetID accesses both gmail and Office 365, please make it so the calendars are integrated as
well.

S

Any complaints with Office365 are with Office365, not a function of OIT. Very annoyed right now with the
Teams meeting default in Outlook Calendar, which is confusing people when I try to schedule in person or
zoom meetings

S

I don't really understand a lot about the Office 365...maybe would be better to have some training in that to
better understand it

S

So many of our office suites are outdated

S

Do something about quarantine and how it quarantines things after they have been marked safe senders

S

Allow approved email domains to bypass the Microsoft Appliance. Allow blocking of 'partial domains' in the
Microsoft Appliance...the parts that are not 'randomly-generated' ...like the series of numbers/letters.

S

You probably hear this all the time, but I would be overjoyed if Office 365 and Gmail calendars synced.

S

Get rid of MS quaratine or allow me to permanently stop flagging messages as spam/phishing/etc. It is an
absolute waste of time and at least weekly I do not receive sensitive messages quickly enough to act on them

S

Make it faster

UG

Email from outside sources like ORNL or DOE just get lost in the shuffle and make it through maybe 1/2 of the
UG
time? It was a serious problem during my internships.
Sometimes my UT gmail does not send/receive emails from non-UT email addresses.

UG

Making sure security is good on these sites

UG

integrating with my android mobile phone is not easy

UG

Making the transition between the two services more intuitive.

UG
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So, I only have access to the gmail version, as I assume most people are. I tried setting up the actual mail
version but it would not work. I also find it annoying when I have to enter my email a thousand times just to get UG
one document then have to enter it another thousand times to get another document.
The inability to use gmail app on my phone is a major hinderence

UG

im happy with it. though, I have heard of important information from UT email addresses going to spam

UG

Actually, email people back. I've only emailed OIT once and they never emailed me back

UG

its okay but there are two per person which is annoying

UG

The only thing I could think of is maybe searching by department or position in gmail but its not hard to find
that on the internet.

UG

I have an Email for my club that would be much easier to manage if it were a Gmail, but alas it is an Office365
UG
account. I have looked into this and to my understanding it can not be switched over.
A lot of important emails I receive from external senders and sometimes university newsletters get
automatically sorted to my spam folder in gmail. Many of these external senders are related to my education
such as communicating with my study abroad program provider, internships, job applications, etc. I'm
disappointed in this service as many actual spam emails do not get sorted there making it a pain to use.
Additionally, while studying abroad, it seems many of my emails did not send to internal receivers.

UG

Sometimes, the receiving of emails is delayed - I will receive an email an hour after it was sent. I don't know
how to solve this problem but it is increasingly annoying as I cannot reply to professors in a timely manner if I
am receiving the data an hour after it is sent. Improve timeliness? Put less filters on content?

UG

I'd like to have increased control over my school account, particularly when it comes to being able to block
certain emails and subscriptions.

UG

I think not delaying emails as much could help

UG

microsoft services are harder to use

UG

The spam filtering seems to be too aggressive - several mailing list I subscribe to get filtered out.

N/A
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email_b - What is OIT doing well with the support of Office365, Gmail?
68 Responses
having these robust platforms to use

F

The University should develop their own email system for its own well-being. Depending on private companies
F
is just dreadful.
I appreciate the option to use Gmail. It has really improved my ability to manage email.

F

Being available Monday-Friday during their working hours.

F

Availability of Gmail for faculty and staff is awesome!

F

As long as it is working, it is fine

F

Everything is working very well for me.

F

Works great for me.

F

Doing great

F

good

F

All systems work well

F

Exclusive use Gmail and Google docs. Rarely have issues.

F

Some consultants are helpful.

F

Biometric log in options.

F

Scold Gmail/Office365 because someone decided to hire a nephew instead of a coder. (Spam issues)

G

It need to be perfect. And now it is.

G

I love both of these programs

G

Office 365 works well.

G

Interface is easy to read!

G

Email communication is imperative for online students like myself. OIT is doing a wonderful job maintaining
Gmail and ensuring there are no issues or spam emails being received.

G

Like that my UT address can go straight to Gmail address. VERY HELPFUL

G

They all work well.

G

very good service

G

The university gmail works pretty good. I don't have any issues with it. I do usually forward my email out, so
there's that. I like having everything in one central place.

G

I don't personally feel Gmail should be our email of choice. But UT supports it's use, so OIT is supporting that
decision and does a very good job supporting all our email needs regardless of platform.

IT

Those pre-approved phishing messages that chastise users are great! What? Sarcasm? No, we don't have
things like that here.

IT

Having the report an email option directly in Outlook is very helpful!

IT

You are doing the best you can.

S

N/A - The services work as designed. What more can I ask?

S

updates
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I know how to use the sharepoint from 2010 but haven't had much help since

S

I have not experienced any problems.

S

The size is not fabulous. I have had to delete in quite the while.

S

All good! Very helpful when needed!

S

Email is used every day. Very essential in communicating with colleagues, students, campus visitors, and
faculty.

S

well done!

S

Love it!

S

I use email almost every moment of my work day and it must be reliable and accessible. Generally speaking, it
S
is.
No suggestions - OIT is doing a great job with email! Everything! We can choose between Office 365 or
Google, my emails are more secure now.

S

Having it as an available option.

S

It works well for me currently. Provides updates to when systems will be unavailable and just OIT providing
feedback

S

It seems to work OK most of the time.

S

This is critical. I have no issues with OIT.

S

I think office 365 is great.

S

Compared to other business I've had experience with O365, UT has a very stable O365 platform.

S

Email really is working very well overall.

S

To my knowledge, no one has stormed Microsoft with torches over how infuriatingly annoying its UX is—so I
attribute that to OIT doing great in supporting a crap product.

S

Office365 access has seemed reliable and made transitioning between work stations easier with OneDrive.

S

Works great, especially when I am offsite and need access to all of my files and tools.

S

I haven't had any issues with Gmail and I don't use Office365 frequently.

UG

pretty fabulous spam blockers.

UG

It is good.

UG

I like that both options work pretty seamlessly.

UG

OIT is doing a very good job at synchronizing all the information so I don't have any complaints.

UG

My Gmail has always worked and is an amazing tool for communication with anyone on campus

UG

works perfectly for me except duo push

UG

It is very easy to use the University Gmail. I like that if I don't have someone's email I can usually type in their
name and find it easily.

UG

very helpful

UG

Works fine, 0 complaints with these.

UG
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Nothing it's amazing

UG

all works very well

UG

i like gmail :)

UG

Overall it always works and you get things doen fast

UG

good

UG

All systems work great! Very grateful to have access to this software

UG

Works for me!

UG

google services are much easier to use

UG

Never experienced an outage of the service well done.

UG
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canvas_a - How can OIT improve the support of Online@UT (Canvas)?
129 Responses
it is pretty cumbersome. I normally do work arounds when I can to avoid canvas, it has gotten better in recent
years, but still not completely stable. I do not use very much of the features, since I do not want to put the
students in an issue when "canvas is down.. again.." note: this might have been getting better, since years
past.

F

Canvas and I fight every day. I do not know if it is a me problem or a Canvas problem. I have attended 2 zoom
trainings and had to trouble shoot with the help desk once. I still struggle with not knowing what I am doing. I
F
do not know how to fix it.
Complicated constant change with Canvas.

F

Some features are still strangely absent (no ability to re-order rubrics). This makes importing and modifying
rubrics from previous instances of courses very difficult.

F

Improve quizzes: ease of copying quizzes and quiz questions, ensure images always show up, allow partial
credit for questions.

F

scheduling of assignments does not work properly

F

I find this question to be confusing. My data on this question may be meaningless. I cannot discern whether
you are asking about my experience with Canvas, or whether you are asking about my experience with
Canvas support from OIT. However, I have a few problems with Canvas in general... these have nothing to do
with OIT.

F

Needs to be simplified. It is beyond overcomplicated.

F

Change the service back to Blackboard

F

It's very busy! I wish there was a way to hide features that I don't use. I would also like a better way to
organize my gradebook.

F

Once a course ends, I have limited ability to make changes with my Canvas courses. I am also not able to
make courses publicly available anymore (which is important to me because I often share materials and plans
F
with people at other universities). This makes me feel like I don't really own my course content anymore, and I
am considering using a different platform for teaching.
Sometimes my embedded videos are inaccessible when copying a course to a different section. I am not sure
why this occurs but I would like to avoid it to save time. It would be great to have Canvas office hours or
meetings where you can write in what you would like to accomplish with a specialist and learn how to
accomplish that goal.

F

I should be able to mark students as part of an incomplete section, give other faculty access to previous
semester sites, etc. I should not have to go through OIT for these basic functions.

F

Clunky, hard to organize, wants me to think like it instead of supporting what I do as a teacher.

F

it's the system that needs tweaking.

F

Canvas is great for so many things but still clunky in areas. For example: group project emails. If I only want to
send an email to group 5, 7 and 25---group 25 doesn't show up in my list even when I scroll down. I have to
logout and log back in for the full list of groups to choose from to show up. Also, I should be able to choose
multiple groups in one list to click, not start over from the beginning of the list when I choose a group. It's also F
challenging to search for a student in the group project list. There's no search feature in the group projects
area. I can search for non-grouped students but that doesn't help me. I need to search for a student name in
all 25 groups.
F -isFaculty,
More integration with Google products
needed.G - Graduate Student, IT - IT Staff, S - Staff, UG -UndergraduateF Student

I would like OIT to design a quick tutorial for students who enroll in fully online courses and students must
complete that tutorial prior to the first day of class so we know they understand how Canvas works.

F

grading system especially in regard to attendance, as I explained in a previous section of this survey

F

The support site is a bit hard to navigate. It's too much and hard to find exactly what I'm looking for so usually
call or email to get help.

F

More descriptions of all the setting options.

F

it would be nice if I could customize the total grade calculation

F

The problem isn't with OIT, the problem is the numerous oddities and limitations of Canvas.

F

Overall, I have worked to educate myself on Canvas...I use a LOT of the functionality. One request would be a
better peer evaluation process. I have created work arounds, but it would be better to have something in
F
Canvas vs outside of Canvas.
I don't like Canvas. Their user forums aren't very responsive and at times downright snippy. They don't play
well with other vendors. My biggest complaint is their quizzing interfaces are cumbersome and inadequate.
Here's what I want from them: Ability to create quizzes offline using a file editor and upload them in Word
format. A migration tool that migrates old quizzes to new quiz format. A reliable interface with Proctorio that
allows the secure use of Excel for either problem solution or test administration. Quizzes that support either
multiple versions of stem questions or algorithmic based stem questions.

F

Have a virtual "suggestion box" for people to request changes to Canvas (that can be compiled and sent to
Canvas).

F

I have had no issues with Canvas--except the complexity of the product itself.

F

see earlier comment re use of guides. also in gradebook: when you have applied a filter which allows you to
view only your 8 students within the course of160, It would be nice to be able to select "speedgrader" and it
come up to only your 8 designees and allow you to move onto the next student without having to back out of
the current student profile

F

This system is so cumbersome. It takes way too much time to do simple tasks. Students do not get email
comminications when sent via this system. The exam function is inadequate.

F

More tips and trainings on things that can be done in canvas... seems like there's a lot of tools and capabilities
F
that I would love to learn more about!
Mastery Paths, locks, etc - this is such a great idea, but D2L does it so much better and so much more user
friendly.

F

Modifications to the gradebook (such as being able to move multiple assignments from one location to another
F
more easily) and editing test questions to be more user friendly would be helpful.
Have easy instructions for the menu options.

F

It's ok. I do wish we had the choice to show grades as points or percentages. I work with points only and the
percentages confuse the students.

F

Support for Canvas here at UT is great. The problem is, the software is badly designed, and the plethora of
outdated information online, including on their website, makes resolving problems difficult.

F

Students don't know where to find recorded Zoom lectures.

F
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Nothing--the problem is it is a lousy piece of software--not particularly intuitive, relatively inflexible, poor
instruction manual, etc.

F

outages are always a problem but I understand sometimes that is outside of OIT's control

F

Some technology is not easy to use or does not work well (e.g. closed captioning of veterinary lectures is
hilarious). I cannot figure out how to have my students upload videos on which I can comment (I want to be
able to make comments on the frame of the video where the issue occurs).

F

takes too long to find page I need for rosters, photo rosters, grading ...

F

Not flexible enough. Locks grade center so I have to contact OIT to get access to input grades for students
with Incompletes. Removes grades and papers for graduated students so if I have to write a recommendation
I can't see what their grades are or read their papers again. Students don't really seem to know how to use it
and I don't think I should have to instruct them in this.

F

Lots of connection problems and time outs since January

F

Notify instructors when Canvas changes things during the middle of the semester. Prevent Canvas from
making changes during middle of semester, if possible.

F

Some aspects of canvas are difficult to work with. Would like to hide some columns in grades but cannot.

F

With the exception of Proctorio, Canvas is fine

F

Allow access to mark announcements as "read" without going into each separately. We get most of the
information via email, so I don't need to read each message again.

G

It would be very helpful if the system put check marks by assignments that are completed. Not all due dates
seem to show up in the 'To Do' list. It's just hard to keep track of everything because assignments can be listed G
in one of several different places and there isn't a consistent practice.
sorry this one is beyond your scope, faculty are wild heathens when it comes to using canvas. the need
performance expectations

G

Not ask me to re-log in on my cellular device every day

G

The instructor and student sides of Canvas look very different, so emphasizing that for instructors would be
helpful and create less confusion in class.

G

Upload subtittle of uploaded video

G

better intergration with zoom and google apps

G

just make sure the teachers know how to use it

G

Have fewer tabs available for professors to upload things to. Different professors upload things to different
tabs, and it can be easy to miss files/assignments. Professors often don't "publish" material even though they
upload it. Make the publish button more obvious or more explanatory.

G

There are quirks to Canvas that I am sure have solutions (e.g., sometimes my students cannot see their
"overall grade" despite me allowing them to view it) but I do not know them. Then, there are some quirks that I
presume do not have solutions (e.g., I cannot turn my quiz or exam questions into a test bank; I have to create G
a test bank first, which is an immense disappointment; I cannot easily create "extra credit" but have to export
grades at the end of the semester and import what I calculate in Excel).
I like Canvas, but have found the Inbox feature to be slightly confusing.

G
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For some reason I have had so many issues with canvas this year, has not happened in previous semesters. I
think it would be helpful to have some sort of checklist to look at to see if I have gone through the right steps to G
resolve an issue on canvas.
Profs do things, store things, allow access to printed matter, etc DIFFERENTLY. Often problems accessing
easily. HATE Duo!

G

Have run into issues with Canvas "crashing" during a quiz and at other times. Would like to see increased
stability particularly on weekends.

G

It's always worked well.

G

The only thing I dislike is that we can't put a profile picture of ourselves in Canvas. For those of us in online
programs, it would be so helpful to have that option.

G

Notifications for announcements on mobile

G

better upload process steps for video

G

Canvas continues to vary wildly from professor to professor. You almost have to relearn Canvas every time
you go to a new class. Some university guidelines/standards on Canvas set up would be much appreciated.
G
Also, the DUO 7 day reset is quite possibly the most frustrating thing in the world. Okay, not really. But y'know.
Get rid of it. The more streamlined everything is, the better. Less websites for me to check. And less emails
that I need to read.

G

Some teachers really do not understand how to show or upload thing and to run their canvas pages effectively
G
while also keeping it organized.
Canvas is really cumbersome specifically on the staff/faculty behalf. OIT could provide more training to get
faculty to utilize Canvas tools more cohesively

G

I have no idea what changes they can make to the Canvas system, but I am excited to find out!

G

We need more people like Rosie Sasso.

S

seems to be difficult to upload videos and such dependent on the type of computer that's being used to upload
S
these items.
Allow more shells for academic offices that are not directly class related. Make it easier for students to sync
calendars. Make it a requirement for professors to put assignments and quizzes under the same "module"
versus every class using the options at will.

S

The quizzes function has some small limitations. For some of the multiple answer questions, I find that it does
not correctly grade causing some students frustration after they take an exam. i have to go back and make
adjustments to their points. There are some other limitations like having a word bank for fill in the blank type
questions I would like to have.

S

Still wish there was a way to keyword search instead of just viewing all pages

S

Please teach professors how to use it.

S

Only had access to Office of research Sponsored Projects training courses. I'm not sure what else is offered
on the Canvas. Maybe more communications on what Canvas is used for and how it can be a resource for _ _ S
_.
Provide training opportunities concerning updates, etc...

S
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I think canvas is confusing and have never liked it anywhere I worked.

S

It has had a lot of bugs when using it and have issues submitting items at times

S

Need a program that can keep track of who has completed the Canvas training modules. Need all staff to be
able to create Canvas quizes/onboarding modules. What we have seems very rudimentary.

S

I wish there was more/better training for using Canvas.

S

Make more user friendly

S

Get rid of it. Canvas is so inconsistent from class-to-class. Assignment submissions are often confusing.
Discussion forums aren't user-friendly and it takes unnecessary effort to see new content. Notification systems
don't seem to update across devices. Calendar subscriptions are quirky. It's clear the interface wasn't
S
designed with user experience in mind. It's just a confusing mass of links and a depressing interface (not what
I need when I'm swamped in grad school homework). In general, Canvas should be so intuitive and useful that
it is effortless. Instead, I often feel like using it is just another stressful part of my homework.
Canvas is not intuitive. Resources that provide better explanations of Canvas and what each of the features
can do would be very helpful for first time users.

S

Make sure professors are well versed in using Canvas. I think some of them refuse to use Canvas because
they cannot figure it out.

UG

increase compatibility with more internet servers

UG

I haven't had any issues with Canvas except sometimes the site won't load and says "error" but that only
occurs on my phone and never on my laptop, so it must be a signal/service issue.

UG

Educate instructors who are struggling to use Canvas

UG

Teacher training would be nice. They really seem to struggle with it sometimes. Also, tell the students how to
use any new changes. We spend hours fighting with it until we learn it and when something changes I want to
scream.

UG

Just keep standardizing as much of Canvas as possible for all of the professors. Having many different
Canvas sites with professors who think it is reasonable to get mad when you can't find something is
UG
unacceptable, which is the fault of the professors, but sadly, will not get fixed without enforces standardization.
the ability to change the interface or at least the class arrangements

UG

Sometimes, Canvas glitches or requires odd files in order to submit assignments. Overall, I would like to see
all staff members incorporate Canvas into their testing procedures, given that it is more efficient and less
wasteful than paper.

UG

not requiring sign-in every single time accessing canvas, such as a saved login

UG

Security and communication

UG

Maybe teach the professors how to use it.

UG

It mostly comes down to instructors having misunderstandings of how the website works, rather than the
support of the platform itself.

UG

Keep it straight forward and easy to navigate. I work 2 jobs, have children, and take 2 online course. I need to
be able to get to my assignments and book quick and easy. If you do make any changes please keep the site
simple.

UG
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I believe Canvas to be sort of a mess. Technology based it works fine, however, the organization and the way
it is set up is stress inducing. For instance, I use the calendar to ensure I have dates correct, I also add things
to the calendar. But sometimes, it doesn't let me add things or it goes super slow and then requires me to put
in my email a thousand times. I also find the duo push to be very annoying and inconvenient. Leaves the
questions of what if I didn't have my phone, would I just not have access to canvas the entire day?

UG

I hate the fact that Canvas asks for duo log in from my phone a lot of the time.

UG

It is hard to sometimes upload things onto canvas

UG

They once accidentally gave me admin acsess to a course and messed up the first two weeks of homework
for me, maybe check credentials before giving admin away?

UG

Make it mandatory for teacher to put assignments that are due on the calendar for easier access

UG

Reduce the number of tab options for each class. There is no need for 700 tabs at the left. That might be an
issue with the professors, but in that case, train the professors better (which I understand is easier said than
done).

UG

train new faculty to use canvas properly

UG

Be able to receive announcement notifications

UG

It would be nice if there was an option of removing an assignment submitted to Canvas if done before the due
date. That way if there have been any mistakes in what was submitted, it can be resubmitted.

UG

Having a uniform Canvas structure among classes would be super helpful. For example, the syllabus for my
classes are found in various sections of Canvas depending on the class, including "Files," "Home," "Syllabus,"
UG
or even "Modules." So, I never know which section to find the syllabus in, which means I have to search all of
the Canvas pages to find it. This applies to almost all other data in Canvas, not just the syllabus.
Train all staff to use it and require them to make it the primary location of all information and assignments

UG

Wish there was a better way for instructors to have the actual grades in canvas with their grading system.
Students go through most of the semester not knowing their actual grade in a class and having to make an
excel grade calculator to get the correct grade.

UG

If OIT could give more help to professors and TAs to understand how to format assignments and other crucial
aspects of Canvas, much of the issues with canvas would be resolved.

UG

Reminding teachers that rely on the sites to continue to update them as the semester progresses.

UG

Encouraging all teachers to put their assignments on the canvas calendar, it is very frustrating having to
bounce between a bunch of different websites to find when assignments are due when they could all be listed
on canvas, even if the assignments are on other sites.

UG

bad with exams

UG

text box entries delete

UG

Better mobile support and make setting grades and extra credit easier for professors. This all may be out of
OITs control though.

UG

Required course in designing a Canvas page for all professors. Many classes are negatively impacted with
Canvas, not because Canvas is flawed, but because many professors are severely lacking in training in how
to best use it.

UG
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Canvas is a maze, a hassle, a nuisance, and a frustrating site all around. Nothing is customizable, nothing
annoying is hideable, and not a single teacher I've ever had uses the tab structure in the same way. Some
people have their syllabus in Modules, or their modules in Files, or their syllabus in Files, or their schedule in
UG
Syllabus.... It's always a pain to try and find the information I need for a class or an assignment. Not sure what
OIT can do about this directly, but just know that Canvas is a headache. All the time, no exceptions.
It works for what it is.

UG

Many professors do not keep up with their Canvas pages and it makes classes difficult and confusing for
students. I'm not sure if OIT can do anything about this though.

UG

Teach professors how to use it in a way that is simple for all of us.

UG

i think all teachers should be required to use canvas. it makes the class a lot more organized and better
structured

UG

Canvas has too many bells and whistles that instructors can get lost in the sauce and, in turn, make it
confusing to navigate for students and thus impact their end-of-semester evaluations. There should be a onesize-fits-all template for the general use of canvas to make it streamlined for all users. While studying abroad,
we also used canvas. It seemed all the instructors who worked in different countries and continents all had the UG
same format style and added additional capabilities as needed. I also think that some instructors hide the
"people" feature making it hard to connect with classmates, and I wish this were automatically turned on
campus-wide as many instructors do not care to learn how to toggle between settings.
duo push sucks

UG

Stop sending the same alerts after you’ve sent one

UG

I generally do not like how canvas is set up. I do not think UT controls Canvas.

UG

help instructors and students understand it more

UG

canvas is very slow to load.

UG

I have a small and specific complaint. There's a bug in the Android app that I run into sometimes, but your
organizational policy has removed the "report bug" option from the app. That's all

UG

Canvas courses are not set up well most of the time.

UG

Maybe more teacher training or getting teachers used to the service. Some of them misuse "modules" and
"assignments" and do not know how to properly date assignments.

UG
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canvas_b - What is OIT doing well with the support of Online@UT
(Canvas)?
56 Responses
I haven't asked for support. It's slow to load, but a perfectly fine LMS.

F

Overall, canvas works well.

F

Consistently working, and improving.

F

I have received STELLAR support from OIT with every problem I have ever encountered in Canvas.

F

pretty stable, a must have, especially with multiple modalities for course delivery now.

F

Canvas support is fantastic. I was a reluctant adopter of Canvas, but I'm a big fan now.

F

Support does the best they can. Canvas is just a very poor LMS Its software is poor, its options are poor, it is
rigid, it is full of glitches. It is absurd. Nothing in Canvas is well designed. To perform any simple task you have F
to read a lot of literature. The end is a simple procedure, but not a logical one.
Always knowledge and helpful when I have an issue with canvas.

F

Love Canvas!

F

I generally seek Canvas advice from other university forums.

F

The Canvas support has been very helpful so far. I did have an issue that I could not resolve myself lately, and
F
OIT resolved the issue very fast and professionally.
The support is good

F

Everything! Canvas team is brilliant.

F

Virtual training sessions during the pandemic were very helpful

F

IT Staffers are always available to answer questions regarding the canvas platform

F

it's better than blackboard

F

Training

F

Terrific support - great staff

F

Help desk usually helpful in responding to questions.

F

Canvas support is terrific. They respond promptly and reliably, and they work to actually resolve issues, not
just close tickets.

F

I have used the chat help many times and I always get excellent support.

F

Canvas support is excellent! There are a number of OIT resources, but I am partial to the Zoom help room.

G

Everything

G

When a professor publishes a file it is available immediately.

G

Helps resolve the problem quickly.

G

Trying to protect our safety but IT COMES BACK TO BITE US

G

It's always worked well.

G

I rarely have major issues with Canvas, it works well and I like that I can see some of my past classes!

G

integrating new and improved technology and data processing

G

very efficient
improve video files to canvas
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G

I really love that we can use the Canvas app. I don't have to log in all the time, which means I am more
motivated to check small things more regularly. I feel more in contact with my schoolwork and my peers.

G

I appreciate announcements, such as this survey, that go through Canvas and campus happenings

G

Rosie Sasso

S

Performance is good. Aesthetics isn't amazing, but what platform really is.

S

So far so good! I am a new learner to Canvas but doing well with it so far. I have not yet had to reach out for
support on this item.

S

Providing training updates.

S

Canvas is a great way to have anywhere access to class information.

S

Keeping it alive and proving that even companies that make poor software can stay in business.

S

Other than my phone not being able to load Canvas sometimes, I do not have any other issues with Canvas
on my laptop.

UG

It usually works now that I know how to use it.

UG

Having everything in one place online is convenient; lots of ways to submit assignments as well

UG

easy to use and figure out/navigate

UG

I love that Canvas has all the answers I need for a class as well as a to-do list.

UG

I like it

UG

I like being able to communicate with my teachers off of canvas. It is quick

UG

LOVE canvas and the calendar not much I would change about it

UG

I really like canvas and the way it is used here

UG

The menus and other aspects of the site are fantastic.

UG

No issues with Canvas

UG

Very easy to find your way around and fits my needs of organization very well

UG

It is easy to navigate, and it is good when managing your workload.

UG

i like canvas

UG

Canvas is super easy to navigate and organize classes/assignment

UG

you can usually do what oyu need to do

UG

Its a good system and generally works well

UG
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andi_a - How can the UT System improve the support of ANDI?
15 Responses
Maybe a monthly workshop for all "new" people on how to X. Ex: "How to Add a Proposal" or "How to find total
Giving" Yes, we have the initial ANDI training, BUT it was a lot of information to take in at one time. I learn by F
doing so this could be helpful. Maybe just have a PDF online on the "How to" instead.
I can't pull reports from ANDI on Mondays

F

ANDI is completely mysterious and inoperable. Everytime I try to click on something it hovers away from my
cursor, it is clunky and does not work.

F

In the next 2 to 4 years OIT needs to really help UT foundation in getting the new system stood up and
working. This is a very big endeavor and we are going to need all the support and help we can get

IT

I am so glad we are getting a new database. It is like we are working with one arm behind our back currently.

S

I rarely use ANDI and it can be difficult to find the link to log in

S

The system is out-dated and is difficult to use in meaningful ways. The replacement cannot happen quickly
enough.

S

Replace the ANDI with a more modern CRM.

S

Everytime there is an update it makes it harder to merge duplicates and causes so much more work.

S

The new CRM should be a vastly up to date system

S

It is an old system so I believe the improvements will happen with a new CRM.

S

Frequently ANDI gets stuck in a flickering loop with I am using it or log into it. The ANDI system itself does not
mange the information I need it too properly and does not allow me to pull reports I need properly. This will get S
better once we move off ANDI and into Salesforce
I'm hopeful the new CRM will be much more powerful - able to do more of what we need it to do, such as keep
track of certain information, allow for batch uploads of information, allow users to pull more customized
S
reports, etc.
Make it more user-friendly.

S

Everyone knows ANDI is its own beast. Looking forward to the new CRM!

S
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andi_b - What is the UT System doing well with the support of ANDI?
6 Responses
Initial training is a good start.

F

Since we’re in the beginning of the CRM so far oh I two has been great to grant access build access
environment for the Huron contractors have no complaints whatsoever

IT

This is kind of a superfluous section since UTFI is moving to a new CRM.

S

Glad to know we are replacing ANDI with a new CRM

S

I believe we have patched and bandage ANDI as much as possible.

S

there is a great team working on the database, who is knowledgeable and answers questions. It is just a
dinosaur program and needs to be replaced (and is going to be soon :))

S
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cayuse_a - How can the UT System improve the support of Cayuse
SP/424?
30 Responses
tutorial for newest faculty to use

F

It's clunky.

F

Have Cayuse provide a summary output to paste into annual reporting or other documents.

F

hard to understand much of it--I have to have my business manager do most of it

F

Make the list of grantees per department sortable by date or name so it's easier to compile statistics on faculty
F
funding.
Just consider the name and use that as a metaphor.

F

The system, overall, is not especially user friendly. I know how to navigate it now, but things are definitely not
organized in an intuitive way.

F

There should be some simpler interfaces. For instance if my proposal does not have community benefits, I
F
should be able to click a single button to indicate that instead of having to go through a whole list of questions.
I don't know how to answer this question, and that's part of the problem with both Cayuse and this kind of
survey. It asks questions that are designed to create more additions, in the form of support for OIT, instead of
giving people a chance to ask why so much accountancy pushed down, with systems that take more time than
ever, leaving less time for the kind of research we're supposed to be doing. The Cayuse logic is for scientists, F
not humanists. I can't believe we wouldn't all be better off with human services to faculty instead of digital
systems for upload at that user end that are time consuming, confusing, etc. If you need to digitize it, stop
pushing it down to the lowest level, which is also where the actual research is being done.
Blow it up. It is a waste of my time. It is not eas to follow. The buttons move around. It is likely the worst
platform I have ever seen. The goal is to make things easier, not more difficult.

F

The interface is quite confusing, which can make it hard to know where to click to find proposal information.

F

This is a confusing system! More informational cues on what each of the sections mean, advice to explain
more clearly how to fill out the form would be helpful for new faculty.

F

get rid of it

F

I think Cayuse is beyond saving. It is an example of how bad software used to be. Being dated does not add
to its appeal.

F

It's usually okay as it is. No real issues other than an occasional upload delay

F

this is the most difficult system that I use. It's not flexible, difficult to amend, and nearly impossible to find any
documents in there...and it's IMPOSSIBLE to navigate the system if there are sub-awards affiliated with the
project/grant.

F

Typical mysterious not-user-friendly UT software. Why not get something that people can use?

F

I am having a hard time lately with the pages loading correctly. I've had troubles in Google Chrome and
Microsoft Edge. Not sure what is happening. I never had problems before, but I am now experiencing it. I had
the same problem working in the office. It is intermittent.

S

This system isnt bad because of OIT, its just bad

S

We could use more training on the functions available in the system.

S

This system is a little difficult to navigate when I want to find the sponsored programs personnel and I do not
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have any access when I have a child account.

would be nice to have the option to have multiple sessions open at one time to compare or reference one to
another when entering or searching for information

S

For some reason I have been unable to see all the proposals and awards in my units. I have worked on this
with OSP but it is still unresolved.

S

Improve the way it is presented. Training on how to manipulate Cayuse.

S

This platform could be more user friendly.

S

Cayuse manages a lot of data. I understand. Loading information takes time. Sometimes when downloading a
doc to view i receive a message to sign up for a certain adobe product. i have a up to date adobe acrobat
S
software and don't understand why i would get this popup.
This software is not versatile. When searching for awards or paperwork the back function is not usable so a
search has to be restarted every time when trying to go to the previous page.

S

I suspect most of my challenges are user-error. Training would be great (and it may exist; I'll look into it).

S

My issues are with Cayuse is that the change time between screens or actions can be slow. I don't know what
you can do about that.

S

Not very user friendly , very clunky and difficult to navigate and easily understand

S
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cayuse_b - What is the UT System doing well with the support of Cayuse
SP/424?
8 Responses
DROP IT IMMEDIATELY. I will be soo happy when I am not Department Head and I can forget Cayuse exists.
It costs the University a ton.

F

A little difficult to navigate, but plenty of support in the past

F

They are good at getting back to me.

S

Cayuse is a good information source for lots of purposes, such as performance reviews, etc. I know that's not
its purpose, but having the information there is handy.

S

the system has gotten better.

S

Easy to access.

S

Cayuse is always available and provides me what I need.

S

The system is reliable, quick, and the search features have improved significantly!!!

S
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iris_a - How can the UT System improve the support of IRIS?
160 Responses
making it easier for researchers to easily access their spending reports and PI reports -- it is not
straightforward to navigate to easily find pdfs

F

This is probably not an OIT issue, but I did not receive any training on how to use IRIS to request leave when I
F
onboarded. Perhaps making an introduction to IRIS mandatory for all new hires would be helpful.
VERY hard to work with this system

F

Could it be worse? I don't think so...

F

Interface is old and clunky--you have to open and close each line in the budget section individually, which can
often take time if there are multiple items and a slow (off campus) connection. It's difficult to find other
information--you have to know where to look. The user instructions don't match the interface.

F

Employee self-service for IRIS is clunky and difficult to understand. The interface needs to be improved. At the
F
very least, warn users about variations in browser performance.
Make it FUNCTIONAL!!!! This is by far the worst system I regularly have to deal with. It is not intuitive, and
doesn't even work most of the time.

F

IRIS as Canvas is a total nightmare. To find and fill forms for new Faculty the system does not work. It is
absurd. Not academic, not logic, not simple, you need real help from somebody at HR, or some other office to
do simple things in IRIS

F

It's so busy that I'm never sure where to click so, I end up just clicking around until I find what I need.

F

I find it outdated and clunky - not user friendly

F

Interface is soooo 90's.

F

The system for balancing ledgers, in particular, is really hard to navigate, given the multiple windows and the
size of the window requires scrolling in a way that makes it hard to evaluate ledger items.

F

The design/navigation is not clear.

F

IRIS is very clunky and non-intuitive to use. I don't know if there's much to do to make it better

F

Clunky, hard to navigate, doesn't work with several browsers, unnecessary steps

F

Screens and screens and screens with multiple clicks to find out what I'm approving.

F

I do not find the platform very intuitive. I have a hard time finding information.

F

Get something new or redesign the system. It is confusing.

F

I can never find someone to help me with this. I have worked with thisi for 17 years soo I have the hang of it,
but it is bulky and problematic.

F

I barely use Iris, but I appreciate when detailed instructions are given for how to find my W2--since this is one
of the only times I use Iris each year. Also-changing the bank I use to direct deposit by check each month
should be easier to change. A hard copy of paper shouldn't be necessary to change the bank you direct
deposit to.

F

We need access to more online guides since so many of the codes and features are not intuitive. It's timeconsuming to have to reach out to the help desk and then wait for a response. If we had strong online
help/reference material that could be used that would be ideal.

F

I can only follow the steps given to me via screenshots.

F

It's a terrible system. What can I say?F Get
rid of it.
- Faculty,
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Ledger statements come in a very hard to read format

F

Interface is confusing. Now that I've more-or-less learned paths to things I need (e.g., vacation & sick leave) I
can find them all right, but it is not intuitive. For instance, in the Leave Certification there are no checkboxes,
instead it has gray squares that just look like a grayed out column to me.

F

IRIS seems to work better over Chrome versus safari

F

IRIS is slow and less than responsive. Menuing is non-intuitive.

F

More training for infrequent users.

F

Replace it with a better product with a better interface. The parts of IRIS I use work, but are clunky and feel
outdated.

F

Drop down menus are clunky in the current UI. This makes the system occasionally unintuitive. Additional
training could be helpful, or an updated, standard UI interface.

F

Far and away the most difficult to use technology tool or platform I use at UTK; frustrating nearly every time I
use it!

F

get rid of it

F

Make it more mobile friendly

F

The layout and logic and ability to perform simple tasks is confusing and often nonfunctional. The new travel
system is 10X worse than this.

F

Use a different updated system

F

Get a new software package.

F

Get rid of it. It's slow and visually not compelling. I dread using it.

F

This system feels ancient and very unintuitive.

F

The system is not intuitive with accounting processes. There needs to be a better Help process when we get
stuck "In Progress" while reviewing accounts for approval or rejection and cannot figure out how to proceed.

F

Authentication fails on Firefox (on Linux). Trying link for mobile may get me on but PDF doesn't show (in
particular Paycheck). It works on Opera in Windows.

F

Better directions in some places

F

IRIS gives me more headaches than anything I've encountered in my entire life.

F

I sometimes have difficulty finding IRIS online without a link sent to me.

F

I find it difficult to navigate-not user friendly.

F

Speed it up. It is slow. Looking forward to the replacement.

IT

Please make the Leave Balances reflect accurately what you have left whenever it's viewed in IRIS instead of
subtracting some annual/sick leaves taken the following month. Thank you!

IT

IRIS is cumbersome and DIFFICULT to use!!

IT

IRIS has served UTK well, and cost a lot of money in support. Now we are moving on to a new platform
eventually. Maintain status queue, IMO for IRIS.

IT
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Some of the web facing services are lacking in browser support. Not sure this can be fixed but some things
only work in MS IE or MS Edge. But will not work in the top 2 browsers Chrome and Safari and do not support IT
mobile devices at all.
Timesheets and effort certification is a mess. Portal purchasing on amazon does not indicate banned items

IT

I use IRIS as a staff member for Self Service, I do not use it as part of my job to enter stuff into IRIS. But it
seems kind of clunky, especially for the emphasis that more stuff is being moved to IRIS. I think it should be
more user friendly and mobile responsive.

IT

Marketplace has a lot to be desired and fastness it’s generally slow. The time entry area is confusing for most
it’s not user-friendly and sometimes you have to input the time more than once before it will save

IT

It's not clear to me why we are doing away with the SAP system. That information has not been
communicated well at all. Why DASH?

S

It's an ancient, clunky, confusing platform. Whoever developed it didn't have a human user in mind. In my
current role, I don't use it as often but I used to rely on it almost daily, and it's easily the worst user interface
I've ever seen. There's no helping it.

S

easier navigation. I can't ever find what I am searching for.

S

Some things load very slowly. It also requires tons of steps to accomplish some tasks, like approving my direct
reports' time (not from the inbox). My direct reports have also had lots of issues with it having problems with
S
their schedules.
IRIS is not the most intuitive system and the processes are often time consuming and cumbersome

S

It's not intuitive, there seem to be very few guides to help walk through IRIS.

S

IRIS is just not easy to navigate. I know how to do a couple of basic things, but wish I could utilize IRIS more.

S

There are so many things I do not like about IRIS / ESM. It seems rather complicated to use, and it all
depends on how items / documents are set up in the system by users.

S

IRIS is in need of updating.

S

More directions on how to find training resources. I am an IRIS user who is not on the IRIS listserv (should
that not be automatic?)

S

IRIS is a pain in the side, but ya'll know that.

S

I use IRIS for HR-128 and personnel info but also for Vendor info. It would be wonderful if when doing a
vendor search in IRIS if the database could search by a type (i.e., contractor, caterer or restaurant, etc.).

S

IRIS for mac users is horrible to use. This version crashes, doesn't allow for printing, etc.

S

If someone isn't knowledgeable in IRIS, need to have someone that can be when we are asking for help.

S

It's mostly fine - the interface and UX are INCREDIBLY dated though

S

Not y'all's fault but it's a terrible interface.

S

New system.

S

This is so cumbersome to work with, especially during admin closing days, when some of those do not apply
to our institution. It's always a nightmare to input our time during closures.

S

The mobile interface of IRIS is unusable. Use of the vendor portal in Safari is needed instead of having to
keep multiple browsers open

S
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Make the navigation more intuitive.

S

IRIS is terrible. It is very difficult to understand and navigate. It is hard to find needed information or find online
S
help. There is no training. It frequently just drops out and I have to log back in.
Support has been rare during COVID. "Working from home" does not exist

S

Replace it with something intuitive and user friendly.

S

IRIS is pretty complex to use intermittently as i do.

S

The interface seems a bit outdated and sometimes it's difficult to review ledger attachments

S

make it more user friendly

S

Switching to new ERP. Too much manual work to extract data from system and names of transactions are not
intuitive.

S

IRIS looks like online software from 1995. Is there anyway to update it? It is not user friendly.

S

easier way to locate maybe...but not really anything in particular.

S

Quickly integrate the new ERP system. IRIS is so old it's not worth trying to fix.

S

More user friendly

S

Have trainings on IRIS more frequently. Provide updated "self-help" materials that match the most recent,
recommended, version of IRIS

S

There are things in IRIS that people cannot explain - how can this be

S

better training

S

Reporting hours worked in IRIS is often glitchy, and I have to completely log out, close the browser, and log
back in. Also, IRIS does not work on my MacBook unless I use Safari.

S

Simplify. Too many options on one page pay roll should be a separate page. Or better yet. Once you sign in,
you should be automatically clocked in.

S

Allow different departments to process invoices with the same purchase order number

S

IRIS leaves a lot to be desired. I think those that use it all day every day are pretty good at it. Those of us who
S
rely on it occasionally- struggle with it.
Iris is way too cumbersome. Hard to use.

S

I don't find it very intuitive.

S

The new interface "ZXFERCHGLOA" does not work well. The old personnel change request was far more
intuitive. The ZFM_BCS001C very often does not work.

S

the sign on steps is a bit time consuming...have to log in and out quite often all day long

S

Reach out to train new employees, or just a contact to ask specific IRIS questions once the K@TE training
has been viewed.

S

adding attachments or making notes to transactions could be easier. More frequent updates, option to see
accounts including changes in progress. Searching for documents or entries in workflow history could be
easier.

S

Honestly, IRIS feels really outdated and could use an overhaul to be more user friendly.

S
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IRIS is going out.. bring on DASH

S

Just a difficult and clunky program.

S

Iris is clunky and difficult to navigate.

S

Replace it?

S

I hate IRIS, I know a change is coming. And the low score is not OIT's issue but IRIS's. This system is so
cumbersome and non-user friendly. I really have no ideas how to improve it.

S

Please find a way to by-pass the need for multiple log-ons. I supervise five people. I receive a message every
day from each of them for their hours worked. I also receive requests for time off. I can log-on to one person's
request and approve ALL/EVERYONES time and days off from this ONE entry. But, I still have to go back and
S
open ALL the other entries for some reason. All I find when these are opened is a statement about nothing
there to approve. If you can approve five people's time/request for days off from one entry, make so the other
entries are completed.
Make it work on multiple platforms and be secure.

S

HR reps do not always know how to solve IRIS problems, leading to frustation. not enough training for staff,
and not enough help in HR to answer IRIS questions. too many unknowns.

S

It needs to work on a mobile device. Inputting working time and leave requests are too complicated.

S

IRIS is slow and cumbersome to use. It is not intuitive and there are things you must do that simply do not
make sense.

S

IRIS has too many tabs and needs a reliable search feature.

S

IRIS is archaic and hard to use as an approver of time.

S

Get rid of it.

S

Communicate changes

S

Complete overhaul!

S

Make it simpler to use

S

Make it work correctly.

S

IRIS doesn't always work well.

S

Would like to be able to use Iris (and other programs) on any browser.

S

IRIS seems dated and not very intuitive for anyone learning it.

S

The system isn't very intuitive.

S

IRIS is clunky. It is not intuitive.

S

It doesn't always work on firefox.

S

The system is clunky and inefficient and is not at all intuitive. Data is in the system, but difficult to get to. The
"self-help" section is not terrible, but is also not intuitive. Making it more intuitive and easy to access needed
information would be great.

S

It would be nice if new employees were put in active faster. I know this is dependent of the NetID and switch
being flipped behind the scenes.

S
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IRIS is a hot mess, honestly. Just recently, an "IRIS issue" resulted in me not getting paid the amount I was
supposed to for the internet allowance I receive while working remote. It cut the amount in half, in fact. If I
hadn't happened to check my pay stub, I never would've known about it because no one else caught it. While
that's just a small issue, it concerns me that other issues similar to this may be taking place without people
knowing about it or catching it.

S

IRIS will be gone in a couple of years but I liked IRIS

S

There are a lot of outdated transactions that can be updated to be more streamlined. There are still several
transactions that have cell and information blocks that are useless. There have also been more glitches in
IRIS recently where I am kicked out or timed out of transactions in minutes or immediately.

S

Something has changed in terms of certifying leave. We now get emails asking us to do so but never have had
to in the past. Is this actually needed - our admin does it for us? If so, the change should be explained and we S
should have been actually notified.
See my prior responses. IRIS is very challenging.

S

I wish more transactions had options to export to Excel, but truly - it works great for what I need most the time. S
Make it easier to update our personnel & personal information. The language of some of the tags are
confusing. The requirement to submit paperwork in person is archaic and difficult for those with
access/mobility issues.

S

make it more user friendly

S

The IRIS help features are still confusing and hard to search. Several tutorials are out of date, so do not help
new employees.

S

Not the most user-friendly interface.

S

The overall software seems a little outdated. It is not easy to navigate either.

S

it's hard to find the new IRIS supprot link

S

I think the IRIS system itself is outdated. It is easy to use, but it needs updated. It doesn't integrate as well as it
S
could with other systems.
I do think IRIS is hard to figure out. I often have to reteach myself where the sections are that I need to
request time off or remove requests. I do think it could be more user friendly.

S

Automatic time reporting so not having to submit every week. Sometimes IRIS doesn't let me click on the box
I'm trying to edit so have to close window and reopen.

S

I don't know what you can do but it crashes multiple times a day while I'm actively working. I've had it
uninstalled and reinstalled & still happens.

S

IRIS just isn't intuitive. It's fine, but I only do what I have to in it

S

IRIS is a hellhole held together by directions written in ancient gaelic or elvish or something

S

The holiday changes this past holiday and the way we were supposed to record our time were confusing.

S

it seems every time I sign-on IRIS the appears is different. Make it consistent. Make it user friendly to generate
S
reports.
The time between changes and screen changes is very slow. I don't know what you can do about that. I liked it
S
better when I had the desktop app instead of the web version.
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It took three calls to find out that I needed to use IE/Edge instead of Chrome to display a pdf. That should
have been suggested in the first call, in my opinion

S

This will not matter in the coming years with the new ERP, but it seems like each form has a different
appearance in IRIS. It would be nice if there was a standard view for all the forms, versus each form
S
appearing like it was created by a different person. Example - print and export buttons are in different spots for
all forms.
Hard to maneuver

S

I think switching to Oracle will resolve almost all of the problems with IRIS. The issues are about the system
itself - definitely not with the people working on the IRIS team.

S

I wish there was more/better training of IRIS.

S

If someone tried to make IRIS less user friendly or more frustrating, I don't think they could do it. It is honestly
the most user UNfriendly system I have ever used. Nothing is intuitive, the redundancy is beyond frustrating
and I believe I need blood pressure medications solely because I have to use IRIS. IRIS is the new Karen.

S

Provide more role options such as read only to more associates. Spend more money on more options in the
software.

S

Links to paperwork and forms

S

It is clunky and not intuitive.

S

Better support for the Safari browser.

S

More specific trainings. More online tip videos. Offer one video for each scenario.

S

Iris is extremely dense and can be confusing. I think my biggest challenge is remembering all the special
codes to make certain actions work, and I feel like I am learning it for the first time every time I do something
S
(and I use technology in every aspect of my work daily). I don't think it is a support issue. I honestly don't think
the software is very user-friendly, especially for the number of folks that have to use it.
replace it, as is happening

S

Remind the creators of IRIS that this is 2022 and not 1994.

S

IRIS can be clunky. I sometimes get error messages that what I'm trying to approve doesn't exist and have to
click again to get it to show up.

S

Hard to know where to find things sometimes.

S

Online trainings that are recorded so that I can view different aspects of Iris. Some recorded trainings are
available in K@TE , but others require being available at certain times, even when offered via Zoom.

S
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iris_b - What is the UT System doing well with the support of IRIS?
60 Responses
Getting rid of it, to be frank. It's an archaic system and I celebrate its demise.

F

I got HR specialist to help me with IRIS, not OIT support, I am not sure why OIT seems not to deal with IRIS. It
F
looks as if they are totally separated entities.
I appreciate the various self-service features that are available through IRIS.

F

Very little. Finding someone to talk with is a chore.

F

It's nice to report everything online (vacation & sick leave).

F

Replace it with something that seems more intuitive for the user.

F

No problems

F

Responsive help.

IT

They do what needs to be done.

IT

Office hours and support have been excellent.

IT

I only use IRIS self-service to check my pay statement and my leave balance

IT

Dyras HelpDesk is very responsive but generally we don’t get the correct answer to a problem

IT

Moving to an updated system with the new ERP is the best way to handle IRIS.

IT

I appreciate having more information available via MyIRIS.

S

You're already doing it and getting rid of IRIS! Yay!

S

If I ever have IRIS issues, the support team have always been very helpful.

S

It's pretty easy to understand and is user friendly.

S

Implementing newer software

S

I hate this program. It is not user friendly. Made for Accountants and Not real people. I am a computer savy
guy, but hate IRIS more than any program I have ever used. Horrible interface.

S

It seems to work as designed. I'm interested in seeing the new software coming in though.

S

Iris help desk

S

Adding more self-service features.

S

When I have asked questions of IRIS help, the responses have been very timely. Unfortunately, my issues are
S
more with the limitations of the system than with the support.
I use the information in IRIS and have received training but only use it for the self-serve aspect now which I
can log into with my net ID. The financial information I use the bookkeeping staff.

S

I am learning and will reach out if I have any questions.

S

Online info is much better with new help site.

S

More and more is on IRIS - great that it is accessible at any time.

S

the system has improved

S

They are looking to replace it. Hopefully some of the quirks of IRIS will be eliminated.

S

The IRIS Help Desk Hours have been very helpful.

S
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The IRIS helpdesk courses are great.

S

Making it available for staff self-service.

S

IRIS support has been OK. Sometimes I get an answer to my question, other times I have to continue to ask
until I find someone who can help, or sort it out on my own.

S

IRIS folks try but they are working with outdated technology.

S

There is practically nothing about IRIS that works efficiently or intuitively. It is completely overly complected
and does not use technology efficiently.

S

IRIS is much improved from several years ago when I first started at UT, but it is still not terribly intuitive.

S

Providing quarterly trainings and chat sessions

S

Otherwise functions well for its purpose.

S

I'm really looking forward to the new ERP.

S

Could use a facelift but functionally works well.

S

Usually there is two ways to look at something.

S

The support team is awesome!

S

trainings

S

Online tutorials

S

UT System is available to help and answer questions.

S

I haven't had any access issues with IRIS.

S

I actually have come to love IRIS, but that has taken years. I find it to be reliable and full have incredibly
helpful data once you know how to extract it!!! Most of the transactions are quick!

S

When there is an IRIS issue, they respond with how to handle the issue in a timely manner.

S

IRIS is nicely laid out.

S

Mobile app

S

Routine maintenance is usually scheduled at a time when I would not normally be using IRIS.

S

It seems to work fine for what I do with it.

S

The IRIS helpdesk is very responsive and helps a great deal.

S

I don't know what support is given to IRIS, but the best support that could be given to this system would be to
push it off a cliff.

S

Mostly it works well.

S

Offers a help desk

S

The help information is actually helpful! Bravo!

S

Just having IRIS is helpful

S

The trainings that have been offered are helpful.

S
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iMedRIS_a - How can the UT System improve the support of iMedRIS?
44 Responses
Literally could not be more confusing. I know this is sort of the same everywhere, but it shouldn't take weeks to
F
get a protocol written.
Make it easier to understand. And minimize the training.

F

All I need to do is review and approve proposals, and I find that challenging--the program is not intuitive.
Students struggle to use it, and if they make a mistake, the applications get bounced back.

F

This system is not user friendly at all. Nothing about the system is intuitive, and I often need to refer to the
application when filing out forms (but I can't have both windows open at the same time).

F

iMedRIS is very cumbersome to use and difficult to navigate.

F

I don't know but the IRB interface is the worst I have ever seen for any kind of university online engagement.

F

Unsure, the actual score provided is based on just beginning with the service thus it could me normal learning
curve.

F

Horrible to navigate, confusing layout

F

we need an updated system that is not so clunky to walk through. I recently had an application pull up
unexpected questions related to health information that were somehow incorrectly triggered and should not
have appeared in my application - and were not there when I started again and selected everything the same.
This system really needs an update

F

The support might be fine, but the system is convoluted. to be fair, I haven't used it often, but the times I have
tried my patience.

F

Get rid of it also

F

The system feels archaic and is a challenging to use.

F

OIT does all it can the system is way to cumbersome. It feels like the FAFSA - what can be ascertained in 5
questions, takes 50.

F

Also a terrible system. Get rid of it. It's SO clunky, and makes no sense.

F

This interface is confusing and I find it impossible to use without following in detail the step by step
instructions. A more intuitive interface would make this software less cumbersome.

F

IACUC uses iMedRIS with UTHealth and it is very difficult to use. Also difficult to navigate two different
iMedIRS

F

Constantly changing the sections and requirements. Inconsistent comments from the reviewers. Not the most
user friendly interface and navigation. Inability to edit the documents online is a huge problem in my opinion. If F
we can add the online editing like MS Team or Google Docs, it would be life saver.
This system is the WORST. It is not intuitive or streamlined. I HATE DOING RESEARCH BECAUSE I KNOW
I'LL HAVE TO USE THIS.

F

iMedRIS SUCKS. By "SUCKS" I mean it sucks. It is the worst piece of software I have ever used. I don't know
why we continue to use it. It makes submission of IRB protocols unnecessarily complicated and time
F
consuming. I don't know anyone who likes it. Did I mention that it sucks...
iMedRis still has plenty of bugs. Also annoying I can't have it open in two windows at a time.

F

Replace it with a better product with a better interface. It is confusing and clunky to use.

F

iMedRIS is a terrible interface. It is confusing and difficult.
F
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iMedRIS is not intuitive at all. I use it for approving IACUC protocols and it is very challenging. Luckily IACUC
staff made a cheat sheet for reviewers that has helped alot.

F

Using iMedris is the worst part of my job, the system is confusing, I have lost entire sections of work that were
not saved, and it feels impossible to revise or reply to provisos because every time I loose at least an hour just
F
trying to navigate through the site. UTK desperately needs a new software interface. The recent improvements
to iMedRIS were inadequate to address the clunky and confusing interface.
I think we need a more modern platform for IRB applications; nearly as hard to use as IRIS.

F

support is great--the software is very difficult for both students and faculty

F

The process is not logical. I often have to call a specialist to walk me through.

F

Scrap it and get another system that wasn't build in the mid-90s.

F

It is a very confusing system. The fact that I have to pull up training documents every single time I log on is not
F
a good sign.... I'm not really sure what to suggest for improvement.
There has to be a better way, I have a hard time believing that scientists find this system helpful and quick. Are
there any other options? I don't know how or what to suggest, but it seems ripe for a new player/product to
F
come alleviate all this. I liken it to Blackboard (it was just archaic, poorly organized, and inefficient), and how
amazing it was to just jump ship to Canvas. Can we find the "Canvas" for IRB submissions?
iMedRIS has been problematic this semester, especially, but I think that is because of some updates that
caused my protocols to be lost in the system.

F

Drop iMedRis - of all the bad platforms ,this may be the worst

F

Just get rid of it altogether. It was developed for a medical school and most of the processes and IRB
questions do not apply to what we do here. The time it takes to get IRB approval has gotten progressively
worse since it was implemented by some folks who are probably no longer here. Find a system that is
appropriate for a non-medical school

F

This system in incredibly complicated, not user friendly and unnecessarily confusing. Surely there is a better
system out there! Way too many emails from this department.

F

If this is the system that allows IACUC submissions and IRB submissions, it sucks. So clunky, so user
unfriendly. If it is not that system, ignore my comments.

F

It is not the system but more so the group that review for IRB; make the process overly complicated and take
a very long time to process reviews.

F

Recently, I keep finding bugs or inconsistencies and have to contact the IRB since I can't a submission button
or document that is supposedly present. It seems to be worse than before.

F

IMedRIS is still a clunky system when updates and amendments are needed. There's got to be a better way to
S
submit those!
Improve written instructions

S

I usually have to call and ask someone in the IRB office how to deal with this system. it is the least userfriendly system, I have ever come across

S

This needs to be done at the level of the group using iMedRIS (i.e. IRB, IBC, etc.) They need to get adequate
instructions out to the users to navigate this system.

S
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It's not a very intuitive system; clunky. There's too many ways to get to one place so a lot of time spent
navigating around trying to find where you need to be or what you need to find.

S

I hate it

S

iMedRIS is just not intuitive at all. I spend so much time clicking around trying to find what I need. When I get
feedback from within my college, if I don't copy/paste it, it disappears, never to be found again, even by the
iMedris folks.

S
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iMedRIS_b - What is the UT System doing well with the support of
iMedRIS?
14 Responses
Getting rid of it.

F

Sucks, Cayuse. What is the difference between the two? They are both difficult to navigate. I spend so much
wasted time on these.

F

Supports it as well as it can.

F

Review cycle has reduced.

F

I mean, there are help guides and you can ask for help but it should not take highly educated people hours to
try to figure something out. I don't know if there are any other systems you can purchase, but iMedRIS is
horrible.

F

The support is great

F

I appreciate that there are now open hours with the staff to support researchers struggling with iMedRIS.

F

support is great

F

The IRB publishes lots of help, but the system shouldn't be that hard in the first place.

F

THANK YOU to the IRB team for having drop-in office hours. HUGELY helpful.

F

The people who take the IACUC and IRB submissions are very helpful and tolerant.

F

thanks for announcing the service interrruptions of IMedRIS. They are frequent enough that without
notification, my work would be affected.

S

the staff know how to navigate it and are friendly and helpful when you inevitably have to call them for help

S

UT Memphis provides good support for iMedRIS, as long as people take advantage of the assistance.

S
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info_a - How can OIT improve the support of Student Information
Systems and Online Class Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK,
Gradesfirst)?
167 Responses
More clarity on which functions exist at which link

F

Yesterday I waited 10 minutes for the DARS page to load. Other pages are slow to load (minutes) at times.
Today I needed the timetable and gave up after waiting 5 minutes for the page to load. Not acceptable during
busy advising season!

F

Banner is just not user friendly - I often don't enter things correctly because it doesn't show you that you've
entered something or not, or the page refreshes but there's no indication the button you clicked did anything
and you have to scroll down to realize the class section you picked is actually showing. It also has multiple
F
boxes of info showing that crowd the screen making it difficult to enter things where they need to go. So I don't
know, make it give the user more feedback that you actually just accomplished something with the click of
your mouse.
Hard to navigate MyUTK - I often can't find what I need without hunting around for too long.

F

I'm frustrated that student demographic information is so hard to find now. I need to do searches for address
and phone numbers to enter student work for competition. Only by accident did I find that information through
F
the grade imput system, of all places. We also need addresses for certain scholarship criteria. On MyUTK, the
second screen for faculty course information is confusing. The headings don't share much meaning.
It seems that MyUTK, Banner is so rigid that OIT can't do anything to help. The system seems to act by itself,
talking too long to update information When hiring Faculty for one year, the systems take way too long to
update. That creates a lot of problems. It is really bad. To slow to update. Way to slow. The effect on the
teaching is devastating.

F

There is this whole concept called user interface design....

F

Banner interface is pretty archaic.

F

Just totally not easy to use as its set up. My colleagues and I discuss all the time about how dated the
database infrastructure is.

F

MyUTK/Banner can be hard to navigate, including for grade entry, etc.

F

Design (where you have to click to receive information), hovering over names to get netIDs of students is not
ideal.

F

All departments should be aligned so things like grade changes can be accomplished electronically- in other
words, one department should not be allowed to opt out of electronic grade changes while almost everyone
else is participating in it. There should be no reason that some departments still use a paper grade change
form.

F

Banner and DARS are ridiculous. We can't get classrooms for our classes because of registrar control. We
can't make simple changes without 4-5 screens. The amount of wasted time in my unit makes me physically
angry. I would go back to scheduling with paper and pencil if I could. It is severely crippling our ability to offer
basic courses, especially general education courses.

F

DARS is SLOW! Also, there should be a way to go directly from MyUTK looking at a student's records to
DARS without having to re-enter their information. In other words, get more cross-platform communication.

F

The new search system for classes is bad. Please go back to the old search system (which I have
bookmarked so I can use it since it hasn't officially disappeared, but I only learned that through someone who F
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also uses it regularly and sent me the link).
When I call for help, no one knows the answers. I have worked with Banner for 17 years and it is clunky. This

F

is what you get when you go with the lowest bidder.

DARS seems very outdated.

F

We are having so many problems with Banner and DARS from a faculty advisor standpoint. When I go to run
a DARS report for a student, I typically have to wait at least 5 (sometimes 10 min) for the page to load. I've
reached out to the Registrar's office no fewer than 5 times about this issue and it has not be resolved. It has
gotten to the point where I have to ask the student to print their DARS report out prior to coming to my office.
But this does not help if we want to look at various degree options on the fly. In addition, the new clearing flags F
(holds) interface does not work will within Banner. I have to input the same information multiple times (e.g.,
their name or student ID) before I am able to access a student's records. I will enter the information it will then
proceed to a new page where I again have to enter the same information. The system efficiency really needs
to be addressed.
I use MyUTK. The attendance reporting is confusing and requires too many steps.

F

Not sure this is an OIT issue but there needs to be more clarity to the systems. For example, as a teacher I
should be able to access my current courses from one menu and not have to select them from a list of all the
courses I have taught. Also, when providing feedback - attendance, feedback, finals grades, etc. there should
be a "thank you, you have submitted successfully" message and an auto generated email confirming the
submission, every time.

F

My only complain is that for some unexplainable reasons this year we had NC students who are able to
register to a class they would not be allowed to register because they failed the pre-requisite class

F

DARS sometimes takes a very long time to load. It is sometimes confusing to figure out where to click to get to
key links like clear advising requirement. "View my advisee" listing on Banner often shows way more students F
than I am actually assigned.
Clunky interface on Gradesfirst

F

This system seems like something I used in 1996. Are there not systems with better interfaces out there? I
cannot imagine what students think about Banner, etc.

F

DARS takes 5-10 minutes to load on all my computers. I have not asked for help with this; I just assumed it
was an issue

F

Looking through catalogs still stinks, especially on mobile.

F

Too many systems that are not intuitive, not user friendly and do not talk to each other seamlessly

F

The online timetable is not always user friendly (which probably is partly because departments do not supply
important info). And some of the forms on the Registrar's website (e.g., change of registration/add form) have
glitches in them that, when I have reported them, I am told it is because OIT hasn't fixed them. (With one form,
I finally made some revisions and sent the revised PDF but it hasn't been changed online.) These forms
F
should be fillable forms that can be completed online and submitted electronically. If a signature from someone
else--such as an instructor or administrator--is required, it should be able to be transmitted electronically for
approval.
OIT support is fine. This is a clunky product--nontransparent (user unfriendly).

F

Stop changing the menus.

F

This system is difficult to navigate and there is confusion regarding whether or not grades have been
accepted. The "roll" comment is totally inadequate and confusing. These are also tasks that staff can perform
rather than faculty.

F
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For recording attendance - it would be great if we could hide all courses except the current semester. And hide
courses with no enrollment. I have to re-sort by CRN every time I take roll on a new course, and click through
F
many course sections with no enrollment (e.g. thesis and dissertation hours) before I find the ones that do
have a student enrolled.
Sometimes it's not clear how to enter or change grades.

F

Make it easier to find how to enter grade changes.

F

Make MyUTK customizable.

F

Mildly clunky to use but not a barrier.

F

Some of these systems are more user-friendly than others. Banner is crazy confusing- self-service isn't too
bad but if you get into the full Banner system, it takes a nuclear scientist to figure out what is needed to get to
what you need. Since I only need to access this once a year or so, I don't use it often enough to learn all the
tricks and the secret language. It is terrible and I end up calling someone for help every time. MyUTK is
excellent, Gradesfirst is ok but a little clunky and less user friendly than it could be. I have no opinion on
DARS.

F

MyUTK/Banner need major improvements in displaying content.

F

Quit sending mass emails that don't pertain to certain groups. For instance, we in VetMed get an email saying
we need to check attendance, and then we are not allowed to check attendance because our courses are
considered to start "later" for some unknown reason. So now we are getting emails that don't apply to us and
have no idea what's going on.

F

The Grades are so tiny; it is terribly hard to figure out all the different sections when you teach a multi-section
class. This is klunky and awkward software.

F

I don't think this is an OIT thing, but it's so hard to get access to information about academic records to help
students because they aren't officially in there as my advisees.

F

The organization and nesting of links within the dropdowns is not always intuitive, sidebars are generally
helpful, as an NTT most of the links are not relevant so perhaps a way to streamline them for personal info vs. F
student services vs. administrative vs. advising would be helpful
Entering grades seems cumbersome. It's hard to see the whole page, even on a desktop computer. I always
worry that I entered a grade wrong.

F

Not sure how to pinpoint the issue, but for advising I end up going in circles between links until I find the right
information. I'd like to quickly go to one place where all of my advisees and their services exist.

F

Way too difficult to navigate for class registration.

G

My UTK is good. Banner is terrible, with a clunky interface that requires every line of entry load before a new
one is selected. Example: registration takes way too long.

G

The class registration process is opaque and difficult to navigate, particularly in regards to editing credit hours
(e.g., for thesis hours registration) and editing a schedule once in place. These processes could be
streamlined and made more intuitive.

G

When there is a hold on an account, It does not provide sufficient information about the hold reason and
solution for that

G

I miss the system you all used from 2011-2015, I felt like it was easier (but uglier) to navigate as a student.
There are just too many useless buttons now

G
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MyUTK is confusing and lacking a lot of information.

G

Make banner more accessible and easily navigated

G

maybe some improvement can be done on classes list for different semesters. Also, usually i donot get
information about syllabus many times while searching in the online class registration.

G

There are so many functionalities that I barely know what they all are and what I need to use versus what is
optional.

G

I find having to go to multiple locations to find out the class schedule and the description of the class to be
slightly annoying. If it was all in one place and easier to use it would be great.

G

Confusing layout and too Many pages to get to one thing

G

Grad courses that you can pick how many credits you want for a specific course: It is VERY hard to find the
option to change the number of credits. Usually you have to ask someone else before you do it for the first
time on your own. You literally pick whatever is offered you, even if it is wrong, than good luck finding the place G
where you can change XXX600 3 credits to XXX600 6 credits (or whatever). Making it more user friendly
should not be too hard.
I spent a semester to figure out why myutk wouldn't let me in until I understood it was asking me to enter
emergency contact. The interface wasn't that clear.

G

It can be very difficult to find the correct information on MyUTK. I end up clicking through random links before I
G
get to what I want (mostly for financial information)
The menu in the systems is somewhat overlapped but they cannot be consistently updated with a single edit.
The integrated information management system is needed.

G

A video showing where things are would be great

G

Banner is clunky and slow, but I am unsure if that is fixable. MyUtk is awkwardly laid out and difficult to
navigate, so it could be redesigned for a better UX.

G

I feel that I cannot find a lot of things that I need (payroll or unofficial transcripts, etc)

G

Difficult to locate Banner information when using mobile device, as compared to on a laptop. Information does
not show up similarly on both devices and often requires exploring multiple links to access desired destination G
on banner.
I would like to receive some type of notification that my registration date is coming up. As an undergrad we
received that from advisors, but I would love even a text notification to remind me as a busy grad student.

G

make it more user friendly and intuitive

G

They are often hard to navigate.

G

The scheduling process for new students is not intuitive, particularly the way you register for a class and then
edit the desired number of credit hours for situations like applied lessons. I wish there had been a tutorial for
incoming graduate students (or if there is one, that it had been more publicized).

G

Necessary links need to be clearer in what they lead to and more accessible. Trying to find and sign up for
classes requires navigating a digital labyrinth each semester

G

Confusing navigation between what looks like different systems

G
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I always have trouble locating what I need on MyUTK and don't even know what Gradesfirst is. I am a virtual
student, but I think it would be beneficial to cover these student information systems during orientation in
greater detail.

G

I find MyUTK hard to navigate. This is my third degree pursuit at UT. MyUTK seemed a lot easier to navigate
when I was an undergraduate (2006-2010) and a master's student (2013-2015) than it has been during my
doctoral pursuit (2019-current). I find myself always having to hunt for something I'm seeking, like transcript
requests or academic histories. Banner, however, doesn't seem to have changed significantly since I was an
undergraduate and continues to be difficult to navigate. I think the issue (for me, at least) is that searching for
courses isn't intuitive, and managing all the different panes is confusing.

G

When registering for thesis credits, it's not straightfoward on how to change the credit hour amount until after
registering. I had to ask for help on how to change from 1 to 3 so if there's someway to let people know
beforehand to reduce number of questions to staff.

G

Better search features for class registration

G

These are all incredibly overwhelming and confusing. The UI is so different from place to place, and things are
G
hard to find (especially given that things seem scattered across sites at random).
The finance of MyUTK often doesn't load properly and can take a while to load.

G

These systems often are down, DARS is always very slow to load

G

It's clunky

G

It doesn't seem as user friendly as I would like. I knew how to use these systems because I have been at UTK
throughout my undergrad and grad. Someone who is going back to school after several years who is online
G
would probably be very confused about these systems.
The search drop down for the class to be registered is not user friendly. It usually takes me a few tries before I
IT
can locate the class for registration.
add a list of reports or uses of Banner 9. I don't know what all is available. I have learned more screens by
asking questions.

S

There are a lot of errors with Banner, especially when going from one transaction to another for the same
student, Banner will often just sit there and not load or save.

S

DARS is sometimes slow to pull up a student's record.

S

Helping distinguish between active and inactive programs in SFAREGS. Some ACTIVE programs continue
even when replaced.

S

Better instructions for using Banner!

S

If there is any way for the systems to communicate more than they already do, that would be amazing. Much
of our work is double or triple done between banner, Navigate, and email.

S

Argos reports are cumbersome - inconsistent and not user friendly

S

I wish there was an easy way to get a list of student email addresses in my classes.

S

My complaint isn't the support of Banner. It's the type of Banner product we have. I'd like to see a world with
no more, "The type of Banner product we have won't allow us to do that."

S
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We don't have GradesFirst, so my comments are related to Navigate. It takes to long to do everything in the
Navigate system. Why can't you add a note or attachment in the appointment report, why is that a separate
process? Why does it give you duplicate progress reports and why can't they be deleted? Why can't you save
documents with characters! Please fix all of this. Why can I only search in the campaign function with 5 or less
student ID's? That makes no sense. Why can't I combine search features (primary and secondary advisor
S
listing) Why doesn't banner list the Student ID anymore on the academic history and if I am signed into
banner, when I clear an advising hold, why doesn't the system automatically keep the student ID when it
transitions to the clear advising screen, or the Utrack screen? Why can't the system ask me if I want to log out
rather than kicking me out? If you could fix all of these issues that would be great.
It might be user issues, but I'd like to be able to browse more than one semester of classes.

S

Provide more frequent trainings. The College of Arts and Sciences works hard to provide training
opportunities, but when new staff are hired, it would be nice to have a "go-to" for additional training materials.

S

We don't have Gradesfirst anymore. We now use Navigate.

S

Simplify

S

Make integration of external systems easier, and devote a team to facilitating integrations in a timely manner.

S

Trainings on the use of Banner for various purposes (i.e. registration, timetable, etc.). I've had trouble getting
the level of access I needed to accomplish my job and was re-directed by the HelpDesk to the registrar, who
would solve the immediate challenge without helping figure out why I didn't have access I need. I believe this
has been since sorted out--just took asking and asking until the right person in the registrar's office could take
it to the right person in OIT. I guess more centralized support here would be nice.

S

Banner 9 is not very user friendly. It should be more intuitive, easier to find transaction codes to provide
information you are looking for. A site for transactions codes available would be nice. Additional training
available is necessary. Cheat sheets for transactions and codes.

S

Can't always find Banner and MyUTK easily Banner has some unique quirks that if you don't have specific
instructions on what to do you would not find intuitively.

S

Replace Banner with something more user friendly.

S

Keep the dashboard the same.

S

Banner is not user friendly.

S

As a student as well as as staff, I think the MyUtk portal needs to be more user friendly. I have used Walter's
State and Pellissippi's student portals and they are much more straight forward and easier to navigate

S

It doesn't seem that data from different offices integrate well or automatically with one another, which makes it
challenging to work with students in real time.

S

I wish the systems were more connected. I wish I didn't have to use different sites to see transcripts and the
wquivalency table and such. I think Degree Works is much more integrated and I hope when we move to that
that UTK will buy all of the features to maximize connectivity.

S

MyUTK needs a search option to find the page you're looking for. Wish there was better organization of drop
down menus. For example, Academic History is under My Resources, but then there's an Academic Support
tab that seems like a better tab to be under?

S

I don't feel I've ever understood how to use Banner and don't know who to go to for training or guidance. My
use of Banner began when UT migrated from the old CSA system (~2010).

S
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Banner itself is okay, but support staff need to have access to make changes for the upcoming semesters
longer than we do now. I assume this comes from the Registrar's office though.

S

These systems have no support. Who do we/the students go to for help? Faculty/Staff are expected to
troubleshoot system problems. Students have no idea how to register for courses and many don't know what
MyUTK or Navigate are. Also, calling it "Vol Academic Connect" instead of Navigate causes confusion.

S

Most of the work I do in Banner is related to Admissions, so most of my training was through the staff in my
office. It would be great to have a separate training specifically with faculty and staff to learn the ins and outs
of Banner.

S

It would be fabulous if we could bulk register people. We spend an enormous amount of time doing that. It
would also be great if instructors could be bulk uploaded to the timetable. It generally takes me an entire day
to get the timetable done each semester.

S

The multiple systems can be hard to navigate at times

UG

Give help guides or make it more intuitive

UG

make everything more clear (classes still needed on DARS)

UG

It can be kind of hard to understand how to work DARS and understand what it means.

UG

The format for DARS could be clearer

UG

It would be nice if there were shortcuts to pages. To be able to check availability of classes it takes 3 tabs and
many clicks to get to.

UG

The organization of myUTK needs improvement. I rated lower than necessary only because this is the only
issue I have with UTKs online services. myUTK could definitely look better and could be easier to navigate. I
like scheduling classes on it though, myUTK works well; its just not the prettiest.

UG

Make it easier to understand. I often spend a significant amount of time searching for what I need.

UG

The information is not always in a very digestible format, especially with DARS.

UG

Many of the tabs in MyUTk in the drop-own menus are not organized well, so there should be a more topicoriented UI for that.

UG

It is hard to navigate to the DARS, I have to watch the self help videos every time if I want to get to it.

UG

I feel that my GPA and class grades are hard to access. Please make them more easily accessible. I also
think the way that bills and debts are displayed is hard to comprehend if you don't know how to decipher it, so
I would like to see an improvement there to have more digestible information about billing statements.

UG

Get rid of duo. It is a pointless middle man. Simply just let people stay signed in for a week or so and then
resign in.

UG

up to date data and security

UG

It is hard to naviagte through MyUTK

UG

class registration could be more organized

UG

Banner and DARS are both pretty buggy websites. There are frequent issues of the website’s functionality
breaking or not formatting correctly.

UG

It is very slow, and stressful when registering for classes. I get most people are on it causing it to run slow, but
UG
it is very stressful to use.
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MyUTK is very confusing. It always takes me some time to navigate through the tabs and find the information
that I need.

UG

The support is great, but accessing everything on MyUTK can be difficult sometimes. So much going on and
very little clarity.

UG

I think sending out emails regarding MyUTK and what specifics to look out for that are coming up

UG

MYUTK is difficult to navigate sometimes.

UG

Would prefer an easy access pdf button to view statement balance from the front page of myUTK like how it
was the past few years

UG

The Banner website seems a bit convoluted. I usually only use the schedule planner and registration and
some of the other features and click paths to get there make it feel more complicated than it needs to be.

UG

I think finding the button to click on banner, dars, etc. gets confusing when it is mixed in with many other
buttons

UG

update it and make it more user friendly/ easier to look at

UG

perhaps a email saying where to find dars cause its a very useful tool but i didnt know about it my first
semester.

UG

Wish it was easier to read the times and have all the info once we add a class so we can see the instructor,
times, location, and room number.

UG

Registration is difficult, confusing, and dated. DARS is also dated

UG

Accessing these systems is not very intuitive, and previous links I used no longer work because it got moved
around.

UG

The constant time outs are understandable, but the fact that I have to jump through loopholes to get back to
where I was without closing everything, especially with MyUTK, is bothersome.

UG

Concerning MyUTK, some of the tabs are clunky and don't update information in an appropriate time frame.

UG

More explanation as to why it wont let you register for a class.

UG

With DARS, I wish there were a more organized way to view classes, such as being able to build a schedule
and see if I can knock out classes in more than one category. That's a big deal I know.

UG

I think this website is a little harder to navigate, I never end up needing help idk it just feels a little more
unorganized.

UG

Better organization and accessibility

UG

I think things are really hard to navigate

UG

Make all transcripts, but especially ones from UT to UT, free. I got the grades. Just let me show them to other
people. I already pay you thousands of dollars a year.

UG

Not an issue on your part. Not enough prep done for when registration opens. Too many classes filled to soon
where more classes have to be added later. The wait list system is broken as well. Not the fault of OIT though

UG

It can be a bit confusing to navigate to these for the first time, other then that it has been great.

UG

Many of these pages are slow to load or have errors that require contacting someone else to resolve (course
registration errors). Attempting to reduce the frequency of occurrences would be nice.

UG
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DUO Mobil is not necessary. It makes doing something as simple as logging in to check my professor's name
take twice as long. If you forget your phone or if it dies, you're screwed. I'd rather have less security than have UG
to deal with Duo Mobil.
It is very confusing to try and find what you are looking for. Make the website more user-friendly.

UG

The links to pages I need to use should be more localized on the page instead of having to search for it in
drop down menus

UG

These are good sources to utilize, but DARS' unorganized page of information when someone runs a program
could easily intimidate students and make them less likely to use the source (I have a friend who got confused
UG
and gave up on using that website and in turn got behind on their studies). MyUTK could be set up so
students could take fewer clicks to get to a destination.
sometimes these systems are confusing because there are so many of them i get them mixed up. if there
were more clear links on the my utk page to make them more easily accesssible that would be better

UG

MyUTK is overwhelming, even as a senior. I wish some things were taken away as many links/modules I have
UG
never used.
The accessibility is pretty low on data Dars and my utk because lots of myutk websites don't have correct
hyperlinks

UG

It is a little difficult to navigate where things are located because I do not use it often, so when I do use it it can
UG
be confusing.
Navigation around certain services can sometimes be obtrusive

UG

I get confused because there are a lot of options. An informational source on how to navigate these online
systems would be nice.

UG

Help know how to set it up more, because it was so hard for me and I kept having to call UTK

UG

My UTK can get a little crowded with info, but overall it is good

UG

The DARs is kind of difficult to understand

UG

Dars is comprehensive and hard to understand.

UG

Banner's course registration is a little clunky, but I don't know how y'all could fix that!

UG

The interface can be modernized a bit (Banner). It feels like I'm looking at a website from the 90s.

UG

I find the navigation to be less than intuitive. Going in through MyUTK, I often have to jump through multiple
pages before I get to the place need to get to (for example, DARS, Grades)

N/A
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info_b - What is OIT doing well with the support of Student Information
Systems and Online Class Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK,
Gradesfirst)?
48 Responses
It's an old-school system, but it does the job most of the time.

F

My UTK works well nearly all the time.

F

Have someone available who knows how to resolve issues.

F

Again, all it can. I do not believe the problems originate with OIT and not sure they can fix issues.

F

Banner is easy to use when posting grades.

F

Some of the links have gotten cleaner to follow.

F

photo roster is awesome!

F

Not much you can do with a terrible system . . . .

F

It's ok.

F

It works well. Organized in a logical fashion and menu driven.

F

It's okay. The self-help tutorials are helpful.

F

The information is all there, it's just sometimes hard to find

F

No problems or issues

G

It is overall good.

G

Everything is pretty intuitive and easy to follow

G

Some basic information is really easy to find (course schedule, fees)

G

It is well organized and easy to navigate.

G

It's always worked well.

G

Some key links are on the main pages

G

Relatively straightforward to access information.

G

very good service. working as designed

G

They exist

G

MyUTK works fine

G

Usually this service has a fairly difficult interface. It is still difficult to navigate, but better than other colleges

G

updates

S

Updates to the change of major, minor, concentration were great! DARS is great too. We do not need UTrack
anymore. Wish it could be turned off.

S

I use these systems every day and appreciate how reliable they need to be (and generally are).

S

Banner is user friendly.

S

Timely updates/upgrades. Installation of enhancements when available. Custom workarounds for UTK-specific
S
needs.
Pretty easy to use--needs a facelift. F - Faculty, G - Graduate Student, IT - IT Staff, S - Staff, UG -UndergraduateS Student
I use Banner. The names transaction names are not intuitive but the program itself is a solid system most of
the time.

S

This platform functions a lot better now than it did in the past.

S

I use my UTK and I don't have any issues.

S

Good at troubleshooting access issues and questions about different screens in Banner and what they are
used for.

S

Never have had problems with myutk

UG

I have never had any issues with the platforms above.

UG

Haven't really had any issues with these services.

UG

I like DARS as a concept, it has been very helpful for planning classes.

UG

The support is great

UG

It is very well labeled and I never have to wonder if I am in the right place.

UG

i like how easy it is to access them

UG

not being able to add another class that interferes with another classes time

UG

Works fine when I'm using them.

UG

I think that once you find your class it's nice that it shows you what your full schedule would look like.

UG

Once you find it, the DARS information about what classes I need in each gen ed category to graduate is very
UG
helpful.
DARS is useful, I wish it were a bit easier to read.

UG

It works every single time.

UG

I'm just impressed at how well it all works, honestly

UG
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zoom_a - How can OIT improve the support of Zoom?
123 Responses
not sure if the many issues with zoom are due to internet issues, and not OIT meetings with some in person
and some live seldom work well....

F

more resources on trouble shooting HIPAA zoom via cellular device. Unresolved since August with no solution
other than poor connection needing stronger WIFI or cellular signal (others are able to connect right next to
F
me via same carrier/wifi/both methods)
Need a major update of components! Microphones are awful, cameras are at the mercy of the age of the
computer, and speakers are non existent.

F

I would like the UT virtual background which should be on all our accounts.

F

OIT does not help with ZOOM, again, the system is set up rigidly, regular OIT people cannot help faculty to
change the settings. They can't. So many tools are not available, which makes zoom very difficult to use from
the podium. Cynap seems to be a good interface to use zoom. But again, there is no literature to activate
zoom tools on the podium screen. One has no control over the zoom session. All is rigid, if there is a problem
during the class hour there is no way to solve it immediately. So the class recordings get incomplete.
Sometimes without sound, some other times without visual, and one has no way to know what is going on.

F

Students ALWAYS have problems logging in. It ALWAYS take 2-3 classes to get everyone on Zoom via the
proper UT credentials. Everyone needs coaching on how to show up on zoom with proper
sound/mic/lighting/use of virtual background, etc.

F

Biggest complaint are audio issues when playing video to classroom while also using zoom

F

Been great- maybe add support staff?

F

Links back to the system connection. Not always able to connect to Zoom effectively.

F

Clearer access to zoom webinars when needed.

F

Have someone anser the phone. I have a Zoom meeting and a problem. I call.. Phone is never answered.
Meeting over. Lost money

F

zoom is fine---I just wish there was a way to show the PPT (shared screen) , the speaker and the chat box
without one overlapping the other (even when I change the chat box size).

F

More backgrounds and filters would be helpful. I want to maintain the professional Zoom. It is beneficial for
office hours and meeting with faculty, staff, and students.

F

OIT does a great job, problems are more user error. If there is a way for Zoom to let us know of updates that
would be helpful.

F

Sometimes ZOOM internet connection fails but it might not be a Zoom issue rather a wi-fi one. The other thing
F
is it would be nice to be able to use Canvas quizzes with Proctorio while we are in the Zoom class.
I've had to upgrade to Hippa and since then my canvas course doesn't recognize me as having access. I have
F
to do a bunch of extra steps and still struggle to get a link set up to use in class.
Possible to disable default ability of viewers to download recordings? I have to change this after every single
class.

F

transcription; pro accounts for all

F

More training needed

F

Have assistance available 24/7--or at least evenings and weekends, when there are needs also.

F
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After a recent update, I was only able to log in to one device at a time; thus, using my laptop at home when my
desktop at my office is logged in to Zoom will log my office computer out. This is super frustrating in multiple
F
ways; it often causes delays with presentations, classes, and meetings. I wish it could change.
Upgrades come through at inopportune times - tight before I'm to give a webinar and causes difficulties.

F

The problems I have with Zoom are with the platform itself.

F

OIT's Zoom support is superb. Training on the use of Zoom for specific purposes (like conferences/symposia)
could be good. But it will be less necessary as the pandemic loosens its grip.

F

Provide the use of Zoom webinars

F

Part of my problem with Zoom is not being an expert at this time.

F

Let us know how/where to provide feedback for suggestions and/or improvements about Zoom to the
company or to OIT.

F

Provide better support.

F

Allow us to add apps to our zoom pages.

F

would be helpful to have zoom-supported devices and systems in conference rooms

F

Give us clear, dumby-proof directions on how to use Zoom and Panopto at the same time

F

cannot always find my own page ... alternate Zoom venues get confused. TN zoom should always be an
option

F

Get camera for Humanities Room 202.

F

Zoom is usually fine, but I can't consistently connect an iPad as a whiteboard when I am on campus, so that
can be frustrating. This probably has more to do with Wifi than Zoom. I'd also love to see the auto caption
feature enabled.

F

Would love webinar-hosting access

G

Thanks for the free zoom pro account but omg why not just use teams!!!!!

G

tell faculty not to use it anymore and encourage them to only teach in person

G

with the ready captioning

G

Should not have to be charged to extend meeting times

G

making sure teachers know how to use it

G

Nothing. Zoom issues are Zoom problems.

G

Longer meeting session times!!!!!!!! How am I supposed to hold office hours with 30 minute limits?

G

have better wifi to use zoom seamlessly

G

Allow students to use full 1 hr sessions for greater than 3 participants, rather than limited to 40 mins. Need it
for group work/work with outside preceptors.

G

Provide accessibility training for Zoom.

G

I don't know how OIT can improve zoom exactly- it's pretty solid but the random tech difficulties can get in the
way

G

it lags during video calls

G
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Have run into a few issues in getting the right link to work. Changes to limit to 40 minutes seems like it might
impact the ability to get work done when working with a group of 3 or more people. With the change, not sure
if I will now have to pay for Zoom if I want to work longer than 40 minutes.

G

I've submitted a help desk request to upgrade my zoom subscription so I no longer see the time limits, but it
reverts back to the basic subscription. This makes my GTA position difficult at times

G

find another product other than zoom. I hate the product

G

Encourage the use of live transcriptions

G

Change the tennessee.zoom.us page so the buttons make sense. The "Create or Edit an Account" button
confuses people. They can't create an account from that button, so change it to just "Login". Also, get rid of
"Start a Meeting", all it does is open the Zoom app on the computer. If you have to keep it, change it to "Open
Zoom App".

IT

I have had my UTK laptop reboot to update during a zoom meeting in progress. That really should not happen. IT
It's complicated to log in from a phone if the zoom session requires authenticated participants.

IT

sometimes if I have a zoom window/meeting going and am trying to work in O365 it seems to cause
performance issue with outlook..

IT

In classroom or conference room settings, there are audio glitches.

S

I don’t know; here are some issues: I have been approved for a UTK licensed account for meetings any
amount of time over 40 minutes. However, the meetings still cut off at 40 minutes. I had to show my supervisor
the approval. They could not understand why I was having so much trouble when they don’t. Why don’t
admins of Assc Heads, Department Heads, and upper administration have an account just like faculty?
Faculty with administrative duties are not scheduling these zooms; admins are. Admins are expected to
schedule the zoom, be the host, and take minutes of the meeting. I can not enter the meeting from the
OIT\Zoom\ https://Tennessee.zoom.us portal. Occasionally, I can copy the meeting link and post it into a
browser and get in. Occasionally. However, when I enter this way it does not recognize me as the host. Maybe
this is why the meeting is ending at 40 min? Also, the meeting members will want a poll created. I can’t do
this, nor can I make someone else the host so they can do it. We literally have to end the meeting and let one
of the faculty create the meeting to add a poll. These issues are embracing and make me look
unprofessional\uneducated. I ask for assistance by creating a ticket. I’m provided with a curt response and a
S
link to review, with a notice saying the “case/ticket” is closed. I review the information and try again, but same
issues keep happening. I ask co-workers to read over the information, sit at my desk and see if they get a
difference result. (Note: now UTK is paying three admins without a technical background to try and trouble
shoot this issue.) Now, I send in another ticket request asking for assistance and requesting someone to
call\zoom with me because I can get this to work. I received the same response as the first time. Why is
“closing a ticket” quickly taking precedence over making sure all the issues are resolved for the ticket? I just
paid for my own non-UTK account. I consider this an investment for my sanity; no reimbursement although not
cheap. Btw, admins are paid much less than faculty, but resort for creating own account. I have no problems
with my non-UTK account. I create zoom meetings for Department Heads\Associate Heads and Upper
Administration, board of visitors, as well as contacts\potential department investors off campus. I need the
zoom account to work as intended. Period. (I say this kindly and candidly.)
Another poor excuse for interaction. No one really says anything that they feel. The meetings are too many
and not enough learning goes on. We are not educating. We are cheating the customer.

S
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Having instructions available for whether or not to use Zoom Meetings versus Zoom Webinar and what the
processes are for requesting service for both, might be helpful.

S

Provide information on people can use live transcription for accessibility.

S

more training for new students on things like using zoom chat to contact teachers

S

works great

S

Zoom was great for about a week. Unless the integrations are unlocked its a poor choice given our other
options with Teams and Canvas. Its a waste of money at this point when what we needed 5 years ago was
workflows

S

Better picture

S

Zoom is slow to launch, maybe because my computer is older. When Zoom wants to update, the update
doesn't always work.

S

Zoom works great for the purposes that I use it for. I have no suggestions at this time.

S

Keep things updated, include information if there are updates that change things with Zoom - formatting, new
features - where can these be found

S

It's not perfect, but it has gotten better.

S

Simplify

S

Easier methods to log in. Have difficulty logging in and have to use SSO. Defaults to unlicensed version.

S

Use Zoom less and encourage more MS Teams use and meetings. I don't find it necessary to use both. I like
MS Teams because of the file sharing, posts to groups in teams, chat and screen share capabilities. It is
quicker to call someone in Teams rather than setup a Zoom meeting via email.

S

Offer trainings to show ZOOM options such as registration. Also, having ZOOM registration link to SUPER.

S

It's been glitchy of late - constantly logging me out and changing my settings.

S

I hate zoom.

S

Make Zoom licenses accessible to retirees who are still UT email users.

S

Make it as secure as possible.

S

Zoom is often glitchy. This probably has more to do with the platform itself than anything within our systems.

S

Quality of video could be better, but this may be do to internet service.

S

More training opportunities via Zoom training or Kate

S

Continue it's use as it is a daily need of mine.

S

Make all conference rooms ZOOM-ready.

S

There are still some issues with students not able to use UT authentication when trying to get into a Zoom set
up by UTK staff with the "UTK authentication" requirement

S

I think investing in systems that can improve the Zoom experience could be beneficial. Check out Glimpse. It
seems like a great program that could improve the uses of Zoom and provide more connectedness for Zoom
users (better Breakout Room experiences, etc.)

S

I just still need to get more experience with it.

S
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I still have lagging issues during some of my Zooms. Helping us understand what can be contributing to that
would be helpful.

S

don't muck it up by adding too many "enhancements".

S

When Zoom is out if date...give a message saying such & direct the user to 'check for updates' as opposed to
getting a generic error message leading to an unnecessary HelpDesk call.

S

Give us a newsletter/training on how to improve our Zoom skills. Backdrops, changing pics, breakout rooms,
etc.

S

Make sure we all get a big check from the class action suit since Zoom turned out to not be what we all
thought it was.

S

Improve connectivity, account defaults a lot to a different plan of service

S

always a toss up about whether I will be able to connect at the time of the meeting. Would be helpful to know
everything is a go before the host opens the meeting. Took 45 min one time with the Help Desk to figure out
my email was @tennessee.edu and ended up missing most of the meeting. That's ridiculous.

S

use teams

UG

Sometimes the audio lags resulting in the words not matching up with the speaker's mouth, but it is not a huge
UG
deal.
Educate instructors who struggle to use Zoom - particularly the chat feature

UG

Honestly, I don't know what OIT can do, but I recently had a professor go out of the country for research,
which forced us to use Zoom. However, when we were using Zoom abroad, the lag was incredible and
UG
impeded on my ability to understand the content being taught to me. So, if fixing that is something within OIT's
capabilities, I urge them to fix it. But, it may be a Zoom platform issue.
allowing a stable connection

UG

Could use meeting scheduler

UG

It has not been an issue for me, but more clear instructions regarding SSO for new students would be an
improvement.

UG

Very annoying, Runs slow and terrible the majority of the time.

UG

Zoom can be really slow and glitchy especially when talking to other people on the university wifi, but zoom is
just not the best always.

UG

The sound and quality of the camera sometimes are not very good.

UG

Sometimes service on zoom isnt great and its lags

UG

Allow better internet connection on phones everywhere on campus, so we can zoom on our phones as well as
UG
our computers.
courses for teachers on how to use zoom

UG

Improve WiFi connectivity on campus to help Zoom connect better

UG

Love zoom just wish professors had a required class on how to operate zoom because them trying to figure it
out and listen to a student tell them how to operate it takes up too much class time and this seems to happen
a few times in a course that uses zoom. I understand technical problems but they usually have a problem just
from not knowing how to use the app.

UG
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zoom sucks in most of my classes. the platform is slow and not very compatible on my phone or ipad.

UG

never works ever, horrible

UG

I struggle getting connected to zoom

UG

OIT is doing great. I just don't really like using Zoom.

UG

Get a license where sessions between students wont drop after 30 min or whatever

UG

I hate having to go into my actual account and put in the code instead of just clicking on the link

UG

Sometimes it inevitably is a hassle

UG

Zoom is slow and has an obnoxious interface. Replace it with Microsoft Teams or Discord please.

UG

40 minute span. bad.

UG

Try to make the wifi better so zoom can function properly.

UG

have better access to support that is actually knowledgeable. i called to get an upgrade to my account and
was told incorrect information twice and then never got the upgrade

UG

I generally do not like Zoom.

UG

Sometimes the connection with zoom is just bad, I am not sure if OIT can do much to change that

UG

Stable internet connection across campus

UG

Instructors are not able to see the chat box during screen share. This is very inconvenient.

UG

Some of the teachers could use better microphones for their classes/recordings.

UG

Nothing that doesn't involve better performance by professors. That is the may issue when they use zoom.

UG
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zoom_b - What is OIT doing well with the support of Zoom?
110 Responses
links seem to work most of the time.

F

Zoom works. No complaints.

F

Zoom is great. New features are added and the support from UT is excellent. Please keep zoom!

F

outside Banner, which I rarely use, everything just works fine for me

F

Stable. and has to be.

F

Reliable and easy to use

F

Great support.

F

Life saver- thx!

F

I do not think that my access to Zoom and my use of Zoom depend on UTK and OIT, but I may be wrong
about that.

F

The Zoom based chat where you can get support for using Zoom is great

F

The client is fine. One of the only positives I have to report. My connectivity difficulty is a separate issue.

F

Works great!

F

Transferring me to experts

F

Doing a great job.

F

Zoom has worked quite well over the course of the pandemic and support has been there when needed.

F

Zoom function consistently works well

F

It works well. There are occasional network hiccups – more so on my home network – but overall it is great.

F

No issues with Zoom. Thank you for the professional account.

F

Making Zoom available. I love Zoom and want to use it the rest of my life. Please keep it. I never again want to
F
have to travel somewhere to meet people in person and breathe their air.
Everything associated with Zoom has been outstanding for me.

F

Zoom has been a life-saver and I really appreciate how well it works

F

Zoom works pretty well

F

Providing Zoom accounts--and upgrading to pro accounts--has been one of the few positive outcomes of this
dreadful pandemic. PLEASE CONTINUE THIS even if/when the pandemic ever ends. It not only facilitates
health/safety but also efficiency with instruction and a wide range of collaborative activities.

F

The folks providing support are amazingly good, helpful, and available.

F

I had a camera issue in Zoom that OIT staff corrected quickly. I appreciated the help greatly.

F

I've found it works very well.

F

I think it's generally fine as it is now. Actually my preferred meeting site over MS Teams

F

LOVE ZOOM and support provided by OIT is excellent. Please do not switch providers; we are all finally really
F
good on Zoom! Lots of support and video tutorials are great!!! WE LOVE ZOOM!
A student assistant helped get a microphone for the Zoom session

F

Zoom seems to work great, consistently.
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Zoom is pretty great. Two years ago it seemed unthinkable this technology would exist on such a scale, and
here we are.

F

No problems

G

Unlimited time usage, allows for large group usage

G

Approving HIPPA compliance

G

Zoom is so much easier to use than Teams, so thanks for letting us use that more instead of Teams.

G

Zoom support is excellent! I seem to be able to get the help when I need it.

G

thankful to have this option so I dont get behind on class if I am sick

G

Helping people have log in issues when the problem is actually at Zoom's end.

G

Zoom has been very reliable. Only once in the last year did my mic/speaker stop working, but it worked again
after I restarted my computer.

G

OIT does a great job ensuring that hackers do not access zoom meetings. I have never once experienced
difficulties with zoom. The breakout rooms in zoom also enhance the overall experience for online classes
because it allows students to meet in smaller groups to discuss various topics and share with group as a
whole.

G

It's always worked well.

G

Helpful to have access to a Zoom subscription as a student

G

Zoom is an excellent meeting tool.

IT

Zoom is very helpful!!

IT

CAS Authentication and/or pulse secure logins where necessary to provide private zoom, and prevent
unauthorized zoom meeting users/hacks.

IT

OIT? I didn't know Zoom was an OIT product. As far as support goes, every issue I've had with Zoom is well
beyond OIT's abilities. It's great that it is provided to everyone and is generally easy to use.

IT

I love Zoom. It works consistently, and I know how to configure what I need. I especially like the integration
with Outlook and the meeting reminders.

IT

Zoom works great once you learn how to use it I had no problems in our department with it

IT

Zoom is awesome!

IT

Zoom has been very useful through the pandemic, and even after returning to the office!

S

I have had no problems.

S

If you are lucky enough to have someone call you, they are kind.

S

Zoom has a pretty robust support system and I have rarely needed OIT when using and/or presenting with
Zoom.

S

Love ZOOM and its capabilities. So glad we have this and not using MS Teams.

S

It's fine. I turn it on and there is video of people on the other end of the camera.

S

chat, calling, apps, ease of access

S

I have had no issues with using Zoom. Everything was set up to allow ease of use.

S
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I run an online program so this system is critical. I have had not issues. I am glad we have the capability to
use Zoom and hope that continues.

S

It works well. I have not had any problems.

S

Love this tool. Very effective and intuitive

S

It's reliable. My expectations for that are high, and those expectations are being met.

S

It seems to work well.

S

Zoom works great for the purposes that I use it for. I have no suggestions at this time.

S

Overall great job getting us all online!

S

increased security and awareness of zoom bombers

S

All good! Have not yet needed assistance.

S

Love Zoom. Did not use it prior to COVID, but now cannot imagine ever doing without it. Please keep it
forever!

S

So pleased with Zoom - it is a life saver and has been of great benefit.

S

I think when used properly, Zoom has been a great addition to our toolbox. It saves a lot of unnecessary travel
S
throughout campus.
Don't get rid of it. This is one service that is always reliable and joyous.

S

Glad I do not have to manage my own profile!

S

Zoom has been very easy to access and use to communicate inside and outside the college.

S

Having knowledgeable people who can troubleshoot in a timely manner is great!

S

Instructions online to set up Zoom are easy to follow.

S

Zoom is just easy to use.

S

When using Zoom on campus, it works very well.

S

Fast internet speeds helps.

S

Zoom is a solid program. OIT provided links to training to use the different features which was appreciated.

S

All good. I haven't had issues with Zoom.

S

I really appreciate how OIT stays on top of Zoom updates and continues to make sure that faculty and staff
understand how to use it to the best of our abilities. OIT is always willing to answer any questions and hop on
a Zoom to explain anything that doesn't make sense.

S

I think OIT helped tremendously w/Zoom during COVID I am not great with Zoom so I have no idea but hope it
S
will be easier in the future.
I use zoom regularly and have not had problems.

S

Overall my Zoom account seems to work consistently and well.

S

I received great support when I have questions about Zoom and what the different roles are, ie. host, alternate
S
host. Thank you Jonathan.
I deeply appreciate UT & OIT's Zoom support!!! You have gone above and beyond!!

S

Provided training (I believe it was OIT) in the beginning when we were all needing to use Zoom.

S
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No issues with zoom

S

I appreciate that all staff were given the upgraded Zoom accounts - we need the enhanced functionality, so
thank you!

S

Making the Zoom available to all faculty/staff in all departments.

S

The trainings for Zoom are helpful for new users!

S

OIT is doing great.

S

SSO login is a good feature to know and use.

S

I really don't know. I just know that I don't have any issues. I have no complaints.

S

I appreciated getting access to the Pro level

S

It works pretty well

S

It works great and is easy to use. Thank you! I like it just the way it is.

S

Zoom seems to work well when it is mostly up to date.

S

Offering us the option of Zoom and keeping it safe from hackers

S

You guys did such a great job helping us troubleshoot through the whole Zoom-bombing incidents during
COVID. Thank you for your very quick and thorough work.

S

Bravo on your work over the last crazy years!

S

During Covid-19 there were helpful Zoom trainings about how to use Zoom, as well as recordings that we
could go back and watch.

S

Other than minor audio lags, I haven't had any major problems with Zoom.

UG

Now that I know how to use it, it's been working great.

UG

Never had a problem.

UG

It is very easily accessible on classes canvas, if we use zoom for that particular class

UG

As long as the professor provides the link, it works amazingly

UG

Professors have had access to learning about new features

UG

I haven't had any issues since fall 2020. It works very smoothly and teachers know how to use it effectively as
well now.

UG

very easy to use

UG

Zoom typically works well, can be a little choppy on UTK wifi

UG
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